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FOREWORD

In 1976, the need for educational improvement was clear but the

most appropriate directions to pursue were not. Reform efforts to

make the curriculum teacher proof, led by nationally prominent

scientists, had been tried and had failed. Reports by Coleman et al.

(1966), Jencks et al. (1972), and others ware interpreted to say that

neither schools nor teachers made important differences in student

achievement. The production function approach to educational

improvemen ( g., outcomes follow expenditures) of Pre ident

Johnson's Great Society was already suspect. It was a time for a

frvsh approach to educational research. In this climate, the

National Institt.0-41 of Education created the Institute for Research on

Teaching (IRT) at Michigan State University.

The thesis upon which IRT work was predicated is deceptively

simple. Effective school learning requires good teaching; good

. teach ng requires professionals who exercise judgment in constructing

the education of their students. In retrospect, the thesis was

rev lutionary, representing an ideological premise as well as a

scientific claim. Subssquent transformations in thinking about the

role of teachers in educational improvement and the role of research

on teaching have been remarkable.

In 1976, teachers were either viewed as a weak link in the

educational process to be skirted or as technicians to be

programmed. In 1986, the leaders of educational reform state

the key to success lies in creating a profession equal to
the task--a profession of well-educated teachers prepared to
assume new powers and responsibilities to redesign schools
for the future. (Carnegie Forum on Education and the
EconoMy)
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In 198E, educational practitiOntsare looking to research on

teaching less for prescriptions and am for principles that will

increase their effectivene as semautonomous professionals

negetiating and mediating among -omplasnd contradictory task

demands as they pursue goals of excellence and equity. In the words

of teacher Linda Alford,

Research lets us see how others reach. . . We can see the
effects of their behavior, test cgclecisions against
theirs, match our strategies againttheirs and gain
insights into ourselves and our ruching. (Alford, 1983)

These views of teaching and research are a fa- cry from the days when

the goal was to create a teacher-proofcurriculum and to train teach-

ers as skilled tellnicians who delivetthe prescribed curriculum.

The value of these shifts in thirking about research and educe-

ional improvement can be seen in thefindings of IRT research. In

the pages that follow, IRT work is usedto construct a new and more

sharply focused image of good teachima better understanding of why

go d teaching Is difficult, and some hypotheses about how good

teaching can be - c _ased. Followingthat, each of 10 major IRT

vesearch projects are summarized (aliprojects completed in Septemb

1986). The report closes with a 4esripcion of IRT's disseminarton,

research syntheses, and training effoas.

_TAResearcb

The frame ork in Figure 1 repregeotsinformation that teacher

could consider and actIons they might Wm in their teaching. With

its causal chain running from left to right and teacher processing of

information in the middle, the model portrays good teaching as a

tightly coupled rational process. Itpmvides a description of what
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Figure I. Model of teacher thoughts and actions.
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IRT research has revealed as effective aaching; it does not t=epre-

sent commonly found teaching strategies and practice, The n Islbedel also

makes clear that good teaching is highly comp1g, containin tkr-nany

points for possible breakdown or error.

IRT research bas documented substantial differences emnr1,0

teachers in the extent to which they appear tooperate rationkmally.

Teachers simplify their teaching environmentinways that makt. it

manageable for them and then operate rationallywithin those

simplifications. Simon's (1957) concept of bounded rationely is

useful in understanding this process. An important IRT acconll iish-

ment has been to identify characteristics of teachers' 51510SZ-Wied

models, determine the extent to which these sip1ified mode1 0 are

functional, and d scovar how teachers' models might b

functional.

There are several features of Figure 1 thathighlight hcal IRT has

moved beyond earlier conceptions of researchonteacher

o Both the origins and the outcomes of teacher thinkin0
are represented; early research on teacher thinking Vte.1.

largely descriptive and typically stopped short of
estimating effects on students;

made 04=nre

Intermediate student outcomes a _ included; effacti
has important indirect effectson student

academic learning through improved sMdent motivatiO
and student metacognitive strategies;

o Subject matter is represented as an onntial coute
'for understanding teacher thoughts andections; earl)/
research on teacher thinking did nor consider how
teacher thoughts and actions may varyin important ce4vyn,
from one subject matter area to another;

o Teacher routines are a part of teaChetthinking 3104
with planning and interactive decisions; many teatW
practices cannot be linked directly todecinien makUlt;rg,
at least not conscious decision making;
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Content and strat 6.101-6r are distinguished in representing
necher thinking; ur=mderstanding good teaching requires
attention to both cocmntent and pedagogy;

Direct_ influences (pc.ower) and indirect influences
(persuasion) on teei=hers are distinguished to explain
why, for example, Solmme teachers continue to teach in a
wayconsistent with a particular policy, even when that
plicy has been reolc=sved, whereas for other policies
teacher compliance L;:s not universal and lasts no longer
thn the policy;

hrsonal experienOe is represented as an important
_determinant of how t=eachers think and what they do,
especially a teachet=r's own experiences as a student;

Teachers' thoughte emund actions are represented as
dpemic, making oleame.r that teachers can and do learn
font experience.

IRT pecorojec have focused on specific parts of

tho frammt, collectively the projects have complemented each othe

Co addrenthe entire fracterork. Moving from left to right across

the figure, the Content Deteeerminants Project focused primarily on

links between factors beyoridE1 the classroom, teachers' convictions,

and teacheractions. The Co=wnceptual Analytic Project addressed

between personal experienccb_ teachers' convi rions, and teache

thoughts and actions. n enrs early stage, the Classroom Strategy

ReseanchProject focused On connections between student character-

istics (Lc, types of "ptetectelems children) and teacher ' actions awl

oheetvedeffects. Later, themat same project conducted research co

show therelationships hettiten teachers' actions and student motiva-

tion, ThTeachers' ConceVt=lual Change in Practice and the Written

Literacybrum both focused on understanding the role that teacher

reflectimplays in modifyinrig teachers' convictions and improving

teachers'practices. The Tetacher Explanation, Science Teaching, and

Socializaion outcomes PrOjcts all focused on links among
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(a) teachers' convictions (especially teacher subject matter knowl-

ed e), (b) teacher thinking and subsequent actions, and (c) student

outcomes. In particular, the Teacher Explanation Project considerPd

student metacognitive strategies as well as student academic

learning.

TyjrtR _Tagether Research and Practice

The IRT is committed to search that holds high promise for

improving practice. To ensure that its research and dissem nation

efforts are directed toward the improvement of practice, -lhe IRT has

taken a number of steps: involving teachers in the work, focusing

research on endurinq problems of oracticO, directly studying efforts

to improve teaching, and maintaining an environment in which research-

ers have become inreasingly sophisticated in their unde standing of

education.

Teachers as Research Collaborator

Coming from the world of practice, in fact keeping one foot in

the world of practic_, t acher collaborators have kept our

research sensitive to important problems of practice. These teacher

collaborators have added credibility to our research and to the ways

ihich our researcher- present it. Through their interaction with

te collaborato s, faculty have asked better and more practice-

orit ted research questions, used more externally valid research

methods, and interpreted their findings more fully. But the bene

derived from teacher collaboration have not been unidirectional.

Through the process of collaboration, teachers have come to

6



understand and appreciate better the strengths and limitations of

their oi practice and to be more receptive to new ideas and more

analytic in the applications of those new ideas. Teacher collabora-

tion at the IRT has built a bridge between research and practi e.

The IRT was among the very first research organizations to use

teacher collaboration, and in the beginning the concept met with

greater sRepticism than enthu-iasm. Now the reverse is true. Thus,

while teacher collaboration has become a unique stre-gth of the IRT

in ensu-ing that our research and practice stay connected, each

informing the other, knowledge about teacher collaboration itself has

also become an important product of IRT work. Researchers throughout

the United States and to some extent in other countries are increas-

ingly collaborating with practitioners as they conduct educational

research. The effect is stronger connections between research and

practice.

Endu Proble

Another and closely related way in which the IRT has tied

research and practice together is through its focus on enduring

problems of practice, problems that are experienced as important by

many, if not all, teachers in the United States and that cannot be

easily.solved. Teacher collabora os have been inst umental in

helping to identify the enduring problems of practice that have been

translated into several of IRT's projects. For example, teacher

collaborato were concerned that a relatively small number of

students in any classroom require a disproportionately large share of

7



a teacher's e. Some teachers, however, develop reputations for

being unusually effective with these "problem children." These

concerns led to IRT's Classroom Strategy Research Project.

Another example is IRT's Socialization Outcomes Project which w

originally stimulated by teacher collaborators' concerns for the

nonacademic goals of schooling, what they are, how they are promoted,

how they can be assessed, and how they may draw attention away from

academic goals. Yet another example is ehe Language Arts Project

which began with teacher collaborat_ s' concerns for ways to make

more efficient use of extremely limited classroom time by integrating

the t--ching of language arts with the teaching of other subjects.

Other enduring problems of prectice that heve served to motivat

research include:

o How to deal with the tensions between demanding excel-
lence and providing equality of educational opportunity;

Holz to satisfy students in the short run by keeping them
interested, happy, and enrolled while satisfying society
in the long run by teaching students important but
sometimes difficult content;

o How to meet the individual needs of students while
having the responsibility to teach all subjects to all
students (or in the case of high school teachers, having
responsibility for approximately 180 different
students);

5alancing the desire to pursue student achievement
through creating an orderly and well-managed classroom

. with the desire to pursue a well-managed classroom
through instruction on content for which students are
motivated and from which they learn;

o Determining the optimum balance between teacher autonomy
and external control, especially when recognizing the
large and diverse properties of the nation's 2.4 million
teachers.

8
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ILLth.e_K=21LnLa

Conducting research and scholarship directly on problems of

teacher change is a third way in which IRT has tied together research

and practice. IRT's Teachers' Conceptual Change in Practice ProjPet

and its Written Literacy Forum both focused on how teachers can be

assis ed in reflecting upon their own practice and, drawing from

research kno ledge, redesign their practice in ways chat are both

more effective and more professionally satisfying. Other IRT

projects moved from early descriptive work to intervention studies

(e.g., Classroom Strategy Research, Science Teaching, Teacher

Explanation). From this work, a great deal has been learned about

how teaching practices can be changed in desired directions and about

the subsequent effects of these changes on s udent achievement.

Often, teachers are eager to hear prescriptions for how to

improve their practice. To some extent, research on teaching has

been able to identify elements of a technology for teaching, specific

patterns which strengthen teacher effectiveness. More often, IRT

resear h has identified principles of good practice, approaches to

teaching that require teacher judgment in their implementation.

Increasingly, teachers have come to view research on teaching as an

important resource for providing new perspectives on their owm

teaching. Familiarity with what has been learned from research on

teaching, coupled with assistance in reflec ing on their owm

practices, has been especially effective in getting teachers to

produce sustained improvements in their teaching practices.

9



Teachth

Yet a fourth way IRT has tied together re5earch and praottce is

through an evolution in the identity and sophisticaLion of its

research staff. Over its 10-year history, IRT has systematically

recruited persons from a variety of disciplines to carry out its

research agenda. These individuals have pursued research on teaching

from their own particular disciplinary perspectives. While each IRT

pro ect has tended to mainZain a distinct disciplinary perspective

over time, members of the research staff have gradually shifted from

identifying exclusively with their discipline and doing resear-h tri

education to identifying with education and doing research on teach-

ing. A greater sensitivity to educattoni issues and a

commitment to research that holds potential for improving education

has been the result.

SibAjil_thave_Learned

IRT has supported many projects, each with its own unique re-

search questions and research methods. By having a coherent program

of research which transcends the individual projects, however, it is

possible to 1 ok across projects and reach new understandings of

teaching and learning that would not otherwise have been possible. A

number,of these macro-level findings are summarized below; the

documentation for them lies in the work of the separate projects

described in later sections of this report.2

10
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Orientam ors to Teqc12111±7

In its focus on t:-cher decision making, 1RT research has sought

to discover the origins of teachers' actions ,s well as their con-

sequences. It would be mileading to cast the results of these

inquiries as pointing to teachers as totally rational, setting criso

instructional objectives, planning activities against those objec-

tives, monitoring student outcomes, and making adjustments in their

instru-tion when adjustment seems indicated. But it is true that

teachers' classroom practices are influenced in impor ant ways by the

goals teachers hold for schooling and by the responsibilities

teachers are willing to accept.

Teachers differ in the goals the hold for their instruction.

These differencos in goals result in Important differences in teacher

practices and in what is accomplished with students. One of the

fundamental challenges of teaching is that there are more important

things to be accomplished than can be done within the time and energy

available. To cope, teachers simplify thr work environment through

focusing their efforts. A major IRT finding has been, however, that

teachers need not always give up one goal to obtain energy and time

for another. For example, in studies of general mathematics we found

that by putting greater emphasis on students' understanding of con-

cepts, teachers were also able to better promote students' mastery of

computational skills.3 In another study we found that teachers who

set both academic achievement and socialization skills as goals for

their instruction were more ctive in the attainment of both than

were teachers who emphasized socialization skills over all else.4

In-yet another study, we found that lanLuage arts teachers who

11



attempted to integrate the %teaching of language arts -ith the

teaching of another subject were successful in teaching both the

subject and the language arts skills (unfor=unately such in egration

was a relatively rare occurrence).5

There can also be negative consequences when teachers do not have

focused goals. For example, 1RT research has shown that teachers are

much more easily persuaded to add new topics to their instruction

than they are to dele opics that they have been teaching. 6

net result is a thinning out of the curriculum with large numbers of

topics being taught for very brief periods of time ( _sentially just

mentioning topics, with little hope for student mastery).

1RT research has also found evidence of teachers holding goals

that would be questioned by many if they were known (Sedlak, Wheelar,

Pullin, & Cusick, 1986). For some teachers, the goal becomes sur-

vival, passing time in a way that in satisfactory to them and their

students. Standards are sacrificed in the pursuit of a comfortable

environment. When teachers and students strike such a bargain, the

effect is a compromised curriculum.

Whereas differences among teachers in the goals they hold for

their instruction help explain differences in teachers' effective-

ness, a caveat is necessary. By no means does 1RT research find a

one-to-one relationship between teachers' goals and student learning.

Regardless of the goals teachers hold, their effectiveness in attain-

ing those goals with their students is a function of many factors

that further define teacher effectiveness (e.g., skill in managing

the classroom in a way that creates an orderly, busine slike learning

environment; the ability to motivate students for instructional tasks

12
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and their outcomes; clarity of explanations; kjll in conduo ing

-zecitation ; subject matter knowledge),7

IIERhers who acceat_tmonsibilitv for StudOnt OUtCOTTe5 a- :a rno

ffective than teachers who see studeuts as solely responsible for

what they learn and how they behave. Just as early research had

shown the importance of believing students are capable of learning

from instruction, recent 1RT research has sho-- it useful for a

teacher to believe ehat, when the teaching/le rning process breaks

down, hgth the teacher and the student must assess the situation and

make corrective adjustments. For example, in dealing with problem

children, teachers identified as m st effective with a particular

type of problem saw the roblem as one they must help to solve, not

simply something to be endured, but something to be corrected.

Moreover, the most effective teachers with a particular type of

student problem had the confidence to see the problem as less serious

than an outside observer might.8 As another example, low aptitude

students in science achieve much bett r if they are in a classroom

where their teacher accepts responsibility for getting all students

to learn science. Many science teachers, ho ever, attribute student

success or failure solely to the students.9

The fact that teachers are selective in the responsibility that

they accept for themsel-_ s is not surprising, given the variety of

individual differences with which ehey are asked to cope effectively.

This is not nacos arily a negative finding, however. Teachers are,

willing to take on increasing responsibilities as they are given more

effective strategies for coping with their classroom situations.

13



Cha_ acte at CS a E ective

Process-product research on teaching has provided numerous in-

sights into specific teaching behaviors which, when employed, result

in better managed classrooms and greater student learning. IRT re-

search, ith its focus on teacher thinking and decision making, h_s

added to what is known about specific teaching behaviors and their

effec s _ch -f this new knowledge is described in the following

sections of this repor_). It has also been possible to extrapolate

general principles of effective instruction that help to make sense

of and coordinate the array of specific effective behaviors and

"package" them in ways that -lake them more accessible to practicing

teachers. In other words, IRT research has been useful in moving

from the level of teaching skills to the level of coherent teaching

strategies.

Teachers who Are careful to communicate to their studets what is

,expected and why promotegreater student leerninA.1- 0 4ust as

teachers behave in ways that are generally consistent with the goals

and the responsibilities they accept, so do students. Unfortunately,

school is not always viewed by students as a place for learning

important academic knowledge and skills. Rather, school is seen by

many as a requirement and a place to acquire a certificate.

Sume teachers are especially effective at helping students

understand what is to be learned and why learning might be useful to

them. These teachers begin their lessons by explicit statements of

what is to be learned and how what is to be learned relates tcx what

has been learned and what will be learned in the future. These

teache7-3 t_ltivate students to learn by providing explanations that go

14



beyond the wiiate school context. Throughout the lesson, they

monitor student task orientation to ensure that all studan under-

stand the reasons behind assignments as well as how to complete the

assignments. The value of teachers' making sure that students

understand what is expected and why appears to be equally useful in

fostering personal and social responsibility in studenCs as it is in

promoting academic achievement.

Teachers who rovide_ strate-ies to students for ,on

yin own earn n behaviors and who ive students

structured o- ortunities for_independent learnin. activi ies are mo

effective than_those who do not.11 Making sure that students

understand what is to be learned and why can be viewed as one step

toward preparing students to share responsibility wtth the teacher

for their own learning. An important complementary ep is

provide students with skills and procedures that give them the

capacity to learn independently. Teachers who make the teaching

metacognitive strategies an explicit part of their instruction and

who model those strategies themselves have positive effects on

student achievement. But helping students acquire metacognitive

strategies is not by itself sufficient. Teachers must also provide

students with opportunities to practice these strategies, to work

independently and in groups outside the direct and 'lose supervision

of their teacher. There is a tension, however, between teachers'

giving students too much and too little latitude over what they are

to do and how they are to do it in the classroom. Too much latitude

fosters chaos whereas too little latitude places limits on what

students accomplish.

15



LEfecri,ve eeachknow th_e sub ect rnattPr -hev intPrd their

udents b

12LIniag-12

to teach ca

bt 'hey also know COncen5 Otis

om hat interfere ch studr

teachers understand the content Ch-y are expec-:ed

taken for granted. Even at the elementary school

level, some teachers have a much better grasp of the concepts,

skills, and applications their students are to learn than do other

teachers. Even greater differences exist among teachers in their

ability to enrich instruction by drawing upon subject attet knowl-

edge that goes beyond the immediate goals for student learning. IRT

research has begun t- document the ways in ohich command of subiect

matter influences teachers' expectations for what students car and

should learn az well as the effectiveness of teachers' pedagogical

trategies. In teacher preparation, concern for subject matter

knowledge is a "no man's land." Teacher education cou,-ses limit

themselves to pedagogy while the rest of the university te ches

advanced knowledge but ignores the subject matter teachers will be

expected to teach.

But good teachers need more than a thorough command of the sub-

ject they will teach. They must also krow the common misunderstand-

ings that their students will bring to the classroom. For example,

most elementary students believe that plants get food from the

soil--an idea in direct conflict with the concept of photosynthesis.

Instruction proceeds much effectively if teachers address such

dent mirconcertions directly in the process of teaching new

material. To teach the concept of photosynthesis without merr:ioning

16



specifically that plants do not get food from the soil leaves mosr

students with their enterinc, misconcep- ons intact

Close_ usa of ublished instruc_tional materials more _ofte "

facil'tat:- _the uuaiitv of instruction than iTlpedes ic.

unfortunate backlash to attempts of the late 1950s and early 1960s

create teacher-proof -aterials has been for teacher educators nd

teachers to believe that good teachers are not,r:extbook followers.

Teachers ara led to believe that they should break new ground in

their instruction, either developing their own instrur:tional

materials or expecting students to learn without che support of

prepared materials. But teachers are not trained to develop their

own materials, and the constraints of the 6ypical teaching as

do not provide the time needed to develop good instructional

materials anyway.

Clearly, published instruc_ onal materials have their fau-

The literal7y and pedagogical value assages in reading texts on

which students spend large quantities of time car and have been

questioned. The tendency of mathematics texts to cover large numbers

of topics only briefly may also be ques ioned. But the implied

assumption that teachers can do better on their own, and with scarce

resources of time and money is even more questionable. By carefully

selecting instructional materials to fit the curriculum and the

characteristics of the students to be taught and by making extensiv

use of those materials, teachers e freed to spend their time and

energy in practices that enrich the content through reinterpretation

and expausion and to clarify the content through presentation, recita-

tion, discussion, and evalua on.

17



During the past five years, the IRT has studied the teaching of

mathematics, science, and writing in addition to reading which was

its earlier focus. The research agenda moved a--_ay from ques_ionr of

classroom management and student discipline, which to some extent can

be defined incpendcntly of the subject matter being taught, and

toward questions of the role of metacognitive strategies in the

teaching of reading, how teachers decide what mathematics to teach,

how to take acco student misconcptions in the teaching of

science, and how might the amount of writing ins ruction in

elementary schools be increased. There was no design on subject

matter to ensure that similar research questions would be asked in

each of several subject matter areas using common research

methodology. Nevertheless, IRT research has begun to create a

picture of the ways in which teaching is similar acro subject

matter areas and the ways in which teaching is unique to a particular

subject.

The picture that emerges from this work is one of important

differences in the teaching of reading, mathematics, science, and

writing. For example, elementary school teachers spend much more

time teaching reading than any other subject (from 30 to 45% of their

total instructional time). 14 Mathematics is a distant second,

still there is a regularly scheduled time for mathematics (typically

each day for a period ranging from 30 minutes to an hour). 15

contrast, science is rarely if ever taught in many elementary school

classrooms and writing is generally not taught at a regularly

scheduled time. 16



As another example, instructional materials in reading tend to

ecify both the con e-C and the methods for teaching scdencs co

read. Research shows that these materials are followed closeIv by

most ' achers. In mathematics, teachers tend to view the te,

resource to be added to or (more of-- dele -d from as seems

approprLate. Math texts are typically silent on how instruction is

as a

proceed, ing primarily as a source of content. In science,

teachers tend to follow the text closely, but the texts lack

information on how instruction should p- ceed. Published materials

the teaching of writing are largely unavailable.17

As yet a third example, there appear to be important differences

in the level of subject matter knowledge that teachers have in differ-

ent areas. Teachers are most knowledgeable in reading, variable in

their knowledge (and interest ) in mathematics and writing, and are

typically weak in science.18

In short, IRT research has begun to reveal important differences

in teaching different subject matters, especially in elemen ary

schools. The requir meats levied on teachers and the degree of

autonomy they are given appear to vary in important ways between

reading, mathematics, seence, and wri g.

Good_Teachfriv! Addin Piec

Research on taacher thinking and decision making at the 1RT (and

increasingly elsewhere) has added important pieces to our understand-

ing of the principles and practices which collectively cons itute

effective instruction. By drawing from the preceding sections and

filling irL gaps with information contained in subsequent sections of
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this report, an imago emerges of thoughtful practitioner operating

purposefully and with considerable autonomy.

Effective teachers are clear about what is to be accomplished by

instruction, both in designing the instruction and in communicat

purposes of that instruction to students. They make certain that

students undatstand and are satisfied by the reasons why they should

learn what they are asked to learn.

Effective instruction provides students with metacognitive strate-

gies that help them acquire a degree of independence in their learn-

ing. It also includes structured opportunities for students to

exercise and practice independent learning.

Effective teachers create learning situations in which students

are expected to organize information in new ways and formulate prob-

lems for themselves, not just learn facts and solve problems that

have been given to them. These learning situations include creative

writing in language arts, problem formulation in mathematics, and

independent projects in science, s c al studies, and literature.

Such teaching is intrinsically more demanding for both teacher and

students than traditional "information telling and drill and

pr tice" teaching.

Students' understanding of what they are accomplishing, why, and

the quality of their subsequent work is continuously monitored by

effective teachers Detailed and timely feedback is provided to all

students (but not necessarily in the same ways for all studen ).

ion is integrated across common boundaries so that. for

example, students learn to read through writing and students practice

their reading skills or text which is worthwhile in its own right
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(e g., litera ure, social studies, geography). When learning zrves

students purposes beyond pleasing the teacher, that learning tends

to be remembered and of continuing use in future learning.

Effective teacherS are thoughtful about their practice' they take

for reflection and self-evaluation. These teachers monitor Che

content of their instruction to make sure that worthwhile content is

being taught t all students. They accept personal responsibility

for student learning and student behavior.

ihe Difficulties of Teacher Im rovement

While IRT research has documented all of the above as impor

principles in describing effective instruction, that same research

also makes cloar that few teachers follow all of these practices all

f the time. Yet, IRT research shows that most teachers believe that

they are doing an effectiN, job. Certainly there are many outstand-

ing teachers and many more teachers who do some things particularly

well. But general satisfaction among teachers suggests that, as a

group, they may not see a need for making the substantial investments

required to change their teaching practices in the directions

outlined above.

There is little evidence from IRT research that teachers are

actively resistant to change. When interventions are designed to

change teachers' practices in particular ways, they are usually

successful, at least with many teachers in the short run. Still.

even after teachers have acquired the knowledge and skills necessary

for changes in their practices and have seen positive results with

their students, all too often they revert back to their old habits.
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Part of the explanation for the difficulties in stimulating

long-'erm change in teaching practices may stem from what appears co

a trial and error approach to "see what works fo " that may

actually be promoted in teacher education:19 Another part of the

explanation may be that teachers teach in isolation, away from the

view and possible critical commentary of their peers and other

adults. They al _ must .7.-,oe with a full agenda that typically

precludes ttme for serious reflection.

A third part of the explanation is that, as research identifies

more and more elements of effective teaching practice, there are many

recommendations for additional things for teachers to do and few, if

any, recommendations for what should be given up. The p cture of

good teaching that is emerging is one of hard work, hard think g,

tough choices, and objective evaluatio-- The energy required to

teach this way may be underestimated by re earch that typically con-

siders only one segment of a teacher'_ professional life at a time.

Research tends to look at teaching in small segments: lesson by

lesson, day by day, subject by subject, year by year, and tends not

to consider what is required all day, every day, year after year.

More needs to be known about the costs that teachers experience in

adopting new approaches to their teaching and how those costs might

be ameliorated.

Findinze_otIRT Research

It is not enough to conduct research, no matter how good; the

results of the research must be made available to other researchers,

to teachers and educational administrators, to teacher educators, and
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to policymakers. Two of the three major casks specified by the

United States Department of Education in cheiz call for an IRT con-

cerned dissemination: (q) to communicate --ith the field and (b) to

refine conceptual frameworks and synthesize research. The IRT has

taken these charges seriously. Dissemination activity over the past

five years represents a 73% increase over the first five years. IRT

researchers and teacher collaborators have reported IRT work directly

and personally to appro_imately 100,000 persons nearly half of whom

were teachers and administrators, and another 20% of whom were teach-

er educators. IRT -msearch has resulted in over 250 publications in

journals and books. There are nearly 300 monographs in IRT's

research series and occasional papers series (appro mately 40% o

which were subsequently published in refereed journals or books) An

IRT quarterly ne sletter is received by over 10,000 educational

practitioners and researchers in all 50 states and 20 foreign

countries.

Research syntheses are an especially important part of the IRT

corpus. IRT senior researchers authored six of the chapters in the

most recent edition of the prestigious Handbook of_Research on

Teaching (Brophy & Good, 1986; Clark & Peterson 1986; Erickson,

1986; Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Good & Brophy, 1986; Lanier with

Little, 1986). A synthesis of research on teacher praise by

Co-director Jere Brophy (1981) received AERA's Palmer 0. Johnson

Award for the best review article published in an AERA-sponsored

journal.

Another way in which the IRT promotes synthesis and critique of

research information is by coordinating the Invisible College for



Research on Teaching, an informal network of 150 nacona1 and

intorriati nal scholars. Begun in 1976, the Invisible College meets

annually to bring together leaders in the field as well as junior

researchers to share state-of-the-art knowledge and argue research

priorities and 7-rategies. These are but a few of the most visible

of our research synthesis efforts. IRT senior researchers are

continually refining conceptual frameworks for research on teaching

to make clear how IRT work and work done elsewhere fit together to

make coherent statements about teach ng and how it might be improved.

Ihe_Set ot_Pro_tacts

During the 1981 through 1986 contract period with OERI, 16

projects were initiated and completed. Project summaries for the 10

ojects jus_ completed form the bulk of what follows in this final

repo t. The other 6 projects were completed earlier in the contract

period and their summaries can be found in earlier progress reports.

Without OELT's institutional funding of the IRT, these 16 re-

search projects could not have been undertaken. But OERI's institu-

tional support has also served as leverage to obtain additional

investments in research on teaching. Through cost sharinA, Michigan

State University augmented the level of effort possible from OERI

funds by an additional 40%. OERI institutional support for an IRT

created leverage of another type a3 well. During the past five years

the IRT initiated 6 separately funded projects in addition to the 16

mentioned above, 4 of which are continuing beyond the end of the

current fiv year OERI contract and all of which addressed the

research agenda of the IRT.
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The next 10 sections of this repo - provide proje Aimmaries for

tho IRT pro ects completed in September 1986. Sepata _Ithey des-

cribe teach ng practices and how they might be improved inreading,

mathematics, science, and writing. They consider how stdentS can be

taught Lo be more productive and more highly motivat d mdhow

teachers can learn to be -ore effective. Collectively they provide

an understanding of teaching as a rational, highly profasional

endeavor. They point to new directions for educationaliprovement

and lay the groundwork for a new research agenda.
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Fc_c_ctio_t_La

1 Teacher collaborators continue half-time teching a_ sigruments
while working at the In.

2 An especially use ul activity for facilitatiLng cros s-proj ect
syntheses has been having each project compile a list of its most
significant findings/conclusions. This compil=rion ca be found in
the appendix.
3 See especially the General Mathematics Pro e_ct last described
the progress report f r the period. ending Sepme mber 30 , 1985.

4 See especially the Affective Outcomes Projec t last -_=zraescribed in
the progress report for the period ending Sepme mber 30 1981.

5 See especially the Langua e Arts Project les t descr_2_bed in the
pr gress report for the period ending March 31-, 1982.

6 See especially the Content Determinants Froj ect.

Virtually aM. of IRT's projects Ind suppomt for th_-_7_is statement
8 See especially the Classroom Strategy Resee ch P .ect.
9 See especially the Secondary Sellool Science Project -

10 See especially the Teacher Explanation p
Socialization Outcomes Project.
11 See especially the Teacher Explanation Proje ct and =Leachers'
Conceptual Change in Practice Project,
12 See especially the Written Literacy Forum, S cience -_Leaching
Project, Conceptual Analytic Project, and Knoull edge Us....e in Learning
to Teach Project
13 See especially the Content Determinants Froj ect, Twr itten
Literacy Forum, and Knowledge Use in Learning to Teach Project.
14 See especially the Language Arts Project les_ t descr ibed in the
progress report for the period ending March 31-, 1982.

ct and

15 See !especially the Content Dace inants Froj act.
16 See especially the Written Literacy Forum ear=d Scien. e Teaching
Project.
17 See especially the Content Determinants Proj act, Te -cher
Explanation Pro ect, and Written Literacy Fort,=.

18 See especially the Content Determinants Froj ect, Te _echer
Explanation Project, and Written Literacy Fort.1=.
19 See especially the Knowledge Use in Learniri to Tea -=h Pro
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Appendix

or Re ca c on Teac

0a1l of the re asearch centers funded by NIE, the Institute

Reses.:.-.1hen Teaching, is the only one established to study "the whole

toeohce-the teacbe er's roles vls-a-vis the society, the school

distrA and he sl-tudents; the professional planning, thinking, and

decisionsaking invm mlved in playing those roles; and the strategies

and sugorting ratiQmnales for setting and pursuing goals suited to

the A odsof st den-`_r_s and feasible within the constraints under which

the testmr must we rk. Teachers receive input from various experts

and svecislists, a'=ndatss from polcyirakerr crid dminitrators, and

treiningvia preservice and inservice education, but ultimately it is

up to them as indtv:-Idual professionals to "put it all together" and

dewlepsorkable me- thods for discharging their responsibilities under

conditions of limtta_ed time and resources and multiple and competing

goals.

1-1 1ohrus a:_11 lines of inquiry at the IRT is (a) to analyze

teacherithinking ans_d decision making and (b) to investigate what

excellent teachihg7 requires by way of understanding students, subject

ItulttQl d the set-_tings in which teaching takes place. This co -it-

merlt toeducatione1 improvement is ensured by insisting that all IRT

reae4zhproject5 aft_ddress one or more enduring problems of practice,

prob1authat canoe- t be easily solved and that are experienced as

impottantby many i: f not all teachers in the United States.

huts relative-ly short nine-year history, the In titut

Reeexch on Teadhi, ;,.g has provided the leadership in defining this new

and tilt ingly pt.-eductive area of inquiry--tesearch on teacher
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decision making. Much has been learned but much remains to be dnne.

For examla. from the following findings it is becoming clear t

teachers differ in surprising and substantial ways as to the putposes

they hold for schooling and the responsibilities they are willing co

accept for themselves. There is an emerging body of evidence

document ho- these differences in teachers' convictions affect their

behaviors and, through those behaviors, the nature and quality of

instruction provided to students. More needs to be learned dbout the

factors that shape and challenge these teachers' beliefs and about

their relationships to instructional practices and their effects.

The IRT is generally looked to as a model for how practitioner

collaboration can be producti-ely accomplished in a resea h arena.

The Institute has given stature to teachers in research on teaching,

presenting teachers as policymakers in their own_ right. This has

been accomplished through (a) assembling outstanding researchers

representing a variety of disciplinary perspectives in conducting an

applied program of research and (b) pioneering the concept of teacher

collaboration. Concentrating on research in natural classroom

situations, the IRT is developing information an how teachers can

respond effectiv ly to the challeng-- they face. Emphasis on

practical problems facing teachers and on how these problems can be

addre --d under actual classroom conditions makes IRT research of

wide interest and use to the educational community, most especially

to teachers and teacher educators.

Below is a listing of some important findings fro- selected past

and present 1RT pro ects and related work by IRT investigators (some

pro acts are scheduled for data analysis and reporting during the
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coming year, so that sta ment about findings would be premature at

rqpne0-

). The presentation limited to bzief statements of

findings: documentation is provided

comin IRT research reperts. The 1RT is in the prel' inary stage _

a major review and synthesis of its past w

elaborated considerably as this review and synthess process

continues.

ollows will be

Content Determinants

The Content Detenminants project seeks to clarify the deci ion-

making process whereby ele entary school teachers determine the

content of mathematics instruction for their students. Content

decisions include h.w much time to allocate to the subject matter

area over the course of the school year, what topics to teach to

which students, when and in what order, and to what standards of

achievement. Teachers are viewed as political brokers in the process

of content determination. They have some discretion to follow their

own convictions, but are subject to pressures from

policies, publishers' texts and materials, testing

input from administrators, other teachers, parents,

Findin

tate and district

programs, and

and students.

1. When left to make their own content decisions, most
teachers do not view the math text as prescriptive.
Instead, they view it as a resource to be drawn from
and augmented as seems best. Thus, teachers differ in
important ways in their use of mathematics instruc-
tional materials.

2. Most teachers would readily make changes in the content
of their instruction when such changes are consistent
with their repertoires. A great many teachers would
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even malta change E.,. that are inconsistent with their
lepertciras, provided that_pressures for such changes
came from persons perceived as having legal or expert
authority and that the teachers received ample training
and other help in making the changes.

Teachers are typicalLy more resistant to dropping
topics or time allocation to mathematics than they are
to adding topics or time allocation to mathematics
(even though any such additions in topics or time imply
cuttiug back on other topics or time devoted to
something else).

4. A relatively weak set of policies can have dramatic
effects on teachers' content decisions. For example, a
management by objectives program in which parts of the
text are cross-referenced to the objectives can serve
as a powerful template for leading teachers to focus on
a specific subset of the text's content (and to try to
teach this content to an externally specified standard
of achievement). No rewards or sanctions need to ba
attached to the use of the program.

5. There is great variation among states and among
districts within states in approaches to curricular
policy formulation. Generally, there are relatively
weak and uncoordinated policies concerning what to
teach, to whom, for how long, and to what standards of
achievement. Nevertheless, state level policy formu-
lation tends to be copied at the district level, and
both state and district policies are changing toward
increased control of teachers.

6. State textbook adoptions in mathematics have little
direct effect on teachers' content decisions, because
several texts are adopted and because the states are
silent about how texts are to be used. Similarly, the
local school hierarchy rarely provides teachers with
guidance on how to use texts, even when a single text
has been adopted.

7. Textbooks may influence what topics are taught,
especially for new teachers or in the first year of a
new adoption. Topics included in the book are more
likely to be taught than other topics. Also, the
nature of the text may have indirect effects on
teachers' decisions about standards of achievement to
which students should be held. A book that provides
many pages of exercises on a particular topic may
induce high standards, whereas a text that covers many
topics briefly may suggest "teaching for exposure"
rather than "teaching for mastery."
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8. There is profound variation across teachers and acr
time for the same teacher on each of the six content
decisions investigated, even_in districts with strong
content policies. For example, teachers' allocation of
instructional time to math varies substantially within
districts, schools, and grades. The number of days on
which no math is taught at all is as high as 15 to 20%
in some classrooms, but is close to 0 in others.

9. The content of elementary school mathematics tends to
be narrow, with a great deal of emphasis on drill and
practice of a limited range of computational skills but
little emphasis on conceptual understanding and applica-
tions. Relatively little time is allocated to math
compared to reading or language arts.

10. Time allocation to mathematics receives little atten-
tion in state/district/school policy formulation,
despite the emphasis on time allocation in the litera-
turo. Whcn time guidelines do exist, however, teachers
perceive them as having strong effects on thei
practice.

11. Homogeneous grouping for mathematics tends to result in
restriction of content taught to individual students;
management by objectives approaches restrict content
even more. Students in low groups get less time for
mathematics instruction, a lower conceptual level of
the content taught, and a more restricted rilaige of
topics. Students in high groups nevertheless do not
often get advanced content. Such grouping is less
common in math than in reading, and it-appears to be
decreasing in frequency across recent years.

12. The degree of overlap in the content included in four
of the leading textbook series is considerably below
what is commonly assumed. About half of a given
textbook is likely to be devoted co a sat of core
topics that receives coverage in all or at least most
of the books, but the other half of a given book is
likely to be devoted to content that is unique to the
book or is covered in only a few other texts. The core
topics tend to be covered systematically, but the
remaining topics tend to be merely "touched on."

13. There is considerable variation in the overlap between
the content emphasized in a particular text and the
content included on a particular standardized
achievement test. Some standardized tests are
relatively satisfactory measures of achievement for
students taught with a particular mathematics text, but
other standardized tests are not. Where there is poor
overlap between the content included in the text and
the content on the test, the test results may seriously
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underestimate the students' mastery of the content that
was actually caught to them.

Teacher Exolgraian

The Teacher Explanation project is studying the relationship

between the explicitness of teachers' explanations during reading

instruction to students in low reading groups and the levels of

reading achievement and awareness of use of reading strategies shown

by these students. It follows up on earlier work on teachers

conceptions of reading.

1. Elementary teachers hold varying conceptions of the
reading process but nevertheless tend to teach reading
similarly because they tend to use the materials and
follow the instructions provided with the basal reading
programs adopted in their schools. Despite rhetoric to
the contrary, basal programs tend to be similar to one
another, and in contrast to mathematics textbook
series, baSal reading series tend to prescribe boa to
teach in addition to what to teach.

2. Unfortunately, little if any instruction in strategies
for reading with comprehension occurs, even in the
intermediate grades. Students are often asked
comprehension questions following their reading or
given assignments intended to provide practice in
reading with comprehension, but they are rarely given
explicit instruction in comprehension strategies.

3. Teachers can be taught to provide such instruction
through modeling and explicit explanation. The
modeling involves "thinking aloud" to make visible to
the students the covert processes that one uses when
reading for comprehension; and the explicit explana-
tions include specification of the nature and purpose
of the reading comprehension strategy being taught,
when it should be used, and why it is needed.

This notion of explicit instruction is new and diffi-
cult to assimilate for most teachers. Consequently,
intensive instruction that includes a great deal of
modeling is needed to get teachers started success-
fully, and several months of follow up that includes
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frequent observation in the teacher's classroom and
provision of feedback and coaching are needed to
perfect Chase skills.

5. When teachers do begin to use explicit instruction in
reading comprehension with their low group students,
these studants become much more aware of what is being
taught, when to use it, and how to use it. Their
scores on standardized reading comprehension also t nd
to increase, although these increases are sometimes
marginal because standardized achievement tests are
confined to questions about brief paragraphs and thus
do not measure the ability to comprehend extended
discourse ":hat is the focus of the comprehension
strategies taught through explicit instruction.

6 Instruction in reading comprehension strategies is
likely to be more effective when followed by immediate
application opportunities and tied in with whatever
reading the students do bot4 in and out of school than
when taught as isolated skills and referred to only
during reading instruction.

Outomes in Readin

This project has involved studying the pr ceases used hy reading

specialists and ordinary teachers for identifying and diagnosing

deficiencies in student reading performance, the reliability of these

diagnoses, and the poss bilities for training teachers to be more

reliable and to make good use of the diagnostic info_ ation.

Findings

1. Neither reding specialists nor ordinary teachers are
reliable when compared with one another or even stable
when compared with themselves across time in identify-
ing the strengths and weaknesses in a student's oral
reading performance, in making diagnoses that link
performance deficiencies to camses, or in prescribing
remedial treatments.

2. Furthermore, reading specialists tend to prescribe the
same brief list of remedial activities for most of the
cases they diagnose, more or less '.egardless of the
specifics of the diagnosis. Different specialists
prescribe different combinations of remedial experi-
ences, but a given specialist tends to prescribe the
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same combination for most if not all of the cases thFt
he or she diagnoses.

In combination, the above findings suggest that the
diagnoses made by reading specialists trained in
traditional fashion are not reliable enough to serve as
guidelines for investigating diagnosis-prescription
linkages, and that in any case, differences in stated
diagnoses do not usually lead to Corresponding
differences in prescribed remedial treatments.

4 However, prior research and development worK on this
project has produced computer programs capable of
identifying the areas of agreement among specialists
attempting to diagnose the same case. La contrast to
the human diagnosticians, the diagnoses made by this
program are stable over time and reliable across
comparable cases.

5. Human diagnosticians reading specialists and ordinary
teachers) taught to follow the procedures used by the
computerized diagnostic program can learn to achieve
similar stability and reliability in their diagnoses,
especially when they use decision aids designed to
ensure that they follow the procedures systematically.

6 This training program in reading diagnosis is now
available Ln computerized instruction form and is being
used in university courses for reading specialists.

Vrttten Lite aey_Ferum

The Written Liter cy Forum is a collaborative effort in which 1RT

faculty and aff work with local teachers to review literature,

conduct experiments, and develop information about effective writing

instruction.

F4_ndings

Whereas occasions for writing occur throughout the
school day, not just during language arts time
allocated for formal instruction in writing, little or
no technical support is typically given to students
during their actual writing time. Students do not
spend much time writing first drafts, they rarely
revise anything they have written, and most school
writing nevmr leaves the classroom to be read by
someone other than the teacher.
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2. Teachers generally have been left on cheir own with
respect to writing instruction. In contrast to the
situation in other subject matter areas, teachers tend
to plan and teach writing with neither the limitations
nor the guidance of district policies, published
materials, or professional training in theories of the
writing process. Most teachers feel unprepared and
uncertain regarding writing instruction. Many teachers
are not experienced or confident as writers themselves,
and they are unprepared to act as curriculum developers
(which is in effect what is expected of them in the
absence of clear policies or organized materials and
programs).

The organization of schooling and the multiple roles
that teachers must play discourage extended and
elabor-te writing projects and make it difficult for
teachers to respond constructively to student wr ters
consistently. A teacher simultaneously acts as
audience, coach, and evaluator'of student writers.
Unfortunately, teacher responses to student writing
tends to be limited to product evaluation that focuses
on the surface features of the language rather than on
the meanings being communicated.

Rather than move students through lockstep sequences of
skill drills, experienced teachers tend to develop
loosely framed, long-range plans for writing and to
emphasize flexible, activity-based plans for individual
lessons.

5 While revision is difficult for them, s udents appear
more willing to undertake it when their writing
projects (assignments) have meaning in their lives
beyond appeasement of the teacher. More generally,
writing instruction is likely to be more effective when
it emphasizes actual communication or realistic
simulations rather than exercises calling for types of
writing that students are unlikely to engage in outside
of school.

General Mathematics

This pro ect focuses on ninth-grade general mathematics courses,

attempting to identify the reasons why these courses tend to be

unpleasant and ineffective for both teachers and students, and to

develop methods of improving their effectiveness.
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FLiDs1.1.nza

1. Literature review and observation in general math
classrooms identified several deterrents to success in

,se settings. Some of these stem from the fact that
general math classes are populated by students who
choose not to (or are not allowed to) take algebra.
Poor attendance, poor study habits, and unrewarding
teacher-student interaction are typical in such
classes. Other deterrents to success are more directly
related to the curriculum and instruction of ninth-
grade general math: The content focuses heavily on
basic mathematical concepts and operations that are
already familiar to the students (even though they have
not mastered them); this content is perceived as old
and boring rather than new and interesting; and the
students usually see the content as irrelevant to their
present or future lives outside of school. Often the
teacher and the students cooperate to develop a tacit
arrangement ehat minimizes stress but also minimizes
learning. The students cooperate by working relaeively
quietly on routine assignments, and the teacher cooper-
ates by allocating most classroom time to such assi
ments and minimizing other, more demanding activities.
This is one of the more common examples of the
"bargain" described in the High School Standards
project.

2. Teachers can be trained to improve the quality of
day-to-day activities and ultimately to increase the
levels of achievement observed in ninth-grade general
math classes, although the process requires sustained
training efforts that include experiences designed to
attack the teachers' defeatist attitudes and increase
their expectations about what can be accomplished, in
addition to training in effective instructional
practices.

Most of the instructional practices that are effective
in improving ninth-grade general math classes are the
same ones shown to be effective in other math classes:
Increases in the proportion of time spent in active
instruction by the teacher rather than in independent
seatwork; increases in the proportion of the time that
teachers spend explaining content and developing
concepts; making sure that students understand what
do before releasing them to do it; monitoring seatwork
and providing timely feedback rather than leaving
students mostly on their own; modest homework assign-
ments that are reviewed che next day; periodic reviews
and tests; and use of classroom organization and
management strategies that maximize task engagement and
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minimize time lost to disrupt ons or transi ons
between activities.

Other strategies are of particular relevance to
ninth-grade general math classes. One of these is
inclusion of units on topics that are new to the
students (such as probability and statistics).

5. Another is to wean the students and teachers away from
their obsessive focus on computation exercises and
other algorithmic tasks in order to stimulate them to
think about and discuss mathematical concepts and
perform tasks at a variety of conceptual levels,
involves engaging the students in talking more Ere-
quently about mathematics, focusing more often on the
strategies for responding to problems rather than just
on the answers to those problems, using richer and more
specifically mathematical terminology and at the same
time using more props and illustrations to help
students grasp concepts in concrete and meaningful ways
rather than merely attempting to memorize abstractions.
Models, pictorial representations, and presentations of
multiple examples of concepts are especially 17-lpful
for developing ninth-grade general math students'
conceptual underitanding of the content.

6 Besides improving general math students' conceptual
understanding of the content, the conceptually oriented
approach to instruction described in the previous
paragraph actually improves the students' computational
competence. In contrast, the typical computational
approach featuring a steady diet of drill and practice
tends to produce little or no growth in computational
competence (as well as no growth in conceptual
understanding).

7. The conceptually oriented approach is demanding of the
teachers. Besides switching orientation from showing
students how to do particular procedures to teaching
them conceptual understanding of mathematics, the
teachers must learn to remain more continuously aware
of the students' conceptions (including possible
misconceptions) of the content being taught and must be
able to simplify or take apart that content in order to
explain the material clearly in the first place and
conduct effective remedial instruction when necessary.

8 Even after expectations have been heightened and skills
have been developed, teaching a high-quality general
math course remains a difficult challenge for the
teacher. It requires more time spent planning, more
determination to overcome student apathy or resistance,
more ingenuity in finding effective examples and
alternative ways to teach concepts, and more mobiliza-
tion of the cognitive and emotional resources needed to
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stay "sharp" throughout each class in order to make
effoctive presentations and help students struggle with
the material.

Science_Teachine

This project has involved a series_ _f studies on effective

elementary and middle school science Instruction, with par

emphasis on identifying and counteracting students' misce

about the content being taugh

ELmilagg

1. Remarkably little science is being taught in elementary
classrooms, sometimes none at all. lt appears that
recent emphasis on basic reading and mathematics skills
has had the unfortunate side effect of squeezing
science instruction out of the curriculum.

2. Many elementary school teachers are uncomfortable
teaching science. These teachers focus primarily on
the activities to be carried out: textbook reading,
demonstrations, experiments, answering questions, and
the like. They try to follow the recommendations in
the teacher's guide, assuming or hoping that student
learning will result, but they often are unsure about
how the activities are supposed to contribute to
learning. 'Frequently they do not understand the rat
ale for suggested activities, and they often unknow-
ingly modify or delete crucial parts of the program.

Sometimes the activities themselves are ineffective or
impractical. This is especially true of many of the
experiments and "hands on" activities included in the
science programs developed in the 60s and 70s. Many of
these acttvities are too time-consuming, difficult, or
cumbersome to implement.

Many elementary and middle school teachers who are more
comfortable teaching science than the teachers
described above are still ineffective because they rely
on a didactic approach that focuses on presenting the
content rather than on changing students' thinking.
Their students memorize certain information and learn
to respond to recall questions, but without seeing the
broader implications of their answers or developing
solid understanding of the underlying concepts
involved.
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This is especially likely to occur when the content
involves scientific conceptions that contrast with
certain common and powerful misconceptions developed
through everyday experience. For example, students may
study a unit on light and vision and even do well on
tests over this content without fully grasping the
notion that what we see when we see is reflected
light. Stich students will retain their preexisting
misconception that light from the sun brightens an
object so that we can see it, rather than adopting the
scientific conception that light from the snn is
reflected to the retina, and that it is this reflected
light that we see when we "see the object."

It is possible to eliminate such student misconcep-
tions, but it is not easy. IRT research has found that
teacher training must alert teachers to the nature and
reasons for students' misconceptions and to the need to
confront such misconceptions directly in interactions
with the students. Substitution of clearer and more
explicit text for the text that the students have been
using is also needed.

Teachers musC also know their students and the
misconceptions that they bring to the content.
Teachers' knowledge of the content of their subject
matter is important, but by itself such knowledge is
not enough to insure effectiveness in teaching that
content to students.

7. Compa..ed to elementary and secondary teachers, college
level science instructors tend to be less open to input
about student misconceptions and less willing to make
the changes needed to overcome such misconceptions.
This may be an important reason why such misconceptions
are common even among otherwise well-educated adults.

Clasaroom _Strategy Research

The Classroom Strategy Research project is concerned with

teacher ' thinking about and strategies for managing their classrooms

and motivating and instructing their students. The classroom manage.

ment work has focused on teachers' perceptions of and strategies for

coping with students who present chronic emotional or behavioral

problems. The motivation work has involved conceptualization and
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search on StUdent motivation co learn and in par icular on how

teachers can affect the development of such motivation to learn

their students by modeling, projecting expectations and attitud es

and othe_ Lse 7aliring their students' pert pc ons of and

responses to academic activities.

Findings

1. Teachers' role definitions (their beliefs about what
teachers are supposed to accomplish) affect their
setting of goals, their allocation of time and energy
to various activities, and their willingness to assume
various responsibilities. In particular, teachers who
include socializing students (fostering their personal
adjustment and social relationships) in their
definition of the teacher role are more willing to
spend time on and assume personal responsibility for
dealing with problem students than are teachers who
believe that the primary role of the teacher is to
instruct students in the formal curriculum.

2. Even so, socialization goals and good intentions do not
guarantee success in socializing studente. As a group,
teachers who emphasized student socialization and spent
a relatively large amount of time attempting to do it
ware no more successful at socializing their students
than teachers who placed less emphasis on it. Presum-
ably this is because the knowledge base concerning
student socialization is limited, few teachers have
received training in student socialization, and many of
the t.:,chniques used by teachers in attempting to
socialize students probably are ineffective or even
counterproductive.

3. The most effective socialization probably involves
integration of many commonly recommended techniques
(didactic instruction, communication of expectations,
modeling of attitudes and behavior, modifying behavior
thrOugh reinforcement, developing close personal rela-
tionships with students, using inductive tcchniques
designed to develop Golden Rule morality and empathy
with others, and using counseling techniques designed
to develop insights into the motives and reasons
underlying behavior), rather than exclusive relia nee on
ust one or two of these.

4. Although different strategies appear to be appropria
for dealing with different types of problem students,
One constant is that the teacher must be prepared to
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become involved personally in working with the student
and seeking solutions. Teachers can and often should
involvo other professionals (administrators, coun-
selors, social workers), but with the intention of
getting assistance in working with the problem rather
than turning the problem over to someone else and
disclaiming further responsibility for dealing with
it. Teachers who try to turn problem students over co
someone else without becoming involved personally in
working out the problem tend not to be successful with
problem students.

5. Punishment or threat of punishment may be necessary to
control antisocial behavior in certain students, but
punishment is never a solution to the problem by
itself. Effective socializers use the techniques
described in No. 3 above rather than or in addition tc
punishment.

6. Teac ers' attitudes toward and treatment of problem
students vary according to the type of problem
presented and the teacher's beliefs and attributions
about its nature and causes. Teachers tend to be
understanding, helpful, and supportive toward students
whom they see as victims of mistreatment by others or
of circumstances beyond their own control, but to be
impatient, rejecting, and punitive toward problem
students whom they believe to be misbehaving inten-
tionally and refusing to change their behavior even
though they have the capacity to do so. The concept of
problem ownership can also be used to predict teachers'
predispositions: Teachers are likely to be supportive
of students who present student-owned problems (prob-
lems such as shyness or rejection by peers, in which
the student's own needs are being frustrated), but to
be punitive toward students who present teacher-owned
problems (problems such as defiance, disruption of the
class, or persistent underachievement, in which the
student's behavior frustrates the teacher's needs).
Such teacher predispositions are merely special cases
of general human response tendencies in conflict
ituations. Given that some of them are counter-

productive in terms of positioning teachers to solve
problems effectively, however, methods are needed to
alert teachers to these problems and train them to
respond more professionally and effectively.

7. Teachers' expectations can have the effect of
self-fulfilling prophecy on students if they are
consistently communicated to the students. Although
most attention has focused on the topic of expectation
effects on student achievement, similar expectation
effects occur in other domains as well. If anything,
we might expect more powerful teacher expectation
effects on affective or social outcomes than on
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cognitive outcomes. Students are more likely co follow
classroom rules and procedures when their teachers
expect them to than when their teachers expect to be
ignored or defied; students are more likely to cooper-
ate and get along well with one another when their
teachers expect them to than when their teachers expect
hostility and aggression; and seudents are more likely
to find classroom activities motivating and meaningful
when their teachers expect them to than when their
teachers expect them to be bored or alienated.

Teacher praise has been both oversold and misconstrued
by theorists offering advice to teachers. Behaviorists
treat praise as a form of social reinforcement and
recommend it as a technique for controlling student
behavior. In reality, praise is a weak reinforcer for
most students and appears to be used best when used
sparingly to help students appreciate their accomplish-
ments (especially major accomplishments attained
through sustained effort) rather than when used
routinely in an attempt to control students by
"reinforcing" relatively minor and routine bebavtors.
Self-concept theorists sometimes picture students as
greatly in need of a continuing stream of praise from
their teachers, and suggest that praise routinely has
powerful positive effects. In reality, much praise is
ineffectual because it is too brief or vague to have
much impact, and some praise is counterproductive
because it embarrasses the recipient (especially if it
is public praise delivered as a response to compliance
with rules or procedures rather than as a reaction to
more praiseworthy accomplishments).

9. In general, teacher praise is likely to have desirable
effects on students when it is delivered privately
rather than publicly, directed to noteworthy accomplish-
ments achieved with notable effort rather than to minor
accomplishments or conformity to rules and procedures,
specific in identifying what is praised and detailing
the reasons why it is praiseworthy, focused on the
absolute value of the accomplishment or the degree to
which it represents improvement over prior accomplish-
ments rather than on comparisons wieh the accomplish-
ments of others, and phrased in language that calls
attention to the accomplishment itself rather than to
the teacher acting in the role of authority figure or
expert. (Training in effective praise based on these
guidelines has been included in the inservice program
developed by the American Federation of Teachers).

10. Psychologists' conceptions of motivation are relatively
unhelpful and sometimes misleading eo teachers. Given
the purposes of schooling and the nature of classroom
activities, teachers should be concentrating on
developing student motivation to learn (defined as
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student predisposition to take_academic activities
seriously and attempt to get the intended knowledge and
skill benefits from engaging in them). Motivational
approaches based on controlling behavior through
incentives or reinforcement stop short of developing
motivation to learn. They apply primarily to the
performance that occurs subsequent to learning rather
than to the original learning itself, and they focus on
the consequences of success or failure in these
performance situations Such emphasis on extrinsic
considerations not only fails to focus attention on the
goals and processes of learning, but can have the
effect of eroding whatever intrinsic motivation may be
present. Other popular conceptions also fail to focus
directly on student motivation to learn. Work on
achievement motivation stresses performance rather than
learning and focuses on success or failure in meeting
performance standards rather than acquisition of
knowledge or skill in the first place. Also, this
approach construes achievement motivation as a need
that impels the student much like extrinsic factors do,
rather than as a more intrinsic form of motivation that
few:Aires voluntary and self-regulated attempts to
acquire knowledge and skill. Work on the concept of
intrinsic motivation comes closer to the notion lf
motivation to learn, but it applies more clearly to tha
affective aspects (liking for tasks) involved in
selecting tasks under free choice or recreational condi-
tions than it does to the more cognitive aspects of
motivation to learn actdemic tasks in the school
setting. Student motivation to learn involves making
the best of the school situation by cognitively
engaging in academic activities with the intention of
acquiring the knowledge or skills that these activities
were designed to develop, whether or not one likes the
activity and even though the activity is prescribed
externally rather than self-chosen.

11 Observations and interviews of students rarely reveal
much evidence of student motivation to learn. Further-
more, classroom observations suggest that most teachers
seldom say or do things likely to develop such motiva-
tion to learn and often do things to undercut it (such
as by suggesting that academie activities have little
value or that the students are not expected to enjoy
them or benefit from them). However, there is reason
to believe that teachers could develop student motiva-
tion to learn if they were to inform students consis-
tently about the purposes and expected benefits to be
derived from academic activities; to model enjoyment of
learning as a self-actualizing activity and communicate
the expectation that students will find it almilarly
rewarding; to use examples, anecdotes, or illustrations
that make abstract material concrete and meaningful to
the students; to personalize the material and relate it



to students' existing experiences and interests, and so
on. A teacher's manual describing 24 strategies for
developing intrinsic motivation and student motivation
to learn in classrooms has been prepared and is being
used as the basis for an ongoing IRT ztudy. (In

addition, this material is being used az the basis for
a series of workshops on motivation to be included in
the second generation of inservice workshops being
developed by the American Federation of Teachers).

Socialization Outcomes

This project has looked at the similarities and differences in

classroom activities, patterns of tea-her-student int raction, and

patterns of student outcome in classes taught by teachers who place

varying emphasis on three broad sets of goals: (0) the academic

goals involved in instructing students in the formal curriculum;

(b) the socialization goals involved in developing individual work

habits and assuming personal responsibility for academic performance;

and (c) the Socialization goals !_nvolved in teaching students to

function as constructive members of the group and to develop social

responsibility in the classroom. Teachers who stress one of these

three goal clusters at the expense of the other two are being

studied, along with teachers who have more balanced goal profiles

Findings

1. In addition to the socialization goals concerning
individual traits that have been stressed by psycholo-
gists (self- COncept, achievement motivation, autonomy,
persistence, etc.), teachers work on socialization
goals that apply to the class as a group (developing a
convivial classroom atmosphere marked by prosocial and
supportive interactions with peers). Much of this
socialization is accomplished through what is said and
done with the class as a whole rather than (or at least
in addition to what is said and done with individual
students. Year-to-year consist*noy in teacher
effectiveness in reaching these socialization goals
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is comparable to the consistency achieved in reaching
academic achievement goals.

2. As is the case with achievement goals, teachers' levels
of success in reaching socialization goals appear co
depend in part on teachers' expectations for their
students. Many of the least successful classes were in
schools serving low socioeconomic status populations
where teachers did not do much to promote the learning
of personal and social responsibility because they
believed that their students would not profit from
their (the teachers') efforts in these domains.

Teachers who are especially effective in helping their
students to develop independent work habits and assume
personal responsibility for their learning in the
classroom make it clear to their students that they
want them to assume such responsibilities. They make
it clear to their students that they expect them to
manage their study time effectively, to check their
work, to seek help if they do not understand something,
and to make decisions about when and how to accomplish
their assignments. In addition, they instruct the
students in strategies for meeting these expectations,
and establish a predictable learning environment that
enables students to know when and how to get
information or help when they need it. On these and
other matters dealing with the students' individual
responsibility as learners, the socialization provided
by these teachers goes far beyond that provided by
teachers who are satisfied if their students we e quiet
and cooperative.

4. Teachers who emphasize classroom atmosphere and social
responsibility tend to stress cooperation and prosocial
behavior in stating their expectations to their
students and are likely to use activities such as peer
tutoring or small-group cooperative activities that
provide students with chances to work together with one
another.

5 In general, the data suggest that teachers with
balanced goals tend to get better results than teachers
who stress one sec of goals at the expense of others.
In particular, teachers who stress classroom atmosphere
and group interaction goals at the expense of academic
achievement goals and student responsibility goals seem
to be less effective in all three domains than other
teachers.
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C_ano_etitual Analvtc_ Er014.C_L

This PrOject complem _cs IRT's empirical work by providing

conceptual analysis and logical and philosophical criticism of ideas

and practices recommended to teachers. It emphasizes assessing the

adequacy and completeness of the rationales underlying recommended

practices, identifying hidden assumptions or unrecognized complica-

tions that limit practical application, and clarIfying important

differences between seemingly similar ideas.

Findinga

Despite the emphasis placed on it in the literature,
experience ts not necessarily an effective teacher
(unless there is accurate monitoring of what is
happening as it occurs and sufficient reflection on
this information afterwards, the person may learn
little or nothing from the experience), and sometimes

is a bad teacher (low expectations may seem to be
confirmed and inappropriate habits may become
strengthened when persons are left on their own to cope
with situations as best they can, without information
about better alternatives). This calls into question
the notion that schooling should concentrate on content
that is familiar to the students, preferably content
that relates to their prior experience. This can be
seen as another way to keep the poor poor while the
rich get richer. The role of practical experience ii
constructing learning situations needs careful
thought. Ideal instruction will provide breaks with
ordinary experience, not just more of the famil ar.

This same point applies to teacher education, as well.
Good teacher education broadens rather than merely
reinforces the neophyte teacher's experience, and it
challenges overly generalized or rigid ideas developed
on the basis of that experience. One implication here
is that course work is probably undervalued and student
teaching and other field experiences overvalued by
preservice teachers. Additional field experience will
not necesSarily improve a teacher education program,
especially if the student teaehers are not equipped
with concepts for understanding their experiences or
required to reflect on those experiences in systematic
ways.
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Research on teaching develops a kncwledge base for
teachers and teacher educators to draa upon in making
decisions about good practice, but such research cannot
mandate practice or provide specific implications for
teaching or teacher education in any direct way. Thus,
terms such as "research into practice" or "implications
of research frir practice" are misguided if they are
taken to mean that definitions of effective teaching or
specific prescriptions about how to teach can be estab-
lished by "applyine research findings. Scientific
data can supply information about the effects
(typically trade-offs rather than exclusively desirable
or undesirable outcomes) of following particular
courses of action, but policy decisions about what
actions to take will depend on the nature and relative
importance of adopted goals and the constraints that
must be worked within when seeking to realize those
goals. Thus, in making decisions about what and how to
teach, practitioners will need to rely not only on
scientific information but on their values and their
knowledge about the opportunities and constraints built
into the situation.

High__Sehool_Standards_Froject

This project, following up on an earlier study on communication

networks among high school faculty and students, investigates the

nature of the standards of achievement to which students are held in

various high schools and the factors that affect the setting and

enfo cement of these standards.

Findings

1. Until it began to be reversed recently, there had been
a gradual retreat from course requirements and other
fixed standards of excellence over the last 20 years in
AmeriCan high schools. Teachers were given more
autonomy to decide what to teach, and students were
given more opportunity to take optional rather than
required courses. Although these changes brought some
advantages (increased specialiZation and diversity that
probably met more students' individual needs and
interests than previously), the net effect appears to
have been more negative than positive.
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2. Rather than accepting guidance from leaders in their
particular academic disciplines or working together to
discuss and agree on curricular issues, teach.,rs tond
to decide what to teach according to their perceptions
of what is "best for the kids." In practice, these
decisions are heavily influenced by the teachers' own
interests (including hobbies and avocations in addition
to knowledge in their academic disciplines) and by the
response of a small subset of students who share those
interests (rather than "the kids" in general). As a
result, many of the electives offered to high school
students are offered because the teacher enjoys the
content rather than because there is some consensus on
the value of exposing students to that content.

Because school funding is linked to school enrollment,
and because elective coUrses must be sufficiently
popular with students to justify keeping them in the
curriculum, both administrators and teachers give heavy
consideration to effects an enrollment when making
decisions about school policies and curriculum
offerings (and presumably, give correspondingly less
weight to considerations such as curriculum content or
standards).

4. Another factor contributing to the retreat from
standards is limitations on teachers' time. Teachers
who must instruct 150 students each day are unlikely to
assign term papers, research projects, or other work
that will require them to spend a great deal of their
time reading and correcting papers, even if they do not
have other significant demands on their time. Further-
more, most high school teachers do have such demands.
Most have at least one part-time job besides teaching,
and many-have another full-time job or a combination of
part-time jobs that take up 40 hours or more per week.

5 As a result of these and other pressures, many teachers
in most high schools have made tacit agreements with
their students that have the effect of avoiding
sustained, rigorous academic inquiry. In an effort to
make schools more pleasant for the students, the
teachers tolerate, and sometimes enccurage, diversions
from the academic content. Furthermore, both teachers
and students substitute genial banter and conversation
for concentrated learning activities. As a result of
this implicit bargain, academic content is sacrificed
for comfortable classroom social relations, and
curriculum and instructional methods are adapted to
student preferences.

6. Most students encourage or at least passively accept
these trends because they have been taught to view high
school primarily as a place to acquire a diploma needed
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for socioeconomic advancement, and not as a place fer
learning important knowledge and skills. Reductions in
course requirements and academic standards make it
easier to obtain the diploma and lead to reductions in
time spent studying or doing homework and increases in
time spent in recreation or paid employment.

Significant changes in the system as it has developed
will not be made easily, because it is necessary to
overcome the inertia produced by these factors. In
particular, teachers will be reluctant to surrender the
autonomy they have acquired in recent years, and
students will resist attempts to hold them Co higher
standards of achievement.

Teatier Planning

In addition to studying the nature and effects of teache__

instruction in the classroom, the IRT has been leader in studying

the planning, thinking, and decis

for classroom instruction.

Findings_

king that goes into preparing

1. Teacher education programs concentrate almost exclu-
sively on lesson planning, but inservice teachers also
do yearly planning, unit planning, and weekly planning.
Unit and weekly planning are especially important and
deserve more attention.

2. Good planning is marked by thoroughness but not rigid-
ity. Teachers who make overly rigid and detailed plans
sometimes concentrate too much on presenting the con-
tent and not enough on responding to the students'
needs, and they fail to take advantage of the "teach-
able moments" that come up when students ask questions
or make unanticipated responses.

Experienced teachers work from sketchy plans rather
than the detailed plans developed by neophytes. rn
working through lessons, they are guided more by images
of what the lesson will be like and how it should
proceed (based on past experience) than by specific
written plans.

Teachers do not tend to concentrate on a lesson's
objecttves and curriculum concepts when planning.
Instead, they concentrate on making sure that they have
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the necessary ec=muipcent and are prepared to execute the
behaviors callec= for in the lesson, and they think
about adapting ===he lesson to their students, stimulat-
ing student intmmmrest, and ensuring student attention
and active partfalcipation. Thus, immediate interaction
processes and sc=mcial system concerns take precedence
over curriculum and instructional concerns in daily
lesson planning__ Although tho interactional and social
system concerns appears to be appropriate and useful,
the relative neEglect of instructional objectives
appears problemz-,--tic, especially in light of other IRT
research indicam=ming that students are often only dimly
aware of the pu__poses of academic activities and have
difficulty explaaaining what they are learning and why
they are learnizmng it.

The Language Arts prc==jee, investigated issues in eletientary

sehool language arts inscrmruction, particularly issues involving the

allocation of time to la=mnguage arts instruction and the degree to

which language arts inst=ruction is encapsulated within specific

language arts subareas (=reading, writing, spelling, etc.), integrated

across these subareas, 0== included in instruction in subject matter

areas other than languagema arts.

Findings

1. Teachers' belietaffs about subject matter priorities are
strongly ralatedmi to their allocation of instructional
time. Most teac=hers allocate 30-45% of the school day
to reading and Manguage arts instruction, but within
this, there is c=onsiderable variation in the amounts of
time allocated t==o reading, spelling, writing, and other
language arts oh=jectives.

2. Teachers geners:aly favor the integration of language
arts instructio= with instruction in other subject
matter areas wheEn asked their opinions on the matter,
but classroom OFnservations revealed only minimal
evidence of such7-i integration actually taking place.

3. Teachers who wer=re observed to practice integration of
language arta it=nstruotion with instruction in other
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subject matter areas tended to spend more time than
other teachers in the fine arts (literature, music, and
art).

4. Relatively little integrati n is achieved through basal
readers. In one sense, the content of these readers
varies tremendously. However, most of this variation
occurs within the form of fiction (primarily short
stories). Basal readers contain very little nonfiction
prose, and virtually none of this is content from the
other subject matter areas (math, science, social
studies).

_Teache ' Inte activ- Oecisions

This project inves igated the nature of a d rationales for the

interactive decisions (decisions made during actual instru iion) made

by prospective teachers and compared them with those of experienced

teachers. In particular, it focused on decisions about how to

respond when the teacher asked a question and then called on a

student who failed to ans y the question correctly.

Findings

1. In a simulation study, prospective and experienced
teachers were provided with vignettes describing a
situation ir w'ich a student failed to answer a
question co -f"' ..21y. A student was described in terms
of race/ethlcity (black. Hispanic, or white), gender
(male or female), ability (low, average, or high), and
task engagement (on- or off-task). The prospective and
experienced teachers ga-ve generally similar responses
to these vignettes.

2 The teachers reported the most willingness co sustain
the interaction (stay with the student and try to
elicit an improved response by rephrasing the question
or giving a clue, rather than terminating the inter-
action by giving the answer or calling on someone else)
when the student had been depicted as on-task or as of
low ability. Apparently, the teachers believed that
attempts to improve the quality of the student's
response had a good chance to succeed with on task
low-ability students, but were unlikely to succeed w th
high-ability students, especially those who had been
off task when called on.
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Tho teachers' response decisions Toire not influencec:.
significantly by the gender or racethnicity of the
depicted students.

4. In addation to being questioned abo ut their hypotheti.
cal decisions in response to vignettes, the prospective
teachers were interviewed concernirg actual decisions
they had been observed to make in t7Ile classroom. In
these interviews, the prospective t eachers were able 0
give reasons for why they called on_ particular students
in the first place as well as why t_7_aey responded a$
they did to the students' answers.

Other research on prospective teach-ars' thinking and
decision making suggests that such teachers are con-
cerned with survival and interpersonal relationship
issues (group management, the affec t and task engage-
ment of individual students, and the teacher's own
affect and subjective well-being). In contrast, the
responses of these prospective teac77aers concerning
their interactive decision making s-,aggeses that they
were concerned primarily with issue_ s of curriculum end
instruction (what facts or concepts they wanted co
elicit in the process of putting ee7-_-reee the contem to
the group). It is not yet clear wh-ather these
differences were due to differences in stage of toaeller
development (perhaps these teachers had already worked
throush most of the low-level survival and interper-
sonal concerns that tend to preoccuoy beginning studea
teachers), to differences in teache r preparation
(perhaps something in their teacher education program
caused these student teachers to be more focused on
curriculum a:id instruction than on __survival or inter-
personal relationships than is typical), or to ocher
factors.

6. As with the simulation study, the findings from che
observation study suggest that teac=-31ers' responses to
student failure to answer questions correctly were
affected by student ability levels I-Inut not by student
race/ethnicity or gender. More funamdamentally, however,
it appears that decisions about whecher or not to
sustain the interaction with the or=iginal respondent
are based less on that student's ger=aeral status
characteristics than on judgments mzwade in the immediate
situation about the student's poten==ial for coming
with a correct response if given he:3.p. Prospective
teachmrs are likely to sustain the =Lriterection and
attempt to elicit an improved respor=ase if they believe
that rephrasing the question or giv=ing clues are likely
to succeed in enabling the student ttto produce an
acceptable response.
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Ero=t

The Knowledge Use in Learning to Teach project was a lonsitLIdi -1

study of a group of prospective teachers who were in erviewed pPri-

odically as they entered d moved through their teacher education

programs. The interviews focused on the beliefs of these prospective

teachers concerning teaching and learning to teach and on the nature

and sources of the knowledge they sought to acquire in the process of

becoming a teacher,

Findings

Prospective teachers enter teacher education programs
with many beliefs, ideas, attitudes, and values
concerning teaching, learning, learning to teach, and
knowledge generally. These preconceptions or prior
commitments may both contribute to and interfere with
their professional development, underscoring the fact
that teacher education, like classroom teaching, is
profitably viewed as a process of conceptual change
rather than as a process of infusing knowledv into a
vacuum. Teacher education courses could prcifitably
take these preconceptions into account (by building on
prior knowledge or challenging inappropriate views, as
appropriate), but few such courses are designed even to
elicit information about such preconceptions, let alone
to capitalize on them as entry points for instruction.

2 Teacher educators typically portray theory and research
as the knowledge base of teaching and socialize prospec-
tive teachers to believe that they must master this
knowledge base and then apply it in the classroom.
This view distorts the relationship between research
and practice (see previous section on the Conceptual

- Analytic Project), and it fails to convey the fact that
field experiences are sources for developing profes-
sional knowledge and not just places for applying such
knowledge. Teacher educators usually have little to
say about the kinds of knowledge that can come only
from ongoing experience with pupils and do not do much
to prepare prospective teachers to acquire this prac-
tice knowledge systematically. Effective reform of
preservice teacher education will require change in
these views of the sources and nature of professional
knowledge in addition to change in the content of the
curriculum.
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Despite this emphasis on knowledge use in their taacher
preparation programs, prospective teachers tend to
develop a "trial and error" approach to teazhing. They
believe that they will have co figure out "what works"
for themselves. They typically see this trial and
error process as idiosyncratic, failing to appreciate
the need for applying professional standards for judg-
ing whether or not something "works."

4. Teacher educeors tend to underestimate what is en-
tailed in learning to use (or apply) new concepts or
skills in the classroom, and what it means to "learn
from experience." They advocate knowledge use but
rarely teach students how to go about it, they do not
explicitly address the issue of learning from experi-
ence, and they do not focus on what it means for
something to "work" in the classroom. On one hand,
students are enjoined to apply a commonly shared body
of scientific knowledge, while on the other hand, their
beliefs in a personal and idiosyncratic approach to
teaching are left unexamined, unchallenged, and
undeveloped.

5. Evaluation of prospective teachers tends to emphasize
skillful performance (mastery of concepts and skills
taught in courses and rated ability to pull it all
together and demonstrate competence in the classroom).
Although prospective teachers are told that learning to
teach will continue into their years on the job, they
are evaluated more on their performance than on their
ability to take a critical or experimental stance
toward their developing practice.

6 Prospective elementary level teachers tend to have
limited subject matter knowledge and in fact rarely
have a solid grounding in any subject area. Teacher
education courses focus mostly on pedagogical knowledge
and do not build up these prospective teachers' knowl-
edge of mathematics, political science, or literature.

7. In the absence of explicit help that would enable them
to get inside of their teaching subjects and know them

- well, prospective teachers tend to develop a generic,
process view of teaching that includes a belief in
autonomous decision making as a good in itself (e.g.,
that individual teachers should decide for themselves
what to teach and how to teach it). These beliefs
influence their planning, selection of instructional
content, and criteria for judging success.

Instead of trying to teach prospective teachers how to
use curricular materials appropriately, teacher
educators tend to assume that the prospective teachers
have sufficient grounding in subject matter to enable
them to make independent curricular instructional
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decisions. They tell prospective teachers that
-professional teachers" de not follow textbooks and
urge them to critique published curricular materials
and develop their own units. However, during student
teaching the prospective teachers typically work with
cooperating teachers who rely on basal textbooks, and
they find that adapting or even following textbooks is
not easy. At the same time, their attempts to develop
curriculum reveal the limits of their knowledge of both
subject matter and pedagogy. Rather than urge novice
teachers to create their own curricula, it may be more
appropriate for preservice teacher preparation programs
to teach beginning teachers how to adapt textbooks and
use them wisely.

9 Preservice teacher preparation is best viewed as a
phase in the process of learning to teach rather than
as synonymous with learning to teach. It is a phase a
formal study preceded by a long period of informal
learning about teaching and succeeded by an intense
period of learning on the job. This view has implica.
tions about the curriculum of preservice teacher
preparation and about what are appropriate aims for
this phase of learning to teach. In particular, it
suggests that the central tasks of preservice teacher
preparation are (a) helping novices get a good ground.
ing in sublect matter; (b) helping them make a transi-
tion from commonsensical to professional ways of think-
ing; (c) preparing them to learn from their own teach.
ing; and (d) helping them to develop a professional
role orientation.

10. The concept of pedagogical thinking is useful in char-
acterizing the transition from commonsensical to profes-
sional ways of thinking about teaching. Thinking
pedagogically means thinking in terms of ends (goals)
and means (activities, materials, etc.), paying atten-
tion to pupils' thinking and learning, and considering
how to build bridges between the pupils' understanding
and the teacher's understanding. Pedagoeical thinking
is different from both commonsense ways of thinking and
disciplinary ways of thinking.

11. ExT- antial learning is a very important source of new
knowledge about teaching, but it also entails s(veral
potential problems. These can be viewed in terms of
three potential pitfalls: (a) the familiarity pitfall;
(b) the two-worlds pitfall; and (c) the cross-purposes
pitfall. The familiarity pitfall focuses on the fact
that prospective teachers are already quite familiar
with classrooms and may tend to confuse what is
familiar with what is necessary or appropriate. The
two-worlds pitfall focuses on potential conflicts
between the expectations and rewards built into the
university course structure and those built into the
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schools in evaluating prospective teachers. The cross-
purposes pitfall focuses on the difficulties that stem
from the fact that the classrooms in which prospective
teachers undertake field experiences are established
primarily to educate the pupils tn those classrooms and
not primarily as settings :for preparing novice teach-
ers. The cooperating teachers must concern themselves
primarily with fostering their pupils' learning, and
these responsibilities may get in the way of festering
the learning of a visiting prospective teacher.

12 Student teaching is typically viewed as a capping
experience or culmination of teacher preparation and a
time to apply what has been learned in courses. Less
well recognized is the fact that :,.:udent teaching marks
a beginning in learning to teach because for the first
time the novice is in a position to start learning
about the role of practical knowledge in teaching. It
is true that student teachers need opportunities to
make connections between formal knowledge from their
courses and the realities of working in classrooms, but
exclusive emphasis on application of formal knowledge
may divert attention from the development of practical
knowledge that can be learned only from teaching itself
and from interacting with pupils over time in class-
rooms. Infusion of better mechanisms to ensure reflec-
tion on field experiences and changes in the wavs that
student teachers are evaluated appear to be needed if
the potential for student teaching experiences to
develop practical knowledge is to be realized.
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CoNTENT DETE W4=
hers determine whatis tal4ht in scool. They create oppor

cor tideflt to learn the lato

that

skills, and dispositions

future produttivity in schoo::: and in the social and

c tienal -o: ds beyond school. Teachers frLnfluence this effect by

deciding what content to teuh and by implemracting strategies to

engage studen in that content.

This proposition has served as the centm=a1 hypothesis for a line

research undertaken at the Institut for Research on Teaching

(IRT). This paper summar4tessAlmt has been accomplished from those

tnquiries. New theoreti-alconst: ctions hammve evolved to support

analyses of school content and the methods u=msed t- determine school

content. These censtructens snd their emp=rical bases have proven

to be powerful mechanisms tomiderstand prartice and the ways it

might be improved. The congructiens also sEserve to elevat_ the

importance of content in research on teachg and research on

educational policy.

ELLISSI

Distinguishing between the content (wha is taught) and the

strategy (how Content iS tatOt) of instruct=tion ensures considers _on

f each (Fre m n, 1978). Ody if instruct n centers on important

content does it have potenrial for being wothwhile. Yet, until

recently, most researchers We taken contert for granted, focusing

thei- attention on methods testead (Schwillemm, Porter, & Gant. 1979;

Schwille at al, 1979). Hesitancy to confrcnt issues of what should
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be taught is understandable. Value clgurits are reglaired t

cannot have their justification in Opirical fact.

Distinguishing content from strategyolevates the importance

content and raises new questions. A fz.'n ork which clarifies ell

distinction between content and strategy has evolved from IRT

research. Teachers determine (a) how muchtime is allocated to 6

subject, such as mathematics, over the coarse of a school year, (b -

at topIcs are taught, to which students. (d) when and i

order each topic is taugh and (e) to On andard

(Schwille et al., 1982). Collecrively,these five decisions deter---

mine student opportunity to learn, a major influence on student

achievement (e.g. Dreeben & Viratchi, 1983; Carroll, 1962).

They specify areas of content decision Inking for teachers, separa_ _te

from decisions about strate,y a series of questiang

that teachers, policymakers and consumenof education can use to

monitor the content of schooling. Theyfum the dependent variables

in 1RT research on teacher content decision making.

Understanding content also requLrea operational defin

topics within a content area. Elemeutaryschool mathematics serVes

as the focus for IRT research on contentdecision making.

'Mathematics is a basic skill learned primuily in school. Because of

the many important mathe_ ics topics amilthe limited amount of

school time allotted for them. decisionsabout what content to

include in the curriculum are crucial. Wmrtheless, elementary

school mathematics provides a conservativotsst of the importance c=mf

teachers' content decisions because mostpeople believe the conte L_

to be fairly standard <e.g fourth graors study multiplication).
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A throe-dimensional taxonomy to dese=ibe the content or elemen-

tary school mathe--tics provides definitionn of topjcs that may or

may not be studied in elementary school (Kuhs et al., 1979). The

three dimensions of the taxonomy describe general intent (e.g.,

conceptual understanding, skills, applications) the nature of

material presented to stndents (e.g., fractions, decimals), and the

operation the students must perforr timate,

terminology and specificity of the taxonomy are based largely on aa

interview study of content distinctions made by elementary school

teachers (Schmidt, Porter, Floden, Freeman & Schwille, in press).

Specific topics are represented by the inter ections of these three

dimensions (e g., story problems involving addition of fractions,

basic multiplication facts, understanding the relationship between

multiplication and division). More general topics are addressed by

the marginals of the taxonomy (e.g. , emphasis given to conceptual

understanding). Because topics can be defined at different levels of

specificity, because the taxonomy has a structure which makes clear

both what is taught and what is not taught, and because the distinc-

ions made reflect ways in which teachers think and talk about their

mathematics instruction, the taxonomy, when coupled with the other

four attributes of content decision making, provides a language

support deliberations about content by practitioners policymakers,

and researchers (e g., Freeman, Kuhs, Knappen, & Porter, 1982;

Porter, 1983a).

The results from content analyses of instructional materials

illustrate the power of this taxonomy of elementary school

mathematics topics. Analyses of four commonly used fourth-grade

books and the five most commonly used nationally normed
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standardized tests of mathematics a hievement (at the same grade)

reveal _that of the 385 topics covered by at least one of these

published materials, only _-pics are common to all nine. Among

the textbooks, 19 topics define a core curriculum on which approxi-

mately half of the exercises in each book are focused, but the other

parts of the books are idiosyncratic in their topic coverage

(Freeman, Kulis, et al., 1983). The image of a national curriculum xn

elementary school mathematics begins to fade, and the problems of

curricialar validity in educational assessment begin to emerge

(Floden, Porter, Schmidt & Freeman, 1980 Porter Schmidt, Floden,

Freeman, 1978; Schmidt, Porter, Schwille, Floden, & Freeman, 1982;

Schmidt, 1983).

The Role of the Teacher:_ _Bounded Rationaltty

At least in elementary school mathematics, teachers serve as

political brokers in the process of content det ination (Lipsky,

1980; Schwille et al., 1982). Teachers have some discretion to

follow their own convictions but they are sutject to a variety of

factors that b a on their content decisions. Decisions about

academic content, however, are not always primary for teachers.

Teachers often plan in terms of activities rather than content

outcomes (Clark Es Yinger, 1979); for many elementary school teache

academ - content takes second place to other goals of schooling, such

as promoting good citizenship among students (Prawat & Nickerson, 1985).

In the absence of other advice, teachers are likely to follow

their own repertoire and convictions. They will teach what they have

taught before, what they feel comfortable with, and what they deem

appropriate for their students. But teaching does not take place in
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a vacuum. Advice on what to teach comes from a variety of sources

and in many dfferent forms. Students and their parents can have

direct and indir-ct effects on what is taught. Other teachers, the

school principal, the district curriculum co dinator, a university

professor all serve as potential sources of advice, as do materials

and position statements from professional organizations. These

interpersonal and organiea_ional influences bear directly on teachers

and ope_a _ in addition to federal, state, district, and s hool

policies. Mathematics objectives, _ring programs, mandated text-

books, promotion policies, and time guidelines all address aspects of

content decision making.

Tha teacher stands betwe n the conten_ messages from these

various sources and the students to be taught. The effects of advice

or prescription on what to teach are mediated 6y the teacher's own

convictions about what should be taught. To have an effect on a

teacher's content decisions, then, an external influence must either

change the teacher's conception about what is most desirable (i.e.,

pe7suade the teacher) or override the teacher's beliefs, forcing the

teache- o comply even though the request is not viewed as appro-

priate. Effects of both types have been found, although persuasion

is clearly the dominant form (Schwille et al., 1986; Floden et al.,

1986; Porter, 1983).

Sources of Influence

An_Overview_of Five Studies

Two early studies of teacher content decision making in elemen-

tary school mathematics led to increased attention on school polici
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(Floden, Porter, & Schwille, 1980; Schwille et al., 1982). In both

of those studies school policies appeared to be among the strongest

influences on what is taught, after the teacher's own convictions.

Policy effects were not uniform, however, and the range of poliCiei

considered was li-ited. Based on that early work and previous

at. -ses of educational policies (particularly Spady & Mitchell,

1979), a fourfold structure was hypothesized for explaining differ-

ences in policy strength.

Policies can vary in their prescriptiveness, consistency,

authority, and power. Prescriptiveness refers to the extent and

specificity of a policy in telling teachers what to do. A mandated

textbook is less prescriptive than a mandated textbook that teachers

are tnstructed to follow closely, startLng at the beginning and

carrying through to completion. Contstency refers to links among

policies, describing how policies can contradict or reinforce each

other. For example, a mandated textbook may be tied to mathematics

objectives through a guide that describes pages in the book on which

material is found for each objective. Policies can gain authority

through appeal t- law, social norms, expert knowledge, or support

frOm charismatic inuividuals. cimwa$.us &ud aa&LCul.vtim 1-0

give them power. Five,studies have been completed, each of which

addresses a different aspect of teacher content decision making in

elementary school mathematics and all of which provide empirical

ts of the four-attribute structure for describing the st ength of

content policies.

The earliest study (1978) used policy-capturing methodology to

investigate the effects of six possible sources of advice on

teachers' topic selection: a district mandated textbook; objectives
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published by the distric ; tests with results publ _ed by grade

level and building in the local newspaper; advice from the principal;

advice from upper grade teachers; and advice parents (Floden et

al., 1980). Sixty-six fourth-grade teachers were asked to imagine

they had transferred to a new school and were to teach a class of

fourth graders capable of fourth-grade work. They were then asked

how likely they would be to add five topics that they had not been

ching and how likely they would be to drop five topics they had

been teaching.

A second study (1979-1980) moved the work from the controlled

se ting of simulations to the real world of classrooms. Seven third-

through fifth-grade teachers in schools across three school

districts were studied for a full school year to determine the

-thematics content they taught, the advice they received concerning

what should be taught, and the relationships betwe__ the two.

Content was described through daily teacher logs (collected weekly).

Advice was monitored through inte e s (weekly) questionnaires,

observations, analyses of district and state policies and practices,

and by attending meetings with the teachers or district-level

meetings at which mathematics content might be discussed. The

findings from thasa first two studas led

completion of a series of three studies focusing on the nature and

effects of state- (1981), distr c_- (1982), and school-level polic es

(1982-1985).

For the study of state policies, seven states were selected

represent vari-tion in types of policies, overall strength of

policies, and school populations served: California, Florida,

Indiana, Michigan, New York, Ohio, and South Carolina (Schwille et
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al.. 1986). For each state, a complete set of documents on -=ele

policies and prac.icos was assembled (e.g., objectives, testing, text.

books, allocation of time, school evaluation, teacher qualifications

and promotion of specific topics). Documents were identifid and

additional knfoation collected through interviews with knewledge-

able persons in each state (an average of eight persons per tate).

In the second of the three studies, district policies,

relAtionships t_ ate policies, and -_aeir ,.1rceived effects w

studied in five of the seven states (Floden et al., 1986). Ques-

tionnaires were used to collect information from district mathematics

coordinators, principals, and teachers using a probability-in-

proportion-to-student-enrollment design for each state. Quest

naires asking about the nature of policies and their perceived

effects ware designed along the lines of the four-attribute structure

to describe policy strength.

The third and final study once again brought the work back to the

classroom. The effects of state-, district-, and school-level

policies were examined for 32 fourth- and fifth-grade teachers in six

Michigan school districts (Porter, 1986). Teachers provided descrip-

tions of their daily mathematics instruction du ing 1982-83, using

teacher logs and weekly questionnaire for each of three target

students (differing in perceived ability). Districts were s lected

contrast types of content _ levant policies; schools were selected

to contrast student body socioecono status; teachers were selected

ontrast grouping practices when teaching mathematics. Teachers

were interviewed and completed questionnaires over a three-year

period to provide information on their content deci ion making and on
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their understanding of school district, and state policies and

practices Concerning mathematics content. District curriculum

coordinators were also interviewed over the same three-year period

and doCuments describing district policies and practices tdentifjed

in those interviews were obtained so that shif_- in district policy

formulation over time could be monitored. Principals were inter-

view d at the time teacher logs were collected to determine school-

level policies and practices and to understand how princlpais promote

state and district policies and practices

Weak Po on Effec

The five studies provide insight into the nature of content

policymaking at the state, district, and school levels and the

influences of those policies on teachers' practices. The picture that

emerges is one of relatively weak and fragmented policies when judged

against the attributes of prescriptiveness, consistency, authority.

and power b-t also one of increasing policy activity over time.

States, districts, and schools differ sharply in their approaches to

cont nt policy formulation. New York, South Carolina, Florida, and

California have policies similar to the centralized national school

systems of Europe; thA polioAs spec what to teach aud to what

standards, although even these states differ in the extent to which

their policies appear to challenge teacher practice. The policies of

other states, such as Indiana and Ohio, operate indirectly, imposing

requir ments on school districts without directly telling teachers

what to do. For example, Ohio has no state testing program, but the

state requires school dis riots to have their own testing programs.

Some states, such as Michigan, place great trust in local school
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districts and the individual classroom teachers, avoiding pr scrip-

tions about what should be taught and to what standards of achieve-

ment (although even Michigan has a minimum objectives testing program

that districts and teachers may look to for guidance, Schwille et

al., 1986).

Like states, districts also differ in the breadth and strength

their content policies. A relationship, however, exists be -een

state and district policy practices; district policy formulation

more active in states which are also active in content policy formu-

lation. Districts tend to extend and elaborate state policies rather

than fill in areas in which states have not been active (Freeman,

1983; Cohen, 1982).

AL least in elementary school mathematics, policies tend to be

only mildly prescriptive; nor are they carefully constru-ted to be

mutually reinforcing (although neither do they contradict each

oth r). Little evidence exists which ties teacher compliance to

rewards and sanctions, nor do teachers view this to be the case.

Rather, policies attempt to persuade and gain their strength through

appeals to authority. Involving experts (both teachers and

mathematics education experts) in the formulation of policies

most common method for giving authority to policies. Considerable

attention is also given to building policy strength through appeals

to legal authority, consistency with social norms, and support from

charismatic individuals (Floden et al., 1986).

Because policies rely on authority more than on power, teachers'

conceptions of approp iate topics to teach are generally reflected in

the policies teachers adopt. Thus, unless there is a push in a new

direction, even when policies are discontinued teachers tend to
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continue their content practices as though the policies were still in

effect.

State, district, ane school content policies are relatively weak

(at least from a theoretical perspective); thus, their influence on

teacher content practices is surprising. Virtually every teacher

studied has had his or her Mathematics instruction infl-enced in

important ways by one or more school policy. Yet the effects of

content policies have not standardized teacher practice ( g.,

Schmidt, Porter, Floden, Freeman, & Schwille, in press). Perhaps

because the content policies are not as prescriptive as they might

be, or strong in other ways, teachers interpret policies differently.

For example, in one district with a management-by-ob -ctives system

for elementary school mathematics, one teacher used the system to

individualize mathematics during one period of the day but also

taught mathematics during an additional period using a different

textbook and whole group instruction. Another teacher used the

system as a template for deciding what to teach, when and to what

standards of achievement to each of his students, all -.7ing students

to leave the system only after they completed objectives well beyond

their current grade level. Yet a third teacher only referred to the

district objectives occasionally when planning inst _c ion (Po

Kuhs, 1982).

In another district that had -:-cently adopted a new textbook, one

t acher foll _ed the book page by page, recognizing that the desired

effect of a standardized curriculum in tha district would be achieved

only by following the book closely. Another teacher, not recognizing

the motivation behind the single text adoption, followed her own

strong convictions about what content should be taught and when,
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using the text only as _ re ource for student exercises that fit her

own internal syllabus (Freeman & Schmidt, 1982).

Textbooks&nd Tests as S.ecial Cases

One of the myths exposed through work on teacher content decision

making is that teachers teach the content in their textbook Porter,

1985). Elementary school teachers view mathematics tax books as

resources to be dravn from and to be added to as seems appropriate

(this belief reniins unchallenged even when the textbook is man-

dated). Further, because textbooks do not address several of the

most important content decisions, theIr influence is limited

primarily to topic selection. Textbooks contain few instructions

about how much time should be allocated to mathematics or about

differences among students concerning what should be taught; they

offer ambiguous advice about standards to which students should be

held. Even in topic selection, most teachers cover only a fraction

of heir textbook's content (e.g., Freeman, 1983) and spend 10% to

20% of mathematics instruction time covering topics not in the book.

Another myth exposed as being only a half truth is that teachers

teach topics that are tested- Little evidence exLst to suppert t!ht

supposition that national norm-referenced, standardized tests

administered once a year have any important influence on teachers'

conte t decisions. There are, however important effects from

curriculum-embedded tests (e.g. , tests tied to objectives in a

management-by-obj c _ is system. chapter tests in a textbook, tests

developed by teachers to help make placement decisions). Tests have

effects on content decisions only when they have been explicitly tied
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to the curriculum and when they are readily accessible and easily

used by teachers (Kuhs et al

uden-

Teachers' content decisions are also influenced by tudents and

students' parents. Sometimes the effects are direct, coming in the

form of requests to cover specific topics or requests for more home-

work. More often the effects are indirect, coming in the form

enpecrtLonc. qt.udent and parent effects are not r-_-d n. they

correlate in important ways to student characteristIcs such as

aptitude, gender, and ethnicity.

When mathematics is taught to abil ty groups or to individua

within-class content differences are dramatic. Primarily these

differences concern the topics of study, rather than the total amount

f time spent or the standards to which students are held. Low-

ability studen _ spend far mote time learning facts and computational

skills whereas students of higher ability spend more time understand-

ing mathematical concepts and applications. High-ability students

cover more topics and spend less time per topic than do low-ability

students (Irwin et al. 1985).

Individualized instctIon shows some evidence of gender

effects. Girls encounter a larger number of topics whereas boys,

study fever topi-- for more time. Boys study topics that involve

conceptual understanding, more applications and mo work with

pictures. Some evidence suggests an interaction between perceived

ability and ethnicity. Regardless of beginning achie:ement scores,

black girls _tudy fewer topics than do other students, including
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.rever topics related to conceptual understanding and applicatio

(1- in ot al., 1986a).

Whole-group instruction, however, is the primary method u ed to

teach elementary school mathematics, minimizing differences in

content among students within classrooms. Further, for a given

teacher, the effects of differences among groups of students across

years appear to be minimal. Even when a class is judged by the

teacher to be unusually good or unusually "slov," m difications to

accommodate those differences are slight. The large effects of

students on teacher content decision making take place at the

aggregate level.. Me so ioeconomic status (SES) of the school

stude-r body correlates with the degree of parental influence on

content, the instructional resources available to teachers, the

amount of time spent on mathematics, and the topics covered (Irwin et

al., 1986b). In affluent neighborhoods, parents are seen as a

legitimat_ -ource of advice, generally concerned with what their

children are taught. In schools that serve working class or

unemployed families, parents are viewed as uninterested in particular

content, even lacking the unde standing required to help their

children. Lover SES schools have fewer resources available for

mathematics instction. Lack of rulers and p otractors affects work

in measurement and geometry, and limited textbook availability

affects the frequency of homework assignments. High SES schools

spend less time on mathematics but cover more topics than do lower

SES schools. Lower SES schools emphasize more computation and less

applIcatIon and concept instruction.

The correlations "(.,tween the content of instruction and student

characteristic- are problematic. There is a t nsion be ween the
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amount _f time students need to master content and the range of

content they can cover. If uncle -stan, ing mathematical concepts and

applications is portant, however, then all students deserve_ an

opportunity to study that content. Schools and teachers must be

attentive to and must manage the dilemma to provide time for mastery

as they assure access to useful content.

The Case of the flissin Principal

Tr. of content determinants research, pclicez arc

featured because of their surprisingly strong effects and because the

number and strength of content policies is increasing at both state

and district levels. Principals are featured for the opposite

reasons. Despite literature emphasizing the importance of principals

in school leadership and the adoption of i novations, pri__ipals are

not a major influence on teachers' decisions about what to teach in

elementary school mathematics.

The literature on principal leadership and this conclusion about

content decision making are not necessarily contradictory. On the

rare occasions when principals have attempted to e__ t infl_ nces on

cont4it, taachara h- a accepted the attempts as legitimate and the

influence of those attempts was fel- in classroom practices. But

most principals remain silent on content preferences, leaving content

decision making to their teachers at the class oom level and to

policymakers at higher levels. Even more surprising, principals show

little interest in ensuring that teachers carry out district

policies. Many principals have little knowledge of district

policies, devoting their efforts instead to such noncontent areas as

student discipline and at ndance (Floden et al., 1984).
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Teacher _Crivictions

Differences among teachers in the content of their elementary

school mathematics instruction are more substantial than can be

attrib-ted wholly to differences in policies, students, principals,

other external factors. For example, teachers at the same grade

level have been found to differ in their allocation of time to

mathematics by a factor of 1.5 (9000 minutes versus 6000 minutes

across a full school year). Of similar magnitude, differences among

teachers exist concerning the av rage amount of time per topic.

Teachers agree in their emphasis on computational skills over

concepts or applications, but within that emphasis, perc_ntage of

time devoted to computational skills ranges from a low of 55% to a

high of 80%. At the level of specific topics, the differences among

teachers are too many to summarize. Some of these differences may

even out over years for students, but students with a teacher who

fails to cover geometry or who gives little attention to estimation

or measurement applications are unlikely to have those omissions

compensated for by other teachers in later grades.

Differences among teachers in the content of their elementary

school mathematics instruction are partially a function of differ-

ences in convictions about mathematics. Teachers differ in their

knowledge -f mathematics, in their interest and enjoyment in teaching

mathematics, in their beliefs about the importance of mathematIcs and

th- most important topics within mathematics, and in their expec

tio s for what students can accomplish. But just as content policies

have been judged to be relatively weak, elementary school teachers'
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convictions about mathematic- are also weak. Elementary school

teache luctant to take respon ibility for content de isions

and often appea- _awar- that they do indeed make mathematics content

decisions. During inte= iews, teachers often said that no one had

ever asked about their mathematics content before. :_en asked to

keep content logs, many teachers expressed keen interest in the

results and some planned to monitor their own instruction in future

years Clearly, most elementary school teachers do not spend much

tmo analysing the appropriateness of the content of their
mathematics instruction. Their positions on content remain largely

unexamined, by them or by anybody else.

A few elementary school teachers do hold strong convictions about

mathematics, looking primarily to their own beliefs to decide the

content of their instruction. But these teachers are in a distinct

minority. Curiously, they are not necessarily the teachers who

possess the greatest subject matter knowledge (Freeman, 1986).

Generally, elementary school teach.ers are willing to change their

mathematics content if (a) they view the change as being not too

difficult, (b) what they _ are asked to do is within their range of

knowledge, and (e ) the request adds new content and does not give up

content they have been teaching (a point given more attention

-

later). In the case of textbook adoptions, teachers' willingness to

try new content takes an unusual twist. Teachers tend to follow a

textbook most closely during the initial year of us . Once they have

become familiar with a textbook and 'know what it has to offer,

teachers feel greater freedom to make adjustments and introduce some

of their own preferences. The inclination to drift away f om the
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book over time might be offset by policies that specify bow reachArs

aro to use their tents, but such policies rarely

Some_Thouglis_on the Curriculum

Research on teacher content decision making in elementary school

mathematics has not sought to evaluate the quality of the curricul

Nevertheless, certain features stand out, virtually demanding com-

ment. A ubiquitous and pronounced lack of balance exists across

concepts, skills and applications. Teachers 1:)end a large amount of

their mathematics time teaching computational skill -approximately

75%. The remaining time is distributed between teaching for concep-

tual undezstanding and applications in ways that vary from teacher to

teacher. Most textbooks and -inimum competency er basic skills ob ec-

tives emphasize comp--ation; however, nationally normed standardized

achievement tests have balance across conceptual understanding appli-

cations and computational skills (Fre_ an, Belli, et al., 1983).

The lack of balance in teacher attention to conceptual understanding,

skills and applications is problematic and should be addressed.

Applications are both more important and more difficult to learn than

are skills. Conceptual understanding is probably of more lasting

value thAn either skills or applications. By formulating policies

that are prescriptive, consistent, and carefully tied to sources of

authority, it should be possible to create a more balanced curriou-

lum.

A second feature of the elementary school mathematics curriculum

is lated to the first. Just as teachers devote a great deal of

time to a relatively few computational skills, they tend to cover a

large number of topics in the s all amount of remaining time.
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Seventy to eighty percent of the topics taught diririg a school year

receive 30 minutes or 3.45-_ of inst- ction. Many of theLe topics are

"touched on" or "taught for exposure," receiving only 5 or 10 min es

of attention during tho year. In part, this phenomenon may be ex-

plained by a similar pattern of topic coverage in textbook exercises.

The practice of covering many topics, each for a little time also

may be a function of teachers' greater willingness to take on new

topics in their instruction than to give up topics they have been

teaching. Whatever the reasons, the elementary school mathematics

curriculum is thin and appears to be getting thinner. The prac-ice

of teaching for exposure raises questions about how much instruc-

tional timc on a topic is enoug_ students learning that

mathematics includes a wealth of interesting topics or are they

learning that superficial knowledge (knowing just a little about a

lot of different ehings) is somehow valuable?

A third feature of the elementary school mathematics curriculum

concerns what is missing. Students are rarely, if ever, asked to

formulate a problem for themselves. Instead they are given problems

to solve. Mathematics receives little attention as a discipline

worth kno ing in its own right in addition to being a basic skill

with utilitarian value. Even the utilitarian aspects of mathematics

receive too 'little serious attention. FOr example, young w en's and

min rities' lack of valuing of mathematics is not sufficiently

challenged by information about the mathematics prerequisite

qualify for later study and for many job possibilities.

Finally, although the elementary school mathematics curriculum is

second in importance only to reading and language arts it is treated

as a distant second. Only a small amount of time is allocated to
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mathematics instruction. A fei classrooms spend an hour or so a day

on mathematics, but most classrooms average much less; so-: average

as little as :0 mlnutes. Teacher choice seems to be an important

determinant of the amount of classroom time spent on hematics and

low ave-ages may reflect teachers' dislike of math (e.g.. Buchmann &

Schmidt, 1981).

Summary

Until recently, educational research has focused attention on the

strategies of instruction. Content received little attention. By

distinguishing between strategy and content and by focusing on

c -tent, a great deal has been learned about teaching practices and

about the interaction between educational policies (:-Id other

external factors) and teachers' convictions. The following commonly

held beliefs have been challengeri:

o There is a national curriculum in elementary school
mathematics.

o From the perspective of content covered, materials are
interchangeable.

o What is taught in one classroom closely resembles what
is taught in another classroom at the same grade level.

o Textbooks determine the content of instruction.

o Teachers are resistant to top-do-- calls for change in
matters of content.

o Policies have their effect through the manipulation of
rewards and sanctions.

o Teacher autonomy is better than central control.

o Individualized instruction is better than group
instruction.

o Instruction is better when teachers make substantial
deviations from commercially prepared ma _ ials.
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Par ly as a result of research on content determinants, cub-

lishers of instructional materials are now much more aware of and

concerned about curricular validity. Similarly, schools are more

concerned about issues of curriculum alignment. Those responsible

for monitoring education are more aware of the need to monitor the

content of inst _ction as well as other aspects of educational

inputs, processes, and outpu the framework for describing

elementary school mathematics has served as input to the National

Research Council's Committee on Indicators ef Precollege Science and

Mathematics Education and is under consideration By the Center for

Educational Asses-ment of the Council of Chief State School

Officers). Teacher education programs arg beginninz to address the

teacher's role in content decision making, an aspect of the teacher

education curriculum that was largely missing. Educational research,

especially r eareh on teaching, now recognizes the importance of

differences among teachers in their emphases on academic content.

Inc easingly, research studies focus on content decision making and

th- ways teachers make use of instruc_ional materials.

Work on content policies and their effect is more recent and less

visible. Nevertheless, the work points to a middle ground between

two developments which seem on a collision course. On the one hand,

centralized control of the curriculum is increasing. States and

districts are developing policies which specify what is to be taught,

to whom and to what standards of achievement. On the other hand,

there is increasing concern for the status of the teaching profes-

sion. Recommendations are for greater teacher autonomy and greater

teacher participation in school policy formulation. But central

control versus teacher autonomy may be a false dicho omy. Content
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poli ies will b prstiazivc to teachers if teachers meaningfully

involv d in estb1ishing those policies. Under those conditions,

compliance and professional autonomy become two sides of the same

coin.
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TEACHER EXPLANATION

The Teacher Explanation Project was designed to determine if
teachers who are more explicit in explaining reading skills as
strategies produce low-group students who are more aware and who
achieve better. Four sttldies have been conducted, two that were
descriptive and two that were experimental. The results of these
analyses indicate that (a) teachers who are more explicit in
explaining skills as strategies are more successful in creating
both student awareness and achie,rement growth than teachers who
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sophisticated interactive decision making.
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TEACHER EXPLANATION

The Teacher Explanation Project was based on the hypo hesis

that the most effective teachers are those who are most explicit

verbally explaining to students how the reading process works.

Such explicit instructional talk makes students conscious of the

strategic nature of reading which, in turn, puts them in c ntrol

the reading act so they can achieve better. Consequently, the

basic research question was as follows:

Are low7group students of classroom teachers who are explic-
it in explaining how reading works more aware and better
readers than low group student taught by teachers who are less
explicit?

The concept of "teacher explicitness" was crucially

important. It was operat _nally defined by a rating form that was

used to score lesson transcripts The criteria for teacher

explicitnes- included what the teacher said (about the strategy

being taught, how it would be useful, how to select it and the

mental processing employed when doing it) the way the teacher

explained (the organization of a lesson including the introduction,

the presentation, the teacher-student interaction, and the

closure), and the cohesion (both intralesson and interlesson

cohesion).

This line of research is distinct from other reading ins uc-

tionai research in six ways'. First, the student outcome is meta-

cognitive control of the skills of reading, with skills being seen

as language conventions that expert readers use sirateg cally and

flexibly to get meaning from text. The good reader's "executive

control" is due in part to an ability to think consciously about
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to use reading ski stategietzs co remove meaning block-

es they occur, and in$tluaon i$ perceived as the process of

lot==oviding students with explicitknotrlmeadg- about this mental pro-

cssing so that it can be 0.tlAted dOr=ing real reading (Roehler,

DI- iffy, & Meloth, 1986) Saead, hec40e the focus was metacogni-

tZmve use of skills, the oucoaseeskla was not simply students'

ac__hievement but also stadeOtawareneszms. Third, "instruction" was

im=nbedded in the teach 's veltalexPlam=ation of how to do something

t177-lat studen do not now krihow to eo (in this case, how to do

chr-le mental processing aesootAiwial Li-asing skills as problem-

__ egies) (Ste DtL Raehlon- oth, & Vavrus, in

pt=ress).

Fourth, because low,gro stuent 4

rt=aferring how reading worke 1Janthe

sumed that expliCiC q%Plenotims

_ave more difficulty

gh-group students, it was

needed more by low-group

t:--udents and, as a r-__Ult, OrilFlow-g0- up students were studied.

fi fth, the setting wa$ ehe rwtural el sroom with all its n_ mal

nstraints, including exi5C4g LPLng patterns, the account-
-b- ility system, the Mandated thgru ttoznnal materials, the allo-

Ca._=ted instructional tiMe, $1.14the abiai-7-ties and beliefs of the

pam-cicipaeing teachers. PIA104 we avft,oided the use of scripts

1011-mt, instead, taught tftechervhov to pl.;.-an and teach their own

In a sense, we t$ughtteaherrs to be s_st gic and

6Sztaeognitive about their ingttotion i==n the same way that we

vie-Lnted them to teach their euderits to znbe strategic and meta-

gnitive about gett ng mOXIIIIAgfranl



The Line of Studies

The Teacher Explanation P was tated in 195

studies, each a year long, were conducted. The sane bas c proc

dures were used in each of the four studies. We reorui d real

classroom teachers, ptovided training and coaching designed to

teach them how to explain the mental processing associated with

using skills as strategies, and observed th_- for one academi.o

year in the natural environment of their classrooms. DurIng eacti

observation, the teacher's lesson for the low group was audio-

taped, the classroom management was rated, and field notes

made Following each observation, five randomly selected stUdenc.%

from the observed low reading group were individually interThwd

about what they learned, when they would use It, and how to do

Students' scores on various traditional and nontraditional achi

merle measures were coll cted and analyzed on a pre

basis, Summaries of the four studies follow.

Pos st

Year One

The research began in 1981-82 with a pilot study of four

second-grade teachers and their low reading groups (Duffy, RoattIet.,

Book, & Wesselman, 1983; Duffy, Roehler, & Book, 1983; Roehler

Duffy 1984). The four teachers received five individual help

sessions and were observed six times. Results indicated that,

the four t achers, one consistently received high explanation

ratings, one improved throughout the study, one made no real-

change, and one was unable to use explanation techniques because

f management problems. The s udent awareness ratings showed A
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rong poitiv relationship to explicit ugher explanation; and

pre- and postme--_ures, -ing the co ehemich $u=intesc of che Wood-

cock Reading Mastery Test, suggested a relationl--- ip between explic-

it teacher explanation and achievement. DescripC=Ive findings sug-

gested three qualitative characteristics ofthe mos_ effective

explanations: (a) skills should be taught prior to the reading of

the basal selection, rather than following the 5 -lection as is the

case in the standard basal textbook lesson; (b) a _Tx explanation

should contain verbal statements that specay Iuat the skill helps

the reader do, when the skill is useful, ancilloV izo do (c) once

skills are eNplained, they should be app Wit 1-1e basal

selection.

The pilot study results seemed co support he hypothesis that

teacher effectiveness is associated with expt teacher explana-

tions. Given this support, an experimentalst was conducted

during 1982-83

Year Two

The 1982-83 study focused on experimenca].lyr linking teacher

explanation with student awareness and student achievement (Duffy,

nty-two fifth-Roehler, Meloth, Vav- _a, Book, et al., 1980. T-

grade teachers participated. Based on ratings or their classroom

manament, teachers were stratified and randomLT as-igned to

treatment or control groups. The treatment ceach. - received six

two-hour sessions in how to explain the useof re_ading skills

whereas the control group received a t'
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management techniques. Each treatment and control teacher was

observed five times at one-month intervals between November and

April. All observations occurred in the natural class oom setting,

every teacher used standard basal textbook materials, and each

lesson focused on whatever reading skill the teacher had planned to

teach on that day. The achievement measure was the Gates-McGinitie

Reading Achievement Test.

Results indicated that treatment teachers were significantly

more explicit in their el _anations than control teachers and that

the low-group students of the explicit teachers demonstrated more

awareness than the l -group students of less explicit teachers.

Achievement growth, however, was not significantly different for

the treatment group than for the control group. Qualitative analy-

sis indicated that (a) the teacher's interactive role in providing

spontaneous elaborations and reexplanations after assessing stu-

dents' restructuring of the initial explanation was crucial to

effectiveness, (b) teachers who present the skill in the context of

its immediate usefulness in the selection to be read have greater

succes. than teachers who delay talk about the skill's usefulness

until after the initial 2xplanation and (c) teacher talk which

establishes cohesi thin and between lessons is important in

getting students to monitor their own comprahension routinely.

The absence of achievement gains was attributed to three

conditions. First, treatment teachers indicated that the complex-

ities of the cl.asroom and the pressures of instructional mandates

from the school districts made it difficult for them to incor-

porate explanation techniques into their instructional routine.
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Second, many of these teachers reported that, because of the above

difficulties, they employed explanation techniques only when they

were observed. Third, the use of the Gates-McGinitie test as che

sole achievement measure may have masked gro th in strategic read-

ing because standardized tests tend to be sensitive to aptitude

more than to specific growth in using skills as strategies. A

third study was designed to develop a richer description of expla-

nation, better ways to intervene with teachers, and a broader range

of achievement measures

Year Three

The 1983-84 study was descriptive (Roehler, Duffy, Putnam,

et. al., 1986). Seven teachers from the previous year's study ( hree

from the experimental group and four from the control group) agreed

to participate. The previous year's general design was used, with

teacher explanation, student awareness and student achievement

being measured. As in 1982-83, the results indicated significant

growth in teacher explanation and in student awareness, but no

statistically significant gains in achievement, although there

were trends favoring the most explicit teachers. Additional

achievement measures to supplement standardized tests were devel-

oped and field tested, and a refined staff development model that

helped teachers implement explanation techniques despite the con-

straints of routine basal text instruction was evaluated.
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Year Four

Based on the 1983-84 results, an experimental study of twenty

third-grade teachers and their low reading groups was conducted in

1984-85 (Roeh1er Duffy, We._-elman, et. al., in pres Teachers

were randomly assigned to either a tree ment group receiving

training in explicit explanation or to a treated control group

emphasizing the reading management techniques from the First-Grade

Reading Group Study (Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979).

posttest measures were obtained for the instructional explicitness

of the teachers in both groups, for the awar-ness of five students

from each of the 20 classrooms, for achievement on the Stanford

Achievement_ Test for the repnse of three target students in each

classroom to a graded reading oral paragraph test designed to

assess strategic use of skills and to a self-perception measure.

A global measure of students' concepts of reading was administered

at midyear and again at the end of the year. The intervention

with the treatment teachers consisted of six wo-hour sessions and

included the viewing of videotapes of explanation lessons, discus-

sions of assigned reading, collaborative learning activities, and

individual coaching sessions. The teachers in the treated control

group received the intervention provided in the original First-

Grade.Reading Group Study. All teachers in both groups were

observed at one-month intervals throughout the academic year. Dur-

ing the year, data were collected regarding each teacher's explana-

tion, their lo -group students' awareness immediately following the

observed lessons, criterion tests of the skills taught and stu-

dents' reasoning about the use of these skills. Gain scores for
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each of the various awareness and achievement -measures for stu.

dents in the treatment group were compared with those in the

treated con rol group. Additionally, comparisons were mode botween

the performance of treatment and treated contr 1 students -11 che

Michigan Educational Assessment Program, which was administeedin

October of the year following the study. The results indL ce tha t

treatment teachers were more explicit than their treated collcrol

counterparts in explaining the mental processing associated w4

skill use, that students of treatment teachers were more aaeof

both lesson content and of the general need to be ategie the

the treated control students, and that treatment studeni a hieved

better than the treated control StUdents, both in terms of tvai .

tional achieveme_ c test measures and in terms of less traditioal

measures of studen reasoning while using skills as scrateed.

Discussion of the Implications of This Line of Research

Major Implications

The Teacher Explana ion Project dovaments the irnpoace

during low-group reading instruction, of explicit teacher explana-

tions of the mental processing associated with cognitive Cae

Two major implies. ions eme ge.

First, explanatiou of mental processes is established aza

component of instruion. This is important because explanationof

mental processes is not emphasized in recent instructional ceserch

generally (see Brophy & Good, 1986; Rosenshine, 1986) or

instructional research particularly ( ee Au, 1979; Palin-

B-8
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Brown, 1984; Paris, Cross, & Lipam, 1984; Pearsn, 1985). In

fact, reading researchers such as Tierney and Cum4riningham (1984)

suggest that explaining mental pruesses may be "fraught with

danger." This study suggests thatsuch fears ar-4a groundless, that

Mental acts can be explained, andthat such expL .anations result in

better student outcomes than whena teacher empL <Dys the more common

practice of doing a cognitivo taskas students w--zatch, then coaxing

them to do the same thing, and theaassessing to determine whether

or not they did it.

The second implicatiuu focuses on the stude ole in

instruction. By focusing on student awareness & well as achieve-

ment, the study highlights the student's role as a mediator of

instructional information and suggests that ehis mediational pro-

cess takes time. Studeurs do nothmediately ab orb instructional

information. Instead, they restructure Che info -mrmation on the

basis of past experiences and thgrgoals in the instructional

setting. Gradually, as teacherspresent explanaions across the

academic year, students modify tbeirunderstands in the ways

intended by the teacher (Duffy EgRutaer, 1986).

This gradual development was evident in the r-desults of the 1984-

85 study in which the awareness seres of crearm,kent students grad-

ually increased over the academieyear. This im easing awareness,

in turn, was associated with the explicitness of the teache

explanations. The more consiscentthe teacher i in providing

explicit explanations throughout the academic ye.r, the more likely

it is that students will mediate instructional immformation accu-

rately and, ultimately, achieve the intended goa=3L. In sum, the
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--lof the student's mediational and the effects of

acher explanations suggests a model for instruction

.lehler, tie loth & Vavrus, in press). This model states

moat eff Lent way to instruct is to prnvide instructional

'llation as explicitly as possible to increase the possibility

the students will understand what is intended by the teacher,

.th a cauulrelationship possibly existing bet_een the teacher's

explanation ami the degree of student awa eness and between student

awareness eldstude z achievement. In short, the better the explan-

ation, the greater che awareness; the greater the awareness, the

better the achievement.

Additional Imp]ications

ln addiaon to che major implications noted above, the results

from the reacher E_Aplanat on Projec_ suggest three other implica-

tions: implication.- regarding the nature of expl nation, implica-

tions regading thft complexity of cognitive learn ng, and method-

°logical toplioatiorEs.

The_ngure of explanation. Explanation is usually concep-

tualized asmodelirug; the explanation is often thought to be over

when the modeling ends. This study suggests that this view of

explanationis too ruarrow. The best explainers continue explana-

tions ehroughout the lesson, elaborating on the lesson content in

response tottm restructured understandings students develop as

they mediateuihat the teache says (Duffy & Roehler, 1986; Duffy,

ROehler, Keloth, & Njra:vruS, in press). Those teachers who continue



explanations beyond modeling by sponsiv ly elaborating on stu-

dents' restructured understandings are moreeffec ve than t=eachers

who slisply provide explicit models. Consequently, an imporr=ant

implication of this study is that it broadensthe traditionA41

definition of explanation, suggesting thatSmply "front-loo.Ldin "

lessons with an exPlicit model is not enough,

gognitive learnin . Regarding cognitivelearning, this udy

documents its complexity in two ways. First,low-group thir- ade

students do not immediately respond to instruction on cognit==ive

tasks. For instance, in the 1984-85 study, it took until Ob.-sat-vs-

tion Four to achieve significant differencuin t eatment st=udents'

awareness of the mental processes associatdwith using skiLls as

strategies, despite very explicit instructionin Obser-atiormLs Two

and Three. Instead of immediate awareness there was a gradElually

incr asing awareness over the ccurse of thenademic year. This

suggests that, when instruction designed todevelop cognit out-

comes such as those associated with this project is consistnt and

inuous, low-group third-grade studentsgradually develop=b the

desired uncle standings.

Second, traditional achi vement measures, when used alciane,

are generally inadequate for measuring congave outcomes sura.ch as

strategic employment of reading skills. While the two tradi_tional

standardized achievement measures employedinthe 1984-85 st=udy

resulted in significant growth favoring trutment students, the

nontraditional measures provided the most duct evidence of=

students' metacognitive awareness of readingstrategies and of

their cognitive processing when using strategies. Cc:,sequenmtly,
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whiless short studiesand traditicrial paper-and-pencil measures may

ba ac=dequate in instructional st dies where the outcomes emphasize

memommy rather thanreflection, tfiae complexity of cognitive learning

demar=nds that the design of instuctional studies which deal with

thesemm outcomes be lmger and inc=lude nontraditional measures of

perfctnrmance.

Methodolo icalim licationes_ Finally, this study suggest

thre emm methodological implicatiorl.s. First, it is a strbng argument

for r_-_,meturalistic research that la conducted in actual classrooms

wheres the constraints of teachirlg influence the instructional inno-

ic=sn. In any othrsetting, me never knows whether the innova-

tion can be implemmud by real teachers or net. Second, as noted

earliKer, instructimal research mmhould be longitudinal especially

when the desired ounmes are ccbgnitive understandings because

udaLes of less thanan acedemic year in duration are less likely

to caeapture the changes in studerits' strategy use. Finally, staff

d1mkopment is crucial in instrtmetional studies where the innova-

tior being studiedimmlves mores than proceduralized instructional

rout2ELnes. When theinterventior% focuses on major kinds of decision

makir=rig such as thoserequired of the teachers in this study, a

carefWully construcndstaff deveslopment model is necessary

ensurmró that teacherschange theLr instructional behavior enough to

fostemar diffmrencesinstudent ola.tcomes. For a detailed discussion

of c=rie staff development implicaLcions, see Putnam, Roehler and

Duffw (in pre

S-1_2
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While the findings of the Teacher 5kplenam ion project ar

relatively conclusive, there are neverthelee e-i-ve ei quesri,c

about instruction which this project generated.

First, because of the gradual way in, whicIlL. students' untd r-

standings developed in this project, a lo gituci-4,nal study of

impact of teacher explanation is needed. The suggest that the

effect_ of consi _en and explicit explohation about the menal

processes involved in using skills as ctategiW would be ever=_ more

effective if students received such inectued0_ for longer tbati one

academicy a-

Second, as important as explicitne beu

apparently is, the descriptive data from this

mental proces ing

t suggest that

it is not enough to simply be explicit. Instea-vd, them are qum_ali-

tative dimen ions to the instructional in.terac itons that occu

during explanations which cause insrruccion to loe rnore or les=

effective (Duffy, Roehler, & Rackliffe , in pres Additional_ stu-

dies must be conducted to identify ch dimensior=s

and, ultimately, to test them in experifftntat vtldies,

Third, techniques for measuring ouctooes mssOciated With s tra-

tegic reading must be further refined for use LTL future instrc -

tional studies. While the measures of student -awareness and, tu-

dent cognitive processing used in this study efectively dis-

criminated between treatment and treated contra,- 1 students,

improvements in each of these mea ures sten d. Recommend=_tions

regarding these changes are provided elsewhere y. Roehle,

Meloth, Polin, et al. , in press) .
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Fifth, plon descrip ive wor14 la- ds to be done regarding what

to say to stiActs about the cogri_tive processing one does when

applying ekilIsst stegically. Li_ttle information is available

reg-rding themiversal features e-f such reasoning or whether che

idiesyncrett Isture of cognittve processing precludes any univer-

sal features consequently, there is currently little of a speci-

fic nature thecan be confidently i_cluded in explanations about

mental processing. More study of -the qualitative dimensions of

teacher's dasaiptions would help --alleviate this problem.

Finally,itterview data from =7-oPerticipating teachers suggest

that there iswide variation in techers' abilities to conceptua-

lize both reeding as a strategic p7-1rocess and teaching as the provi-

sion of s bstmtive explanatory in Formation (Duffy & Roehler, 1985;

Duffy, Roehlor,ft Putnam, in press. Further, these data suggest

that teachers'onceptions about remeading and instruction have an

impact on thefteffectiveness in c=mceating student outcomes. This

relationship mods to be explored c=nore fully in future studies.

Conclua _c=ans

The TeacNrExplanation Proj_c=zt is iMpor ant for two major

reasons. Oneisinstructional: them- other is methodological. In-

onally,th establishes the mportance of explaining mental-

operations. Teachers wtlo explicit=ay explain the mental acts

involved in wing skills stra -gicaally have more succ ss with low-

group students, Consequently, exp=aanation of mental processing is

a component ofMstruction which ris_isr, be carefully developed and



consciously employed. Methodologically, this study establishes the

potential for studying instruction in natural settings. Instead of

conducting instructional studies using (a) a researcher as the

teacher- (b) an adjunct curriculum and/or limited lengths of

time, this study conducted instructional research using regular

classroom teachers and the mandated curriculum for the entire

academic year. While such naturalistic experiments are difficult

and costly, their ecological soundness adds a unique dimension of

validity to the results.
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WRITTEN LITERACY FORUM

Since 1977, researchers_at the Institute for Research (IRT) on
Teaching have engaged instudies of the teaching and learning of
writing. These studies have involved an interdisciplinary research
staff and collaborating teachers from elementary, middle and high
schoolS. In 1979, we were awarded an NIE grant Co conduct field
work research in an elementary and a middle school classroom. This
study combined methods from cognitive psychology and the ethnography
of communication to study teacher planning and the social contexts
of writing instruction. The four teachers involved in the study
were active throughout providing research data and helping to shape
the direction of data analysis.

The current Written Literacy Forum grew out of this associati R
between teachers and researchers. Since its establishment in Sep-
tember 1981, the Forum has involved 8 to 10 teachers and researchers
working together to bring research on writing into.practice in the
classroom. Forum deliberations have addressed the following ques-
tions: Whet are the current problems and challenges of writing
instructiot, in our schools? Why is writing difficult to teach?
What roles do teachers play in supporting writing development among
their students? What is the nature of teachers' response to their
students' writing? How can microcomputers become part of the
w iting classroom?

In the past three years Forum participants have organized
literature reviews, conceptual papers, and teacher/researcher re-
treats to address these questions. Looking back over our project's
history, three themes emerge as central to the work: (a) the rela-
tionship between scientific knowledge and practical action, (b) the
ways in which teachers think about school writirm, and (c) the
nature of public schools as environments for teaching and doing
expository and creative writing.

Christopher M. Clark and Susan Florio-Ruane (coordinators
Saundra Dunn
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WRITTEN LITERZY FORUM

Introduction

is it so diffIcult to teach writin This endu rac

tical problem guided the work _f the Written Literacy Forum for the

past five years. Trying to help teachers answer this question, the

Forum has been a source of knowledge about three related issues:

(a) the relationship between scientific knowledge and practical

action; (b) the cognitive process and other behaviors that teachers

engage in while planning, implementing, and revising writing curric-

ula; and (c) the nature of public schools as environments for teach-

ing and doing expository and creative writing.

The f of these issues lies at the root of the problem of

bringing knowledge generated by research into practice in ways that

Improve teaching and learning. The second issue concerns a cen_r-1

mission of the IRT: describing ways in which teacher thinking,

planning, and decision making affect what is taught and how it is

taught. The third issue addresses the difficulty of teaching writ-

ing by documenting how the social, temporal, intellectual, and

institutional aspects of schooling affe&t teachers and students.

A fundamental assumption of the Written Literacy Forum is that

improvements in the quality of wrItten literacy education come from

the actions of educators who appreciate the cognitive and emotional

demands of writing and who understand ways in which the context

schooli-g can limit or enable its teaching and learning. Working

with a group of experienced teachers in the Forum gave 1RT re-

searchers an opportunity to share theory with practitioners and use

their questions and insights to help frame meaningful studies of the

teaching of writing.
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The final progress report o the Written Literacy Forum has t-,:o

pares, First, the report summarizes the wo-& ot the Forum on ti-.a

three related issues of (a) theory into pract e, (b) schools and

classrooms as contexts for writing instruction, (c) teacher thinking

about writing. Second, the report provides an annotated bibliogra-

phy of articles, reports, papers, and book chapters published by the

members of the Wrjtten Litecy Forum On these three topics.

Summary of Forum Insi,ght- and Accom'lithments

Relatin Research to the Practice of Teachin

One of the central purposes of the Written Literacy Forum was

to learn about and experiment with ways of bringing together re-

search and the practice of teaching. For us as researchers this h.i_s

been an educative and humbling experience. As we came to see the

teaching of writing from the perspectives of Forum teachers, we

realized that research and theory play only modest roles in improv-

ing and sustaining good practice. These modest contributions are

certainly worth pursuing. But this lesson in humility changed the

way in which we thought about the "research into practice" problem.

Our original framing of the issue was both idealistic and conven-

tional:

A great deal of high-quality research and theorizing
about the teaching of writing has been done and
published; however, it is published in forms and places
inaccessible to practicing teachers. What can we
(researchers) do co make this knowledge available to
teachers in ways that they will find directly useful in
reforming and improving their own teaching and writing?

This paraphrase of the o iginil Forum mission statement OastS

our work as that of solving a subject matter specific dissemination

problem. It entails a number of assumptions that now, five years
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later, appear to be unsupported. First, assumes that there is a

large well-developed body of research literature on school wrjrt ng,

Second, the miss on statement implies that researchers ara

the best position to interpret published literature aud to accomo-

date it to the practitioner audience (typically seen as a single

audience with common language, problems and concern

Third, it implies that knowledge and infor acion are the m

important fruits of research and theorizing in terms of solving

problems of practice. Furthermore, the mission statement implie_

that there is a high degree of transfer value and applicability of

research knowledge developed in one particular setting to other

particular settings.

Fourth, it implies that there is a readiness on the part of at

least some teachers co change their ways of teaching writing, if

only research would convincingly show the way. A related assumption

is that teachers frame at least some of their problem- of practice

as "well defined problems with my teaching of writing, for which

there is a solution presently unknown to me but probably known co

some researchers."

0 r experiences in the Forum indicate that these assumpt

are flawed in at least the following ways: First, while there is a

literature of research on writing (seet for example, the Scardamalia

& Bereiter, 1986, review) much of the research does not include or

address the important constraints and realities -f iting in school

classrooms.

Second, researchers d- have something to offer by way of inter-

pretation of the literat , but we know relatively little of our

multiple teacher audiences, their background knowledge, concerns,
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mo 'ves, and languages. He we need con- e:able hal ram

teachers in making sensible, audience-sensiti e interp etations.

Third, we have discovered that teachers have Litt e direct use

for knowledge arid information that is decon ex uali-ed and goner

ized from studies done in settings different from their own class-

rooms.

Fourth, we believe that even good teachers are not eager co

make dramatic and labor-intensive changes in their ways of teaching

writing and they are not looking to the research community for

solutions to well-defined problems of practioe. The "big problems"

f school writing are not well defined, and they are inextricably

bound up in a whole complex of isPoaes: contextua:

professional roles, student expectations and abilities, teachers'

general feelings of efficatiousness and particular competence as

writers, and teachers' understandin

professional responsibility.

and acceptance of the ii_ ts

Schools and Classrooms As Contexts for Writing Instruction

Out of five years of reading, writing, and researching with

educators, we have developed a clearer understanding of the phenome-

non of "school writing." Writing is not a privat_ mental process

that can be parsed into a series of inevitable steps. Writing is a

set of tools for communication available to the members of a cul-.

ture. LeLrning to write depends on cultural membership and partici-

pation in institutions where writing is defined, and used. In our

culture, the school is the institu-' n most responsible for teaching

writing to the young. The history, social functions, and normative

order of schools are powerful forces shaping the writing that is

taught and learned there
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Schools define the range and types of writing students will

Schools also determine the purpose co which writing is put. Stu-

dents are socialized to write accordingly. Some types and p -p se s

of writing taught in school a e available to be learned nowhere else

in the culture. Others foreshadow the writing students will do

they enter the adult world of work. Sem- forms and fu_c_ ons of

writing learned by children outside school may not be recognized or

valued in a student's school experience

The teache _ role is largely set by the history and social

organization of schooling in our society. The teacher has the

right and responsibility to communicate the standards to which

student be held when they write end to assess students' pro-

gress in achieving them. In addition, teachers are responsible for

planning writing tasks for students. Teachers are initiators and

audience evaluators for mos_ school writing done across the grades

and across subject areas.

Although the nature of the teacher's rights and duties is

largely predetermined, how teachers actually carry out their work is

moderated by their kno-ledge, beliefs, and attitudes. We know a

great deal about how teachers shape and color what happens in class-

rooms as a function of their implicit theories about (a) how to

teach, (b) hat schools are for, and c) how children grow and

learn. The Written Literacy Forum has illuminated some of the ways

teachers' knowledge and beliefs about writing shape that part of the

curriculum.

Students enter the classroom already having learned a great

deal about how to act, communicate, or organize themselves to learn.

Their background knowledge comes from the family, :eighborhood, peer
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group, previous school experiences, and wider forces in the culure

such as books, television, and commercial products. Although ta,ch-

ers are delegated the authority to organize the learning environ-

ment, teachers and students work togeCher Co create classroom life

and communication. The participatory nature -f classrooms is both a

resource and potential source of conflict in the language curricu-

lum. Forum research illuminated some of the ways that teachers and

students negotiate the forms and functions of writing.

Figure 1 is a model of many of the social and intellectual

factors operating when teachers and students come together to study

writlng: At the center, and mo visible to participants and

analysts the teaching/learning encounter. In Figure that en-

counter ts the "writing conference" or meeting in which teacher

and student(s) communicate about a written draft. (The encounter

might also be a lesson, test, laboratory experience, or other school

task.) The conference is the setting in which propositional,

procedural, and normative knowledge about writing are communicated.

It il the place where teachers teach and learners learn about it-

ing in the most explicit and direct way. Because of its ubiquity

and importance in writing instruction, the members of the Forum

devoted a great deal of time and effort in the past five years to

understanding what occurs when teacher and student meet to talk

about text.

Despite the centrality of the writing conference in ins _ruc-

tion, Forum research found that teachers' and students' talk about

text is not reducible to a discrete set of topics or techniques.

What occurs when teacher and student(s) meet in writing instruction

is shaped by a myriad of contextual factors. Figure 1 includes

among those factors teachers' prior kno ledge and beliefs about

-J 6
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and how it is taught and learned, students' background

experiences that shape ther underscan .g c.nd of apprO-

priate ways to communicate in school, and school and district poli-

cies that influence classroom communication in many ways. Assess-

ment, curricular require ents, materials, inserv .e education, and

limits on time and space are among the contextual factors from

outside the classroom shaping what occurs when teachers and students

meet. And, since schools exist to serve and perpetuate state,

community, and national values (both transitory and histor

these also shape the writing that is done in classrooms.

Until the last few years, writing, though valued, was -ela ive-

ly inv sible in the school curriculum or in the curriculum for

teacher education. Moreover, writing was not accorded "regular

subject matter status. Few districts had explicit writing curricu-

la, there were few published macerLais available for teaching writ-

ing, and time in the school day was not regularly provided for

writing instruction. Working under these limitations, teachers

claim that writing instruction in their classrooms tends to have an

ad hoc quality with no clear and coherent s= of curr cular goals,

few meaningful activities, and no theory of instruction connected to

writing growth and development-

The convergence of intellectual and social factors on the

teaching/learning encounter is an appropriate topic for research on

writing instruction. Many factors shape classroom communication

both orally and in text forms. As Figure 1 demonstrates, what

teachers and students write and talk about limits the range of

opportunities to learn available to students. Thus a focus on

classroom communication and constraining factors internal and



external co the classrmom helps us to understand what, in fact, is

taught and learned in the name of school

Teacher Thinking About Writin

One of the teacher's most complex and difficult jobs is to

manage the myriad of contextual factors converging in the classroom.

In the case of writing instruction, this problem is particularly

difficult. Teachers (both elementary teachers and those at the

secondary level whose expertise is not in English/Language Arts)

lament their lack of experience and knowledge of writing either as

writers themselves or as teachers of writing to novices. In this

regard teachers report that while they are clearly in authority

where school writing is concerned, they hardly view themselves as

authorities on the subject.

So, after years of thinking, watching, listening, talking, and

teaching, what do we claim to know about how teachers think about

wr'ting? We summarize our understanding of teachers' views on

writing under four headings: Writing is differe -; Writing is

demanding; Writing is personal; and Writl_A is an art.

WrLtIng is different. Teachers think about writing and the

teaching of writing as differer- from the other subjects taught in

school. WritLng is not talked about in terms of published curricula

or writing programs. ( We do SOIS Science, Ginn Reading, DMP Math,

and MACOS Social Studies, but for writing, on our

Writing also differs from other school subjects because it is

treated as a subject of direct study, practice, and evaluation, and

also as a medium through which students demonstrate academic compe-

tence in other parts of the curriculum. (A case could also be made

that this i-- true of reading and math, but the teachers with whom we
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worked did not see '_ that way,) Thirdly, writing is seen as

different because the content of school writing (when it is

something meaning ul to the authors) is often the authors persona

experiences, perceptions opinions, and imaginings. Under these

c- stances, the teache ' s r le as an authority, expert, and jucge

are considerably leas certain than in parts of the curriculum where

the superior knowledge, access to information, practice, and

maturity of the adult teacher set him or her apart from and above

the students

Writing is demanding. Teaching writing and doing writing in

school are difficult and demanding pursuits that do not seem to

become easier with time and experience. Surprisi gly, experienced

teachers tell us that teaching writing becomes more difficult each

year, because their experiences lead them to see and to risk more

possibilities for themselves and their students. Writing, like

music, permits of endles- variations on infinite themes.

Because of this openness of the potential tasks of school

writing, and because -f the relative absence of cur:icular structure

and content, teacher planning for the teaching of writing is more

demanding than planning for "teaching by the book." Teachers of

writing become, of necessi,.y, curriculum builders and evaluators--

tasks for which they feel ill prepared.

Time spent in classroom writing act'vities is challenging and

uncomfortable for teachers Initiating a -:- iting activity, mot

vexing students to begin writing, helping many individuals to orga-

nize their ideas and to muster the courage to be playful and to take

riSks, and managing one's o- behavior in a se ting in which cues

about how students are doing are vague all contribute to this
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discomfort. Writing activities do not fit well within the t,h,t

space constraints of the typ5cal classroom and school day. writing

vulnerable to the interrupt and dis :a- ions that character-

ize classroom life. And the te sion between encouraging free and

experimental self-expression and encouraging cor actness of spel-

ling, punctuaticn, and other surface features is always present.

But the demands of teaching writing do not stop at the end of

the school day. The teacher must read and respond co all this text.

The more successful a teacher is in having students wrtte, the

greater the demand to read and respond to student authors. Beyond

the sheer time and energy load presented by teaching writing, _e

teachers are happy or confident about their ability to respond to

the student writer i_ ways that are helpful, either for revision of

the work in progress or for application to the next writing assign-

ment. And this feeling of helplessness is exacerbated by the fact

that the teacher finds herself or himself in the conflicting toles

of audience, consultant, editor, and evaluator. Many a teacher's

Sunday evening has been ruined by slogging through the painful

ritual of "marking up" ehe margins and text -f stacks of student

wr'ting.

Writin is ersonal. School writing is pe- onal (and occasion-

ally emotional) for both teachers and students. Students are seldom

more vulnerable than when they write, for -riting is a rather

permanent form of self-expression, subject to i--e p ecation, misinter-

pretation, and criticism by others. The distinctiveness and (often)

unattractiveness of students' penmanship ties the writer to the text

and may reinforce and exaggerate feelings of incompetence. Excel-

lent writing typically takes more time, energy, and revision than

the classroom calendar and routine permit; thus children rarely
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rience the personal rewards of producin- work worthy of justi-

fiable pride of authorship.

From the teacher's point of view, his or her own confidence and

skill as a writer have profound effects on the vays of teaching,

thinking about, and responding co students Iters. et few

teachers are confident, competent, and reflective writers (teaching

is an oral profession). Teachers draw heavily on their own

remembered experiences (good and be ) as student writers in planning,

deciding, and responding. Teachers, r better and fc worse, put a

lot of themselves into the teaching of writing.

Writing_is an art. Finally, teachers tend to think about and

talk about writing as an art. Not being artists themselves, the

image of art and artistic performance entailed here includes heavy

attributions of talent, natural ability, and inspiration as essen-

tial elements in good writing. But because talent, natural ability,

and inspiration cannot be taught, this way of thinking about writing

and writers tends to relieve teachers of the felt sense

responsibility for the quality of student performance. Low

expectations can become self-fulfilling prophecies, reinforced by

the occasional student who does indeed write well, in spite of the

apparent absence of special teaching.

So, what does this add up to, ehe claims that teachers think

that Writing is different; Teaching writing is demanding; Teaching

writing is personal; and Writing is an art?

lirkqpg tends t- be slight_p24 in American public schools. It is

attended to less than other subjects because (a) the teaching and

doing of writing do not fit very well with the way schools are

(noisy, collective, interruption-filled, judgmental evaluative,
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competitiv- b) teachers feel uncer ain about how to teach an, now

to respond to student writers, and the students themselves restst

making themselves vulnerable to criticism of their very lives,

experiences, ideas, and opinions; (c) teacheis and students under-

estimate the amount and kinds of effort involved in creating an

excellent piece of writing--thsy think it should be easier, if they

doing it right. From this easy to slip into the dis-

couraging belief that "talent" (and lack of t- ent) explain the

variance in perfo--ance and chat there is little to be done in

classrooms to help the untalented majority.

;implications for Future Research on School

One of the central purposes of the Written Literacy Forum has

been to c_ to understand the relationship between research (on

writing) and the pracc ce 0 We have come to

believe that for research to contribute to the improvement of

writing instruction, the design, execution, and reporting of chat

research must cake account of the ways in which teachers think about

writing. Research that is likely to have positive and lasting

effects on teachers of writing will probably be different demand-

ing, personal, and artistic just as writing itself is. To be credi-

ble and relevant to the concerns of practicing teachers and to be

tsrpretable within their frames of reference, research on writing

instruction must be done in the classroom, with all its complexi-

ties, with teachers and even students intimately involved in che

research process, and over a long enough period of time to test the

staying power of the concepts and techniques under study. Break-

throughs are not likely to come quickly or cheaply, for the
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organization of schooling is robust and hostile to the conditions

logically supportive of good g.

Implications of our Work_for Practi ione

The Forum's work has implications for improvement

instruction; however, our descriptive studies and discussions with

teachers do not yield answers for teachers so much as they provide

questions and assertions which serve as starting points from which

educators can examine research, reflect upon their own practice, and

plan for change.

In a recent research synthesis prepared by Forum members f

the Educator's Handbook, we summarized our approach to problems of

practice as follows:

Over the years, the Written Literacy Forum has encoun-
tered a number of recurring questions about writing in-
struction. Of importance to both the teachers and re-
searchers who make up our group, these questions echo the
concerns of teachers across the nation who were surveyed
recently by the National Institute .of Education. Among
the questions asked are the following: What are the
current problems and challenges of writing instruction in
schools? Why is writing difficult to teach? What roles
do teachers play in teaching writing? What is the nature
of the classroom as a place tc learn to write? What does
the future hold for the teaching of writing? (Florio-
Ruane & Dunn, in press).

The_ broad questions overlap and do not lend themselves to

neat and easy answers. But in asking them, the Forum has taken an

important step toward interpreting and applying the enormous amount

of res arch presently being conducted on writing instruction. Ap-

proaching research in terms of perennial problems of practice such

as those named above, teachers, administrators, and policymakers can

be encouraged to examine education in their own communities more

critically.



If research on writing can be use ul to educators in this

endmavor, it will be to the extent that it offers them concept -1

tools to use in framing and solving their own problems. Resea ch

cannot solve the problems of practitioners, but researchers and

educators can participate as partners in inquiry into effective

teaching for literacy. The Forum is one model of this partnership.

Our research into practice has yielded a series of asser-ions

about issues of consequence to the improvement of writing instruc-

tion. These issues must be addressed by teachers, teacher educa-

tors, administrators, and researchers who seek to Improve literacy

education. A partial list of there issues is crovided below:

1. Teacher_preparation--Many teachers are inexperienced or
lack confidence in.themselves as writers. We need to learn more
about what kind of knowledge of the writing process, of the teaching
process, and of writing development would prepare teachers to teach
writing more effectively.

2. Instruction--Teachers experience tensions in writing in-
struction between teaching about the conventions of the language
(grammar) and encouraging students to write freely and create the
own styles and voices. Research and practical experience must be
applied to the management of this tension.

3. Curriculum--In the absence of adequate preparation to teach
writing, teachers may find themselves teaching writing as they were
taught. Often this teaching takes a lockstep approach in which
vocabulary precedes sentences, sentences precede extended text, and
extended text is rarely written by most students. In addition,
teachers express difficulty in responding to students' writing at
levels other than the word or sentence. We need to learn more about
the limits of response to writing and the kinds of response mos
likely to enhance students' writing growth.

4. Teacher's role and classroom contex --The "process approach"
to writing is growing in popularity and prominence in our elementary
and secondary schools. In this approach students write multiple
drafts of longer texts, and teachers play a variety of instructional
roles. At various times in the student's planning, writing, and
revision of a document the teacher may alternately encourage or
motivate writing, offer technical assistance, help the writer to
clarify meaning and intentions, and aid in the publication of a
student's work. Ws need to learn more about these and other in-
structional roles and realistically assess their efficacy in crowded
classrooms and curricula.
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5. PlanningFlanning for wr ting instruction appears to diFp11-
somewha;.: from planning in other academic subjects. This mav be due
in part to the nature of writing itself and also to the relative
absence of district mandates and packaged curricula for writing. Tn
writing, teachers are challenged to create their own curricula.
find that experienced teachers tend to develop loosely framed long-
rangA plans for writing and emphasize_ flexible, activity-based plans
for individual lessons. This approach to planning differs from the
lesson end unit planning 1;ypically taught to beginning teachers and
evidenced in research an their thinking.

6. TechnologyThe future of writing instruction includes the
application of computer technology. Computers are used to teach
various aspects of the writing process including drill and practice
of isolated skills, tutorial programs teaching elements of text
structure, software offering electronic mail and other interactive
writing opportunities,_and word-processing programs. Research on
computers and writing is in its early stages. Research and practi-
cal experience should enable critical assessment of the computer as
a tool for tsaching writing. Teachers play an essential role in
adapting instructional technology to their writing curriculum and
its goals. Thus when approaching new technology, they must be learn-
ers who also lead in the application of computers to writing in-
struction.

Annotated Bibliography

This section offers the titles and brief annotations describing

several published pieces dealing with each of the major themes of

the Forum's work. The annotations taken together, constitute a

brief statement of -ajor conclusions.

Florio, S & Clark, C.M. (1982). The functions of writing in an
elementary classroom. Research in the Teaching_anglLati,
16, 115-130.

This article summarizes the theoretical and empirical founda-

tions of the Written Literacy Forum. To quote the abstract:

"Little is known about the role played by writing in the lives of

children either inside or outside school." The ethnogra-ahic study

of writing in the classroom can inform us about the perspectives of

both children .g)nd their teachers concerning writing and its com.,/,-

cativo functions. This study analyzes the functions of writing in
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one elementary classroom. The followi g four functions of wr

are identified in the lassroom: writing to participate in corn -

munity, writing to know oneself and others, occupy free

time, and writing to demonstrate academic competence. These LOut

functions are not commented on directly by participan _ but inferred

by ethnographic study to be the purposes for which their writing is

undertaken, As such, the functions are interpretable in light of

the social context of school and classroom and constitute an

informal writing curricul___ Understanding and awareness of the func-

tions of writing in the classroom can aid the acquisition of writing

by helping teachers to furnish and take advantage of meaningful and

diverse opportunities for student writing,"

Clark, C.M., & Florio, S. (1983). The Written Literacy Forum:
Combining research and practice. Teacher Education uarteriv.
10,(3), 58-87.

This article describes the a, organization, and early

fruits of the Forum to an audience of reacher educators. The Forum

is offered as an example of collaboration, human and institutional

relationships, and interdependence among researchers and teachers.

The article recounts the evolution of the Forum during its first two

years of operation and includes an appendix of reacher-developed

materials used in Written Literacy Forum inservice activities. This

appendix is notable in that it represents the first publication and

dissemination of text written by Forum teachers.

Florio-Ruane, S., & Dohanich, J. (1984). Communicating findings by
teacher _7earcher deliberation. LALIELINg!Ljt, 61, 724-730.
(Also available as Research Series No. 151, East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on Teaching)
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This paper questions the time=honored , research o-practic.

tratation. The authors are a researcher and a teacher who were

members of the Written Literacy Forum. They describe the Forum's

deliberations about the teaching of writing in classrooms. The

authors note that teachers and researchers operate in different

profes-ional communities and may have different views about the

relevance and usefulness of research findings. Deliberation be

teachers and researchers affords teachers control over the interpre-

tation of research findings for their own practice and allows re-

searcher., access co new perspe tives on findings and new under-

standings of teachers' concerns.

Florio-Ruane, S. (in press). Conversat on and narrative in collabo-
rative research (Occasional Paper No. 102). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on Teaching.

The Written Literacy For taught us many things about teaching

ting, but it also served as an experiment in bring ng the worlds

of research and teaching together. This paper reports on the 1 __er

Forum activity. In conversation, Forum teachers and researchers

deliberated the following questions: For what am.diences and pur-

poses is educational research onducte4? What forms of language are

used to communicate research knowledge? How does research knowledge

differ in its content and form from the knowledge held and used by

teachers? What is the status of each kind of knowledge in the field

of education? This paper reports on how the Forum's deliberations

encouraged members to state and examine their assump ions about what

researchers and teachers claim to know. The paper also explores

SOMO of the different ways researchers and teachers express
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knowledge about teaching and looks at che views they hold of themselves

and each other as professionals.

Dunn, S., Florio-Ruane, S., & Clark, C.M. (1985). The teacher as
respondent to the high school writer. In S.W. Freedman (Ed.),
The acquisition of written_languge: Response_and revision
(pp. 33=50). Norwood, NJ: Ablex. (Also available as Re-
search Series No. 152, East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching)

An important theme throughout the work of the Forum has been

the issue of response student writers. This rhapter examines

response in the context of high school creative writing. This case

study illustrates one writing teacher's approach to the role of

respondent to his student Three researchers spent one year

documenting his planning and teaching and eliciting students per-

spectives on the writing they did in his class. The many roles this

teacher enacted during writing instruction and the variety of types

of response he offered to his studen

coach, model) are described.

teacher as motivator,

Thomas, D.B. (1985, February). Universit researchers and teachers
as colleagues in classroom research. Paper presented at Meadow
Brook Research Symposium on Collaborative Action Research in
Education, Rochester, MI.

Thi- paper was presented by one of the teachers who was in-

volved with the Forum for several years at a conference on collaboia-

tive research. Through her descriptions of the development of her

relationship with university researchers, she opens for discussion

many issues -ith respect to collaborative research. In Thomas's

words, the researchers " eemed to be genuinely interested in how we

taught children, especially writing. My intellectual ego

soared as this was the first time in my teaching career that I had

discussed teaching with colleagues over a consistent extended period
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of ti 2 But she also cautions that, because teachers and

researchers come from two distinct environments, building collabora-

tive relationships requires hard work and trust building. Among the

issues Thomas had to adjust to were language differences, the slower

pace of research (in contrast to teaching), the differences in the

tasks of daily routines of teachers arid researchers and changes in

relationships with elementary school co-workers as a result of her

involvement with this research project.

-Ruane, S., & Dunn. S. (in ess). Toching writing. Soma
perennial questions and some possible answers. In V.R. Koehler
(Ed.), The_Educator Handbook. New York: Longman.

Thls chapter offers a selective review of the current fi ld of

research on writing and writing instruction. Our work with the

Forum has strengthened our conviction that if research on writing is

to be useful to educators, it will be to the extent that it offers

them co c ptual tools to use in framing and solving their own pro-

blems. Thus, this chapter is organized around several questions

that are of perennial concern to teachers, administrators, and

policymakers. Among the questions asked here are the follow _g:

What are the current problems and challenges of writing instruction

in schools? Why is writing difficult to teach? What roles do

teachers play in teaching writing? What is the nature of the clas-

sroom as a place to learn to --ite? What does the future hold for

the teaching of writing? The chapter includes an anno -ted bibliog-

raphy for use by teachers and curriculum developers.

Clark, C.M. (1986). Research into practice: Cautions and qualifi-
cations. In T.E. Raphael (Ed.), The contexts of schoo17.
based_literacy (pp. 281-293). New York: Random gOuse.
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At the heart of the mission of the WrittPa Ljtera Forum is

search to understand constructive and mutual influences of rsearch

on practice and of pract ce on research. This chapter, original

offered as a paper presentation at a conference of teacherz

writing, takes the position that research can best serve teachi

when three conditions obtain: (a) The research questions, design

decisions, and interpretations are formulated jointly by teachers

and researchers; (b) the process of inquiry is appreciated as a

powerful professional development opportunity for all concerned; an

(c) the fruits of the study of teaching are construed as including

six classes of outcomes, namely, relationships among variables,

concept_ theoretical models, questions, methods of inquiry, and

case studies. The author calls on teachers and researchers to chink

about literacy research as service as much as science and to take

more optomistically responsible action in communicating about liter-

acy education.
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SCIENCE TEACHING

In spite of the ma_;cor efforts made during the last 25 years to
improve science teaching and science curriculum materials, students'
mastery of important scientific concepts and principles continues to
be less than what it should be for a technologically advanced nation.
In particular, students' prior misconceptions about science topics
often interfere with their ability to get the intended meaning from
science lessons. Presently, however, few teachers or curriculum
davelmpers are fully aware of these mtsconceptions and their effects
on student understanding.

In the past, the Science Teaching Pro ect has developed science
program materials that provided teachers with specific information
about student misconceptions and suggested activities that might help
students to overcome those misconceptions. These materials produced
tmportant improvements in teacher behavior and student learning.
Over the past two years, project staff have been investigating the
effects of teacher training as an alternative means of communication
with teachers, and they are investigating how teachers' knowledge and
beliefs affect their teaching behavior and their students' learning.
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SCIENCE TEACHING

PrAisact SuMaa_r_y

of_the Study

Our present srstem of scie_ education is no: working very

ell. This fact is documented not only in a variety of reports on

the present crisis in science and mathematics education, but also in

our own research on students entering college science courses

(Anderson, Sheldon, & DuBay, 1985; Bishop & Anderson, 1985; Hollon &

Anderson, 1985). It appears that in most science cou ses only a

small minority of the students are truly learning with unde standing.

We have concluded that one of the most basic problems with science

teaching stems-from a misunderstanding by teachers and curriculum

developers of how learning with understanding occurs.

Students generally ent r science courses with beliefs about how

the world works that are reasonable but incompa ible wIth accepted

scientific theories. In our previous wo k -e have geusrally

referred to those unscientific beliefs as misconceptIons. Learning

with understanding can occur only through a complex process of

coeptuaLnhane in which students reconsider and modify their

thinking about what the world is madt of and how it works. Unfor-

tunately, this is not gener-lly what happens. Instead, most students

memorIze enough to pass tests while continuing to hold misconcep-

tions.

Our previous research indicates that this does not have to be

the case. We have seen teaching that helps most students overco

their miSconceptions and learn with understanding, often with the

help of materials that we have developed (Anderson, 1985; Smith &
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Anderson, 1984). go have concluded from our previous research that

often teaches a not successful because they generally lack the

knOwle_d_Rci they need to produce conceptual change in their students.

In thinking about the problem of teacher knowledge, we have

hypothesized-that su cessful teaching for conceptual change depends

on knowledge of two types. First teachers need a :eneral or enta-

tion to. _rd conceptual change: an understanding that students can

learn with understanding only by go ng through the process of con-

ceptual change and a determination to help them do so Second,

teachers need waccific knowledme, including the folloing:

1. Knowledge of science content, and how it can be transformed
into curricu ar goals

2. Knowledge of students and the specific misconceptions that
aro likoly to affect understanding of the topic being taught

3. Knowledge of teaching strategies that will help students
overcome their misconceptions

_Our previous research has been devoted to developing knowledge

of each type and making it available to teachers- in the process of

doing that research, it has become clear that teachers differ con-

siderably in the nature and extent of their previous knowledge and

that those differences affect their responses to new information.

Since our previous studies were not designed for the purpose of

studying teachers' knowledge and its effects on instruction, they

produced interesting but unsystematic information about how teachers

acquire and use kno ledge. The present study was designed to remedy

that deficiency. The goals of the study were as followS:
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1. To investigate the nature of the knowledge bases used by
science teachers and the relationship of those knowledge
bas to effective teaching practice

2. T0 compare the effectiveness of different methods of
improving teachers' knowledge

The design of the study is outlined in Table 1.

focuses on the teaching of three target units in middle school life

science: photosynthesis, respiration, and ecological matter cycling

These units were selected because we have some understanding of

students' conceptual problems with these topics from our previous

search and because most of the teachers in the study selected them

that they would be willing to teach to heir classe.as

Findirms

Data from this project were organized into three large sets.

First, we had data from interviews with teachers given at the

beginning of the study and after each of the three units. These data

gave us a great deal of information about teachers'. knowledge.

Second, we had data analyzing classroom observations and materials

used in class which informed us about teachLt strategies and.

matorials. Third, we had results from pretests, posttests, and

delayed poettests :.hich informed us about studene learnin and

retention. Many of the most interesting results concerned

relationships among these data sets. Some of the key findings are

summarized below.

a -d t- teacher-' In Our analysis of the

interviews with the teachers showed teachers taking three general
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Table 1

Design for Year 2

Traiming
(4 teachers)

Pretest on all
topics

Croup 2

Materials
(5 teachers

Training

Teach
Photosyn_hesis
with own
resources

Photosynthesis
posttest

Pretest on all
topics

Teach
Photosynthesis
with provided
materials

Photosynthesis
posttest'

Croup 3

Training ith
materials
(4 teachers)

Pretest on all
topics

Training

Teach Photo-
synthesis with
provided
materials

Photosynthesis
posttest

Training

Teach Respiration
with own resources

Respiration
posttest

Teach Matter
Cycling with own
resources

Teach Respira
with provided
materials

Respiration
posttest

Training

Teach Respiration
with information
about student
misconceptions and
own materials

Respira ion
posttest

Teach Matter
Cycling with own
resources

Teach Matter
Cycling with own
resources

Delayed posttest
on all topicsa

Delayed posttest
on all topicsa

Delayed posttest
an all topiesa

aThe delayed postt
cla grooms.

was administered in only

0.4
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vie._ of the procese of teachins and learning in sCiertc

Teachers holding a goatntilEl_devel2vment view of scienco teaching

had ideas about the nature of science and science learning which were

similar to those on which the Science Teaching Project is

They viewed science learning as accommodative process in

tudents had to develop more powerful explanations of the natural

world. Teachers in the content understanding group placed more

emphasis on learning as a process of assimilation in which studen s

integrated new concepts into existing knowledge. Teachers in the

fact_acquisition group viewed learning as the mastery of facts in

curriculum materials. These teache -' concerns often focused

primarily on issues o her than the learning of science, such as

management and motivation, or the learning of study habits and

self-control.

These views of teaching and learning affected the teachers'

ses to new informat4on, whothor this information came from our

workshops and materials or from their Own experience in teaching.

Thus, we hypothesize that these three viewpoints tend to act as

self-reinfo tint% belief systems, affecting teachers' responses to new

information and experience as well as their current thinking and

behavior.

The teacher ' views of teaching and learning tayed fairly

stable over the course of the project; they were rongly

affected by either the workshops or our teaching materials. In

general, the conceptual development and content understanding
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teachers were more likely to uso the teaching strategies we believe

to be assoctatad with con eptual change, though this pattern was

strongly affected by the presence or absence of our teaching

materials --d other factors. The association between teachers' views

and success in promoting student understanding is less clear.

Statistically, 13 teachers are not enough to sort out all of the

multiple factors affecting student learnin

fintlIng_related to classroom processes and student learning.

This study was, in part, a process-product study of relationships

bet an classroom processes and student learning. We looked at

relationships between gains in student understanding and characteris-

tics of both teaching strategies and materials used by teachers. In

general, we fo- d that these relationships paralled findings from

earlier studies done by us and others (Anderson & Smith, 1983;

Minstre 1984). Strategies associated with superior student

learning included the use of scientific principles to explain

pheno (especially everyday phenomena), questioning strategies

that required explanation and problem solving by students, the use

advance organizers, and explicit contrasts between scienti _

conceptions and common student misconceptions.

Relationships with student learning were generally much

stronger for variables coding academic tasks (written work) and with

sources -f information (primarily textbooks and other reading

material) than they were for variables coding classroom tasks. A

variety of explanations for this result are possible; at the least,

though, it indicates the importance of what students read and write
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as wall az classrOora iscussions. Tha strength of L.:40 relationships

betuoon t_ thing strategies and student learning "Lso varied from

it to unit, with the strongest relationships being found with the

photosynthesis unit, -There there wa.,- considerable curricula consen-

sus about the purposes of the unit among us and the teachers in the

pro ect. Both teaching strategies and student learning were strongly

afferted by the use of the materials that we had developed. The

materials were fairly " obu=t" in their effects; thaf; is, they

provided teachers with kno _edge and support that helped them to

teach effectively in spite of differences in teachers' beliefs and in

characteristics of students. The workshops, in contrast, did not

have effects that we detected on either teaching strategies or

student learning.

These findings emphasize again how difficult it is to teach

science for conceptual change without adequate support. The teachers

in this project included the best science teachers that we have ever

obserired: experienced, dedicated, and very knowledgeable about both

science and their students. Even these teachers, however, we-

constantly faced with the dilemma of ei her trying to develop

materials on their own or reorganizing and reconceptualizing the

information that was given to them in tex books and other materials.

It is almost impossible to do this consistently and thoroughly under

present working conditions.

This study also included a retention test given several months

after the completion of the units. So far, we have been able to

complete the analysis of the retention tests for only the respire -n
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unit. For this topic there were significant declines in studont

ormanco .-.;.!:t1:inen the not

declines were pro

and the retention test. These

ne in all classes and affected most, but not

students. tThcn WO analyzed a single

t_

f photosynthesiz

student performance actually improved between

posttest and the retention test, which was given over six monts

later. Tho results of this partial analysis raise more questions

than they answer for us They have had the effect, though, cf

greatly increasing our interest i_ the issue of long-term re ention.

and um -cations

IP -- Teaching Projec'e ha bn n

improvement-oriented project. We aspire not only to understand

science teaching but also to change it for the better. We believe

that we have made some important contributions to both understanding

and improving science teaching through this study and our previous

studies. We have contributed to the development of a knowledge base

about how students learn science. We have also developed an under-

standing of teaching strategies and properties of instructional

materials that promote conceptual change in students. We have

learned something about the knowledge teachers need in order to use

conceptual change teaching strategies and about barriers to their

successful use. We have developed materials that enable classroom

teachers who do not have special training or expertise to enhance

greatly their effectiveness in teaching for conceptual change.

In contrast, we still find ourscav s at the conclusion of this

study with several major unsolved problems. Among the most important
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of-these problems are the issue of long-term retention and the net=Ad

for a program of incrementa

education.

The decline in student test perfo ance between i _ediate and

delayed respiration osttests and the at least partially contradic-

tory results for photosynthesis confront us with the question of how

students will benefit from science instruction over the long term.

What kind of understanding do we really want our students to

achieve? How can we measure ic? How can we teach for it? What was

different about the students whose performance did not decline? We

feel that currently we do not have adequate answers to these

ions. A parallel question exists for reeche*-s: Hoc- can

support the development of knowledge that sill be truly useful to

them when special teaching materials are not available?

The issue of long-term retention suggests that the changes we

have recommended in science education may not be enough. In another

sense, though, they may be too much. Our experience of the last six

years has convinced us that major structural changes in science

education are desirable. The teachers in this study included the

most talented science teachers that we have ever worked with. Much

of their energy and talent, however, is currently consumed in

compensating for unnecessary deficiencies in the materials that they

work with or in their working conditions. In the classrooms of other

less talented teachers, we see little evidence that desirable

learning is taking place at all. We owe all of these teachers and

their students more opportunities to achieve their full potential as

teachers and as learn

_ change in our system of science
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In the American education n.,-=em, h wever, such

holy to taLe place gradually or not at all.

_ changes

fore, we need

of incremental chan one that will produce demonstrable

short-term improvoment,-, Ihile helping to build knowledge and surpor_

in tho system for larger systemic changes. We do not feel that we

have yet developed such a prog a- Instead we have developed an

instructional approach that is very difficult for teachers to imple-

ment without either specially developed materials or intensive train-

ing and (probably) changes in working conditions. We still need some

"first tops": spo_ific recommendations that (a) are relatively

simple and inexpensive to implement hero and now, (b) lead to improve-

ments in practice that are clearly visible to teachers and administra-

tore, and (c) praparo teachers for further change in curriculum and

instruction.

Thus, we feel that the Science Teaching Project can look back

on a record of accomplishment, but we also need to look forward

towards both major problems and specific questions that we are just

beginning to addre

F.I.23areh1986
The six months since the last progress report have been devoted

almost exclusively to data analysis. This analysis has involved

three large data sets.

1. Interviews with teachers conducted prior to the beginning

of intervent4::, and at the end of each unit. These wore thus 4

interviews for each of the 13 teachers in the study, a total of 52

interviews.
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2. classroom observations and analyses of accdemic taskn

(ajgnmcnes tests, etc.) and sources of information (te- books,

films, .) used in each class. Data on classroom teaching were

organized into "unit packets," each containing 3-5 classroom

observations plus all the academic tasks and sources of information

used by a teacher for a unit. There were 39 of these -±n. it packets in

all three for each teacher.

3. Pretest, posttests, and retention tests for each unit.

Two-thirds of each class (randomly selected) took each pretest and

retention test. All students who were present took each posttest.

Retention tests were ad_ inistered in only 11 of the 13 classrooms.

in all, about 600 pretests, 900 pos _ests, and 500 reteniion tests

were administered.

Analyses have been conducted for all data except the

photosynthesis and matter cycling retention tests, following

procedures described in the last progress report. Additional

analyses looking at re.ationships among those data sets have also

been conducted. Some of the findings from those analyses are

described below. We have divided our findings into two sections:

(a) findings concerning teachers' knowledge, factors that affect

teachers knowledge, and its relationship to classroom teaching

stra gies and student learning, and (b) findings concerning

classroom teaching strategies, their antecedents in teachers'

knovledge and teaching materials and their effects on student

learning.
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Tanche

We began this study believing that teaching performance

depended on both teachers' general orientations toward teaching and

learning and topie-specific knowledge of content, students, and

teaching strategies. Our analyses t_ date have focused pri aril.), on

teachers' general orienta ions. The primary data sources for those

analyses have been the teacher interviews.

The total data set consisted of 52 interviews, incJ_uding pre-

intel Jews and 3 post-inteL-V ew- for each of the 13 teachers.

Our analyses have focused primarily on the post-interviews The

teachers were generally dedicated people who were working hard to help

their students learn scienc-. However, they defined and approached

this task in vary different ways. Among these teachers, we saw three

general approaches to the teaching and learning of science.

conee_ptuel development and content understanding approaches represented

the ends of a continu*Am rather than truly distinct approaches.

Teachers taking a fact_acquisition approach held beliefs that ere

sUJstantially different from those of teachers in the other two groups.

The teachers taking a conceptual development approach viewed learning as

a process of accommodation in which students had to change their

thinking about the natural w_rld. Therefore, they were most likely to-

ask questions and engage in classroom discussions which provided them

with information about students' scientific thinking. These teachers

were also the most likely to hold views of the science curriculum which

emphasized having students use scientific theories for explanation and

other purposes.
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The content under _ending teachers viewed learning aa a process

of aszimL1aton in which students integrated new concepts into exis

knowledge. teachers' questioning and discussion straegies

generslly focused more on students' acquisition of new information and

less on the nature of their scientific thinking than the conceptual

development teache Their curricular views tended to emphasize the

importance of having students understand science as an integrated body

of knowledge more than having them use scientific knowledge for

explanation and other purposes.

The teachers taking the first two approaches tended to differ

in degree of emphasis rather than their fundamental views of science

to.ch1ng and Teacnorz taking tha -ct acquisition

approach however, defined their roles in a substantially different

way from teachers taking the other two approaches. The fact

acquisition teachers tended to view science learning per se as less

central and to place relatively more emphasis on other issues such as

motivation, management, and the development of students as

individuals. Their teaching strategies emphasized managing classroom

activities which exposed students to information or facts defined by

the text or district science curriculum. Their questioning

ategies emphasized checking students' assignments and memory of

facts. They did not treat the monitoring of students' scientific

understanding as central to their role as teachers; thus they knew

less than the other teachers about their students' scientific

thinking. Differences among the three groups are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2

Teachers' Beliefs About Students' Learning
and Th ir Role in Promoting -rising

The nature Of
learning

Exploration
of students'
failure to
learn

Nature of
science
curriculum

Important
teaching
roles

Conceptual
DevelOpment

Learning o curs
as students
change the
way they think
about the world

Content
Understanding

Learning involves
acquiring now
ideas or
knowledge about
the subject

Students' think- Important infer-
ing hasn't nation not remem-
changed; still bored; learning
usino old ideas tasks are too

complex; too many
steps for students
to follow

Hmstcry of
important
disciplinary
concepts and
their applica-
tions to the
real world

Monitor students'
thinking; help
to develop
scientifically
appropriate ways
Of viewing the
world

Factors affeCtinM_te

Understanding of a
a narrative describ-
ing how living
things work in
the real world

Clearly communicate
nature of subject
matter; check for
understanding of
important details

Fact
Acquisition

Students'
learning process-
ea are not under-
stood or not per-
ceived as in-ort-
ant; goals
emphasize
emotional or
social development

Students n
motivated, in-
capable, or lack
basic akills

Mastery of fat-
and skills
defined by the text
or the district
science curriculum

Manage classroom
activities and
resources; support
students' emotional
needs

_-_ annroaches. For each group, it

appeared that the t chars' knowl dge and classroom behaviors

coMbined to produce se1freinforcing b Lief_avstems: What they had

learned about their students from discussions and class assignments

was consistent with their beliefs about their students' learning

processes. The -onceptual development teachers had developed

detailed knowledge of their students' thinking about natural
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phenomena. They were able to predict students' responses to our test

questions and ervlain why rospon likely. may perceived

rosour-es containing infornation about students' thinking as

important and used them to plan and teach. Thus, their beliefs about

the role of students' thinking led them to engage in teaching

behaviors which provided information about studen thinking and to

use that information when they taught.

content understanding teachers had also developed knowledge

-f their students' thinking; however, their beliefs about the

additive nature of learning lead them to perceive students' misconcep-

tions as gaps in understanding rather than an alternate way of

vi ins the Ilorl& Thus, zhey view d th,Fo,-mai74_on ,-bout

misconceptions as interesting, but not as defining key problems for

curriculum and instruction.

The fact acquisition teachers possessed little knowledge of

their students' thinking and were generally unable to predict their

responses to our test questions. They seldom perceived resour es

containin- information about students' thinking as important to their

teaching, and in particular, avoided assignments and discussions that

would have produced discrepant information about the nature of their

students' understanding of important concepts.

For the teachers in our study, all of whom had at least 10

years experience, these belief systems seemed to be well established

and fairly stable. A teache _ beliefs about teaching and learning,

specific knowledge and skills, and habitual patterns of planning and

teaching tended to combine into an integrated whole that could be
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changed c by sustained effort on a y of different fronts.

Th treatments in our study clearly were not sufficient to support

suc11 sustained effort in tho

taachars with pr_

aty. We raised issues for the

i'iding the support necessary for their satis-

factory resolution, except for the specific units where we developed

teaching mat rials. Thus during the course of the project we saw

changes at the level of teachers' specific kno-ledge and teaching

strategies, but not changes in their basic approaches to teaching.

Given the stability of the approaches to teaching, the question

of how they originate is obviously an importan- one, especially for

preservice teacher education. Although this issue was not addressed

by the present study, some comments are possible. First, these

approaches clearly are nor developmental stages. There was no

relationship between approaches to teaching and amount of teaching

experience. Student socioeconomic status may be a factor, but w

observed both conceptual development and fact acquisition teachers in

both high-and 1 --SES schools. Of the factors that we know about,

the evidence for the importance of background in biology is the most

convincing. All four of the fact acquisition teachers had majored in

disciplines other than science. Most though not all, of the

conceptual development and content mas-ery teachers had strong

backgrounds in biology.

The problem of how teachers adopt a particular approach to

teaching deserves further investigation; it could be that many

teethe establish a particular approach fairly ea ly in their

careers and that approach strongly influences what and how they learn

from -*parience and inservice teacher education.
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Effecten c 00 learnin. At the

case study level, it is clear from our data that teachers generally

d strategies tn -he classroom that were consistent with their

views of teaching and learning. In general, this meant that teachers

taking concettual development and content mastery approaches were

likely than fact acquisition teachers te use conceptual change

teaching strategies. Teaching strategies though, were also affected

y many other factors, including the nature of available materials,

the amount of time available for planning, management styles, and

experience with the particular topic being taught.

In addition to all the factors mentioned above, student

learning was also affected by a variety of other factors, including

student background- curricular agreement between the unit as taught

and the pe and amount of time devoted to the unit. Our data

simply do not allow us to sort out the effects of all those factors.

The results of this study clearly indicate the naivete of assuming

that there is a straigh rd statIstical relationship between

student learning and the knowledge and skills of individual teachers.

This section deals with teaching strategies used by the

teachers in the study, with their antecedents in treatments and

teachers' knowledge, and with their effects on student learning.

Based on our o previous research and that of others, we

hypothesized that the use of certain kinds of teaching strategies

would promote conceptual change Learning in students. Among these

strategIes are the uso of questions that require students to make
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predictions and give explanations, tho use of everyday phenomena in

b-th student tasks and teacher explanations the contrasting of naive

and scientific explanations, and the probing of student responses for

clarification and further reasoning. Inde d, the study was designed

to test alternative means of helping teachers come to understand the

importance of and use such strategies. However, it also provided an

opportunity to examine our hypotheses about the value of these

rategies in promoting conceptual change learning.

Three sets of categories were defined reflecting recommended

strategies for conceptual change teaching (Anderson & Smith, l983, in

Pr h, n, & Smith 1983, Hinz 4). 0 _ set

used to code strategy use in whole class instruction. The second was

used to coda tasks p rformed by students in individual or small-group

assignments. The third was used to code strategy use in info ation

sources, p-imarily textbo ks, used by students. Data from these

three sets of categories are presented separately and are referred to

as class, task, and source strategies, respectively.

Treatment effadts on_teaching_strate ies and student learning

The design involved three groups of teachers each teaching three

different topics with different combinations of material- and

training being provided (Table 1). There were differences among the

treatment groups in strategy use; However, the major -esult was that

these differences ware associated with the use of our specially

designed instructional materials. Teachers using our materials used

conceptual change teaching strategies more frequently than when

materials were not provided.
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The d

materials were

the class

nces in strategy uso associated with the use of our

for the task and soUree strategies than fer

is reflects the paucity of commercial

materials that make use of conceptual change strategies. Tasks and

sources that used these strategies were often designed by the

teachers themselves rather than obtained from textbooks or other

materials.

Within the claas strategy data, wiori t achess were not provided

with materials, there vas a tendency for bigger drops in conceptual

change strategy use in presenting new information than in questioning

strategies.

One of the purposes for the design of the Study waa to be able

to compare the transfer effects of the use of our materials and

training to situations where no _a-erials we _ provided. That was

the purpose of the thiz5. topic (Matter Cycling). The summary data

suggest contributions for both training and use of our materials to

increased strategy use on the transfer topic; however, the large

variation within treatment groups and the relatively small

differences limit it3 statistical and practical significance.

Furthermore, comparisons between Groups 1 and 3 for the respiration

unit are inconsistent with this trend.

A -imilar pattern was appar nt in the data on student

learning. The analysis of student learning by treatment involved

analysis of covariance on posttest scores using pretest scores as the

covariate. Differences among groups were significant (2 < .05) for

the photosynthesis unit and approached significance for tha
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rcispiration unit, but not for the matter cycling unit. The grou

that used jals did bettor than the groups that did not.

Thor() wore no other significant differences.

In summary, while use of our materials contributed to imprOved

conceptual change learning, we found no evidence for the effective-

ness of the workshops. Furthermore, we did not find evidence that

either training or the use of our materials had a facilitating effect

on teaching strategies or student lea- in- for _ a subsequent unit.

Strategy use_ And_ tudent_learning. This part of analysis

followed the procedures employed in process-product research. The

relation between the frequency of use of various strategies and

student learning was assessed by entering the variables into a

regression equation after first entering p etast scores. Since each

unit had its own test, the analysis was conducted separately for each

f the three units.

Because of the low number of cases (1 , a signific nce level

of 2 < 0.2 was adopted for the F statistic for the change in a

square. This corresponds to a correlation of about 0.4 which is

fairly high for process-product research. We then looked for

strategies for whiCh the r -ults were significant for at least two of

the three unite. This criterion eliminates many of the individual

false significant relationships caused by the hi h significance

level.

oded data for 40 categories. About half of them reflect

recommended strategies for conceptual change teaching (Anderson &
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Smith, 1983, Roth, Ande son, & Sm th, 1983 ell, 1984)

The othr reflect strategies that wo did not exoect to relate to

conceptual change learning (such as open-ended and memory questions)

or whose rationale is not based on conceptual change research (such

as advance organizers and summarizing). Ten of the categories had

very lov frequencies for all treatment groups for all units and were

dropped from the analysis.

Of the 48 tests of the conceptual change strategy categories,

21 were significant. This is about twice as many as would be expected

by chance with a criterion of R < 0.2. Seven of the 16 conceptual

change st -tegy categories met the criterion of achieving

significance for two of the three units. These included quest oning

strategies which require students to predict or reason t_ make a

choice (class), which require students to construct explanantions

(task), and which bring out students' misconceptions (task). Also

meeting this criterion were strategies in which scientific explana-

tions of relevant phenomena :ere provided (class & source), contrasts

between naive conceptions and scientific alte_ _tives (source), and

the use of everyday phenomena (source).

Using advance organizers (defined to include setting up a

framing proble- as well as presenting an overview of the -in idea to

be addressed) was the only nonconceptual change category to meet the

criterion of significance for at least two units (source) Asking

open-ended questions and asking memory questions were consistently

negatively correlated with posttest performance although each was

significant for only one unit (task).
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One further pattern in tho results also seems iportanc All

the 10 concoptwal change strategy categories for tasK and sune data

were significant for the photosynthesis unit, where about two-thirds

the teachers were using our materials. Only 4 were signiftnnt for

the respiration __it where about a third of the teachers wenusing

our materials Only I was significant for the matter cyclingunit

h re we did not pro-ide materials for any teachers. In con

strategies u- d by the teacher in whole-class instruction (class)

were significantly related more frequently in tho respiratioand

matter cycling units (3 and 2 instances, respectively) thanwas the

photee _ethesis uni _y I ieturece).

general, these results support the claim for the usefulness

of the recommended strategies in promoting conceptual change

learning. They also indicate the usefulness, and perhaps th

necessity, of appropriately designed intructional materials in

supporting teachers in the use of conceptual change teaching

strategies. They further indicate the importance of writingand

reading in the lea' Ing of science.

Strareav_ust eache ernati- of teach n and

keJsznin&. As described above, teachers wore grouped accordingto

their views of teaching and learning, based primarily on the

interview data. We examined the teachers' use of conceptualeNmge

teaching strategies based on their classification into thesegtoups.

For this purpose, we examined only tho strategies that wenrmt

tied directly to the US3 of our materials. Whether we lookedat the

use of class strategies for all units, class strategy use foutter
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cycling only, or tas_ and source data for those units whAre we did

not provide mate=ials the pa _ern

the fact aequistion teachers consistently used fewer ,oncep I

change strategies than the others. Thus, in this regard, their

behavior is consistent with their v4ews as reflected in the

interviews. The differences due to teachers' orientations were not,

ilar. With one exception,

however, as la

materials.

as the differences associated with use of our

Discus_sion

The two mc..t imrortant findings emer-in- from our analyses to

date are the description of general trends in teachers orienta-

tions to teaching and learning and (b) the effects of materials on

teaching strategies and student learning. The aterials we developed

had a powerful effect on both teaching strategies and student

learning. Teachers' orientations clearly affected their choices of

teaching strategies and materials. effects of other facto

we considered, including workshrs, teacher background, and students'

socioeconomic states or prior kno ledge, are probably present, but

the data do not clearly support an argument for their influence.

The analyses that we have completed to date have been best

suited to det cting general trends that prevail across teachers and

across small number of teachers and the multitude of

differences among them meant that data provide clear support for only

the strongest general trends. There is still a multitude of

important questions, h wever, that can be addressed by finer-grained

analyses.
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For enample, the fact thateo did not see general effect from

the workshops or transfer fre one unit to another doeFl not MeAr= that

the teachers wore unresponsive toamso emperiences. In fact, tr=here

aro clearly ways tn which each teacher in the study altered hi5 or

her thinking and teaching. An analysis that focuses on individ

teachers rather than chocking forchanges in pro-ostablished

categories may reveal patterns that are obscured by our pre

analysis.

Wa also have a wealth of informat on about teachers' speL____fic

knowledge that remains to be analyzed. How did eachers' under-

standing

specific

-0 students, andreaching raegies change l'.5e -r the

hat they taught? How w re those changes affected

treatment, general approach to teaching, and other factor

specific knowledge vela ed to choice of teaching strategies?

Our data could provide at least partial ans

questions. Wo hope to an

-hese

-eo of them as we dav lop paper for

convention presentations and publications.
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SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

This study was designed to gain an understanding of facLors that
influence and limit the interactions among secondary science
teachers, school administrators, and external agents, including
university faculty and state educationdepartment personnel.
Information sought includes (a) a thorough description of the
nature of interactions among school staff members and with external
agents, (b) an understanding of the cognitive and affective factors
bearing on these interactions, and (c) an understanding of the
processes by which dialogue can be increased among teachers, school
administrators, and external agents as a vehicle for improving
instruction in secondary science.

The study was enthnographic in nature; that is the techniques
of anthropologists were used to study the culture of secondary
schonix and to discover the nature of the interactions that occur
and the values underlying them. Change agents were introduced to
modify the communication patterns in the school as a means of
improving instruction in science. The study was conducted in two
school districts.

This study is important because science teaching is suffering
from lack of coordination and leadership. Individual teachers,
acting autonomously, are not meeting the educational needs of the
broad spectrum of students in secondary schools. They have created
a mystique of specialization chat precludes productive interaction
about teaching with administrators. Moreover, administrators have
accepted and encouraged this autonomy. This situation is
especially detrimental to females, minorities, students from low-
income families, and handicapped students because science
instruction in secondary schools has retained the elitism
associated with preparation of a few bright students for careers in
science.

James Gallagher (coordinator)
Ribhi Abu-Isneineh

David Cline
Armando Contreras

Okhee Lee
David Ala°

Musa Berhoum
Wendy Glawe
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and Nethodolo

The priaary questlonz a investigated b this study were, ihat

nature of the interac t ions among secon_ dary school science

cearbers, s _hool administ ratore, a d exter nal agents? and Row do

these interactions influe nce t7ne character e, am?the science p

5Z6C- DAM: SCHOOL SCINCE

Project Overview

Given that, the specific purposes of this study were to

Describe fully the natiare of interact ions between secondary
_ I science teachers, schoo ladninistra_ = tors, end external agents
secondary schools in t7 h rwôdistrlcts.

Attemp t to "see the -
administrators" and by do
attitudes, beliefs, krtowl
their interactions.

orld through the eyes of the teachers and
acogain inshts into the values,

and skills that underlie and shapeed

Identify sources oe new iforination ir_sed by teachers and
inistrat ors and descr'i- be hov this rlev L_nformat 'on is assimilated
o the curriculum and h , in turn, a__ffects practice.

Attemp t to understa _d the process by which dialogue can
eased among science t _eachers, school administrators, and
roil agents in the co -ncext of modifying the secondary school

e program to achiev.-e a wider set of goals for a broader
nt of the secondary sohoo lpopulation.

These purp ses imP1i ed the need for descriptions of behavior

and unde standing of what lay 'behind the 1)--ehavior. Because of the

natu e of the questions a _:slced, the approac _ h used was ethnograph

iderthe direction of rh e prtscipal inv tigator, six graduate

Students, and one undergr -adtaateprofessorLal assistant regularly

isited five schools itt t =wo di strLct to cbserve secondary science

classes and discuss orn.izaticn, content dec-sions, teaching

strategies, and other clio ==,xoes aide by tear- hers, department heads,
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and administrators. Informal -eetings and formal interviews with

achlol staff members were also part of the planned procedures for

data collection. Other important data sources included review and

analysis _f texts, other instructional reso rces, Cests and pOl Cy

documents as well as par ipant-observation by project staff

members who worked with teachers and department heads in class-

r- ms, laboratories, teacher workshops, and planning meet ngs.

Also during the past six mouths, project staff members have engaged

in cooperative activities with school personnel aimed at improve-

merit of instruction in science.

Descri tion of the Sites

Two districts participated in this study: a medIum-sized city

school district and a village school district. In the city

district, observatIons were made in a 2000-__ dent high school

incorporating grades 9-12 and a 1250-student middle school that

included grades 6-8. Both schools draw a varied p p lation -f

students representing a range of socioeconomic and racial

backgrounds with approximately 40% of the student population Black

and 10% Hispanic.

In the village district, three schools were included to

provide continuity in examining the secondary science instructional

program from grades 6-12: A middle-school (6-8) located in a rural

area; a grade nine building that once was the entire high school;

and the district's only high school (grades 10-12) located in the

residential section of the village two blocks from the grade nine
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reap

Enrments the three centers were 527, 470, 1207

vely. Nearly aLl students in the village schools are

Caucasian and the famil' $ in the district repres nt a CrOs

section of socioeconomic levels including farmers, small business

cwators, government wo kers, university faculty, factory workers

odunemployed persons. The general climate of the ,:ommunity can

behest characterized as moderately conservative.

In City High School' no science cou ses were required during

thetime covered by our S tudy, but one year of science will be

required of all graduates

Baause all science

beginning with the 1988 graduating class.

es were electives during the period of our

study, only 5 science tea chers were required to staff the 2000-

student school. By coner- ast, two yeais of high school se ence were

required for graduation f rom Village School and 12 teachers

comprise the scLence faeu ity for grades 9-12. In middle schools in

both districts, all stu4e7 nts enrolled in science in grades 6=8;

CityMiddle School had 10 teachers assigned to science whereas the

smiler Village Middle Sc71-hool had 4 science teachers.

aaavi_il_2S_Lrevious Findings

During the first 18 m=imonths of the project, we made over 900

science class observat We also conducted over 200 interviews

andinfo_ al discussions also were conducted with science teachers.

Sources of data Included fieldnotes and transcripts of interviews.

Reports of these data wer.* e included in three previous semiannual

progress reports. A syn - psis of these results is given below in
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the o of 12 major assertions about the character of sci P

teaching and the environment in which it occurs:

1. Science teachers are mostly middle-aged males who hold
good academic credentials to teach their subjects and who
are experienced in science teaching.

2. Rapport between science teachers and students is on the
whole friendly. This creates a congenial relationship
between teachers and students both inside and outside
classrooms.

Science teachers have a high degree of autonomy in
determining instructional content and academic standards.
For all practical purposes, each teacher can determine
what to include and exclude from classroom discussion in
spite of the fact that a specific textbook has been
officially adopted for use La neari1 all classes.

4. Many science teachers devote a significant part of their
efforts and time to activities chat are unrelated to
science teaching like coaching, external enterprises and
activities related to church or community organizations.
Some have their own businesses or work outside of school.

5. Rapport between science teachers and administrators
varies considerably but their interactions tend to be
superficial. In most cases observed, there was a lack of
interaction between science teachers aad administrators
about matters relating to curricular choices and
instructional decisions.

6. Science teachers perceive their role as presenters and
organizers of information.. Diagnosis and remediation in
cases where students experience difficulties in learning
subject matter were not observed in classrooms and were
not discussed by science teachers when they talked about
their work or role conceptions.

7. Science teachers perceive their work as more demanding
than that of teachers of other subjects. This is seen as
the result of the nature of science and science learning
which requires more efforts on the part of both the
teacher and the learner.

8. Science teachers rarely discuss teaching strategies,
student learning problems, or other pedagogical matters
with each other.
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9. Most science instruction is inappropriately contextu-
alized. Teachers rely very heavily on textbooks, and
they seldom make clear connections between the content of
thesm books and students' daily life. in cases wher
instruction is appropriately contextualized, students
attmntiveness and participation change drastically.

10. In most secondary science classes, 5-7 outgoing, able
students engage in more than half of the dialogue between
teachers and student:- Moreover, it is this group of
students who determine the pace of instruction in science
classes. The remaining 20-25 students are passive par-
ticipants in an environment that nurtures a few students
and leaves the majority of students with limited inter-
action, understanding, and self-esteem.

11. Science instruction proceeds with little disruption in
most classes; however, the standards of behavior set by
teachers varies considerably. Overall standards of aca-
demic performance in science are low and provide rela-
tively little challenge or pract cal utility to many stu-
dents.

12. Ser=londary science teachers appear to have made their job
easier than it really is. Reliance on target students of
high motivation and ability to guide pacing provides
teachers with a false sense of accomplishment. Mini-
mizing the diagnostic-remedial component of their teach-
ing role and emphasizing their role as managers of in-
struction and presenters of information make their work
easier. Emphasizing recall and deemphasizing the nurture
of higher order thinking skills further reduce the de-
mands of their jobs. Reliance on texts as the basis of
organization for instruction and belief that "good stu-
dents will learn and the rest will not" shifts responsi-
bility from themselves and places the burden on students.
All of this add up to a "culture of secondary science
teaching" that accepts and justifies little or no plan-
ning as well as low standards of expectancy. Moreover,
there are no incentives or checks and balances within the
organizational structure of schools to move science
teaching out of this position.

Activities Durin the Current Peribd: April-September 1986

During the final six months _f this two-year project, staff

members engaged in a range of activities designed to conso idate
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our findings, analyze and interpret our data, and plan tor adequat

reporting of the results of this project. Our activi included

(a) writing an extensive profile on each of the 27 teachers whom

observed extensively during the two-year study; (b) intervievirig

teachers to acq i.e added data to enrich prof le development;

(c) videotaping se:.ected classes and analyzing videotapes to

enhande our undetanding of science classroom interactions,

especially in middle schools; (d) intensive meetings of proje-t

--aff lscuss issues concerning data collection, analysis,

we

interpretation, and reporting; and (e) preparation and distribution

"Report to Teachers" which explains the results of the study

to the participating teache-- and invites their reaction to the

report.

These activities aim a) reconfi m and elaborate the

find _rigs in both specific and broad-range investigations during the

first year and a half of udy; (b) determine the values, belie

and understandings held by school personnel that underlie their

actions; and (c) expand our understanding of the environment of

secondary science teaching through commun cations between staff

members ana teachers both on personal, and gz.oup levels.

To accomplish these varied purposes, our data collection

during this period has included 134 classroom observations, 37

teacher interviews, and 35 other formal interactions as shown in

Table 1. The total scope of our data acquis tion by eight staff

members as we complete the second year of study now includes over

1000 classroom observations, 250 teacher interviews and 100 other
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Table I

School Data Sources (April 1, I986-September 30, 1986)

Site/Event Village City

High School Observations (

0 I

and Interview

0

Biology I 12 3 2

Biology 2
Chemistry 1 4 1 2 2

Chemistry 2
Physics 1 7 3

Physics 2 2

General Science 6 2

Physical Science 3 2 2

Biology for low
achievers

Middle School

Grade 8 7 1 44 7

7 7 20 3

6 16

Totals 16 88 21

Intrviews with

Other

administrators 4 4

Planning meetings with
administrators 5

Planning meetings with
teachers and adminis-
trators, together 20

Videotapes of classes 10

Teacher profiles 18 9

*E -imated number of classes observed and interviews with teachers.
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2ormal interacjons with faculty and administrators a a

workshops, and other activities.

An activity that needs special mention is the supplemental

interviewing of teachers during this period. This was intended to

comp ent our assertions from classroom observations in the light

inf rmation formally expressed by teachers. These interviews

helpec us validate our assertions through detecting consistencies

and/or discrepanc es between classroom observation data and teacher

interview data. The results helped us under tend the values and

beliefs related to teaching and learning held by teachers f

their perspectives. Eighteen of the _ enty-seven participating

teachers were interviewed.

Data from the previous 18 months of observations and

interviews, supplemented by the additional interviews mentioned

aOave, were used to formulate a prof je on each teacher in our

study. The profile contained the following topics, organized in a

systematic manner, keyed to the extensive data base: ( ) educa-

tional background, (b) reasons for entering teaching, (c) role

conception, ) expectancies of students, (e) view of learning and

teaching (f) attitudes toward students, (g) attitudes about

instructional content, (h) characteristic teaching approaches,

(i) grading practices, (j) interactions with administrators and

peers, (k) professional growth activities, ( ) Other nonteaching

commitments, and (m) satisfactions and frustrations.

Another activity that also needs special mention was the

art of findings of the study to participating teachers. Becausere
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the study used ethnographic methodology, we had been vague and non-

co= tal in response to _eachers' queries about the sults of the

study. Now, at the end of the study, as a way of sho trig our

appreciation for their cooperation we dist ibuted a report to sha e

the findings of the study and help them improve their teaching. As

a response to the report, several teachers expressed their hopes to

discuss the findings with staff members Follow-up communica-

will be conducted according to teachers' needs eithe

ons

individually

groups. This report described our observations of classrooms

and the milieu of science teaching in nonjudgmental terms. It also

attempted to balance project staff members' viewpoints with

teachers' perspectives (e "outsiders" views with "insiders"

views).

New Findinp

During this six-month period, classroom observations, analysis

of videotapes, intervIews, and preparat on of profiles on teachers

have resulted formulation of the following ass tions:

Assertion I. School policies and science teachers' practices
discriminate against Black and HIspanic students in
ways that are not intended.

In a study of citLzenship grades awarded by science teachers

in city Middle School, It was found that Black students received

poorer grades in citizenship than White students. For exa ple, in

one clas: 70% of the Black students received Low citizensh

grades. The reasons for this situation are complex. TeacherS'

expectancies regarding classroom deportment appear to coincide
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White s uden behaviors but are dissonant with the cultural nozms

of behavior of many Bleck students. Differences regarding

acquiescence of students and oral response patterns were noted.

Yet teachers believed that they were deal ng equitably with

students. Thus, a Black student who called out across the room

a fr end during a laboratory session was marked down in CitiZri s

whereas a White student who quietly saunter 4 or to

with a friend was not. Teachers stated _ at the B ack student was

disruptive and that the ass gn ent ot a low citizenship grade was

justif ed.

Whereas these diferences are, in themselves, problematic, a

more serious problem arose from school policies regarding

citizenship grades. City school policy requires that students with

low citizenship grades not to be allowed to participate in

specified activities including school ca ping--a weeklong program

that includes science, nature study, recreational, and craft

activities at City District's Outdoor Education Center.

As a consequence of this policy, an inordinately larger

portion of Black students than White students were precluded from

attendance at school camp because of low citizenship grades. Not

only were students excluded from the learning that potentially

might have occurred, but the action eliminated the opportunity for

students and teachers to build rapport and mutual understanding

which often derives from inten_ ve interactions over several days

in the school camp setting. Moreover, being excluded fr such an

activlty could only deepen animosity between these students and

their teachers.
E 10
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oking more deeply at the ways in which teachers treat

different students differently, we found two major types of

differential treatment of student

Earlier work showed that 5-7 "target students" in nearly
every class are participants in over 50% of the teacher-
student ir.zeractions. Further we found that 3-5 students
rarely interact with the teacher, and the remaining 20
students (approximately) are called on by the teacher
once or twice a day.

Target students benefit both cognitively and effectively
from this interaction. They receive the majority of the
teacher's attention and are participants in the majority
of verbal discourse between teachers and students. Few
Black or Hispanic youths are included as target students
even though about 40% of the City school population is
Black and 10% is Hispanic.

We also found that the same teacher wLll treat different
classes differently. In City Middle School, students are
tracked into either of two levels of classes according co
reading achievement. The most able readers are placed
into "enriched" classes that concentrate the top 25% of
the students together in a class. The remaining 75% of
the students are in "regular" classes in which the aver-
age performance level consequently was reduced as had
been teachers' expectancies of these classes.

Typically, teachers were assigned one or two enriched classes

h the remainder of their five-period day ( hree or four classes)

being with those students placed regular" classes. Teachers'

comments about the differences between the "good" students in

enriched classes and poorer students in regular classes was evident

in a large proportion of the interactions among City Middle School

faculty and between them and members of our project staff. In

addition observations in classes showed that the interactions

between students and teachers differed in regular and enriched

classes. Students in enr ched classes were more cooperative than
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s udents in regul 1- classes. Teachers responses to student behav

iors in reg-lar classes tended to increase tension between teachers

and students creating a strained atmosphere, whereas the atmosphere

in enriched classes was m conducive to productive inCera ions.

It appeared as though there was agreement between teachers and

stud4nts in enriched classes about purposes of Instruction and the

ground rules for daily operat'_n of the classroom. In contrast,

there seemed to be a tension between teachers and tudnt s in regu-

lar classes on nearly every count including ground rules of class-

room operation, standards of wo_k in class, homework, and inter-

personal interactions.

Two points seemed especially problema about the observed

situation: First, the most striking difference between regular and

enriched classes were their racial constitution. Enriched classes

contained a majority of White students while regular classes con-

tained a higher port _n of Black students. Moreover, the classes

that teachers perceived as being most difficult contained an inor-

dinately larger proportion of Black males. This was disturbing

bzcause assignment of students to enriched and regular classes was

determined by conat tutive rules developed and applied by teachers

and adminIstrators, a majority of whom are White.

Second, there was no recognition by the teachers that their

difficulties in working with students in the regular classes was

anything more than a student problem. Recurrently, teachers al-

ledged that the students lacked motivation, interest intelligence,
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and parental supp necessary to be successful in learning sci-

ence. Teachers uniformly dismissed any responsibility for the

behavior and achievement of these students. Students' questions

about the utility of the curricular content or the value of

instructional approaches also were not taken seriously by teachers.

Unfortunately, without recognition that they as teachers have some

responsibility to alter the extent stituation, impr-vement is

unlikly to occur.

The long-term effect of this set of circumstances was demon-

strated blatantly in June when 34 graduates from City schools were

honored for their achievements in a section devoted to graduates in

the local city paper. The list contained one Black female and one

Hispan c male even though about 50% of the school population are

from these ethnic groups; however, our project staff has seen no

evidence that this set of circumstances and those described in the

middle school are the result of willful discrimination. Rather, it

appears to be aa unintended consequence of a complex array of

sues including a difference in values and expectanc es between

White middle-class teachers and students from ethnic minorities.

Moreover, this problem seems to affect more than students from

ethnic minorities; it may affect all students who are not part of

the "target student group."

In closing, we hasten to point out that project staff members

did not set out uncover th _ finding. Rather, our observations

of interactions among students, teachers, and administrators

brought us to an initial comprehension of differential treatmen
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students that has a racial/ethnic quality. Our o servations do not

suggest intentional discriminat on. The issue is more subtle. We

raised this issue because it is an important one which needs

attention. Blacks and Hispanics have been and tll are under-

represented in technical and sc entific careers. Over the past two

decades efforts at increasing the r access to these careers have

had little effect. Our finding_ may engender insights and

potential research questions regarding this issue.

Assertion ;. There is a discrepancy between classroom practices of
teachers and their descriptions of their work.

Our observat ons and interviews have sho n that most teachers

tell a b tter story about teaching than they deliver! Teachers

tend to describe their teaching practices in terms that differed

from what we observed in their classes. We observed a strong

emphasis on recall and on textbook-centered instruction. Teachers

said they were teaching students critical thinking skills and how

to reason from scientific principles. They said that they were

going beyond their textbooks to provide students with applications

of knowledge to daily life. Most felt their instruction was well

planned and lucidly organized. Our observations showed that

teachers did iLttle plann ng and that lessons lacked sound logical

sequence. Most tea-hers they were doing an effective job of

teaching and that problems they faced lay beyond their control,

a-ising from poorly motivated students, lack of equipment, lack

sufficient preparation and planning time.
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The reasons for this discrepancy may partly be sercaritic and

may partly lie in teachers' perception of their role. In des gning

homewo k and seatwork for students, teachers, us ng textbooks as a

guide, include some questions that require students to think

critically or reason from scientific principles. Many studens,

however, answer their questions simply by copying phrases which

contain the "right words" from the text, but which may or may not

answer the questions adequately. Teachers believed that they had

set up conditions in which students could learn their higher order

thinking skills, whereas the students found a way to circumvent

this requirement by altering the task.

Moreover, regarding role perception, teachers saw their role

as presenters of infor_a- on and organizers of instruction and did

not perceive diagnosis and remediation as central to their role.

Thus, they were willing to accept that only the most able students

would be able to use higher order thinking skills. They did not

even attempt to determine if students were having difficulty with

particular tasks and consequently did very little to help students

develop the techniques and skills that would b_ essential for more

than re recall of factual knowledge. Because of this viewpoint,

rote recall has become the acceptable standard of performance in

most Wcience classes.

Assertion Secondary science teachers perceive their primary
role as managing classrooms; presenting scientific
knowledge to their students is also an important pa
of their perceived role.
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con

our observations, interviews, and casual conve sations

uously have reinforced these points about teachers'

perceptions of their role. As stated earlier, diagnosis and

remediation are not part of teachers' self perceived role.

Teachers' emphasis in classroom management, in turn, places a

priority on students' behavior. This has resulted in "integration"

students' achievement and citizenship in some cases and appeared

be part of the issue underlying the unwitting disc7-1,11ination

described in Assertion 1.

Assertion 4. Teaehers believe that the quality of their work is
high and that little improvement is possible without
added resources or altered conditions.

During interviews and discussions, teachers responses to two

questions gave rise to this assertion. In response to questions

about how science instruct on could be improved, teachers suggested

more time for planning and more resources for supplies and

equipment. Implicit in the teachers' comments is an equation of

quality teaching with "hands-on" experiences in science; however,

in reality, we observed relatively little laboratory-centered

teaching, with lack -f equipment and facilities being the

characteristic excuse for using other approaches.

These beliefs and constraints (more imagined than real)

notwithstanding, teache _ allocated responsibility for improved

motivation and bet er achievement to udents and their parents.

In short, teachers were unwilling to recognize that they have a

stake in bringing about improvements in students' achievement and

motivation in science. Wher lnfronted with societal concerns
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about contemporary science instruction, teachers gqe tw-

ultaneous reacti ns: they were pl(ased that more money

might be forthcoming for science inst uction. Second, bLame for

the conditions were attributed to all quarters except to teach

When asked what added resources should be spent for, responses

included (a) better salar'es for teachers, b) more equipment for

teaching science (generally expensive items such as microscope

balances, LASERS and computers) and (c ) smaller classes. There was

no mention of need for reform to make the curriculum more useful to

students nor the need for teacher training to make current teachers

more effective.

Our second question to teachers was "How may we (project

staf ) help improve instruction?" Even in cases where we tried to

lead teachers tc considering help w th intruccional managemen

increasing student engagement, and other pedagogical matters,

teachers did not express need for improvement of their teaching

skill. Most said stra ghtfor ardly that they believed they were

good teachers.

Assertion 5. Secondary science teachers appear to have limited
vision about their role and future directions for
their work.

Teachers agreed that the future world in which today's youth

will live as adults will be quite diff rent from the past and

present, but when asked how their scLence program might be alt_-ed

to better prepare students for the Luture, teachers had few new

ideas. Moat said that students would need more science and more

knowledge about computers; however, concepts such as ability and
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propensity for continuous I a -ing, higher order thinking skills,

and other similar ideas were notably absent from their replies.

Science teachers appear to be "locked into" their present

status. They appear to view it fro_ an egocentric perspective.

Their out-of-school activities generally are q e unrelated to

science teaching. Other than some television vie ing of science-

based programs like NOVA, they receive little input about their

profession. Few read professional j urnals to keep up to date with

either scientific knowledge or pedagogical developments. Few now

go back to school because they have satisfied the professional

development requirements for certification.

Interestingly, most teachers say that they would like to

engage in additional professional development activities, but they

decline to do so unless they are paid for their time and effort.

Moreover, few teachers appear to be ing to engage in Serious

profesional devel pment efforts even when pa d. It seems that they

want professional development to result from a short, easy workshop

that would last only a few hours. The cluster of practicing

teachers that we have been studying not only appears to have made

their own job of teaching eas er than it really is, but they also

expect their own professional improvement to be effortless. This

an interesting dichotomy: Teachers place responsibility

learn ng onto their students but do not accept responsibili y (and

accompanying effort) for their own learning and professional

growth.
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Assertion 6. Many secondary science teachers
unappreciated in their job.

trapped and

For many of the teachers, secondary science teaching was not

their first chdice as a career. For a few, their reassignment to

teach science is recent (e g., the last 2-5 years) and some of

these newly assigned teachers have not accepted their new career.

As a result, their emotional energy appears to be direc ed toward

"fighting the syste:" that put them in a job that they do not want.

For many others who have been teaching science far several years,

their candid personal interactions with project staff suggest that

higher paying, more prestigious careers as engineers, physicians,

or scIentists were unattained goals. Science teaching vas, for

many, a second (or third) choice when other opt _n- were not

achieved.

Initial apprehensions about their career have been reinforced

by perceptLons that their efforts are not appreciated. Administra-

tors arent: and many students give them little positive feed-

back. Many teachers develop very cordial rapport with students,

which provides both them and their students with positive rein-
\

forcement. Nearly all teachers state that it is the rewards they

get from students that make their job worthwhile- however, lack of

recognition from adults including parents and administrators Is a

major factor in teachers' disenchantment with their work.

Much of the success of our staff during this project may have

ari en from our ability to meet an unfulfilled need for many of the

27 teachers i.n our study--that being the need for interaction with
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and approval from significant adults. Each of our pri5ject steOf

members was accepted by the teachers and taken into their co-fL-

dence as this project devleoped. This was essential for succesful

ethnography. It -lso appears that our presence in the school tlAs

become important to many of the teachers as a for_ of professional

contact and pres ige.

Assertion. T. Secondary science teachers demonstrate a high 1ev6
of resiliency.

For three years now, we have observed the "erosion" of

teachers' enthusiasm, enery and, sp rit throughout the year as

they engaged, week after week, in their selfimposed rapidfire

schedules. By March, teachers appear to be ready for vacation.

Spring break which is one week long, appeared to provide soma

relief. On the other hand, summer br ak, and the prospect

students and new challenges, seems to be energizing to teachers.

Teachers begin each new school year with a high level of

enthusiasm and a new resolve. Most return Co school with specific

ideas about new activities they will employ with their students.

They have plans for more effective organization and management.

There is optimism that the new "crop' of students will be bettel

than the last one. Unfortunately, however, th optimism does not

appear-to be accompanied by acceptance that their new students 144

lack the kno_ledge, attitudes, skills, and maturation that was

engendered with such effort in the last group! As a result, chair

initial enthusiasm is offset by the realities of their work arid the

demanding schedules they have set.
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Assercion_8. Maar teach are frustrated by conditions over which
they hve :Little or no control and fail to act
concewing matte which they can influence.

In nearly everydis ussion we held with teachers, some

allusion was made tosoc -ietal factors that influence students

adversely, including fgsily instability, teen drug use and

alcoholism, and un.aaai=lties about employment in the future whem

the students enter the w<Drkplace. These conditions --- lamented,

with a degree of resigns. :=ion; however, teachers rarely made any

allusion to their Tole mm rectifying any of these problems evea m

instances where thapit ee taking positive actions or effected

positive influence. For example, the male teachers (comprising the

majority of second.ary sc=7-ence teachers) did not appear to recognize

that they may have 8 erve l as significant male role models for

youths from ho- itlwhicth the father was absent. Nor did they

suggest that more 4ffecCE:we teaching of higher order thinking

skills might be a Wyfac:tor in enhancing employment possibilities

for students after 8tadution. Moreover, few teachers even hinUd

that their efforts could help students develop the ivaticzo and

skills needed to brukataray from an environment of poverty and a

dim future. Att nciontm factors over which little control can h

exercised while ig1aring central matters regarding effective role

fulfillment appesre W by- symptomatic of teachers' feelings of

poweressne_

These eight nevasseeIrtions represent extensions of our

understanding of thiecharracter of secondary science teaching and

the forces which shIspe it= . They add to assertions already
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available in prior repoc. They are suppor Id by outrich data

base and they serve as undation for our spin-offprojec s aad

future activities which ar=e described in the followingsection.

S-Spin-off Projects

Sc.uencin: in Secoridar Srience Teaching (SSST)

This project is a newgly developed study supportaby the HSU

All-University Research In=witiation Program. The rtiana1e f r the

SSST project is that stuck- -nts' potential for compreheding science

may be inhibited by deficL_encies in the logical organization and

sequence of science instfLi=action. From our studies iuring the past

two years it appear tIOL__ classroom activites, laba,films and

homework lack logical conerence which may be a contributing factor

in difficulties many stude_ttnts exper ence when attempting to

understand scientific toric==epts, principles, and relatinships. The

purposes of this proposed research are to (a) conductapilot study

of logical organization Jtt=md sequencing of two instrlactional units

in secondary school scien e as taught by two teachers,(b) inter-

view the teachers regardirt=mg their understanding of thesubject

matter and it presentation, (c) formulate techniques for analyzing

the logical organizat d sequence of instruction md (d) util-

ize data from the pilot St=udy to prepare a proposal totthe Science

Education Directorate of Lhe National Science foundation for an

extended study of the logi_cal orgenizat on and sequesicing of

instruction to maximize ot==udent learning in science.
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A Study o_ Se.uencin. of Instruction LltiLal_Scllop_ Phyjics
This Project will examine how three physi - neac7:-.ers construct

to helpstudents understand nne mono pts anda sequence of events

pr nciples included in an instructional unit on Icirernatics. The

study will describe the flowof information as preented by the

teachers du -ng lectures ucitations, demonstratioDns, laboratory

experiments, and through reading materials and homework. Th atudy

involves the observation of three high school physi_cs teachers

teaching in three different schools and is the basLs for Armando

Contreras' dissertation.

IlStt._:1--.21.esTeacher's Personal Practical Knov..:!dja

A teacher's knowledge of vhject matter and padacogy combined

h their beliefs and thoughts about teaching has been labeled

teachers' personal practical knowledge. At present:, e know very

little about the persona/ practical knowledge of physics teachers.

Using qualitative methods, &ibhi Abu-lsneineh will study one

phyci.cs teacher, using a second physics teacher as a "sounding

board" to enrich understandings. This research wiLl constitute

dissertation.

Instructional Materials Develoment Consortium

This project is aimed at formulation and implemeritation of a

yearlong science course for M.gh school youth who are in the lower

50th percentile on achievement and motivation. Teachers and

administrators from three school districts, with th.e help of staff
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members otn Michigan State University, the UAW/ an Resour e

Center, arida the Amer cen Medical Association are working togett-. imr

to ( ) regiIew available research data and practical knowledge cr.-.

effective t==eaching of youth in the target population; (b) eumi -ma

extailt inOt==ructional resources for teaching science and technoLgy

available fErom business and industry, educational publishers, a7-1d

private colanizations; (c) formulate instructional modulesbaseol on

(a) and (v) which will comprise a yearlong science course for y:=Lath

h- taeget population; and (d) plan and initiate tesCingof

course of s ztudy in the three cooperating districts during the 1; 6-

87 acadetai.o The project is a cooperative p-cject between

Michigan 5t.=ate University and three area school dist -cts fudeoi by

the Educa 0-on for Economic Security Act.

Schoo1-3- d Instructional Matertals Development

The sea hool-centered project is aimed at fc-cmula aM im

provement Om f a yearlong science course for high school youth whc=.

are in the : lower 50th percentile on achievement and motivation.

Teachers &no) d administrators from the Grand Ledge school district:,

with the he: lp of staff members from Michigan State U iversity wi. 11

work togeth r to (a) reviaw available research data and practical

knowledge eciri effective teaching of youth in he target populaticn,

(b) examine extant instructional resources for t aching s iume .and

technology a-available from bus'ness and industry, educat onal pub-

lishers, arldx-d pr vete organizations, (c) modify existing intructionat
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module and create new activities toformuLar e a ye-- eriong 5

course for youth in the target population, and (d) D 1an. acid

initiae testing of this course of study in the Gr.rid Ledge Sch col

distri=t during the 1986-87 acadernicyear. This pc-oject i Eurided

by the Education for Economic Sec ity Act.

Pa ers Proposed for Presentation &tProEessjonal :4etin

A=nual meetings of American t ducational Resear -mh As oc

and Naional Association for Research in Science Tea.ching are

schedu77-1ed for March and April. Three papers have b-reen proposed by

pro jec staff mbers for AERA and five have been p=oposed for

NARST.

Ccnclusions and

is study of the milieu and character of secor.dry scienc

teachir=g has continued for two years. As a result f it, we knc=rw

much Tzre about the nature of secondary science tea hing and tz11._

forces which shape it than we did 9Jhert ote began. W have a lare
volume of data from classroom observations, interviws and

d scuss ions with school personnel. 1 and review -f documen=s.

We have formulated more than 20 major assertions abcout

charaec er and quality of prac in school sc ience _ A new st =.y

of the logical sequence of ins truccion irs secondary science has

been irs. itiated as an outgrowth o he study. Two si. gnificant

diss atIons and two instructional. materials develm,pment pro jer ts

also ar.r..e byproducts of e derivedThese five nel-r projects
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fzom Mare enriched by the insights end understandings provided

Secondary Scho 1 Science Project.

gereas all of C=nese ouLcomes and derivatives are imporran,

fodamental signi:Eicance of the data about school practices in

secondary science mus7= be highlighted. There now exists field

nocestmm over 1000 -==lessroom observations 250 formal interviews,

and %meetings at v=t-lich project staff members were participant

olos000m. These dat.aa are available and they need to be "mined" to

w adhd meaning frtn them. It is, therefor- the senior

atigator's intent and plan to devote research time (e.g.,

apprautely 50 of ,-ffort) during Wi ter, Spring, and SimaiLer 1987

co p pa ation of a mnograph based on this project. The findings

are 4nportant and tiraly and need to be reported more fully than

hes hanpossible to '.7a.te.

Toaccomplish th=7:Ls effort, project staff members will cont nue

to m etwith Me on a --.7oluntary basis to provide Lnput and reaction

co 0 tlines and draEt of this monograph. It is hoped that a

PubliAnble draft wi1 7L be completed within a year.

Iriaddicion, the following papers were presented at the annual

meetIniof the Nation1 Association for Research in Science

Teaching, held in San Francisco in March 1986:

Cline, D.A., Taret stud_nts in a science classroom: A case

study,

Contreras, A., Thm..e decontextualization of middle school
soiero: An ethnogrhic study of three teacners.

Gallagher, J.J., A study of secondary school science teaching
practices.
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Lee, O., Gal -gher, DiftiZerential treatment of
individual students end vlIchelesses by middle school scienc
teachets: Causes and consovences.

Isneineh, R.A., iigii Olool sC e__Ice teachers' role concept
reflected in thei daLIyc1a2st0om practices nd discussions.



CLASSROOM STRATEGY REZMH

The Classroom Strategy Research prognmis concerned t..7.-ith

teachers' thinking about and strategies for mnaging their

classrooms and mot-E_vating and instructing their students. It has

engaged im two rnaj=v lines of work. The first line has irur-olved
conceptual work ariL research synthesis on elasroom managcm 'ant in
general, and, in prticular, empirical studyof teachers'
perceptions of and strategies for coping withstudents who oresent
chronic emotional C=.7r behavioral problems. The second line of work
involves conceptuaization and research onstudent motiveCi on to
learn and, in part-cular, on how teachers un affect the
development of sucl motivation in their students by modeli
projecting expecta ions and attitudes, and otherwise social izing
their students' pet=ceptions of and responsu to academic ta sks.
Two naturalistic s=udies of how students respond to teachers'
comments c'bout ace amic tasks have been completed. The pre sent

proposal c alls for extending this line of work by developirt_c, and

then experimentall testing systematic prc,cedures that teat Ifters can

use to inozease theatir students' motivationto learn.

Jere Brophy (coordinator)
Rick Bevis
Jean Brown

Eugenio Echeverria
Stephanie Gregg
Margot Haynes
Hari Merrick
Jane Smith



CLASSROOM STRATEGY RESEARCH

Classroom Strategy Research Project con_ dered teache

thoughts and actions (in short, the r strategies) for handling

certain enduring problems of teaching practice. Two distinct lines

of research were pursued within the project: (a) the Classro,m

Strategy Study, an investigation of teachers' strategies for copi

with students who have chronic personal or behavioral problems, and

(b) student motivation studies designed to identify strategLes that

teachers can use to stimulate their students' motivat on to learn

the content or skills that academic activities are designed to

teach.

Classroom Strategy_Study

This study_involved interviewing 98 elementary school teacners

about their perceptions of and strategies for coping wth each of

12 types of problem students (low achievers due limited ability,

underachievers due to perfectionism, underachievers due to lack

interest in or alienation from school work, underachievers due to

failure syndrome or learned helplessness, hostile-aggressive

against peers defiant against the teacher, passive-aggressive

against the teacher, distractible, hyperactive, immature,

shy/withdrawn, and rejected by peers). #or each problem student

type, each teacher responded to an open-ended interview dez gned to

elicit the teacher's general strategies for coping -ith the rype of

problem student under consideration, as well as to two vignettes

deaigned to elicit the teacher's responses to specific behavioral
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idents representative of the management problems that that type

of problem student typically presents in the classroom. The

teachers' responses to the interview and vignet es were recorded,

transcribed, and coded, and scores developed from the coding were

analyzed for general trends observable across the sample of

teachers as a whole as well as for differences between teachers

working in the early grades (K-3) and those working in the later

grades (4-6), differences between teach rs -orking in a small city

school system and teachers working in the inner-city schools of a

large etropolitan system, differences between teachers whose role

definitions stress instructional goals and teachers whose role

definitions stress socialization goals, and differences between

teachers rated as more effective and teachers rated as less

efEective in coping successfully with pr blem students.

General trends in the findings (that is, findings that were

not specific to particular problem studen' ypes) were described in

the previous progress report. in the present report, we will

summarize the highlights of a recently completed 125-page

presentation of the findings concerning one of the specific problem

student types--atudents who are ho le or aggressive toward their

peers.

Hostile-aggressive students were described to the teachers as

follows:

These children express hosttlity through direct, intense
behaviors. They are not easily controlled.
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1. jntim1date s and threatens
2. hits and pushes
3. damages property
4. antagonizes
5. hostile
6. easily angered

the general strategy interview, the teachers were

asked to describe their strategies for coping with any such

hostile-aggressive students that might be assigned to their

classes. In addition, the teachers were asked to respond to the

following two vignettes by stating exactly what they would say and

do in response to the events depicted:

A. This morning, several students excitedly tell you that on
the way to school they saw Tom beating up Sam and taking his
lunch money. Tom is the class bully and has done things like
this many times.

B. Class is disrupted by a scuffle. You look up to see that
Ron has left his seat and gone to Phil's desk, where he is

punching and shouting at Phil. Phil is not so much fighting
back as trying to protect himself. You don't know how this
started, but you do know that Phil gets along with the other
students but Ron often starts fights and arguments without
provocation.

any of the teachers had had specific preservice or

inservxce training in strategies for coping with hos- ile-aggressive

students, so that their responses to che Interview and vignettes

reflected experience-based intuition rather than codified

knowledge. They rarely mentioned specific theor _r_ or technical

terminology. Nevertheless, most of their responses can be

understood and most of the general findings can be described, using

concepts borrowed from human development, cLinical psychology, and
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rela ed fields. In this regard, the findiags concerning hostiLp-

aggressive students tend to favor the theo zing of writers such as

Patterson (1982), Glasser (1977), Good and Brophy (in press), or

Rodell, Slaby, and Robinson (1976) who stress resocializa- on and

self-control training over the suggestions of writers who favor

less direct methods (nondi_ c ive therapy and environmental

engineering strategies that do not include confronting aggre sive

student about their inappropriate behavior, requiring them to

accept responsibility and the attendant consequences for it, and

trying to instruct them in better ways of coping with conflict and

expressing aggression).

Teachers who were rated low in ability to cope with problem

students had limited and mostly vague ideas about how to respond

0.ggressive students. A few of these teachers denied any

responsibiity for coping with such students and would attempt to

pass the problem on to the principal or other professionals at the

school. Most of the rest would rely on help from these sources

because they consciously saw themselves as lacking the ability or

training to be able to handle aggressive students effectively or

because they lacked clear ideas about what to do beyond scolding

the tudent, threatening or invoking punishment, or informing the

parents about aggressive incidents. short, these teachers were

not ineffective because they relied on well-articulated but

ineffective methods (such as catharsis or physical punishment, for

example); instead, they were ineffective mostly because they lacked

well-articulated ideas about how to cope with aggressive students
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and thus ended up responding in ways Chat were not systematic or

powerful enough to change the behavior of these students.

Almost all of the teachers repor _d that they would at least

make statements proscribing aggressive behavior and warning

aggressive students against repetition of For many of the

lower rated teachers, however, this was confined to a brie

"talking to." In contrast, the higher rated teachers outl ned more

intensive and sustained responses. For some higher rated teachers,

this meant a severe lecture (sometimes an extended scolding or

tirade) designed to make it clear to aggressive students that tJeir

aggression was inappropriate and would be tolerated. More

typcially, however, the higher rated teachers responded with

equally determined but less emotionally intense socialization that

included logical in addition to morali _ic rationales for behavior

change demands and that included attempts to counsel or instruct

the aggress ve student in more acceptable ways of dealing with

frustration and conflict in addition to attempts to coerce him into

stifling his aggres ive impulses.

Th s the responses of the highly rated teachers tended to be

both power-assertive and instructive and to be framed thin the

context of confidence in ability to change the problem student and

determ nation to do so. In contrast, the responses of che low

rated teachers were uostly coercive but not instructive and

amounted to confuFrA attemp _ to try to control the behavior of the

aggressive students rather than systematic attempts to change them

in more fundamental ways.
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The coercive elements of the responses of the higher rated

teachers to hostileaggressive students were unusual within this

study. For most of the other problem student types, the higher

rated teachers stressed instruction, counseling, and other forms of

assistance to problem students, but made little or no men ion of

trying to control their behavLor through coercion. However, given

that aggression is not merely inconvenient or disruptive but

involves physical harm to other students, it is appropriate that

teachers take coercive action to curb it, and most of the teachers

did mention one or more coerc ve strategies. It is worth noting,

though, that the vast majorLty of the teachers stressed strategies

calling for using the threat of punishment (loss of privileges,

informing the parents or the principal, isolation or suspension) to

pressure aggressive students into controlling their misconduct.

They usually did not mention retaliatory physical punishment or

other coercive responses that could be described more as revenge

mechanisms or predispo 7ns to inflict punishment for its own

sake than as s 7at gies for controlling students who fail to

control themselv--. This was especially the case for the higher

rated teachers, who tended to mention threat of punishment as part

of a larger and systematic approach to curbing aggressive behavior

and resocializing the aggressive students. Lower rated teachers

often placed too much emphasis on punishment as retrxbution and not

enough on curbing aggression by students who were out of control.

Thus, it appears that the key to the effectiveness of the coercive

aspects if teacher response to aggression is not retribution or
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even "getting tough" for its own sake, but instead is the

contruction of a response that will bring sufficient pressure on

the aggressive student to cause him to curb his aggressive

behavior.

The key to the instructive part of en effective response to

aggressive stud nts appears to be providing these students with

counseling or instruction in more effective ways of handling

frustration, controlling their temper, expre:_ing anger verbally

rcther than physically, and solving conflicts through communication

and negotiation rather than aggre sion. Thcs the highly rated

teachers tended to respond to agg_e -ion as a behavioral problem

calling for resocialization of the student's cognitive and

behavioral r _ponses to situations in which he was presently acting

aggressively. In contrast, these teachers did not treat aggression

as if it were a neurotic symptom calling for nondirective

counseling or self-concept support. Nor did they treat it as a

relativelyzinor problem that could be handled through brief

management responses, envir mmental engineering, or behavioral

shaping using incentives or contracts (although many highly rated

teachers mentioned brief management responses or environmental

engineering strategies in their interviews as parts of larger

overall'strategies that would also include actions taken to curb

aggresaLve behavior and resocialize the aggressive student).

Although they were firm in demanding that aggressive students

curb their aggressive behavior, the higher rated teachers often

were supportive or prote-tive -f these students as well. Besides
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speaking of taking the time to i. -Ls -uct them in temper control and

better ways of handling conflict, the higher rated teachers were

likely to mention "kid gloves" treatment for these students during

tense situatIons and willingness to let them tell their story

before making judgments about their guilt or responsibility in

conflict situattons (or at least, if guilt had already been

established based on other information, to let these students tell

their side of the story before taking action). The higher rated

teachers also were en willing to allow aggressive students to

ventilate their anger verbally, although they did not encourage

these students to achieve catharsis by acting out their anger

physically against substitute objects. The data provided no

evidence to suggest that the catharsis approach is effective and

some to suggest that it is counterproductive.

Several strategies that are commonly recommended to teachers

as methods of responding to problem students were not mentioned

often in the teachers' responses to the inte view and vignettes

dealing with hostile-aggressive students and did not have

consistent significant correlations with effectiveness ratIngs.

These included insight-oriented counseling, behavioral shaping

through incentives or contracts, extinction through ignoring or

tIme-out procedures, and providing encouragement to the student by

developing a close personal relationship and supplying self-concept

support. These approaches all appear to be too li ited or indirect

to be effective against a problem as serious as chronic aggression,
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although they may be effective for less serious misconduct problems

or for symptoms that are more neurotic than behavioral.

Class meetings, Magic Circle activities, and related group

meetings techniques also were not mentioned often and did not

elate significantly with effectiveness ratings, even though

these techniques do appear to be appropriate as responses to

aggression. They were mentioned often enough to allow a

significant relationship with effectiveness ratings to appear if it

did exist, however, so that the lack of support in the data is due

to a lack of consistent relationship with effectiveness ratings and

not merely to infrequent mention. Thus, the data indicate that

most teachers either do not know about such techniques, or do not

find them useful or worth the trouble, and that the teac ers who do

use the techniques do not consistently achieve better results than

other teachers. This might simply mean that group meetings

techniques are not especially effective, _ithough also

possible that the teachers who used these techniques dic not use

them in ways that their proponents envisioned them being used

(There were some indications of the latter problem in the data. In

particular, certain teachers appeared to use class meetings more as

occasions for generating peer pressure against hostLle-aggres Lve

students than as occasions for deepening their insight and helping

them to learn better ways of coping with conflict or frustration).

Underlying many of the differences between the highly rated

and the lower rated teachers in strategies mentioned as responses

to aggressive students was a pervasive difference in sense of
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efficacy or confidence in ability to effect change in such

students. The Lower rated teachers often implied or even stated

directly that they were powerless to effect significant change in

aggressive students, but the higher rated teachers usually expected

to be able to achieve significant improvement through their own

personal efforts. Their rosier expectations often even included a

degree of perceptual distortion- responding to the two

vignettes, many of the higher r teachers spoke about Tom or Ron

as if their aggressive behavior were less chronic or severe than it

had actually been portrayed in the vignette. Up to a point at

least, these distortions of objective reality in the direction of

optimism and positive expectations are probably adaptive because

they cut the scope of the problem down to "doable" size and allow

the teachers to undertake with confidence projects that they might

undertake only half-heartedly or not at all if they dwelled on the

odds against them. In other words, self-fulfilling prophecy

effects of teacher expectations are probably operating here (in

addition to the effects of outcomes on expectations that operate in

the opposite direction--it is to be expected that teac ers who are

more effective in coping with problem students will view a given

problem as less severe and feel greater confidence in being able to

cope with it successfully than teachers with smaller skill

reperto :es and less successful track record ).

The s 7e general principles for effective response to

asgressive behavior appeared to hold in both the early and later

grade levels and in both the small city and the inner-city
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metropolit

emphasis.

those we

indirec.

intervin'

some

that

teacher

aggres?ir itive correlations with effectiveness ratings were

seen for suspending judgment in order to hear both sides before

determining guilt or responsibility for aggressive incidents and

for various supportive or protective strategies mentioned in

addition to strategies involving coercion or resocialization of the

problem stdent. These supportive or protective strategies were

less likely to correlate positively with effectiveness ratings for

teachers working in the inner-city schools -f the metropolis, where

the most consistent correlates were those suggesting the importance

taking strong and effective action to curb aggressive behavior.

This was especially the case 1n the data for Vignette A, in which

robbery of Sam's lunch money by T m suggested incipient criminality

("protection racket" activities, for example) in addition to

physical aggression as such.

Involving the parents (in positive ways, not just by informing

them about aggressive incidents with the intention of motivating

them to punish their child) also was correlated more closely with

effectiveness ratings for teachers working in the inner-city

.-ver, there -ere some differences in

eachers in the early grades especially

3ma city, could use relatively weak and

anagement responses, minimum

ental engineering) in addition to and to

he more direct and powerful interventions

the upper grades. In the small city, where

encounter less frequent and severe forms of
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metropolitan schools than for teachers working in the small c ty.

Thus, Che big city daca underscore the importance of two factors--

school safety and parental involvement--that also have been

mentioned frequently as fact--s that enhance the effectiveness

schools located in inner-city neighborhoods (Good & Brophy, 1986).

As far as They go, the data provide support for strategy

training, cognitive behavior modification, and related approaches

that call for providing informaion and instruction to aggressive

students that will increase their metacognitive awareness of their

thoughts and a-tions during interpersonal conflict situations and

will enable them to exert '14tter cognitive centrol over their

behavior. None of the teachers mentioned these techniques or their

proponents by name, and none supplied a complete, integrated, and

sequenced description of e application of such techniques.

However, those elements of the responses of highly rated teachers

that involved instruction or resocialization of aggressive students

flowed from the same basic ideas that underlie strategy training

and cognitive behavi- modification techniques, even though the

teachers were speaking from experience-based intuition rather than

codified knowledge.

Along h the general pattern of find ngs concerning

effective response to hostile-aggressive students, this fact

suggests that (a) strategy training and cognitive behavior

modification techniques (along with whatever coercive techniques

may be necessary to curb aggressive behavior) appear to be more

promising than either traditional reinforcement-oriented behavior
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modification techniques or counseling techniques developed by

psychotherapists working primarily with neurotic problems as

strategies for teachers to use with hostile-aggressive students;

and (b) givtn that highly rated teachers appeared to be already

achievIng some success using methods that flow from the same basic

ideas, teachers should be especially amenable to training in these

techniques and should find them more effective with hostile-

aggressive behavior and more feasible for use in the classroom

context than the more tradit onally recommended reinforcement or

psychotherapy techniques.

theoretical terms, the data suggest that chronic hosti

and aggre_ 'on should be viewed primarily as a behavioral problem

calling for resocialization of undesirable predispositions acquired

through conditioning and social learni.ng mechanisms rather than as

a neurotic problem calling for therapuetic intervention designed to

reduce inner conflict or develop insight. Within the social learn-

_g or behavioral ap7oach, however, the data also suggest that

aggression should no- be viewed solely as a problem of behavioral

excess calling for clearly stated li its backed by reinforcement,

punishment, or extinc 'on mechanisms. In addition, it also should

be viewed a- a problem of cognitive deficit calling for modeling

and ins'truction designed to acquaint hostile-aggressive students

with better ways of responding to frustratio-T or conflict and

equip them with the cognitive and metacognitive skills that they

will need if they are to learn to curb aggressive impulses and rely

on more effective coping mechanisms during real life frustration or

conflict situations.
-.13



This information on teachers' strategies for coping with

hostilCaggressiVe students will be disse-inated through the IRT

Report Serlea and through articles in journals serving educational

psychologists, school psychologists, teacher educators, and

teachets. Similar reports and articles will be prepared concerning

strategies for coping with each of the 11 other types of problem

students addressed in the Classroom Strategy Study. Finally, a

lengthy monograph summarizing and integrating the findings from the

study as a whole will be prepared for publication as a book.

Student Motivation Research

Based in part on earlier work on teacher praise (Brophy, 1981)

and teacher expectation effects (Brophy, 1983c), much of the recent

work of the Classroom Strategy Research Project has concentrated on

the topic of student motivation and in particular on identifying

strategles that teachers can use to stimulate their students'

motivation to learn. Student motivation to learn is defined as a

tendency for students to take classroom lessons and assignments

iously and to attempt to get the intended academic benefits from

them. Students who are motivated to learn will concentrate on

acquiring knowledge and mastering skills not merely on meeting

requirements.

Work on the toplc began with literature review and conceptual

analysis des gned to sharpen the conceptualization of student

motivation to learn and to different ate it from related concepts
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such as achievement motivation and intrinsic motivation (described

in previous progress reports and in Brophy, 1983a, 1983b).

Briefly, although it fits within the traditional expectancy x

value conceptualization of motivation (Feather, 1982), the present

conceptualization and program of research on student motivation

learn differs in emphasis in several respects from most of the work

done by social learning theorists and attribution theorists within

the expectancy x value formulation. 'First, it emphasizes covert

events occurring during original learning rather than the more

overt behaviors that occur during later performance based on that

1 arning. Also, it focus s specifically learning in the

classroom setting and thus assumes that most of the learning

involves covert cognitive activities leading to conceptual change

rather than overt physical activities leading to the development

behavioral skills. Thus, rather than being confined to

consideration of strateg e- for getting students to try their best

when taking tests or responding to other performance demands that

require them to apply previous learning, the present approach also

emphasizes strategies for stimulating students to activate

desirable cognitive and metacognitive skills (information-

processing and sense-making strategies, comprehension-monitor ng

and rep-air strategies, self-monitoring progress toward

consciously adopted task mastery goal- ) that are associated with

high-quality engagement in academic activities.

In addition, the present approach emphasizes the value aspects

of the.expectancy x value conceptualization of motivation, not just
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the expectancy aspects. In this respect, it complements the

contributLons of social learning and attribution theorists

concerning such concepts as sense of efficacy or competence, sense

of covariation between effort and outcome, and attribution of

outcomes to internal and controllable factors rather than to

external or uncontrollable factors; that in addition

considering expectations and attributions concerning success or

fa lure in meeting performance standards (Can I succeed at this

task? Why or why n- ), the present approach considers students

expectations and at_ ibutions concerning task value issues (Why am

I engaging in this task in the first place? What am I supposed to

get out of it? What are my goals?)

The concept of student motivation to learn has much in common

with the concept of int insic motivation, but it is somewhat more

cognitive and less affective than the latter concept is usually

described; that is, the concept of motivation to learn focuses on

cognitive engagement in academic activities -ith emphasis on

gaining the knowledge or developing the skills that the activities

are designed to impart, whereas the concept of intrinsic motivation

typically implies engagement in activities because they are

experienced as interesting, enjoyable, or rewarding. Students can

(and hopefully will) be motivated to learn even when they are not

intrinsically mot vated (e.g., if they see the value of academic

activities and thus attempt to get the intended benefits from them,

even though they do not enjoy the activities). Also, students can-

(but hopefully won' engage in academic activities -ith intrinsic
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motivation but without motivation to learn (e.g., when they enjoy

participating in a classroom game but concentrate on social or

competitive aspects without devoting much attention o- thought to

What they are supposed to be learning from the experience).

Consequently, although it is viewed as desirable for teachers

try to capitalize on their students' intrinsic motivation (insofar

as compatible with achieving curricular goals, teachers

should plan activities that students will find intrinsically

interesting and enjoyable), this is not seen as the primary goal of

teache ' motivational efforts. Instead, developing the students'

motivation to learn is seen as the primary goal.

Working from our definition of student motivation to learn and

the related conceptual distinctions just described, we haVe

reviewed the literature to identify and categorize motivational

principles that appear appropriate for use by teachers with their

students in the cies oom (see Appendix for the most recent

revis on of this listing), and we have conducted three empirical

studies. The first of these studies (Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashid,

Goldberger, 1983) employed naturalistic observation in six

intermediate grades (4-6) class,7ooms to test predictions concerning

relationshipi between teachers' task introde:tions (what they said

about upcomIng activities in the process of introducing them to

their students) and the quality of student engagement observed

during the subsequent activities. A expected, student engagement

rates were lower during activities that the teachers had introduced

with comments suggesting negative expectations (that the students
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would not enjoy the task or that they would find unduly

difficult). However, there was no parallel tendency for student

engagement rates to be h gher during tasks that had been introduced

in ways that suggested positive expecte -_ons. Instead, the highest

student engagement rates were observed on tasks that the teachers

moved directly into without first describing them in ways that

suggested either pos tive or negative expectations.

During later debriefing interviews, the teachers who had

participated in this study suggested that perhaps they tend to

attempt to generate student enthusiasm for tasks only at times when

they have reason to bel eve that things will not go well otherwise

(because they know that the task is not intrins: lty enjoyable to

the students or that the class has become restive)- If so, this

might produce a tendency in the students to dlscount or reject

teachers' attempts to create positive expectations or attitudes

about classroom activities. To assess this possibility, we

undertook a second empirical study, done as a dissertation by

Neelam Kher (1985) in which elementary school students were asked

how they would respond to various examples of teachers' task

introductory statements (drawn from the previous study).

Some questions required the students to listen to a pair of

sample task introduct ons and then state which of the two

introductions they w d rather have the teacher make and explain

why. Other questions were more openended, asking students what

they would think in response to particular task introduction

statements or to state what kinds of task introductions teachers
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could make that would motIvate them to try herd on thp cask. These

interview data yielded no evidence of any student tendency to

ust or discount what their teachers tell them about upcoming

classrocm tasks (Brophy & Kher, in press). On the contrary,

students appear to take teachers' task introductory statements at

face value. Thus, there remains every reason to believe that

teachers can develop their students' motivation to learn by

systematically socializing them through exposure to beliefs,

attitudes, aad expectations associated with such motivation.

However, both review of research reported by others and

analysis of our own classroom observation data suggest that most

teachers do not socialize their students in this way very often or

systematically. In over 100 hours _f observatIon in the six

classrooms observed in our fir c motivation study, we heard only

nine statements made oy teachers that could __ classified as having

potential for stimulating student motivation to learn, and most of

these were too vague or sketchy to have much effect. Furtherm_ e,

whatever the teachers might have accomplished through these

desirable statements about the academic benefits to be expected

from engagement in classroom activities probably were undone by

much larger numbers of statements that were classified as either

controlling or pressuring attempts (stating procedural

requirements, demanding that students get busy and concentrate on

their work, telling them to hurry up and finish because time was

running short, etc.) or as comments likely to engender negative

ettLtudes or expectations about the activities in question (telling
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the students that the task would be boring, ur.duly difficult, or

problematic in some other respect). Thus, although in thao y

teachers have a great deal of oppor unity to stimulate student

motivation to learn in their classrooms through systematic

socialization of their students, in practice few teachers seem to

be making much use of this opportunity.

Perhaps this should not be surprising, because until vary

recently, most of what teachers were likely to be taught about

motivation in educatIonal psychology and related courses was based

on either of the following notions: (a) Learning is (or should be)

in rinsic Ily rewarding, so that if a class is not well motivated,

there is probably something wrong with the activities that the

teacher has selected or -7ith the ways that the teacher presents

those activities to the tudents; or (b) learning in the classroom

setting Is practically never intrinsically rewarding because

students attend school and engage in academic activities because

they are required to rather than because they have chosen to and

because their performance will be monitored by peers and graded by

the teacher, so that it will be necessary to rely on extrinsic

incentives such as grades, symbolic rewards, public recognition of

accomplishment, competitions, or prizes. These basic assumptions

that underl e most of the advice traditionally given to teachers

about motivating their students can be seen as both overly extreme

and largely contradictory when s a ed this directly, so it is not

surprising that they have left most teachers with either over

simplified (if they follow only one of these ideas) or confused
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and at least -lici'ly contradictory (if the- try to foil-- both

ideaS) notions about student motivation. Furthermore, because

neither of these ideas gets directly at student motivation to learn

the content or skills that academic activities are intended to

develop, It is not surpris ng that most teaChers do not show much

evidence of systematic attempts to Soc alize motivation to learn in

their students.

We have addressed this problem by reviewing and synthesizing

broad range of theoretical and empirical literature on the topic of

motivation in order t_ extract a basic set of concepts and

ciples that enjoy clear empirical support or at least

consensual validation by leaders in the field, and within thi- set,

to identify a subset of concepts -nd principles that appear

relevant to the needs of teachers faced with the problem of

motivating the students in their classrooms. This effort has so

far resulted in a list of approximately 30-40 principles (smaller

totals result when certain principles are listed as corrollaries or

elaborations of other principles rather than as independent

principles in their own ight). The latest version of this list is

shown in the Appendix, which includes 4 general preconditions that

must be in place if students are to be motivated to learn in

class doms, 4 pr nciples for motivating by maintaining studen s'

success expectations, 3 principles for motivating by offering

extrinsic incentives for good performance, 10 principles for

motivating by capitalizing on students' existing intrinsic
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ivation, and 14 p inciples for motivat ng by st Imu

students tiv n to learn.

This list of motivational principles, especially when

elaborated to include more information about underlying rat a es

and supportive evidence, detailed suggestions for and examples of

application, and discussion of limitat ons or qualificati ns _hat

must be kept in mind, should be a useful resource for teacher

educatort interested in teaching about and for teachers interested

in learning about motivation in the classroom. The li

relatively short and is organized into subsections so that

relatively easy to Learn, and the principles themselves are cneral

enough to have application across a range of acade 'c activities

and yet specific enough to serve as useful guides to teacher

planning. Additional principles will be added as the literature

review and synthesis is completed, but it appears unlikely that the

final version of the list will contain more than 45 to 50

principls.

In theory, teachers who had mastered this list of motivational

principles (including appropriate elaborations and qualificat ns)

would possess a wellarticulated, internally consistent, and

apparently powerful conceptual system to draw upon for guidance

when designing or selecting classroom activities or attempting to

inject motivational elements into their everyday interactions with

their uden s. They would then be in a much better position than

most contemporary teachers are tc cialize their studen
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motivational development in systematic ways, and in par,ioular,

stimulate their students' development of motivation to learn

As a first step _ _ trin g this idea, we undertook the

experiment described in the p us progress report. Eleven

junior high social studies teachers were trained in principles for

capitalizing on students' existing intrinsic motivation and for

stimulating students' motivation to learn. Emphasis was placed on

the strategies for stimulating motivation to learn, especially

strategies involving expressing enthusiasm for soci.al studies

content and attivitis, inducing cutiosity or suspense, inducing

dissonance or cognitive conflict, and making abstract content more

personal, concrete, or familiar r.o the students.

Each teacher was observed teaching two sections of the samc

social studies class at the same grade level. For the exper- ent,

the teachers were asked to plan their control sections in the usual

ways but then to mod fy or supplement these plans by preparing to

teach the experimental secLion in ways that included something

different or extra added for motivational reasons. The teachers

kept records describing their planned "extras" in the experimental

sections each day. In addi n, observers visited the classrooms

(both the experimental and the control sections) twice each week

from the time the teacher began implementing the treatment through

the end of the semester. The observers recorded field notes

describing the teacher's introduction to each activity, how the

teacher conducted the activity its1,f, and how the students
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appeared to respond to it (including periodic counting of the

number of students who appeared to be ive or oft task).

Fo1loing their classroom -isits, the observers clarified and

expanded their notes and prepared comparative notes focused on the

similarities and differences between the two clas- sections

observed that d-- In particular, the comparative notes focused on

what the teacher deliberately did differently in the experimental

section that was not done in the control sec ion and on what

apparent effects this difEerenLation had on student motivation to

learn the content. The observers also rated the degree of

differeuciation introauced between the two class sections and the

teach '- relative degree of success in addr ssing cognitive and

affective objectives in the two sections.

A specially prepared motivational questionnaire was

admini tered in each class section early and then again late in the

semester to provide a pre- and posttreatment self-report measure of

student motivation to learn and related motivational variables.

Also, achievement data were collected in the form of the stude s'

scores on tests and assignments, and standardized achievement test

scores from the previous school year were recorded for use as

covariables to adjust student achievement scores obtained dur ng

the experimental semester for individual differences in entry level

of achievement. Most Classroom Strategy Research Project activity

during the past six months has been focused on preparing and

cleaning d-ta files and conducting preliminary analyses of these

data. Presently available findings are confined to the student
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questionnaire dat the achievement data are still being prepared

for analysis.

The student motivation questionnaire consis-ed of 45 four-

point items. The first 17 of these items presented the students

with a pair of statements and asked the students to indicate which

he pair of statements was more true of them and to state

whether the chosen statement was I:eally true for me" or "sort

true f_ ." The next 27 items presented single statements and

required the students to categorize each statement as "very true,"

"sort of true, "not very true, or "not at all true." Finally,

the last two items asked the student.s to rank their four academic

classes (language arts, mathema_ cs, science, and social studies)

in order of their importance (How important is what you are

learning in these classes, regardless of how much you like them?)

and in order of how much they l'ked them (How much do you 1 ke

these classes, regardless of how Important you think they are?).

Factor analysis of the questionnaire responses indicated that

of the items were subsumed under four factors. As expected, one

of these was a motivation to learn factor subsuming items tapping

the students' concern about making suru that they understood what

they were learning and being ted in learning for Its own

sake and not just to meet school requIrements. The other three

factors concerned perceptions of the teacher (enjoys teaching

social studies, gives examples and tries to make the material

interesting, _ licits student opinion and allows student choice of

activities), conscIentiousness and good work habits (student turns
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in assignments complete d on _ me, gets started early rather than

waiting until the last minute), and interest in and perceptions of

the importance of social studies (student enjoys class, finds

material interesting, believes that the content is important and

will be needed in the future). P e-post correlations yielded

stability coefficients of .65 for total scores on the questionnaire

and .45 - .60 for individual factor sco es.

Analys s of raw change scores (postscores minus prescores)

developed from the student questionnaire data show mixed findings

ra her than systematically greater ga smaller losses) in

student motivation in the experimental sectiris compared to the

control sections. Furthermore, contrary to expectatio- the most

consistently positive gains appeared on items associated with the

perceptions of the teacher factor rather than on items associated

with the motivation to learn factor. It is not yet known whether

these trends observable in the raw change scores will hold up when

additional analyses are done to take into account time of day

(whether the experimental section was taught ea lier in the school

day than the control section or vice versa), degree of teacher

implementation of the recommended treatment guidelines (teachers

varied considerably in this regard), and student achievement level.

The results of analyses taking these factors into acc- nt will be

included in the final report of the study, along with the results

of analysIs _f the achievement data. A report on this experiment

will be completed during the next few months and submi ted f-=

publication in the journJ of Educat 011ALEInh2121,1.
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In recent ruontris, information from the student ivatiorl

research has been disseminated through the IRT Report Series and

through several other mechanisms. Jere Brophy made an invited

address on this line of research at the American Educational

Research Association meetings in April, made a briefer presentation

as part of a symposi _ on clas -Qom motivation at the American

Psychological Association meetings in August and wilL be making

another major invited presentation (the coEiventiorIs keynote

address) at the Northeastern Educational Resear-h Association

meetlngs in October. In addition, chapters describing the work

primarily for researchers will appear in two forthcoming edited

volumes on aspects of social psychology in the classroom (Brophy,

in press; Brophy & Kher, in press), and guidelines for teacher

educators and teachers based on our literature review and synthesis

work appear in one recently pub ished and one forthcoming textbook

(Good & Brophy, 1986, in press). Finally, it is anticipated that a

book summarizing in detail motivat _nal guidelines for teachers and

teacher educators will be prepared during the coming year.
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Annendix

List of Motivational Strategies Appropriate
Use by Teachers vith Their Students.

I. Preconditions for motivating studen to 1ear in classroom
(these must be in place if motivational strategies are to be

effective)
A. Supportive learning '5!nvironment
B. Appropriate level of challenge/difficulty
C. Meaningful learning objectives
D. Moderation/optimal use of strategies

II. Motivational strategies for teachers
A. Motivating by maintaining success expectations

1. Program for success iu selecting content, tasks
2. Teach goal setting, performance appraisal, and elf-

reinforcement skills
3. Help students to recognize effort-outcome linkages

(using modeling, socialization, and feedback;
portraying effort as investment rather than risk;
portraying skill development as incremental and
domain-specific; and focusing on mastery rather than
normative comparisons)

4. Include remedial socialization for discouraged
students

B. Motivating by offering extrinsic incentives
1. Offer rewards for good (or improved) performance
2. Call attention to the instrumental value of acade-ic

activities
3. Structure appropriate competition

C. Motivating by selecting or designing activities so as to
capitalize on students' existing intinsic motivation
1. Adapt tasks to students' interests
2. Include novelty/variety elements
3. Allow opportunities to make choices or autonomous

decisions
4. Provide opportunities for active response
5. Include activities that provide immediate feedback

to responses
6. Allow students to create finished products
7. Include fantasy or simulation elements
B. Incorporate game-like features
9. Include higher level objectives and divergent

questions
10. Provide opportunities to inte-act with peers
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D. Motivating by stimulating students' mot atio co LParn
1. General strategies

a. Model interest in lar-rning, motivation co learn
b. Communicate desirable expectations
c. Minimize students' performance ariiety dur

learning activities

Strategies for use during pa _icular activi '-s
a. ?roject intensity (connoting importance of

activity)
b. Project enthusiasm (for content or task

responses)
o. Induce interest or appreciation for the

activity
d. Induce curiosity or suspense
e. Make abstract content more personal, concre

or familiar
Induce dissonance or cognitive conflict
Induce students to generate their own
motivation to learn

h. State learning objectives and provide advance
organizers
Provide informative feedback

j. Model taskrelated thinking and problem solving
k. Induce metacognitive awareness of learning

efforts (actIvely preparing to learn,
committing material to memory, encoding or
elaborating on the information presented,
organizing and st&uctua.-i.-,6 zha cc;riCenC,

monitoring comprehension, and maintaining
appropriate affect)
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SOCIALIZATION OUTCOMES

It is a common perception tha= students receive less guidance
from home, church, and community than they did in the past. Teach-
ers, therefore, are increasingly required co play a role in foster-
ing personal and social responsibility in students. For example,
the Gallup Poll continues to show that parents and other citizens
place major importance on the development and mainten :ce of
discipline in the schools. The Socialization Outcomes Project
studied some of the ways that teachers can contribute to respon-
sible student behavior through development of more positive
self-porceptions.

In this project, researchers focused on how teachers help
students (a) develop individual work habits and assume personal
responsibility for their academic performance and (b) learn to
function as constructive members of a group and thus develop social
responsibility, The researchers found that teachers differ greatly-
in the relative time and emphasis they give to each of these two
broad socialization goals while also pursuing academic goals. The
study documented the teaching and learning that occur in classrooms
where teachers have very different goal orientations and where stu-
dents exhibited different patterns of growth on important self-
perceptions. The results aid in understanding how teachers foster
personal and social responsibility in students and how these social-
ization outcomes influence academic achievement.

Linda Anderson and Richard Prawat (-oo dinators)
Jacqueline Nickerson

Ariel Anderson
Susan Appleman

Donna Bird
Christina DeSimone
Dannelle Stevens
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also le

SOCIALIZATION OUTCOMES

_entS learn more than academic content in schools.

how to meet the dual demands of the student role:

accomplishing individual academic tasks while simultaneously

serving as a member of a social group, where each individual can

affect the well-being of other s udents (i.e., meeting task and

interpersonak demands of schooling). Socialization in classrooms

is the process through which students learn the attitudes and

skills necessary to fulfill the student role successfully. Among

other things, outcomes of the socialization process include stu-

dents' beliefs -bout th.m elves, their p ars, and the work -h-

in school.

In addition _ to providing content instruction, teachers play

critical roles as socializers, influencing underlying beliefs about

self, others, and schoolwork. There are lny questions about how

teachers can best fulfill the socializing role, and the Socia za-

tion Outcomes Project addressed some of these: To what extent do

teachers view themselves as socializers in addition to or instead

of content instructors, and what are the implications of their

priorities for life in their classrooMs? How do teachers influence

their students' attitudes about self, others, and schoolwork while

engaged i- content instruction. Are there trade-offs inherent

between content learning and other, more affective outcomes, or is

it possible to promote optimal growth in a number of areas?

Not surprisingly, there are no simple answers to these ques-

tions in eithe_ the data of this p_oject or in other literature.
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However, the worR of the projei has yielded significant insights

into the socialization process as it unfolds in a varie y of third-

and fourth rade classrooms. For example, c

sampling of resul

sider he follewi

Studen perceptions of themselves as

task performers, especially beliefs about who controls success and

failure, appear to be important outcomes that support and influence

academic performance. (b) Teachers do make a difference--their

socialization styles were related to student growth on desirable

self-perceptions concerning task performance. (c) Teachers who

had the strongest impact on their students' self-perceptions did

not spend a great deal of time focusing on purely affective goals,

but instead created a w- k environment that fostered students'

beliefs about themselves as capable agents. (d) Despite many

teachers' expressed priorities for promotion of students' inter-

personal development, there have so far been few indicators of

straightfo- ard teacher effects on students' social attitudes, at

least within the sample studied. (e) The role of teacher pri_

ties concerning socialization is much less straightforward than was

originally tho

Throughout many of the findings runs a theme about information

and control and their ,:oles in classrooms. One way to summarize

the results of the project is that good teachers carefully balance

teacher control and student autonomy; they empower students by

helping them develop self-control. The key mechanism through which

effective socializers exert control and then transfer it to stu-

dents is info_ ationabout the environment and how it will
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operate, and about the students, their capabilities, and their

responsibilities.

The "effective teachers" identified through this study held

many different priorities- me expressed strong concern for learn-

ing of academic content, others emphasized the development of work

skills, whereas others placed high value on interpersonal growth.

More important than expressed priorities was the manner in whi h

teachers communicated with students concerning life in their parti-

cular classroom. The more effective Socializers attended closely

to students' informational needs and then provided information that

helped students build coherent and complex copritive schemes about

how the classroom functioned. These same teachers also provided

students with many opportunities to be independent and make choices

about their activities, although always within a carefully

tured framework. These teachers created classrooms that were

viewed as more comfortable in affective cone, more productive of

mengful work, and exhibiting greater student self-regulation.

These results a e discussed in more detail in this final

report, organized according to the model of class oom socialization

used in the project, depicting interrelationships among three key

components:

zruc-

Student outcomes

Teacher pra2tices Teacher thinking



From the beginning of the pr_ _ct, it -as assumed that teacher

thinki and beliefs about socialization of students would relate

lassroom pra:tice and that oractice and thinking together

would affect and be affected by the students attitudes about

themselves others, and schoolwork. Therefore, several ways of

examining teacher thinking, practice, and student outcomes were

undertaken over three years of data coll ct'on.

Methods

The project involved three years of data collection with many

subsamples for different measures. In brief, the first year in-

volved administration of a questionnaire to all third- and fourth-

grade teachers in a midwestern urban school district in order to

tap teacher thinking about socialization of students. On the basis

of this questionnaire, 32 teach_rs were selected for further inten-

sive study because they differed in their expressed priorities

ented either to task demands, to interpersonal skills, to content

instruction, ot to a combination of task and interpersonal con-

cerns). Over the next two years, these 32 teachers and their

students participated in a variety of data collection activities.

Twenty-four of these teachers were observed frequently over a

year, yielding detailed narrative data on teachers' socialization

practices, including any references to norms, standards, rationales

and consequences, strategies and affect, as well as general

descriptions of teacher and student activities.

Student outcomes were measured with a series of self-perception

questionnaires in the fall and spring, in order to tap beliefs that
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underlie development in two domains: meeting task demands as an

individual worker and particip.ting as a member of a cocial

whet- interpersonal issues arise. These measu -s were as follows:

a. "Why things happen" (Connell, 1985), a measure of per-
ceptions of control over outcomes in academic and social
domains. Students indicated degree of agreement wish
items that described the cause of school successes and
failures. This measure yielded three subscores shown to
be related to student achievement and achievement moti-
vation: unknown control (belief that one does not know
what causes success or failure, which relates negatively
to school success), internal control (belief that one is
personally responsible, relating positively to school suc-
cess), and powerful others control (belief that others,
especially the teacher, are most responsible for outcomes,
relating negatively to success). Both task performance
and social acceptance were outcomes addressed in this
questionnaire, yielding two sets of scores for each
subscale.

"What I am like" (Harter, 1982), a measure of perceived
competence in academic and social domains. Students
indicated which of two types of students they were most
like and then indicated the degree of similarity within
the selected type. (e.g., "Some students never have any
trouble getting their work done on time, but other stu-
dents often have trouble finishing work.") Again,
different items addressed task perf le outcomes and
social acceptance.

"In the classroom" (Harter, 1981), a measure of p eference
for situations involving intrinsic versus extrins moti-
vation. Within this instrument, two subscales were used:
independent mastery (preference for self-selection of
classroom activities, even if challenging) and independent
criteria (beliefs that one can adequately judge the qua-
lity of one's own perf rmance).

d. Sociometric rating instrument (Singleton & Asher, 1979),
on which children privately rated their peers as desirable
workmates and playmates.

, Results: Student Outcomes

Each of these measures was selected because of a belief that

academic success is grounded in personal beliefs about one's

ability and control; that is children who scored higher on the
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more des rable scales would be more likely to benefit from their

class xperiences, because they would believe that their

efforts would lead to payoff, chat they were capable of doi

and that sChool tasks are intrinsically worthwhile. These predio-

ns w grounded in much past research and a clear theoretical

orientation that assumed that relationships between teacher be-

haviors and student outcomes of self-regulation and responsibility

are mediated by students' understanding (Anderson & Frawat, 1983).

Other research (Harter 6 Connell, 1984) has revealed the important

role played by these indicators of student understanding, but it

was necessary to confirm th similar patterns existed with the

present sample. Therefore, a series of analyses was undertaken to

determine the relationships between the different student outcome

measures to try to replicate the eerler findings.

Harter and Connell (1984) used a causal modeling approach to

test various models of cognitive competence with elementary and

junior high samples. The model that best fit their data was one

indicating that student "knowledgeability", at least in the

cognitive domain is the most critical variable in an impor

network of variables. According to Harter and Connell (1984), the

more knowledgeable children are regarding the whys and wherefores

of academic performance, the better they perform. Knowledge of the

source of academic outcomes appears to sec in motion a chain of

events; The child performs better, feels more competent, and is

more likely to be intrinsically motivated. An attempt 'as made to

validate the Harter-Connell model using posttest data gathered
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during the second year. Results of this analysis are presented in

Figure 1.

As Figure 1 reveals, the model obtained for the overall sample

was quite consistent with the cognitive-a ibutional model pro-

posed by Harter and Connell (1984). Thus, the child's level of

knowledge regarding academic outcomes appears to directly influence

academic achievement. Those who are more in the know ( who

score lower on the cognitive unknown scale) perform better in

school and are more willing to accept responsibility for their

academie successes than those who claim not to unders ard what is

happening.

Following this test of the Harter-Connell model, which has

relevance for the so-called "task dea. ds" dimension of oializa-

tion, an attempt was made to determine if the cognitive-attribu-

tional process generalizes to important outcomes in the social or

interpersonal domain. Figure 2 shows results of the path analysis

that involved a parallel set of social measures. In this analysis,

sociometric popularity was used as an outcome measure analogous to

standardized achievement scores in the cognitive domain. As Figure

2 reveals, knowledgeability in the social domain directly af ects

popularity and internality (i.e., internal locus of control) in a

way which is comparable to what was found in the cognitive domain.

Thus, the Harter-Connell model generalizes across task and

interpersonal domains, and this suppor s the validity of the instru-

ments as indicators of Important aspects of student understanding

that underlie success in school. Of course, these data do not
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confirm that these perceptions are necessarily the result of

adults attempts co socialize children, only that the meas- es re-

flect important psychological processes. Therefore, the next step

.in the project was to examine teacher and classroom data, and cry

to relate them to differences in students' reported beliefs about

themselves, others, and schoolwork. Those -sults are given in the

next two sections on teacher chinking and teacher prao ices.

Teacher Thinking

aspo of teacher thinking that waa 1 --ed foz focus

this study was teacher priorities and goals: Did it make any

difference whether a teacher valued one socialize ion goal over

another (e.g., helping children meet individual task demands versus

helping children learn interpersonal skills and tolerant attitudes

toward others) or whether a teacher valued either of these over

content instruction? In order to answer these questions, an in-

strument was developed: the Teacher Priorities Questionnaire

(TPQ) described in Prawat, Anders° , Anderson, Jenkins, and

Anderson (1983).

The TPQ measures teachers' agreement with three different

orientations: content, task demands, and interpersonal prior-

ties. It consists of 22 forced-choice items plus 8 distractors

each with three foils. The foils represent different priority

emphases. Thus teacher scores on each scale range between 0 and

22. A score of 14 or higher on any given scale is thought to

ref

teachers in the original sample were distributed in the following
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Almost a third ( placed a high priority on interoersonal

outcomes; a third were "mixed" in their goal orientations, with t

content-task demands combination predominating over other possibi

ties; ale remaining teachers were evenly divided berveen the con-

tent and task demands categories. These results indicate much va

ety in teache ' personal goals and priorities for their students,

even though all responden

were in the

At the time they responded t- the questionnaire, teachers also

completed a su -ey that assessed adult-' orien a ions toward con-

trol vrsus autonomy when responding to children (Deci, Schwartz,

Shei an, & Ryan, 1981). Scores on the Deci measure can range from

a low of -18 (highly controlling) to a high of (high in

-g- range.

_aught in the same school sysrerri and

autonomy-granting). A mean of 5. obtainel'_ for the select

sample of 32 teacher this suggests a slight preference for a more

autonomy-granting as opposed to controlling style of interaction on

their part.

to Student Outcomes

Do teacher goal orien-ations make a difference in terms of stu-

dent socialization outco_es? The answer appears to be "not much."

In order to examine this relationship, the scorer on the priorities

measure and the Deci control/autonomy measure -ere combined to

create four groups of teachers: those who are (a) content-oriented

on the TPQ and high control on the Deci, (b) content-oriented on

the TPQ and low control on the Deci, (c) interpersonally oriented
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on the T and high control on the Deci and (d) interpersonally

4 ow rol on the Deci.

Analyses of covariance, where pretest scores on each meas

rv d as the covariate, were used to examLne the relationship

between posttest _tudent scores and t achet goal and control sta-

tus. Interestingly, although very few TFQ or Deci main effects

were observed, the TFQ-Deci interaction proved significant or

marginally significant in a number of analyses. A comparison

relevant cells reveals the nature of this interactjon : Students ja

the classrooms of teachers who embrace what might be considered

ideologically inconsistent" beliefs (i.e., interpersonal/high

control and content/low control) register less growth particularly

in the task demands domain, than do those who are in he classrooms

of teachers with more coherent educational beliefs.

This finding supports previous work by Halperin (1976).

Halperin obtained a similar interaction between teacher goal and

control orientations in a study in which student scores on attitude

measures were the dependent variable. Students in cies rooms of

teachers who held seemingly incongruen 'efs (i.e., social-

strict and acade permissive teachers) were more anxious and less

positive toward school than those in the other types of class-

rooms. Halperin speculates that these teachers may have produced

environments that appeared inconsistent or ambiguous to children.

The results presented above indicate that teacher goal and

control orientations relate in complex ways--_f at all--to student

outcomes measures. However, the student interviews conducted in
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this study suggested that teacher priorities may influence the type

of thformation that teachers present to students, even if hearinF

tha information does not directly affect out:Qmes nam1y sdenz

ql.f-perceptions (A. Anderson, 1985). Individual students in 16

classrooms were interviewed about the social system of their

class_om. One quest on asked them to describe characteristics of

model students in the two socialization domai "good workers"

and "children who get along well with others".

Qualitative analyses of dents' answers revealed some inter-

esting differences related to teacher priority groups. For

example, students in all groups of classrooms enumerated a variety

of social behaviors as relev-nt characteristics when ask d to dis-

cuss classma es they considered to be "good workers", but the great-

est number of re ponses of this sor- were given by children in the

interpersonal teacher priority group. Children in classrooms of

content-oriented teachers provided the fewest number of responses

of this sort. Based on these and other data, it does seem evident

that at least part of the teacher's priority "message" is getting

through.

rvan so, the teacher priority data did not reveal that

teachers' goals in the absence of information about supporting

practice, are predictors of impor-ant perceptions in students. The

analyses of "ideological consistency" suggest that the content of

the teacher's message is less important than the consistency and

completeness of the information available. This interpretation is

also supported by the analyses of the teacher practice data,

reported in the next section.
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leactleSocizatiort racticPs

The primary measure of teacher socialization praccic- was a

set of 16 half-day narratives taken over the course of one academ"

year in each classroom. Observers were trained to note all details

concerning teachers' communication with students about standards in

the classoom, how to meet them, any attributional informat on, and

any other information that allowed readers to understand the flow

of activities in the classroom Details about academic content and

t_ k- were not recorded, although subject matter and general de-

scriptions of grouping and types of tasks were available.

A key hypothesis examined in analysis of the clas_ oo a-

tiVeS was that differences in teacher effectiveness in the sociali-

zation domain can be accounted for, in large part, by differences

in the quality of the information provided students. Specifically,

r is hypothesized that teachers who are more effective socializers

provide students with the informational "tools" that allow them to

regulate their personal and social behavior in the classroom. This

hypothesis is consistent with research on parent socialization prac-

tices. Damon (1983) uses the term "info -ation internalization" to

describe a particularly effective child-rearing technique that re-

lies heavily on explanation and reasoning to elicit compliance.

Parents who use this technique structure the informational environ-

ment in such a way as to ensure that children understand exactly

what is expected of them, why it is important, and what the cons_

quences will be for noncompliance. Use of an information internali-

zation strategy may be evident in teacher verbal communication with

students and may account for a significant amount of the variance
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on student outcome measures in the tas% demands and interpersonal

areas of socialization. This issue is addressed in this seetion

Two approaches to the narrative data were taken and are de-

scribed separately. st was to describe each separate teach-

er statement by means of an elaborate coding system and then to de-

termine overall patterTis in the teachers' statements (described in

"Teachers' Socializing Messages," below). The second method was

more global and qualitative and examined broader dimensions of

teacher practice, including but not limited to some of the concepts

included in the coding system (described in "Dimensions of Teaching

Effeeti ness," bel ).

Teacher Socializin. Messae
iQuant_ a ie analyses

For these analyses, 8 to 10 of the narratives were used, those

that had focused on the teacher rather than the students. These

narratives yielded from 500 to 700 socializing messages per

teacher.

These state ents were then coded using a project-dev_loped

coding system designed to describe several components of socializ-

ing messages. A message was considered codable if it met one of

the following criteria: (a) The teacher statement or action inform-

ed students about a standard for behavior, thought, or affect

that classroom (to be a standard the info -Jation had to be coli

veyed, either explicitly or implicitly, about what is appropriate

and what is inappropriate and the standard had to have some endur-

ing quality so that it could be applied to si uations across i);
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or (b) The atement included instances of teacher modeling clearly

p- itivo or clearly negative interpersonal regard. For each state-

ment, information was noted about the target audience, the domain,

timing, classroom context, rationales, att 1Dutions, and conse-

quences. For a fuller description of the coding categories, see

Frawat, Bird, and Anderson (1986).

All observations were coded individually by two di ferent

people. Agreement for the coding of the teacher observations

ranged from 67% to 89%, with the average agreement being 77%.

After data were individually coded, coders met to resolve coding

disagreements so that ail final scores represented 100% coder agree-

ment. Thirty-three proportional variables were created from the

coded data to describe i_portant informational aspects of the ver-

bal messages teachers send to children.

Results: Tvves_of messagaa. Teacher communication in the

socialization domain has been characterized as mostly reac ive,

negative, and procedural (Blumenfeld, Hamilton, Bossert, Wessels,

Heece, 1983). The present data are consis ent with this descrip-

ion. The impression one derives from the data in the presen

study is that students knew what is expected and simply need to be

reminded to attend to the task at hand. Thus, over half of all the

statements recorded were reminders of an academic or procedural

sort. The following are examples of reminder statements in ehe

task demands domain of socialization: "Tim you're not paying

attention"; or "You're so loud that I can't hear myself think."

Over half of ell socialization statements by teachers related

task activities, and two-thirds were reminders about staying on
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task. The next largest category of response (31% ) relared ro

procedures--general routines that pr-- _ably help maintain the

smooth flow of activities in the classroom. Again, a majority of

procedural statements fell into 'le reminder cAtepory (e.r.,"Stay

in your seats until your row is called for reces If

It i_ _ot surprising, in view of the above, chat 71% of the

socialization statements made by teache eactive in nature

(i.e. , in response to student behavior), with a fairly clear intent

to change behavior. Most were made publicly and were aimed at

groups of students as opposed to individuals. In their messages to

students, teacher- were more incl ned to use "behavior modifica-

tion" strategies rather than more inductLve, reason-oriented

approaches. Thus, in 18% of the socialization messages, teachers

were either critical or punishing in reponse to some studen mis-

deed. For the most part, these either were criticisms or involved

the -ithholding of some privilege such as recess or freetime.

Information internalization may constitute an effective sociali-

ion strategy according to the parenting literature, but there i

not a lot oE evidence that teachers employ this strategy in most of

their verbal interactions with students. Teachers, for example, do

not do much causal reasoning with students. Only 4% of the ate-

ments.made by teachers contained it ributional information of any

sort--either explicit or implicit.

In two other important categories, however, there was more

evidence of information provision beyond reminders. The first

category relates to the explicit presentation of rules, procedures,

or norms. Included under this rubric are the formal rules
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procedures that studento are expected to follow, as well as the

informal expectations or norms communicated by teachers
( e., "T

expe-t "). Statements of this sort are ma infrequently to

begin with (lit of tho time), but the issue is how often teachers

provide rationales for these s andards that go beyond simply say ng

"Do it because I said so. The d _a indicate that teachers provide

nonauthoritarian rationales for their rules 10% of the time. Ap-

proximately the same proportion of teacher communication (11 in

the socialization domain is "instructional" in nature. This last

variable is a rather straightforward one: It represents the p

portion of total statements that provide explicit instruction abc-
.

how to meet a particular rule or standard for behavior. The numera-

tor for this propo_ ion was derived by summing the total statements

that included either verbal or "nonverbal" (i.e. demonstration)

structional information relating to a andard. An example of the

latter would be a teacher walking students through a procedure.

Overall, it appea-- that most teacher statements are n t vary

explicit, either about what students are supposed to do co-.: how they

are supposed to go about doing it. This is not necessarily unrea-

sonable, considering the rapid pace and routine nature of most

classroom life. The next issue to be addressed relates to the

effect, if any, of differences in the informational content of

teacher mesages on student attitudes or beliefs in the task demands

and interpersonal socialization domains.

Ralmlts: RelationshiR_siIh_AWftnt_21.1tcames. Here, considera-

tion is given to the relationship between informa-ional variables
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end student growth in the task demands and interpersonal dama

socialization. To examine teacher effects, scores were crea -d to

describe the extent to which students' scores in a classroom on the

perception measures reflected desirable changa great.r-thn-

predicted growth on a set of measures in the task demands area and

in the social area). These procedures are desc- 'bed in Frawat

(1985).

The question addressed by the analyses was a s_ ai7htforward

one: Do differences in the type of information teachers present to

students correlate with changes in student self-perceptions on

these two variables? Some interesting relationships between cate-

gories of teacher talk and residual scores on the two socialization

factors did emerge. Most of the significant correlat more-

over, seem to be consistent with an informational hypothesis.

Because results in the task demands domain are more interest

they will be highlighted here. Suffice it to say that student

gro- -h in the interpersonal domain correlated most highly with the

amount of emphasis given that domain in teacher verbal communica-

tion. Thus the amount of public feedback and the proportion of

teacher messages dealing either -A.th in erpersonal concerns or

social consequences of student behav or all correlated -ith resi-

dual gain on the social factor.

Not surprisingly, residual growth on the variables thought most

relevant to the task demands dimension correlated most highly (.57)

with teacher use of explanation and reasoning. The proportional

that perhaps best captures this propensi_y to reason was de-

ibed earlier: It represents the extent to which teachers
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provide students with rationa an for classroom rules or st= d--ds,

Several types -f nonauthortarian rationales were iden-Afied during

coding; teachers who had higher scores for the overall ca,e ory

used more of these in their comnuni ,,tion with st n s (Bird,

Anderson, & Frawat, 1985). Overall, the most widely used type of

rationale, accounting for 56% of th- total, was one in which

teachers justified a norm or standard in of the Likely effect

noncompliance would have on other students or on the teacher (i.e.,

. because I can't think when you're so loud"). The apparent

importance of rationales of this sort in the development of student

self-regulation is not surprising in light of research on Tparent

socialization practices, The -o-k of Hoffman (1975) and

Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, and King (1979) supporta the important

of " -he -iented" reasoning in parent-ch ld communication.

With correlational data of this sort, of course, it is im os-

sible to determine if teachers are more positive and informatic,,nal

in their communications with students because the students are more

self-regulated or if student behavior caused the teacher to give

different types of messages. However, the qualitative data analy-

ses reported in the next section lend support to the interpretation

that the teachers were indeed most responsible for the type of in-

formation conveyed to students and that differences in student out-

comes are at least partially attributable to the teachers' prac-

tice.
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One of the major questions addressed in this study was,

classroom 'Processes and teachers' practices influence changes in

students' task and social perceptions? The previous section Ad-

dressed this question for one quantifiable aspect of teachers ac-

tice: discrete categories of verbal statements. In this section,

more general, qualitat ve dimensions of teacher practice are exa-

mined. The ultimate goals were to identify t_acher praclioes that

were associated with desirable changes in students' percept ons,

and to explain how such effects occurred. In order to reach these

goa_s, two types of analyses were performed.

First, it was necessary to confi that there were indeed

classroom-level differences in students perceptions that were

attributable to factors other than preexisting student differ-

ences In particular it was necessary to determine the extent to

which grade level and socioeconomic status (Se.S) were associated

h the perceptions of interest and whether classroom process mea-

sures (including teachers' practices) independently accounted for a

significant portion of the variance in student perceptions, then

the second type of analysis was performed: qualitative examination

of classrooms where there were apparen ly very different patterns

of student perception change.

In this section, the results of the a types of analyses aretW

summarized and used to support the argument that clas-_ _om proces-

ses and teache--' practices do influence students' perceptions,

even though age and SES are also i portant predictive factors. Two

dimensions of teacher socialization styl- proved to be especially
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important: structuring of information about the environment In

order to rendor it understandable and predictable and orovsion of

oppc nities for students to practice self-regulation and self-

control.

All analyses in this section of the report are limited to 19

classes that were either third or fourth grades, elimi aCing mixed-

grade classes and second- and fifth-g ade classes.

Statistic l tests.__ to su-- ort ualitstjve anal ses. Before sta-

tistical analyses could proceed, a series _f new variables was

created. A new method of measuring change in perception scores was

developed and used to address the question of whether classroom-

level factors made a difference, with age and SES of student taken

into account. This was accomplished by rating changes in relative

standing on three sets of classroom means of perception scores:

task_perceptians (combining control measures, motivation scales,

and perceived competence in the area of academic task performance),

social perceptions (combining control measures and perceived

comp the area of social acceptance), and 22pularitx

(reflecting the extent to which students liked others in their

classroom). Procedures for determining these ratings are described

in forthcoming project reports. 1_ all cases, inter-rater

reliability was high and significant.

Descriptive data from each class oom were rated on three scales

that defined important aspects of classroom climate that reflect

and promote socialization: affective_tone (the extent to which the

the general emotional tone was pleasant and cooperative), tasktone

(the extent to which students and teacher were involved in
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meaningful tas k and apparently interes ed in learning), and splif-

reoulation (the extent to which students were independent and self-

initiating in carrying out classroom tasks and p-ocedures). The P

rating scales are also described in detail in a forthcoming project

report and also evidenced high inter-rater reliability.

A series of statistical analyses was performed with the six rat-

ings to determine what factors best predicted student perceptio

as measured by the first three r tings. Of particular interest was

the relative contribution of demographic variables (grade level,

socioeconomic status, busing status, and the percent of each class

that were members of a minority group) in comparison to the class-

room climate ratings (affective tone, task tone, and self-regula-

tion).

The first analyses performed were correlations between all rat-

ings and demographic variables, given in Table 1.. None of the demo-

graphic variables were significantly associated with each other.

Socioeconomic status was measured by the school district's indica-

tor: percent of students at each school from families receiving

AFDC (so that higher scores indicate lower SES). This indicator of

SES correlated negatively with both task perceptions and social per-

ceptions. The only other demographic variable that correlated g-

nificantly with ratings was busing status, which correlated signifi-

cantly with all three climate ratfngs, with bused classes having,

higher climate scores. (Analyses continue into the reasons that

busing correlates with classroom climate. The result may not be

due to busing per se, but to the fact that more generally effect ve

teachers were pre_ nt at bused schools. Given the small sample
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Table 1: Intercorrelations of Ratings and 0eagrapic Variables

Mc

AFDC 1.00

Percent

Percent

Ninority Rs: GrLd2
.

BisIngb

Task

Perceptions

Social

Parcepticns PPIA2rity

Affective.

lc%

Task

Tom

Self-

Ragitation

Ninority Sts. .34 1,00
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Social Perceptions .45* .27 .11 .14 ,61" 1.00
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size and uneven distribution of bused classes in the sample, no Lfl-

terpretation of these data is offered at this ti

Several of the ratings were highly intercotreleted. The three

te scales wore positively and significantly correlated with

one another and with ratings of task perceptions, although not with

social percAptions or papule. ity. Task perceptions and social per-

ceptions were correlated with one another.

These findings suggested that cask perceptions w related toere

a variety of variables, both demographic and classroom climate,

while social pe=ceptions and popularity were lens easily predicted

from these data. Although analyses of the social data continue, es-

pecially in the ana1v3es of racial bias an,1

(Nickerson, Anderson, & Stevens, 1986), the remainder of this re-

port will focus on further analysis of the task perceptions data.

The next analysis performed was a stepwise regres- ion, with

task perceptions as the dependent variable and AFDC busing affec-

tive tone, task tone, and self-regulation as independent variables.

The results of these regressions may be found in Table 2. These

analyses revealed that task perceptions were predicted more strong-

ly by a model containing both the self-regulation rating ( hich wa-

highly correlated with both affective tone and task tone) and the

AFDC percent, used as an indicator of socioecono status

These results suggest that socioeconomic status does appear to

be a significant predictor of task perception ratings, with nega-

tive correlations between ratings and SES. However, classroom cli-

mate, especially the extent to which students appear to be self-

regulating, also makes a significant contribution to student task
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Table 2: Regression of Task Perception Ratings OA AFDC

.and aossrocz Rtimate Ratings

Descriptions of PPOes:

Wel 1;

PrWictors, Beta r for predictors

11:E6

2

<J1

F far oadA

11:86Self-resulation

Ncezt 2: Self,resulotion :49 8.61 (.01 11.69

ADC 7.19 (.01

Model 3: Self-regulation .62 4,01 (.05 7,50

AIDCs %47 7.07 (.01

Affect ..15 .24 ns

Model 4: F-test criterion ege gien task rating added; model not completed.

çrons

2 2

R ti01,1( standard Error

Model 1 vs: Model 2

a

Model 2 .59 .54 .87 5.2 (.05

Model 1 .41 .30 1.01 dffl, 15

Model 2 vs. Model 3

Model 3 .60 .52 .89 .35 n5

Model 2 .59 .54 J7 dM, 14

2
df

<41 1, 17

(41 20 16

(.01 3, 15
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perceptions. These findings support the move co qualitative

analysis of the narrative data, where the teacher's tole in

establishing classroom climate may be ex-_ined in more detail.

However, these results also suggest that caution is necessary in

comparing classrooms that differ in students' socioeconomic status.

Guaiitative analyses of narrative A full report of the quali-

tative analyses is impossible in this space, and some qualitative

results are presented in other papers (L. Anderson, 1985; Appelman,

Anderson 5= Frawat, 1986; Bird, Anderson, & Frawat, 1986). A series

of contrasting case studies th teachers paired for SES of

school) is in progress and will serve as both data presentation and

case material fo: use by teachers and teacher candidates. In these

contrasting cases, two dimensions -f socialization are defined and

illustrated: structuring of information that renders the environ-

ment prodictable and comprehensible to students and providing

opportunities to practice self-regulation. These two dimensions

help explain how and why students' task perceptions are influenced

by the ways in which teachers set up task systems and opportunities

in the classroom.

structud.ng_of_info- aIlon to render the environment predict-

able and compsehensible. Sociolinguistic research in classrooms

(e.g., Cazden, 1985; Green & Smith, 1983) has highlighted the impor-

tant role of rule-governed communication and the ways that class-

room interactions can break down when students have failed to draw

the expected inferences about appropriate responses in particular

contexts. In this study, one of the most important features of

"more desirable".classrooms (where students' perceptions -f
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themselves as task performers improved or was mqi__ =d at a high

level) was tho teacher's role in reducing the inference burden on

dents. -achar's in the "more desirable" classrooms deliberateLy

and e7.plicitly presented information that would aid the child in

constructing a scheme about the classroom that matched the teach-

desired scheme.

Teacher structuring included provision of procedural details

but was by no means limited to this domain. Teachers in "more

desirable" classrooms also provided ch in ormation about the con-

texts within -hich activities occurred. For example, teachers

pointed out OctaSiOnl of environmental regularity ("We will always

have silent reading after lunch this year") as well as reasons for

exceptions that rendered them logical to students ("Today will be

different because we have to be in the gym at 10:00 for pictures").

Consistency in following through on their predictions was also appa-

rent.

Teachers also s ruetured information by explicitly linking

ideas: relating examples of specific = lea to broader principles,

relating an incident today to a similar incident last week and dis-

cussing the underlying commonality, and relating rules and ration-

ales or consequences.

Teacher structuring has also been described in the classroom

management literature that emphasizes the importance of comm ca-

tion about rules and procedures at the beginning of the school year

(Evertson, Emmer, Clements, Sanford, & Worsham, 1984; Anderson,

Evertson, & Emmer, 1980). The results of the present study go

beyond the earlier management research in two respects. First.
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Evertson, & Emmer, 1980). The results of the present dy go be-

yond the earlier management research in two ra pects. First, 'f-

ferences in teacher structuring behavior are related to data on stll-

dents' perceptions, and hypotheses are developed about the

cognicive-mediational links that would account for those relation-

ships. Second, these data also focus on a second d mension of

socialization, without which the cognitive schemes formed by the

child would not be useful: the opportunities available to the child

to use knowledge about the environment to regulate independent

activity

Provisio_ _f opportunities to practice self-reg.ulation within a

predictable environment. Teachers i "more desirable" classrooms

created opportunities for students to monitor themselves during

task performance while still holding them accountable for task

completion. This was done by allowing some _noLces 4ithin

not by abdicating all monitoring responsibility to students.

Sometimes, such opportunities were built into regular routines

for work accountability. The result (at least by _idyear) was that

the teacher was not the sole decisi lAker about what would be

done at what time, kn what order, in what manner.

Relating the two dimensions to development of students' task

perceptions: An_gmgrging theory. Earlier work by Harter and

Connell (1984) suggested that a key determinant of the self-percep-

tion measures used in this study is students' knowledge of what

rols outcomes, which implie_ a belief that events are predic-

table and can be attributed to consistent causes. Work within this

p-oject has attempted to link these earlier findings of Harter and
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lead first to greater student knowledge of control, thn to othr

dr,oirablc solf-perceptions.

Weisz and Stipek (1982) sugges=ed that the development of effec

e1'7-perceptions might depend on first rec_gnizing contingeri

cies within the environment and then recognizing that one is person-

ally competent enough to set contingencies into motion. The

explanation for the present results is similar. Before students

can perceive a consistent source of control, they mus_ --rceive

predictability in the environment; that _is, the student must accept

that the classroom environment is rational and that the student has

the necessary knowledge to explain events. This means that events

have meaning, in that they are part of a consIstent network

cause-effect, sequential, or hierarchical relationships. By

structuring information about the environment that allows _tudents

to sea these predictable relationships, teachers can contribute to

students' knowledge of control.

Once knowledge of contrril is established, then teachers also

facilitate development of other self-perceptions through communica-

tion of positive expectations for independence and opportunities to

practice self-regulation. Once students know that task performance

outcomes have reasonable explanations, then they can learn thae

they themselves are important causal influences (i.e., they begin

to develop an internal locus of control). When practice in self-

regulation is successful and students see that they are indeed the

cause of that succes ful performance, then self-perceived compe-

tence may also increase. In these circumstances, the student and

teacher are more likely to share a common understanding of the
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rules of social intercourse, preventing the breakdow that occur
when implicit rules of communication are not shared, as is _e-

scribed in much of the sociolinguistic studLs of classrooms.

This emerging theory canno'7 be tested directly, because student

perception changes could not be closely tracked over the school

year. However, the theory is offered as speculation about one

to tie together the qualitative classroom data, the associated

changes in student perception measures, cognitive developmental

theory, and sociolinguistic views of the role of sh- ed norms.

Conclusions

In this study, a small but important set of outcomes was stud-

ied: udents' perceptions about themselves as task performers and

as members of a classroom group. It has long been known that such

self-perceptions vary as a function of patterns of parenting

(Maccoby & Martin, 1983). In -pite of the strong influence of par-

enting and other out-of-school influences, many educators share the

belief Chat a teacher can also influence the way that children feel

about themselves. Indeed, the first results of this project--the

teacher questionnaire data--revealed that teachers as a group did

value the socializing aspect of their role.

Ali:hough the data of this study do not suggest that teachers'

influences are stronger than family background, the results do pro-

vide strong evidence that the way that a =eacher creates and commun-

icates about the life of a particular classroom can make a tremen-

dous difference in children's beliefs about themselves.

1



Teachers' tasks are seemingly ; parents, principals, and

studon -,1l expect teachers to de many things besides content in-

struct The data from this study reveal that, with all of the

limitations of too little time with too many stud,erts and too many

demands, many teachers are succeeding in affecting their students'

personal and s cial development while still focusing the business

of the school day upon content teaching and le- ning.

Although the narrative data revealed some classrooms that were

not ideal environments for students, the most notable results of

the study are the cescriptions of the several classrooms where

children were visibly learning to be responsible and to feel good

about it. For this, they and their parents can thank the teacher.

2
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CONCEPTUAL ANALYTIC

As a complement to its empirical work, the Ira has initiated
this project to evaluate ideas and practices recommended to
teachers and teacher educators. Too often, practices and policies
hav,i been advocated and adopted on the basis of commonsense or
theoretical assumptions without sufficient critical or empirical
evaluation._ The project stresses conceptual analysisclarifying
important differences between seemingly similar ideas, assessing
the adequacy and completeness of the rationales underlying
recommended practices or conceptions, and identifying hidden
assumptions or unrecognized complications that restrict practical
application, or make it questionable altogether. Project work also
considers how words and modes of communication are and should be
used in order to get teachers and teacher educators to believe or
do certain things. These analyses are informed by reviews of
empirical and other scholarly literature in education, social
science, and philosophy. Wbere appropriate, project analyses
include arguments for alternative ideas, approaches, or practices.

Researchers have iden ified important weaknesses and
limitations in the popular belief that what teachers learn in the
field is more useful and valuable than formal course work. In
general, they have argued that strong reliance on (firsthand)
experience as a principle of curriculum and instruction works
against equality of educational opportunity. They have analyzed
the contributions of different kinds of knowledge to teacher
education and teaching, showing how research knowledge differs from
both personal belief and practical wisdom, and have discussed
problems and conditions of research utilization and communication.
They have considered aspects of the normative structure of teaching
role, such as reasonableness and open-mindedness.

e- Buchmann (coordinator)
Robert Floden
John Schwille

Theron Blakeslee
John Zeuli



CONCEPTU

In what follows, we present, first, our findings on knowledge

utilization and the teaching role in a series of elaborated thes,!s.

Then we will sunarize our work on (firsthand) exper ence in

teaching and learning. The remainder of the report will cover work

completed since April 1986.

Knowledge Utilization and the Teachin- Role

The notion that research findings should be used to improve

ling seems c-htforward. _et thi not _,, coptured in the

concept of knowledge utilization, is surrounded irrational

assumptions that include (a) a belief chat, in us ng research

knowledge, practitioners will come to act wisely, (b) a belief that

research knowledge must be useful, or d- ectly applicable, to be of

value, and (c) a supposition that defirung "the useful" in teacher

education and teaching is not problematic. In clarifying and

criticizing these hidden assumptIons, we have argued that

1. Knowledge use and wise action are not The same; good
teaching cannot be accounted for in terms oZ- knowledge and the
pursuit of utility only. Instead, wise action presupposes
attending to the largest number of pertinent concerns, which
are often competing. Concerns relevant to teacher actions and
decisions can stem from habit and reflection, facts and ideals,
norms and commitments, and many things besides. Reliance on
khowledge and utility rules out as irrational commendable
action driven by ideals and conviction. Still, sticking to
what is mere opinion, false or irrelevant,.will not make action
more wise. Although probleMs in the practicing professions do
not always derive from lacks of knowledge or competence, good
practice does require knowing what is true or false, avoiding
and correcting error.

2. While debates about whether research knowledge is use ul
typically center on whether certain lines of inquiry or
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findings supply effective means to given ends, they should be
recast as entries into deliberations about reasonable
specification of practical ends (and means), and ot their
proper mix or sequence where they are competing. This
deliberative search avoids equating the value of research with
some simple and direct utility ("applicability"), paYs
attention to concrete circumstances (particular situations,
people, purposes, capacities), and broadens the scope of
concerns seen as pertinent to improving teacher education and
teaching. Being more appropriate to the nature of educational
research and practice, this approach to the theory-practice
problem is less likely to mislead either enterprise. (See #Il
& #I2 below.)

3. Unexamined and effectively charged beliefs in the utility
of research knowledge can crowd out other aspects of the value
of inquiry, as well as other valid bases for action. These
beliefs also encourage overestimating the soundness, general-
izability, and applicability of educational research findings,
which are time-bound, theory-dependent, and selective. In
short, che tentativeness of knowledge is a safety catch that a
pretension to usefulness tends to remove. At worst, the push
for utilizing research findings may encourage borrowing the
authority of science for interested purposes, reduce the open-
mindedness of educators, and interfere with the central
scientific pursuits of reiterated knowledge testing and of
creating new problems and ways of knowing.

4. Identifying personal or customary ways of teacher thinking
and acting with practical wisdom is also misleading, for both
are affected by elements of arbitrariness that stem from three
sources: lacks and imperfections of knowledge (e.g., indeter-
minacy of research knowledge, ambiguousness of experience,
unpredictability of the outcomes of action), tensions and
complications in the moral framework of teaching (e.g., dilem-
mas and multiple obligations), and the personal nature of
practice with its roots in the quality of wanting. Practical
decisions are tentative acts of willing, inchoate and uncer-
tain in a way the imperfect knowledge of science is not.
Precisely because teaching practice is personal, often re-
quires suspending some obligations in favor of others, and
routinely Overestimates the determinacy and applicability o
available knowledge (whatever its source), being prepared--
willing and ableto stand back on occasion from given ways of
thinking and acting is a defining characteristic of practical
wisdom.

5. Conversely, reliance on the given and personal habits and
beliefs can block the flow of speculation, conversation, and
reflection by which teachers appraise and revise habits of
action and mind. Among the givens not to be set aside,
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however, are the justified expeotatons of others (studPnts,
parents, administrators, the publc at large) defining the
teaching role in a moral and sociological sens e. To be reason-

able, teacher thinking must therefore reach beyond the partic-

ulars of teachers' own actions and inclinations to consider

role obligations and larger, organized contexts relevant to the

teaching role such as the disciplines of knowledge, laws, and

societal issues. Teachers must submit to impersonal judgment

and be open to change for good reasons, for what they do is

neither private nor sacred but subject to judgments of worth

and relevance. In other words, being reasonable and open-
m=nded are requirements of the teaching role.

6. Educational research can contribute to reasonableness and

openmindedness by exemplifying the ethos of inquiry and by pro-
viding facts and ideas that illuminate, expand, and challenge
given frames of reference. In their processes and mores, re-
search communities are organized for the discipline of second

thoughts and the quickening of new ones. Perhaps 'rwst impor-

tant, the process of inquiry is a continuing demonstration of
the difference between serious possibility (believing something

for reasons good encugh to go on) and unalterable certainty
(taking something for granted as true or right, no matter
what). However, as a community, educational research has a

weak intellectual and casually guided normative structure.
Ideology-ridden like the social sciences, it lacks crucial con-
trols enforcing scientific norms, such as the requirement for

replicability. This puts enormous burdens on individual re-
searchers and raises serious problems of standards and gui-

dance. (See #I2 below.)

7. Conceptions and modes of knowledge use adequate to the

ideals of educational research and practice can be derived from

the distinction between serious possibility and incorrigible

certainty. The practical and moral import of this distinction

derives from teachers in the separate classrooms holding sccial .

and epistemic authority in conjunction, having the final say on

what is justified belief as an underpinning for teaching deci-

sions (process and content). Making this distinction acknowl-
edges the practical need for certainty as an inherant feacure

of knowledge use, whi.le shifting the grounds of epistemic

authority away from privileged access to knowledge (personal or

Scientific) to processes by which lines of thought and action

can be examined and revised. In brief, trust and doubt are the

two faces of knowledge use. For one cannot use knowledge with-

out putting trust into it, and its days as knowledge--justified
belief-7are counted where trust is complete and unquestioning.

The hesitation to trust is realized in observation, reflection,
discussion, and revision--usecond thoughts" that, on the whole,

tend to be better than first ones.



8. Presenting recommendations for action ae research implica-
tions ignores the distinction between serious possibility and
incorrigible certainty and masks the fact that such claims arP
extensions and augmentations ("amplifications") of data and
ideas requiring judgment and "second thoughts." In this
context of usage, implications are usually not regarded as
contributions to discussion or problematical statements, but as
logical consequences that appear indefeasible. Since people
want to believe that what they do is the thing to do, definite-
ly, and that it is based on solid as opposed to shifting
grounds, the rhetorical force of the term "implication" appeals
to the needs and hopes of audiences. By a suggestion of
cogency which supplies a feeling of certainty, the persuasive
rhetoric of implications reinforces the false belief that
educational research can provide authoritative guidance for
teaching policy and practice.

9. In general, persuasion induces belief or conformity to
certain lines of action; failing to pay attention to the
rationality of audiences, persuasion makes it less likely that
research knowledge will be understood or used appropriately by
practitioners and policymakers. A transit system of asser-
tions (implications, findings, conclusions) may be rapid, but
it fails as communication of research. If researcher claims
are reasoned judgments, the reasons have to be comnwnicated
along with the judgments. Still, persuasion can be a means for
hetping others acquire justified beliefsespecially in offer-
ing facts and ideas that entail revising old frames of refer-
ence. Yet persuasion due to unwarranted assumptions of
epistemic or moral authority is a kind of betrayal: a grave
violation of trust. Once there is distrust, differences (e.g.,
'n beliefs or backgrounds) shade into suspicion and disregard,
eroding the basis for communication. Among the penalties for
violating trust is the loss of opportunities for questioning
and enlarging understandings.

10. By contrast, the rhetoric of explanation advances under-
standing and marks off (mere) persuasion from research communi-
cation._ In explaining, people clear something from obscurity
or difficulty, state its import or significance, show how it
relates to other things already known, and give an interpreta-
tion that accounts for some object of interest, illuminating
causes, origins, or reasons. Explanation is consonant with the
aims of science and with the aims of action, too, insofar as
action presupposes knowledge and understanding. The rhetoric
of explanation is compatible with making the most of scientific
knowledge, in a defensible way. _The proper explanation of
research also renders it discussible._ Facts and ideas can then
be ventilated: .exposed to public notice and consideration, and
a free examination from different sides. Explanation, however,
cannot solve all problems of research communication. (See #I2
below.
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11. Interactive modes of knowledge use appear to fit with both
the imperfections of knowledge and the fact that social and
individual action proceed from multiple concerns that are oftPn
conflicting. Talk among different groups in education (e.g.,
researchers, teachers) can be helpful since it provides oppor-
tunities for explaining and discussing beliefs and practices.
While researchers tend to advocate argumentation for these
purposes, arguments often substitute the goal of winning for
that of understand;ng, and entries must conform to the argumen-

tative mold. Cor -sations are less restrictive, less competi-
and more eg-, ;:arian, for they allow for breadth of sub-

ject matter and di!ferent voices. However, conversations are
productive only whare people know 22Esli,u, and they cannot
establish (systematic) knowledge. Also, opportunities for
conversation among diverse groups in education will not be
broadly available. This fact limits the viability of inter-
active modes of knowledge use.

12. The written report thus remains a principal means for
communicating educational research and related recommendations
to general audiences. To do justice to itself and the audi-
ence, research writing must go_beyond persuasion to lay out the
backing (ideas, data, concerns) for conclusions and recommenda-
tions. But research writing misses its point if it simply
passes the audience by: It has to meet conditions of access,
belief, and impact. This raises difficult problems. If the

audience is to come to know researcher claims as warranted,
reporting has to rely on the rhetoric of explanation. Yet

excessive explanation impedes communication by with

access and belief conditions. The limits of explanation, in
turn, imply a pull toward persuasion. These problems of
practice and principle have to be managed by educational
researchers who are usually not self-conscious about reporttng
to general audiences and not selected for their talents and

training in this area of work, where the structure of control
org,4og. d by qualifteA peere losec ita power.
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Buchmann, M. (1984). The use of research knowledge in teacher
education and teaching. American Journal of_Education, 92,
421-439.

Buchmann, M. (1985). Improving education by talking: Argument or

conversation? Teachers College Record, 86, 441-453.
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in teaching (Occasional Paper No. 87). East LansIng: %ichigan
State University, Institute for Research on Teaching. (In
press as "Role over person: Morality and authenticity iii
teaching," Teache Col e Record.)

Buchmann, M. (1985). Research conclusions_in educe n: What Che-
are and how they should be_communicated (Occasional Paper No.
96). Eas- ansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. (Forthcoming, in a revised version as,
"Reporting and using educational research." In J.'. Goodlad,
Ed., Ecological perspect_ive_on school improvement, 1987 year-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.)

Floden, R.E. (1985). The role of rhetoric in changing teachers'
be1ief. Teaching and Teacher Education, 1_, 19-37.

have worked

ence in Teaching_lail_L.1=i2E

three areas related to experience: learn ng

from :irsthand experience, making breaks with everyday experience in

schools, and pitfalls of experience in learning to teach. Our

central arguments are summarized in the following three sections.

Education: The Overcoming of Exzeence

"Experience is the best teacher." In U.S. education, there is

a common belief in the educative value of fi- thand experience,

"being there" and "doing and "seeing for oneself." Teachers,

for example, claim to have learned from classroom exper_ence most of

What they know about teaching. Children, too, are seen as learning

best When firsthand experience is the basis for what they are

taught.

We have questioned the presuppositions that favor firsthand

experience. First, we have looked at what is entailed when
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education and firsthand experience are described an if they ware

equivalent. Beliefs such an equivalence presuppose a commonsense

theory of knowledge and mind that philosophers of science have found

to be inadequate, a theory where tene_s of knowledge are not

presented as postulates at all, but are taken as given and

undeniable because of their o igins in sense experience. Second, we

have used research on the social psychology of judgment to identify

faulty inferences that frequen ly result from learning by f rsthand

experience. Ordinary judgment relies on strategies that reduce

complex tasks of inference to simple operationu (Nisbetc & Ross,

1980). Many of these commonly u ed heuristics are not trustworthy

and may become cognitive traps that prevent education.

Third, we have considered how firsthand experience can close

avenues to conceptual and social change. For example, to learn from

firsthand experience is often to confound whatever happens with

necessity. Thus, in the history of vocational education, learning

by doing was advocated as a means of fitting students to the real

world, thereby curbing their aspirations. Finally, we have argued

that ideas based on secondhand information (e.g., ideas found in

books) are more likely than firsrhand experience _ to expand the scope

of thoughts and actions that can be envis oned. Education gives

access to thoughts and theories that are beyond the scope of

firsthand experience.

Questioning Continuity Between SchoolA_and Evauday_Life

During this century, American schools have increasingly come to

be seen in a continuum of experience that spans family, community,
H-7
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and the world of work (Powell, Farrar, E. Cohen, 1986). Sqc nd -y-

school teachers are urged to make courses relevant to their

students* past lives and expe_ted careers. Elementary-school

teachers are told to st- ss the everyday usefulness of mathematics

and spelling. Many educators assume that without such links to

everyday life students will not be mo_ivated and will have

difficulty learning.

Emphasizing contin ty with everyday life, however, can confuse

regard for students and their interests with accepting all personal

beliefs and stressing the practical relevance of school knowledge.

We argue that emphasia ng continuity conflicts with two central

goals of schooling: promoting equality of opportunity and

developing disciplinary understanding. For, unless students can

break with their everyday experience in thought, they cannot see the

extraordinary range of options for living and thinking; and unless

students give up many commonsense beliefs, they may find it

impossible to learn discipl nary concepts that describe the world in

reliable, often surprising ways. Everyday experience is unlikely to

further these goals and often leads away from them to inequality of

opportunities and the deceptions of everyday life. Schools, as

places set apart have a mandate to give students the opportunity

and power to break from their extramural experiences and everyday

thinking.

Cognitive researchers recognize the value of breaks yet show

ambivalence by advocating continuity; the a le is true of John

Dewey. Ambivalence may result from recognizing that breaks with



everyday experience come at a cost: School learning means losing

the sense that life is seamless and whole aad the comforting

ass- n that things, once learned, are safe from change and

challenge. Yet whatever Lts merits, everyday knowledge is parochial

and idiosyncratic. The attractions of close ties to everyday

experience and its traditions must be weighed against the benefits

of breaking away from such experience for purposes of equality

opportunity and disciplinary understanding.

Pitfalls of Ex erience in Learnirig to Teach

Implicit trust in firsthand experience is part' ularly evident

in discussions about learning to tea h. When teachers look back on

their formal preparation, they generally say that student teaching

was the most valuable part. In deference to this bel ef, teacher

preparation programs give more and more time to classroom experi-

ences, whereas inservice programs stress teachers sharing their

experiences with one another. The expectati n that something will

be learned through classroom experiences is probably justified. Yet

not all lea ntng productive or desirable.

Through observations and interviews of student_ learning to

teach, we have ident fied three pitfalls of exper ence that arrest

thought or mislead prospective teachers into believing that the

central aspects of teaching have been mastered and understood.

The "familiarity pitfall" arises from the fact that prospective

teachers are no strangers to classrooms. Students learning to teach

have- ideas and images of classrooms and teachers la d down through
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many years as pupils themselves which provide a framework

viewint; and standards for judging what ey see that may remain

unquestioned. Classroom experience in itself cannot be trusted to

deliver lessons that shape dispositions to inquire and to be serious

about pupil learning. On the contrary, it may block the flow of

speculation and reflection by which we form new habits of thought

and action.

The "two-worlds p. fall" a_ ses from the fact that teacher

education goes on in two distinct settings (schools and the

university) and from the fallacious assumption that making

connections between these two worlds is straightforward and can be

left to the novice. Students need help to see how what they learn

as university students can shape their thoughts and actions as

teachers: how understanding can clarify and shape ways of do n

The "cross-purposes pitfall" arises from the fact that

classrooms are not set up for teaching teachers. The legltimate

purposes of teachers center on their cla5 rooms and established,

successful activities, rather than on C _ needs of student teachers

to analyze various act -ities and modes of teaching and learning.

Overcoming the "cross-purposes pitfall" will require changes in

teachers' roles to encompass teaching teachers, and structural and

normative changes in schools to accommodate these role changes.

Selected_Prpiect_Papers

Buchmann, M., Es Schwille, 3. (1983). Education: The overcoming of
experience. Americ_an_Journal of Education, 92, 30=51.
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Floden, R.E., Buchmann, M., & Schwill J.R. thooming).
Breaking with everyday experience. Teachers Colle e Record.

Feiman-Nemser, S., El Buchmann, M. (1985). Pitfalls of experience
in teacher preparation. Teachers Colle e Record, 87, 529-544.

Pro'ect

Teaching Knowledge: The Lights That Teachers Live

in all activities and walks of life, people use knowledge.

Knowledge is about different things and enables different kinds

action. It also differs in how widely it is distributed, how

gained and held and how it is seen as warranted. When things are a

matter of common sense, the question of warrants may not even arise,

and even contradictions are taken in stride.

People acquire knowledge through participating in cultural

patterns; such participation entitles them to being a member of

groups and performing social roles. Some cultural patterns have

fewer and more highly selected participants than others. These

differences relate to their perva veness: the degree to which

cultural patterns are diffused through different activities or walks

of life. They affect, in turn, the degree to which associated

knowledge is valued and divided among or dispersed over groups.

Although people prize common sense and consider some scarce

knowledge ornamental at best, the arcane tends to be valued more

highly than widespread knowledge.

1Buchmann, M. (in press). (Occasional Paper No. 106). Ea t

Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching.
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achin know ed e Teaching is a pervasive

activity, diffused through all activities and walks of life. Cat-

burglars, janitors, radiologists and Flamenco dancers are taught

how to do their jobs mostly by people not trained as t achers, In

everyday life, people show each other how to do things, expleinpro-

ceedures or concepts, and respond by praising or correcting the

learner in the situation. And every day, millions of children watch

their teachers; in American schools, six hours a day, five days a

week, for t -ive years. The "apprenticeship of observation"

(Lortie, 1975) gives them a close-up, extended view of what teachers

do.

It follows that teaching knowledge will not be considered

special and that people will be ambivalent about its value. Just as

common sense and everyday experLertce, it will be taken for granted:

valued, yet seen as a matter of course. Where teaching is concern-

ed, who are the ignorant? If participating in cultural patterns

ent tles one to role performance, fe w' seem excluded fram teaching.

When personal biography and everyday experience supply recipes that

work, special schooling for teachers need not be arduous or lengthy,

nor is tt so. What has not been picked up in the school of life,

will be learned by teaching.

Does the ambiguous status of teaching_knowledge mat er While

schoolteachers are appointed particular office, it is unclear

whether much of what they know is special: restricted to official

role incumbents and exceptional or -a-ked off by character, quality,

_ or degree from ord nary knowledge or common sense. People feel
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entitled to use common sense rt teaching. This is why the

terM "teaching knowledge" is more appropriate than "t4cher

knowledge.' Using the term teacher knowledge implies that what is

known iS special to teachers es a group, but the term "teaching

knowledge" allows conside- ng knowledge related to the activities of

teaching while leaving that que _ion open. The emphasis on teachi

knowledge is therefore no quibble; rather, it is an attempt to

descriptive and to avold foregone conclusian relating to teacher

advocacy and ascriptions (or denials) of professional status.

Though a central and apparently motivating factor in recent

discussions of the knowledge teachers use and hold (see,

Diorio, 198 Elbar., 1983; Sch'en, 983), these nstters are beside

the point when trying to understand what lights teachers live by.

For a mass occupation dominated by women, with a flat career,

comparatively low pay and status, eased entry and low retention,

these ambiguities might be cons dered a boon, for they imply that

occupatxonal commitmentmaking teaching one's consistent line of

work in which one sac .fices time and effort in training and stands

to gain due to superior practice (Geer, 1968)--may not be necessary

for acquiring teaching knowledge. In fact, these structural

features of the occupation may be correlates of its cognitive basis

in the folkways of teaching.

Yet most theorists -onsider these ambiguities evils and pit

their arcane versions of teaching knowledge against the folkways.

They invoke expertise where people think that common sense suffices.

They look to teachers' private beliefs and imagery as evidence of
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teaching knowledge that special. They are c.tan critical, of what

people learn about teaching through living and working but find

little redeeming in formal training either. At times they act as

if teaching has not yet been invented.

These theorists are both right and ong: wrong to disregard

or dismiss the folkways of teaching, right to make troublesome

inquiries; right to believe that there can be m_re to teaching rhea

common 'sense, wrong to assume that the private beliefs of teachers

must be held for good reasons. Where found to lacking, the

question is what to substitute for the lights that teachers live by

and how to go about se ting teaching in a new light. Being more

clea- about teaching knowledge about how it is held and used and

where it comes from, will help in answering that quest on.

Care_gories of_ teaching_ knowledge. This analysis considers four

categories of teaching knowledge, namely, the "folk-ways of teach-

ing," "local m es," "private views," and "teaching expertise."

Although these categories can be specified and characterized sepa-

rately, they are not independent. Each category has a different

focus: general patterns of usage, local customs, idiosyncratic

variation, and reflectivehence critical, on occasion inventive--

mastery. Of the four categor es, three highlight sources, and one a

quality or kind of knowing. More after than not, the folkways,

local, and personal teaching knowledge are held as opinion, guess-

work, and mere tradition, being acquired by hab r, fat _ inference

and simple internalization, which turns patterns -f ac ion and
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interpretation into things 'no Ion easily accessible to reflec-

tion, criticism, modification or expul- on" (Schwab, 1976, p. 37).

The folkways of teaching describe "teaching as usual," learned

and practiced in the half-conscious way n which people go about

their everyday life. These folkways of teaching are typical; in

contrast to the theories of scholars, they are patte ns of action

and interpretation that exist, are consided ght, and are mostly

uncodified. Capable of be ng practiced without understanding th ir

point or efficacy, the folkways are widespread and emblematic,

expressing in symbol and action what teaching is about. They are

warranted by their existence and taken-for-granted effectiveness.

Using the term "folkways of teaching" thus involves claims of

existence, typical ty, rightness, and half-conscious habit. It is

here that the knowledge base of teaching lies. The folkways have

their correlates in the character of school knowledge, that is, in

the content and structure of what children learn in school.

Local mores constitute teaching knowledge held and used like

th, folkways and mostly based on them, but more variable and likely

to be articulated as maxims or missions. Teachers' private views

are like Bacon's (1620/1939) "idols of the cave." Personally

compelling, they arise from the peculiar experiences, feelings, and

characteristics of individuals who nevertheless are members of

groups; hence even idiosyncrasy is socially colored and bounded.

For these three sources of teaching knowl dge, "fa iliarity, common

repute, and congenial ty to desire are readily made the measuring

rod of truth" (Dewey, 19 6/1963, p. 188).
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What marks off teaching expertise from the folkways, local

mores, and private views is less what associated knowledge is about

than how it s held and used. Though it can build on the folkways,

teaching expertise goes beyond their mastery or skilled performance

by including (a) judgments of appropriate ess, testing of conse-

quences, and considerations of ends, not just means and (b) less

typical modes of practice, such as explanation discussion and the

deliberate management of value dilemmas by the teacher. In how they

arise and change, local mores and private views have more affinities

to the folkways than to teaching expertise. Thus, while expertise

can al _ grow out of local mores and private views, the odds are

against In self variable, teaching expertise is the exceptIon

by way of character and rare occurrence.

Drawing on research on teaching, teacher thinking and the

cultures of teaching (including teacher educe on) in the United

States, this analysis deals -ith each category in turn, exa_ rung

what that knowledge tends about, how it arises and changes,

how it is held and used, what it allows teachers to do and see, and

how it may relate to the other catego-mes. This discussion then

leads to speculation about the ways in and extent to which these

different categories of knowledge provide light that teachers live

by. Are they inspirations or means of subsistence? How and,why do

the folkways of teaching, on the whole, account for the aspects in

and by which teaching is viewed and practiced? When do teachers

rely on their own lights, teaching and seeing teaching with the help

afforded by their private views? To what extent do teachers live by
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the light of local mores, of what they learn by work

particular setting . How bright or dim are these different Lights,

and how are old lights In teaching changed by new ones if at all?

Given this larger context, this paper on the folK ays of teaching

has been completed and wIll be presented at the upcming meet ag

the International Study Assoc

Belgium, October 1986.

a t to. Teacher Thinking, Leuven

Implementation of Teacher Thinkin_ Research as
Curriculum DeliberationZ

Drawing on philosophy, curriculum theory, and studies of

teacher education, this paper aims to reconstruct the implementation

question in teacher thinking research. To exemplify our argument

and show What is entailed in curriculum deliberation for teaching

(2a.chers, we examine a particular study of teAcher thinking, Dan C.

Lortie's (1975) SchoolTeacher, and a specific occasion for educa--ng

teachers, the "social foundations" course that a part of American

teache: preparation. Through a combination of philosophical and

case analysis we aim to demonstrate that curriculum questions in

teacher education are problems of practice, that is, of principled

thought involving particulars as opposed to technical application

of research or unreflective reliance on tradition. Hence this paper

serves to clarify the meaning of professIonal actlon in teaching

teachers.

2ZeuIi, J.S., & Buchmann, M. (in press). (Occasional Paper

No. 107). East Lansing: Michigan State University; also
forthcoming in Journal of Curriculum _Studies..
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This paper to be published as part of the IRT series will also

be presented at the upcoming meeting of the International Study

Assoc ation on Teacher Thinking, Leuven, Belgium, October 1986.
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KNOWLEDGE USE IN LEARNING TO TEACH

This projec_ has focused on how prospective teachers construct kn
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KNOWLEDGE USE IN LEARNING TO TEACH

Back7sound

Over 20 years ago, Sarason, Davidson, & Bla 962) called

teacher preparation an "unstudied proble " and urged researchers to

look at what actually went on inside programs as a basis for under-

standing the effects on teachers. Ten years later in a National

Society for the Study of Education Yearbook on Teacher_Educatio

Fuller and Bown (1975) recommended that r- earchers start trying to

answer the basic descriptive question, "What is out there?" And

most recently in her chapter on research in teacher education in

the third Handbook_ of Research on Teaching, Lanier 1986) empha-

sized the need for descriptive-analytic studies of the teache- edu-

cation cur iculum and of the thinking and learning of teacher candi-

dates.

Without systematic descriptions of what is taught and learned

in formal preparation and field experiences, we cannot understand

what professional education contributes to teachers' learning and

how that learning can best be fostered. That means finding out:

1. What teacher educators teach;

2. How opportunities for learning in the preservice curriculum
are structured;

3. What sense intendin- teachers make of these opportunities
to learn over time;

4. What happens when student teachers take their learning from
the university setting to the classroom; and

5. How these different experiences do or do not add up to a
preparation for teaching.
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These questions have shaped the Knowled

Project.

6111,uptions and Pur oses

Ts, -earning to Teach

We began the study with some grounded assumptions about the

preservice phase of learning to teach (Feima -Ne -er, 1983), Gene-

rally regarded as a weak inte ention, teacher preparation is a

brief period of formal study. It is preceded by a long period of

informal learning through teacher watching and classroom partici-

pation as a pupil, and succeeded by another period of informal, on-

cho- b 1ern To be effective reacher preparation must tak

into account the prior beliefs of candidates and also prepare them

to learn from teaching in ways that go beyond trial-and-error and

reliance on personal preference. The possibility that teacher edu-

cation can make a difference implies that what candidates bring to

theLr :ormal preparation by way of personal belief- and disposi-

tions may not be adequate and can be altered. It also suggests

that teacher educators have worthwhile knowledge and skills to

impart.

One goal of the study was to describe and analyze what prospec-

tive teachers learned in relation to what they were taught, both at

the university and in the field. A second goal was to appraise the

content and import of the lessons lea-ned and consider if and how

they added up as preparation for teaching.

Re_lattonshiz to Trevibus Researh,

This study differs from previous research on teacher prepara-

tion in three major ways. First, there has been little --search 01.
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the preservice curriculum, especially as it is enacted. While some

researchers have investigated the effects of particular program com-

ponents (e.g., student teaching), few have looked closely at educa-

tion courses or other field experiences. Mostly they have drawn in-

ferences about the "treatment" on the basis of pre/posttest data.

In our study, we have focused on how the prospective teachers

changed and on the nature of their professional education. Thi_

enabled us to speculate about the relationship between program

features and teacher learning.

A second unique characteristic of this project is its longi-

tudinal perspective. Most studies of teacher education look aC

prospective teachers at a specific point in their preparati

(e.g., before and after student teaching); we have followed inten-

ding teachers through two years of undergraduate teacher prepara-

tion. This perspective allowed us to examine change over time and

to explore how those changes relate to entering beliefs and program

characteristics.

A third difference lies in our explicit commitment to descr

tion and appraisal. Most studies of teacher education tend to

vide either description or evaluation. We wanted to document how

prospective teachers construct knowledge about teach_ng over the

course of their formal preparation. At the same time, we wanted to

consider the empirical realities of teacher preparation in relation

to a view of worthwhile ends and defensible means. Those realities

do not speak for themselves. Researchers, policymakers, and educa-

tors need standards for describing and as-essing what go_: on in

teacher preparation.
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Th report summarizes four years of work. It is organized in-

to two ma'n sections. In the first, we describe what we did;

the second, we discuss what we have learned about the preservice

phase of learning to teach.

Research Design and Methodoluy

Sites. We chose as research _ tes two contrasting teacher edu-

cation programs because we thought that differences in their st

tura and ideology might help explain differen es in _Aident teach-

ers' thinking and learning. The Academic Program emphasized the

importance of theoretical and subject matter knowledge in teaching.

At the time of the study, it provided limi-ed field experience

prior to student teaching. The Dec Making Program emphasized

generic methods of teaching and -arch-based dee sion making.

Mostly it took place in local elementary schools where teacher can-

didates spent considerable time in cla -rooms, aiding, observing,

and teaching lessons. Both programs were part of a major effo-t to

reform undergraduate teacher educat on at Michigan State Univer-

sity.

Part cipants. We selected four students from each program,

using a two-step process. First, we consulted with program faculty

who identified a pool of first-term elementary education ma

Second, we examined the students' responses to selected items on a

questionnaire administered by MSU's Office of Program Evaluation.

These included questions about sources of knowledge in learning to

teach, reasons for wanting to become a teacher, degree of
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confidence in present and future teaching ability, and reasons for

pupils' academic success or failure in school. Because we planned

follow a small sample, we delibe -=ely chose individuals with

contrasting views to increase the range

gram experiences.

Our participants ware as follows:

sporises to common pro-

Decisio-MakinAcademicProgx.im n Pro ram
Danielle mBetty
Janice *Cathy
Linda Molly

SSusan arah
- - -- -- - -----

All names used are pseudonyms.
#Betty changed to the Standard Program before student teaching.
*Cathy dropped out of school to get married after the first year.

12.1k_c_daLlman

Two main types of data were collectedobservations of courses

and field experiences, including student teaching, and inte-

with our student-pa ..cipants.

Course observations Each term we observed a key aspect of the

curriculum in each program. Where possible, we observed comparable

courses (e.g., a pair of educational psychology courses, a pair of

social studies methods courses). Observers attended class regular-

ly, taking detailed fieldnotes about the content of the class and

how it was presented, about the assignments and how they were evalu-

ated, and about what the students and the instructor did or said.

Altogether we docurrnted eight courses or course/field combina-

tions:

acaLeTnjC rrogram
Educational psychology
Curriculum
Social studies methods
Science methods

Educational psychology
Reading methods #1
Social studi,Ls methods
Reading methods #2
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The fieldnotes were typed and collet d in sets by course, along

with syllabi, student handouts, and teSts. The course data provide

detailed information about the enacted curriculum in core courses

of cwo 'telt --ative" undergraduate teacher education programs.

Interviews. Each term we interviewed our focal students about

what they were learning in their education courses and field experi-

ences and how they thought it would help them in teaching and learn-

ing to teach. The interviews probed students' perceptions about

specific features of courses we had observed. For example, when we

observed social studies methods courses where instructors presented

many teaching suggestions and activities, we wondered what-this com-

municated to students about the nature and sources of "good ideas"

in teaching. We turned our musfrgs into intervjew questions about

where good ideas come from and how you can tell if something will

"work." Observing in courses also gave us concrete, shared refer-

ents to talk about with students. Each participant was interviewed

eight times over two years (not including student teaching). All

inte- iew- which lasted about an hour and a half, were tape-

recorded and transcribed.

tudent te4alkng. Our research design also called for inten-

sive study of student teaching. We expected chat the character,

quality, and outcomes of the experien, would result from the i

teraction of program features, chara t _istics of the classroom and

characteristics of the individual student teacher.

Each student was paired with one project researcher who vIsited

the student teacher at least once a week and also interviewed her

info -ally hroughout the term. For each participant, the data
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.cluded detailed fieldnotes of the student teacher's accl ies

and interactions; records of all conversations with the student

teacher, cooperating teacher, and university supervisor and copies

of the student teacher's journal. We also conducted two formal in-

terviews at the beginning and end of student reaching.

Qa&lkag_Literaure Review

We reviewed lite-ature on an ongoing basi:3, either in response

to our orienting que-_ions or to sues that emerged from the data_

This work informed data collection and data analysis and contribu-

ted to the conceptual frameworks that are major outcomes -f the

study.

Kmulladgg use jachin. Teacher preparation is sup-:osed to

be a time when future teachers encounter a knowledge base for their

work. WO were interested in the kinds of knowledge that teacher

educators. in different preservice programs wouLd deem important for

prospective teachers to acquire. We hypothesized that these en-

counters with theoretical and practical knowledge might influence

how future teachers came to think about the role of theory and prac-

tice in teaching and learning to teach.

To explore these issues, we examined thre_ categories of litera-

ture related to knowledge use in teaching: (a) empirical studies of

teachers' knowledge (e.g., Elbaz, 1983; Huberman, 1980; Jackson,

1974; Lampert, 1981), (b) descriptive accounts by teacher-

researchers about the role of theory in practice (Cazden, 1976;

Duckworth, 1972), and (c) philosophic:a analyses of issues related
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to knowledge use in teaching Buchmann, 982; Dewey. 1904/

1965; Phillipc, 1980; Schon, 19

This literature challenges the dominant view of professiona1 be-

havior as the application of scientific knowledge to the solution

f practical problems. At the same time, it portrays teachers' pat-

terns of knowledge use as intuitive and individualistic. Our review

sensitized us to ways in which both programs seemed to misrepre ent

actual and desirable patterns of knowledge use in teaching (see

Feiman-Nemser & Ball, 1984).

ConcapplilInge. We also wondered how the two programs would

portray tho process of learning to teach and whether th:z; would

illuminate the transition from layperson to teacher which we came

to see as an important consideration at the preservice level.

Because this transition requires new ways of perceiving and think-

ing about classrooms and teaching, we turned to the literature on

conceptual change for ways to describe and account for the learning

involved (e.g. Petrie, 1982; Strike & Posner, 1985). From this per-

spective, kno ledge grows out of the tnteractan between experience

and current ideas, and learning results from a change in cognitive

organization. The conceptual change literature gave us ways to

talk about changes in the thinking of our focal students as they en-

countered new ideas about teaching that did not match their prior

beliefs. Other models of teacher learning (e.g. behavioral deve-

lopmental, socialization) do not IllumInate such changes or provide

direction for thinking about appropriate conditions. Our review of

the literature on conceptual change refined our questions about

teacher learning during teacher preparation and focused our
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attention on opportunities for and instances

in our data.

Textbooks and curriculum decision makiri-

eptual chan

A third major liters-

ture review was stimulated by an issue that emerged from our data.

As we sat in cn courses, we were struck by the fact that both pro-

grams seemed to promote the idea chat good teachers did not use

textbooks and teachers' guides, but developed their own cur_ culum

instead. Surprised by this message, we turned co literature on ele-

mentary school textbooks (e.g., Duffy, Roehler, & Putnam, 1986;

Durkin, 1981; Kantor, Ande son, & Armbrus er, 198 Schmidt, Caul,

Byers, & Buchmann, 1984; Smith & Anderson, 1984) to see why teacher

educators might want to steer teachers away from them. This

search reports many deficiencies in school text materials, includ-

ing badly designed practice materials (Sykes, 1985), unclear teach-

ers' manuals (Durkin, 1981), and lack of at ention to common stu-

dent misconceptions about the content (Smith & Anderson, 1984). Gle

also studied descriptive and analytic work on curriculum decis on

making (e.g.. Anyon, 1981; Ben-Peretz, 1984; Buchmann, 1986;

Cusick, 1983; Scheffler, 1958; Schwille et al., 1983) to help us

develop a conceptual framework for thinking about what beginning

teachers need to learn in order to make decisions about content and

materials of instruction Ball & Feiman-Nemser, 1986).

Data Analysia

Data analysis has been ongoing, combining the use of external

perspectives with the pursuit of emergent themes through interviews

and fieldnotes. This st ategy is based on two ass__ptions: that
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ng is something we do with ideas as -!e-111 as with senses"

(Strike & Posner, 1985), but also that learni something new is

dependent upon one's capacity for surp_'s (Scheffler, 1977).

We developed some analytic schemes inductively. For example, in

our work on how teacher educators portray the role of knowledge in

teaching, we read through the fieldnotes, noting all explicit mes-

sages about th- nature, sources uses and warrants of kno ledge in

teaching and learning co teach. Then, we grouped these messages

into two distinct views. Finally we chunked each class period into

segments and calculated the relative frequency of each view across

a particular course (see Feiman-Nemser & Ball, 1984). Although we

brought our interest in this issue with us to tho study, our ap-

proach to data analysis was firmly grounded in the data.

We analyzed other issues by applying a set of questions based

on reviews of relevant literature. For instance, in analyzing what

programs conveyed to students about textbooks and curricular deci-

sion making e framed four broad questions with which to examine

the courses and used them to summarize the program messages (see

Ball Ex Feiman-Nems 1986). In contrast to our work on views of

knowledge, this issue emerged from the data and surprised us; yet

our approach to analysis drew heavily on external perspectives.

We approached the student teaching data with questions about

the influence the program, the classroom setting, and the stu-

dents' entering beliefs and expectations. We wantea to document

the unique experiences of each student teacher in a way that would

all for comparisons within and between programs. We also wanted

to draw on our extensive knowledge of programs and students in
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helping to explain what the experience was like and what student

teachers learned. We evolved a common for At for 15-20 pagr case

studies that would d alone as an account of each student teach-

er's experience. Thl format allows us to illustrate the relati a

influence of persons, program, and setting and to appraise the con-

tent and outcomes of the experience.

-What_We _Have Learned

The outcomes of our project can be classified as frameworks,

findings, and perspectives. Through the project, we have generated

new ways of thinking about the role of formal knowledge and first-

hand experience in learning to teach and about the special mission

of teacher preparation. The longitudinal study of six prospective

teachers also yields insights about what undergraduate teacher pre-

paration is like and how teacher educators and prospective teachers

think about it.

Frameworks_for_A2praising_the Character and Oualiv
of Teacher PraRaration

Over the course of the project we have developed two frameo ks

for thinking about teacher learning during teacher preparation.

One focuses on ggnsrAl_ggill_2f_tpa,cher_nrenaracion; the second

elaborates sources of influence on teacher learnin durin eacher_

2mmrALLioln. The frameworks allow us to integrate empir al des-

cription with an analysis of questions of value and p licy ln teach-

ing teachers (see Scheffler, 1985, for a discussion of the ro of

such fr:___eworks in educational research). Together these
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frameworks offer a perspective on the special role -f teacher

preparation during the preservice phase of learning to teach. They

focus attention on the extent to which prospective teachers become

oriented to the distinctive work of teaching and begin to develop

the understandings and practical skills that their work requires

and they highlight the sources of influence on teacher learning.

What i- the special mission of p ervice preparation? Our

answer rests on an epistemic view of teaching (Jackson, 1986) which

points to a major goal for preseice preparation--helping prospec-

tive teachers make a transition to "pedagogical thinking." The

sorts of changes involved in this transition from common sense to

profe sional modes of thinking go beyond the acquisition of subject

matter knowledge and technical skills.

What distinguishe- teaching from other helping professions is a

concern with helping people learn worthwhile things in the social

:ontext of classrooms. Whatever else teachers do, they are sup-

posed to impart knowledge and see that pupils learn (Wilson, 1975;

Peters, 1977; 8_11mann, 1984). To promote learning, teachers must

know things worth teaching, consider what is important, and find

ways to help students acquire skills and understandings. This

calls for principled and strategic thinking about ends, means, and

their consequences, as well as consideration of the skills and

motivation to implement particular courses of action.

Since teachers cannot observe learning direcy, they must

learn enough about people to detect signs of understandtng and
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confusion, feigned interest and genuine absorption (Dewey, 1904/

1965). Because teachers work with groups of students, they must

also consider the learning needs of many individuals as they orche-

strate the social and intellectual sides of classroom life. Good

teachers at their best moments manage both sides together whereas

novices usually cannot give them equal attention at the same time.

By concentrating on the interactive side of class oom teaching, how-

ever, student teachers may learn to manage pupils and classrooms

without learning to teach (Dewey, 1904/1965).

7,A.tejrag,g(n-_arLdactin. Although the lengthy personal

experience of schooling provides teacher candidates -ith a reper-

toire of beliefs and behavior to draw from, it does not prepare

them for the central tasks of teaching. Looking at teaching from a

pupil perspective is not the same as vie-ing it from a pedagogical

perspective. Prospective teachers must learn co look beneath the

familiar, interactive world of schooling and focus on student think-

ing and learning. Perhaps most difficult is learning to shift

attention from oneself or one's subjects t_ what others need to

learn.

There is a big difference betwe n going through tie motions of

teaching--checking seatwork, talking t the board, assigning

hom o k--and connecting these activities to what pupils should

learn over time and checking on what they have actually understood.

Helping prospective teachers recognize that difference and laying

the groundwork for the orientations and skills of pedagogical

thinking and acting are central tasks o
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1!;Lichinz _in_ aulticultura1ocietv. Puzzling about what is

going on inside the heads of young people is difficult enough when

teachers and students share a culture; it becomes even more compli-

cated when they do not. Yet teachers must assume some responsibi-

lity for equal access to knowledge. This requires, in addition,

that they examine their own beliefs about the capacities and needs

of different pupils and pay attention to the effects of various

teaching strategies on them.

PrOspe tive teachers are not likely to approach their teacher

education in this way. Consider the qualities they think are im-

portant fc.r teaching and their expectations about what they will

learn from their professional studies. They typically cite warmth,

patience, and a love of children as pe- onal qualities that will

make them :ffective teachers. They expect to teach youngsters like

themselves in schools that are like the ones they attended. Often

they think that common sense and memories from their own schooling

will supply the subject matter necessary to teach young children.

They most hope to learn instructional techniques and methods of

classroom control through formal pre2aration.

Teacher educators cannot ignore the expectations and personal

qualities of candidates but must relate them to a view of teaching

and learning to teach in which student learning and understanding

is central. They must help prospective teachers connect their rea-

sons for teaching to the central tasks of teaching and see that

decisions about content and pedagogy have social consequences for

which they as teachers are partly, responsible (Scheffler, 1958).

Our case studies of teacher learning and teacher preparation illumi-

nate and are illuminated by this framework.
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A second framework which we have developed describes major

souces of influence on teacher learning during preservice prepara-

tion and how they help or hinder the transition from lay person to

teacher. These sources of influence include the personal capaci-

ties, temperaments, and entering beliefs of teacher candidates and

th ir opportunities to learn in professional courses and field ex-

periences, especially student teaching.

Host models of learning to teach emphasize the role of a single

source of influence on teacher learning. For example, theories of

teacher development focus on individual teachers' capaities and

concerns that presumably unfold in a succession of stages through

experience over time (e.g. Fuller, 1969). Theories of teacher

socialization emphasize the influence of the school set.Ang in

which teachers are influenced by colleagues, pupils, and the work

itself (e.g. Waller, 1932). Theories of teacher training highlight

a process of practice and feedback meant to equip teachers with a

r pertoire of skills and strategies (e.g. Joyce & Showers, 1980).

These models have no clear connection to the central tasks of

teaching and teacher preparation. The developmental and socializa-

tion accounts do not accord much of a role to teacher educators, fo-

cusing instead, on the teacher as a person and the workplace as a

setting. The training account presupposes a limited idea of

teacher performance and treats learning to teach as an additive pro-

cess that largely bypasses person and setting. None of the models

illuminates the role of previous beliefs or "preconceptions" in

teacher learning. Nor do they take into account the "ecology"
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teacher education--the influence of program features, settings, and

people AS they interact over time (Herh, Hull, & Leighton, 1982).

Failure to attend to this "ecology" is a ma or reason for the unsat-

isfactory state of knowledge about teacher preparation and learning

to teach (Zeichner, 1985).

In our project we examined the thinking of future teachers in

relation to the a2ngant of the preservice curriculum and the con-

texI of the school- in which they work as student teachers. Be-

cause we assumed Lhat opportunities to learn and learning outcomes

result from the interactions :f persons programs, and settings,

focused our work on describing and analyzing the patterns of inter-

action among three sources of influence.

Persons. We have already acknowledged that prospec _I, teach-

ers perceive and interpret the preservice curriculum in terms of

their preconceptions about teaching and learning to teach. Teacher

candidates al o have personal dispositio- orientations, and exper-

iences levant to teaching. Qualities such as social and intellec-

tual skills and expectations about life and work affect the way

they approach their preparation and influence what they learn from

it.

Programq.. Typically, teacher education programs rely on the

arts and science faculty to provide teachers with general education

and subject matter knowledge. Education courses are the most

formal and systematic part of 1 a- ing to teach. In teacher educa-

tion courses, future teachers are exposed to the knowledge presumed

to be relevant to teaching. Foundations courses generally draw

their content from the disciplines undergirding education (e.g.
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:ociology, philosophy) and, more recently from re-

la 0 ssrooms and teaching (Smith, 1980). Methods courses

2oaches to teaching different school subjects.

irses have associated field experiences during which

ter: _ucati n students "apply" the kno ledge they are learning

aing situations. What teacher candidates learn in their edu-

.-zicn courses however, depends not only on the knowledge they en-

-lter but also on the way those encounters are structured and the

bssages they convey about teaching and le ndng to teach.

The_7field". Teache-_ often regard student teaching as the

most valuable part of their formal preparation. As a model of class-

room life and an arena of practice, the "field' influences the

boundaries and directions of what can be learned through its char-

acteristic interactions and curriculum. Cooperating teachers set

the affective and intellectual tone in classrooms and demonstrate

ways of working with pupils. They can also influence what student

teachers learn by the way they conceive and carry out their roles

as teacher educators (e.g., by the responsibilities they assign and

the feedback they of: The ethos of the school and the n

that govern faculty interactions are other potential sources of in-

fluence on teacher learning.

Our c.lise studies of student teaching illustra-e how these fac-

tors of persons, program, and setting interact over time co affect

differentially the experience of each of our students. They chal-

lenge the convent:1.0nel belief that the the school is a powerful con-

servative force that "washes out" the desirable effect of the uni-

versity program. Questions of relative influence, interaction, and
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effect are far more complicated than thi- conventional imeg4

suggests.

Einding

The underlying epistemology of teacher preparation treats educa-

tional research and theory as the major sources of knowledge about

teaching and views the fi ld" or classroom as a place to apply for-

mal knowl dge. Despite their differing ideologies and structures,

both programs promoted these views even though they did so in strik-

ingly different ways.

The DeciLlon-Making Program approached the field head on. Invol-

ving the students in classroom work on a continuing basis, faculty

worked actively to shape the content and outcomes of this experi-

ence The program coordinator selected one local elementary school

as the site for first-year field experiences and another one for

student teaching. The program "moved in," occupying a classroom for

its seminars and classes, and pla-Ang Decision-Making Progr stu-

dents in most of the school's classrooms as assistants. The pro-

gram used detailed forms to evaluate the lessons that prospective

teachers' taught based on course concepts. During student teach-

ing, the program coordinator spent large amounts of time in the

school, directly supervising and evaluating students.

In contrast, the Academic Program avoided the field. Students

had limited and specific field assignments in conn ction with parti-

cular courses ( g., conducting a clinical interview with a pupil).

Student teaching was their first extended time in a classroom. In

place of firsthand experience, several courses used care studies of
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teaching and learning to illustrate concepts and provide vicarious

experience. Still students were expected to operationalize these

concepts during student teaching without having had much help in

clarifying their practical import and mastering the requisite

skills.

Student teachers in both programs were supposed to "use" what

they had been taught in their niversicy courses in the classrooms

just as "professional teache s" use research and theory to make

teaching decisions. At the same time, both programs seemed to un-

derestimate what is entailed in learning to do this. Nor did they

explicitly promote the idea of "learning from experience." Stu-

dent teachers were evaluated on their performance without having

portunities to achieve technical mastery let alone work on transfer-

ring skills to the real world of the classroom. Although they were

told that learning to teach would continue on Che job, students

not judged on their willingness to take a critical and experi-

Mental stance toward teaching.

Mather program taught students about the role of practical

knowle,.ge in teaching, and students in both programs developed the

idea that most practiciug teachers were not desirable models nor

sources of knowledge. Sarah, one of our focal students, commented

about the teachers in school--they "can't help it if they don't

know about some of these things--like metacognition-- 'cause they

weren't in the Decision-Making program in 1982." Instructors and

supervisors directly reinforced this view. One supervisor in the

Decision-Making Program told a student th "quite frankly .

this-is what will make you different than the average teacher."
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Even though A deic program students were not in the field, they
read and crLtjcjzed ce.s of t _chars who seemed to focus on activi-

ties rather than oz tudent learning. During student teaching,

several student taachelewere bLghly critical of their cooperating

teachers and rejeccerfi them as sources of knowledge about teaching.

Despite the eraph son knowledge use, students still developed

_rial and or" approach to teaching, believing that they would

have to figure out fot themselves "what works." Janice, an Acade-

mic Program student. tliad to get help from har cooperating teacher

th classroom managekant, a topic not addressed by her program.

She was cold: "I earl' ttoll you_ exactly what I do because each per-

son develops their oint thing, E can't tell you exactly what to

say. It' ll come to you" Our sudents came to sea the pocess of

figuring out "wh t world' as highly individualistic, wtthout need

of professional starxciatds for judging the adequacy or defensibility

of particular ideas , cuitegies. or approaches .

The epistemoi gy qf teacher preparation that we uncovered sets

up a curIous paradox, *one hand, prospective teathers are en-

join d to apply a commonly shared body of scientific knowledge.

the other hand, thalr individuaListic approach to teaching is

einforced rather chat challenged. Our research suggests that the

university is just as tesponsible as the schools for fostering in-

dividualism in prospeQtive teachers rather than helping them deve-
-

lop an explicit satie ofprofess tonal or roLe-related s tandards

against which to J udge their wo..
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Prospective elementary teachers tend to have limi _dknowle ge

of their teaching subjectd. None of our students had a solid

grounding in Anx subject, and some of them disliked certain sub-

jects. Whereas the two programs dxffered in their view &it the

role of content knowledge in teaching, neither program helped (or

even encouraged) students to build up their subject matterknow-

ledge.

Instructors in the Academic Program stressed the importance of

having a d grasp" of subject matter (e.g., understaMing the

central concepts in a discipline and the relationships amng

them). They portrayed teachers as decision makers abou

pies to emphasize, touch on, and omit, decisions that depend on an

understanding and conception of the subject matter. The Academic

Program also promoted a view of teaching in which teachers focus on

student thinking and teach for understanding. According to this

view, teachers should identify and seek to change pupils'mave con-

ceptions. To do this kind of teaching, One instructor noted, teach-

ers must know a lot.

Whereas instru tors in the Academic Program stressed the con e-

lity of sub -cc matter, course assignments seemed to destine them

prospective teachers already had sufficient grasp _f theirsub-

jects. In one course, for instance, students worked in troups

develop a "spiral curriculum" for a central topic in cheirsubject

area (e.g., heat in science, the number sys em ia mathematics, con-

flict in so-ial studies, and character in English). Thistesk,

which requires an under-tending of the basic concept and
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elements, proved difficult for many students. The mathemat cs

-a or , for instance, struggled with the idea of "number system"

since it did not fit the ways in which they tended to think about

math ( .g.. n terms of "courses" such as algebra or geometry).

The Academic Program students also had to critique textbooks in two

f their "co " courses assignments that assumed a fair degree of

subject matter expertise. In one assignment, the instructor asked

students to determine whether a textbook in their subject area con-

tained content that was "important for students at a given age to

know. He assumed that the prospective teachers had a sufficiently

broad perspective on their subjects, such that they could evaluate

the relative worth or centrality of certain ideas or skills. In

fact, many students had to rely on their -ec llections of what they

had learned when they were in the same grade.

Unlike the Academic Program, the Decision-Making Program did

not emphasize subject matter knowledge, promoting instead a gene-

eic, process view of teaching. It projected an image of the good

teacher as one who makes systematic, data-based decisions, drawing

from educational psychology and re earch on teaching.

Planning was a ma _r emphasis of the Decision-Making Program,

and the way in which it was taught revealed the progra_ 's stance

toward subject matter knowledge. In teaching the skills of instruc-

tional planning, one instructor said, "A behaviorial objective can

be described for any subject, even if the one writing it doesn't

know the subject." Lesson plan assignments treated planning as a

generic process, based on principles from educational psychology

(e.g., Piagetian stages, advance organizers) and unrelated to
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subject matter considerations. During student teaching, super-

visors worked hard to help student teachers improve their planning

but did not help them understand the content they were teaching

(se_ case studies of student teaching, especially Sarah in

Faiman-Nemser, Ball, Buchmann, Noordhoff, & Lawrence, 1986).

In both programs, the prospective teachers' lack of subject

matter knowledge was evident during student teaching, yet no

one--not the university supervisors nor the cooperating

teachers- eemed to focus on this. For example, one day Janice,

struggling with an impromptu digression, told her second graders

that the idea "one fourth of 100" could be written:

1/4 100

Another day she got stuck as she tried to think of a model or story

that would help seven-year olds understand negative numbers. Rat-

her than helping Janice understand the concepts she was supposed to

teach, the cooperating teacher told Janice not to focus so much on

content but to worry more about management. Similarly, when Sarah

began teaching fifth graders about place value, her university su-

pervisor pushed her to do her "o- planning instead of relying on

the math textbook. While the supervisor urged Sarah to "think con-

ceptually," Sarah was confused about the essential concept. Whether

she assigned exercises from the book or used chip-trading activi-

ties, she had tr uble understanding and teaching the concept of

place value, but the help she received from her supervisors cen-

tered on planning.

Despite different messages about the centrality of subj -t mat-

knowledge in teaching, neither program dir ctly addre- ad the
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teacher candidates' und _standing of the subjects they were sup-

pos 4-to teach. This finding may help account for why elementary

teaching is often thin and tends to be judged according to generic,

process criteria. It also highlights a critical proolem in the

current organization of and responsibility for teacher education_

Most of the official responsibility for subject matter preparation

lies outside teacher preparatl.on. Yet liberal arts faculty are

unlikely to feel responsible for teaching subject matter in ways

that fbster the special kind of understandings that teachers need

(Wilson & Shulman, in press). Moreover, teacher educators, who

control only a small proportion of prospective teachers total

education, a unlikely to add subject matter to their

responsibilities. The view of pedagogy as a generic process

perpetuates a basic weakness in undergraduate teacher preparation

that no on seems to feel responsible for.

Learnine to Use Cor Not Usel
Textbooka and Teachers' Guides

Both programs promoted the idea that professional ( _ good)

teachers did not use textbooks and teachers' guides but developed

their own curAculum instead. Following a textbook was portrayed

as an undesirable, =level" way to teach. Neither program di-

rectly.' taught students how to choose among the many pieces of a

curt :ler program or modify teaching suggestions and activities to

meet t.:e- needs of particular child en.

Our focal students developed the impression that their pm

ideas and knowledge were a better source of content than anything

in a textbook or teacher's guide. In preparation for their role as
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curriculum developers, they were not helped to think about what

counts an a -wo thwhile learning activity.

Neither program dealt with the policy dimension ef curricular

decision making. Many teachers work in situations where district

policy mandates the use of a basal series and where curriculum is

controlled through objectives and standardized testing. Still, the

teacher education programs conveyed the impression that good teach-

e we-- autonomous professionals.

The issue of textbooks be-ame particularly important during stu-

dent teaching as our students grappled with the mandate to avoid

textbooks and teache s' guides. In spite of what they had been

taucrht in their courses, the student teachers in both progr- end-

ed up using basals and teachers' guide- . Five out of six of our

students were placed ir settings with cooperating teachers who used

textbooks as the core of their reading and mathematics teaching.

Some -f them felt pressed to maintain the established classroom

practice. Others, as they assumed responsibility for the entire

day, were simply overwhelmed, and resorted to textbooks as a reason-

able way to manage, or at least survive, the demands of full-time

student teaching.

One s_rprising finding was that following the teache s' guides

presented unexpected problems for the student teache _. Some dis-

covered that they were unprepared to use textbooks and = achers'

guides to teach subject matter. Others followed the teachers'

guides rather mechanically, moving through activities without

really understanding what they were doing. Because they did not
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adapt what was in the teachers' manuals their modificatio s some-

timoo ditorted the point of the lessons

The difficulties encountored by our studenZs as they tried to

teach with and without textbooks suggested to un that the goals as

11 as the methods of teacher education in this area need to be

considered. It led us to develop a position about what preservice

teacher education ought to consider (see Ball Et Feiman-Nemser,

1986). The position addresses a basic dilemma In teacher education

and outlines four aspects of planning that should be considered in

thinking about what to teach prospective teachers about textbooks

and teachers' guides.

has c dilemma in teacher_education:_Frearit-g_teachers to

a acjce. Teacher educators, critical of

prevailing school practices, often view teacher preparation as a ve-

hicle for introducing change. Many would agree that schkols of edu-

cation must not prepare prospective teachers to fit in with schools

as they are. At the same time, teacher education students are no-

vices who cannot be expected to spearhead school reform; their

needs and abilities must be viewed from a perspective of learning

to teach (Feiman-Nemser, 1983). Translating ambitions for satool

improvement into immediate goals for beginners can have problematic

consequ nces for teacher e ffectiveness and teacher learning.

The issue of beginning t ethers and textbooks provides a con-

te example of this basic dilemma in teacher education. On one

hand, textbooks and teachers' guides are often poor; on the other

hand, beginning teschers lack subject matter and pedagogical

knowl dge and may need guidance (e.g., activities and ideas for
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organizing the contan.- - they bein teaching. The issue of what

to teach novice teachers about the use of published curricular mace-

rials cannot bo reduced to a simple choice betw

schools or preparing beginners to fit i

n trying to change

. In managing this dilem-

ma, teacher educators must combine a view of desirable practice

with a realistic perspective on- what is appropriate for beginning

teachers.

a sansible goal .fOr_nreservice_teacher. educa ion. The position

we have developed identifies four aspects of planning (with or ith-

out textbooks) that should be considered in thinking about what to

teach prospective teachers about textbooks and teachers guides:

1. Justifying decisions in teaching

2. Understanding content and pedago y

3. Implementing cu riculum

4. Learning to learn from curriculum materials

First, it is not enough co tell prospective teachers who lack

knowledge and experience tha- they should not follow teachers'

guides but should be curriculum developers and decision makers w o

create their own plans. Beginning teachers must learn to think

hard about appropriate bases for curricular and instructional deci-

sions, so that they do not rely on their own preferences (Cusick,

1983; Buchmann, 1986), commonsense views of what is meaningful or

"fun" (Dewey, 1938/1977; Floden & Buchmann, 1984) or _ -reotyped no-

tions of what particular students "need" or "can" learn (Anyon,

1981; Brophy, 1983). Since many instructional decisions that teach-

ers are -ithin a policy context, prospective teachers must

also be helped to und --- and, interpret, and work with district

cur-iculum mandates.
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Second, developing one's own plans rev _es a flexit-le under-

standing of the tOpic to be caught and ideas about how children can

be helped to learn it. Teac_er educators often assume that intend-

g teachers know their subjects better than they do. Using teach-

ers' guides can support beginning teachers, giving them ways to ap-

proach the teaching of academic content.

Third, teaching well even from a highly prescriptive curr culum

is more complicated than many seem to appreciate. Beginning each-

ers must be helped to use textbooks and teachers guides appropri-

ately by lea _ _g h_w get inside the curriculum as well as how

to carry it out in a specific setting.

Finally, and perhaps most important, preparing prospective

teachers to use curriculum materials well should not be the ulti

mate goal. Preservica teacher education must prepare teachers co

go on learning from their teaching experience. Teachers' guides

can provide a helpful scaffold for learning to think pedagogically

about particular content. This kind of thinking is different frOM

using a teacher's guide like a script. Beginning teachers must be

oriented toward learning from curriculum materials, so that they

can move toward being able to build their own units of study that

are responsible to the subject matter and responsive to their stu.

dents This is a reasonable goal for teacher development, not a

starting point for beginners.

EmEA2x2i2_2t2mAxe_t_Aon as a Phase
in_Learntng to Tr" IA

Another perspective highlighted and elaborated by this project

is that pres i_ preparation is not synonymous with learning to
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teach. Rather, it is a phase of formal study, preceded by a long

"apprenticeship of observation" (Lortie, 1975) and succeeded by an

intense Period of learning on the job. This 1 oad view has imolicq-

tiOns for the goals and content of the prese- ice curriculum. Addi-

tionally, when preservice preparation takes place in a university

ollege), the possibilities and limits of this setting need to

be considered. What aspects of professional knowledge can be

learned most efficiently or effectively through formal study rather

than on-the-job exper nce? What can be learned from the

experience of working with pupils over i_me that is fruitless to

study in a university seminar? When is experience a good teacher

in learning to teach?

7Ritfalls" of ExRetience
In_Learning to Teach

Whereas experience can supply both the means and content of

teacher learning it is not always a good teac el-, During preser-

vice preparation, intending teachers are susceptible to three "nin-

falls": (a) the familiarity pitfall, (b) the. two-worlds pitfall,

and (c) the cross-purposes pitfall (see Feiman-Nemser & Buchmann,

1985). The familiarity pitfall focuses on the fe.ct that prospec-

tive teachers are no strangers to classrooms and tend to confuse

what is familiar with what is necessary. The two-worlds pitfall fo-

cuses on poential conflicts between the expectations and rewards

of the university and those of the school in evaluating prospective

teachers. The cross-purposes pitfall highlights difficulties that

stem from the fact that classrooms where prospective teachers under-

take field experiences are not intended as settings for teacher
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preparation. Classroom teachers must concern themselves primarily

with their pupils learning; these responsibilities may interfere

with fostering the learning of a visiting prospective teacher.

Many COnsider student teaching the most valuable part of experi

en ial teacher preparation. Typically it is_ not viewed as an occa-

sion for teacher learning; rather it is seen as a capping experi-

ence, the culmination of formal pre aration. Thus scudent teachers

are evaluated on their readiness to take on the responsibilities of

teaching. But student teaching also marks a ht,Lkamtas in teacher

learning. For the first time, the novice teacher is in a position

to start constructing the kind of pra-ical knowledge that can only

_rived from i -a tion over time with pupils in classrooms.

Developing practical knowledge i_ not the same as "having class-

room experience" and requires a different way of thinking about

teachers' learning and teacher knowledge. Whereas student teachers

certainly need opportunities to connect formal kno ledge with the

reality of working in classrooms, the prevailing emphasis on appli-

cation and use of knowledge may divert attention from helping begin-

ning teachers learn how to learn from teaching.

Dissemination

We.conclude with a list -f the products that have resulted from

this project. In addition, we mention two other ways in which the

Knowledge Use in Learning to Teach project has had a direct influ-

ence on the teacher education research and practice. First, the

findings of the project have directly influenced two major changes

in the Academic Frogram--the introduction of a mentor teacher
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component and the development of a new mathematics sequence for ele-

mentary education majors. We have on file letters from the program

coordinator and faculty acknowledging our research as a source of

sti -lation and program modification. The project has also influ-

enced the research agenda of the National Center for Research on

Teacher Education where q.iestions about teacher learning and

teacher education are central.
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TEACHERS' CONCEPTUAL CHANGE IN PRACTICE

A significant fature of recent debates about structural
changes needed to improve public schools in the United States is
that the roles and abilities of teachers are being discussed
without systematic consideration of what teachers already know
about their teaching and of what changes in their conceptions and
practices 1they are capable if given the opportunity and guidance.
This project was an intervention study designed to address the
lack of teachers' input in decision making about educational
reform at the local level.

The researchers worked closely with four experienced teachers
and their principal by (a) engaging in dialogue with them about
observed events in their classrooms and building and about their
own reflections on their practice and (b) guiding them in writing
about their implicit and changing conceptions of what they do.
-The teachers and principals reported on their experiences of
change to a variety of audiences, both within and beyond the
district, which had been identified as important in the process of
bringing practitioners' reflections and insights into the center
of staff development efforts in the district and into current
discussions at the national level about reforms in teaching and
teacher education. The research component of the study consisted
of documenting (a) the processes by which teachers learn to re-
flect on, change, and write about their conceptions of their own
teiaching and (b) the ways in which their views influence district
audiences' understanding of teachers' practical knowledge and its
potential contributions to the district's efforts to improve
instruction.

Frederick Erickson and Douglas Campbell coordinators)
Margaret Brown

Becky Kirschner
Richard Navarro

Lev Raphael
Maria Torres



EACHERS' CONCEPTUAL CHANGE IN PRACTICE

Pro ect Goals and Research_liestions

For two years the part cipants in the TCCP project have been

engaged in both implementing and conducting naturalistic research

on an approach to staff development that combines the promotion of

self-directed teacher growth with efforts to brit ut the

organizational changes necessary to support teachers' continued

individual development and sense of professional identity. The

goal of this project was to see changes in conceptions

about and practices in classroom instruction would occur when

teachers and their building principal were given the opportunity

and support for (a) reflecting more deeply and systematically

about their implicit knowledge as practitioners, and (b) communi-

cating their insights and experiences of change to various audien-

ces concerned with improving teaching and learning through staff

development and organizational change.

In their role as participant observers in the classrooms of

four early-grade teachers, six of the project researchers collect-

ed observational field notes, made audio and video recordings, and

conducted informal tncerviews with the teachers concerning their

views of their instructional practices and the changes in their

views and their practices that occurred as a consequence of their

work in the project. A seventh researcher (Navarro) had intense

conversational interviews with the building principal concerning

her emerging sense of her role as an instructional leader suppor-

tive of the teachers' self directed change.
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These various materials formed the basis Dr documer. ,ng what

happened in this project The materials also played a key role in

the staff development approach itself, in that they rovided the

basis for three kinds of activities that appear to have been

crucial to the changes experienced by project par_lcipants: (a)

the writing and exchanging of reflective journal entries between

the researchers and the practitioners, (b) the large- and mall-

group discussions that the project participants regularly held

among themselves, and -) the formal presenta_ions that the

teachers and principal made to diverse audiences.

Th±s project hae been unique in focusing its attention on

both individual teachers and on building and district personnel.

Teachers are seen as practitioners capable of becoming more

reflective and articulate about their instructional strategies;

the building and distr_ct are seen as organizational contexts chat

influence the ways in which teachers implement what they learn

through staff development activities.

This dual focus is especially important because of differen-

ces in perspective and interest among various parties involved in

staff development efforts conducted jointly by school districts

and universities. These differences potentially obtain between

(a) teachers and administrators, (b) school district personnel

(teachers and administrators) and university staff, and (c) uni-

versity staff in their roles as researchers and change agents.

The scientific and educational importance of this project is that,

by combining staff development with research on teacher profes-

sional development and organizational change, we have been able to
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explore relationships among charac e is i: teachers, the

organizational contexts of instruction, and the differences in

perpectivos held by those involved in planning, conducting, oar

cipating in, and doing research on staff development.

A distinctive feature of this work has been its view of the

nature of educational reform. In the literature on school reform

and in various efforts at curriculum innovation and staff develop-

me __ it has often been claimed that teachers in U.S. schools are

unusually resistant to change. An alternative view is possible:

Teachers ' reluctance to adopt new standard operating procedures

can be seen not simply as recalcitrance or stupidity. Rather,

their resistance can bc interpreted as derived from a view of

classroom practice that differs in fundamental, qualitative ways

from views held by educational policymakers curri ulum develop-

ers, school administrators, and educational researchers.

Yet the teacher's point of view usually has little if any

institutional status nor adequate supporting resources, especially

time for reflection and the development of a community of dis-

course about teaching problems and their possible solution. The

current organization of the teacher's work life does not stimulate

reflection on what teachers already know, nor does it s 'imulate

teachers to develop their conceptions further as their experience

increases. Because school systems have noc asked teachers to be

accountable for how they think about their teaching, administra-

tive procedures provide no significant place for teachers' own

accounts of their practice. Currently, debates about criteria for

appointment to master teacher status or for allocating incentives
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such as merit pay are taking place without systematic inquiry into

what teachers actually know about their practice and how ,well they

ara able to articulate it to others. Consequently the df5tiricti ve

perspective of the classroom teacher often is not articulated at

all, and many teachers are becoming increasingly resistant to

plans made by others for improving their practice.

One result of this at the local school level is a gap in

perspective between teachers and administrators concerning the

nature of daily life in classrooms and the implica ons of that

life for the implementation of mandated policies and procedu

Neither the teacher, who has not been accustomed to speak or write

on such issues, nor the administrator, who is n-- o-' nted to

listening, can close this perspective gap readily. It follows

that if one is to take the practical wisdom of the teacher ser-

iously in staff development, one needs to work not only with

teachers to help them articulate and deepen their insights into

practice but also with administrators to familiarize them with

teachers' "bottom-up" view of school policy and classroom prac-

tice. We argue, in short, that administrative and organizational

change must necessa ily accompany teacher change as aspects of

staff development.

-era is also a gap in perspective between educational re-

searchers and practitioner . The role of researchers in educa-

tional reform has typically been that of knowledge source. If

educational reforms are research-based," it is the researcher's

knowledge about practice that is used to justify the continuation

of practices or to warrant changes in them. This knowledge can be
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viewed by practitioners ambiyalently--what researchers know can be

conside7-d authoritative, on the one hand, and naive, on the

other.

Finally, there is a gap in perspective within the university

staff pezson between the role of disinterested and detached obser-

ver and that of change agent with a s ake in the changes that are

occurring. This gap can lead to role conflict for the researcher

and mixed messages conveyed to teachers and adminiscra

Our combined staff development esearch project has been an

attempt to address these three gaps. In the project three first-

grade teachers and a second-grade teacher engaged in activities

designed (a) to enable them to uncover and -eflect critically on

their implicit and contextually embedded knowledge of their own

daily practices and (b) to encourage them to articulate their

emerging insights and to report on them to audiences variously

concerned with improving instruction. The building principal

participated in these activities and became both a key source of

support within the building and a crucial link between the teach-

ers and central district administrators. University aff learned

to live with -the tensions inherent in their dual roles as re-

searchers and staff developers, while also broadening and deepen-

ing their own understandings of teache s' and administrators'

perspectives on instructional problems. Overall, our goals have

been to discover what the teacher has to say, Co enhance ale

teacher's voice in saying it effectively to different audiences,

and thereby to close the gaps between the different perspectives.
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The following are che main research questions that guided us

in documenting what happened in this project:

1. H 4 is the planned intervention actually implemented?

a. What actually happens in the_interviews and discussion
meetings between the researchers and the teachers?

b. What happens in sessions with the district-level
audiences?

2. What are the conceptual changes that occur as teachers
articulate in writing their knowledge about and ratio-
nales for their teaching practices? To what extent do
these changes occur in their tacit knowledge and in
their conscious knowledge?

What are the reactions of the various audie_ces in the
district to the teachers' reports?

a. Are there regular differences across time in the
reactions of those who have different roles and
statuses in the district?

b. In what ways do the conceptions of teaching held by
members of the district audiences change across time?

What influence e reactions of the district audiences
have on the teac conceptions of their practice? Do
these reactions _ulate further critical reflection and
change or lead instead to defensive positions?

5. What influences does the work of this pro ect have on the
researchers? How do their conceptions of teaching prac-
tice, both within the classroom and as constrained by the
local district as an organizational context, become more
explicit and/or change?

a or Phases and Pro"ect Activities

Defining_Issues, Establishing Relationships, and
Beginning Activities (October 1984-June 1985_

The project formally began on October 1, 1984. During the

fall of that year the project coordinators (Erickson and Campbell)

began explo ations with two local school distrIcts about their

willingness to be involved with the project, while the project
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research staff met regularly to plan how to begin classroom obser-

vations, reflective journal exchanges, and informal interviews

once a group of teachers within one of the districts agrcd co

participate.

In January 1985, one of th- district superintendents indi-

cated that it not a good time for his district to ge-- involved

with our approach to staff development. The other superintendent,

however, conveyed his enthusiasm and that of his district staff to

accommodate our project; the building principal and three first-

grade teachers to whom he referred us similarly indicatsd their

crest in bocol,,ing participans in thb projec,..

During February, further meetings with the superinrendent,

principal, and teachsrs were held to clarify project goals and

plan initial activities. We agreed on the levels of commitment

time and effort that each participant was willing to give to the

project, while also establishing the district's willingness to

provide release time to the teachers for their participation in

meetings w th the research staff. Even as we were at this early

stage deferring decisions about how specifically to involve dis-

trict level personnel in the project as the focus for addressing

issues of organizational support and change for our work, we were

also finding the building principal to be a person who was quite

interested in participating in our activities. Her involvement

throughout the project_ came to be an unanticipated but highly

important feature of our efforts to facilitate the teachers' links

with and influence on personnel, contexts, and constl-aints
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typically beyond their purview within the classrooms and tradt-

tionally beyond their sphere of direct control.

By late February 1985, project activities were well under

way, in two main areas. First, the researchers began to visit the

teachers' classrooms, to become acquainted with and to make o

vational field notes about daily classroom activities, and to have

the basis for the initial exchange of journal entries with the

teachers. For these visits and journal exchanges, three-person

teams were formed, each consi Ang of two IRT project staff and

one of the teachers (Erickson and Raphael with Teacher A, Campbell

and Brown with Teacher B, and Torres and Kirschner with Teacher C)

Navarro and the building p incipal (Principal. 1) constituted

a fourth team; their activities consist d primarily of inf_ _al

discussions about her emerging identity and goals in hm.e fIrst

year as a principal. Navarro also made observatIons of Principal

l's daily routines, and he began attending district-level meetings

with the principal and with the teachers in their capacities as

building, grade-level, and/or subject area representatives.

Concurrent with this work at the team level was the second

area of activity, a series of group meetings involving all

of the project participants. These meetings were to continue on

the average of twice a month during each school year for the

duration of the project. They focused variously on defining and

refining the general goals of the project, specifying the topics

and issues on which the teachers wished to direct thei- reflec-

tions and their journal exchanges with their IRT tea members and

sharing emerging insights about the nature of the teacher's
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conceptions and prec des of teaching, as well as the ways in

which their conceptions and practices were changing as a resul

their reflections and their interactions with the researchers.

By the end of the 1984-1985 school year, we felt we had made

important progress in our effort to implement and study a rola-

tively open-ended and teacher-centered approach to staff develop-

ment. Through our classroom visits, journal _xchanges, informal

int ew and -g oup meetings, we were gradually building and

reinforcing the relationships of trust and the common frameworks

for a community of discourse about the teachers' concerns. This

id later carry us successfully through the more dtificult

stages of implementing the changes in classroom practice that

would follow from the teachers' emerging insights abou_ the nature

of their teaching and about ways in which to improve it.

In our large-group discussions, e had begun with the teach-

avowed interest in addressing their dilemmas and frustra'ions

with classroom management issues and their experiences of personal

stress. They we _ especially concerned -ith the draining and

demoralizing effects of their tendency to assume that they were

"100% responsible" for every conceivable factor affecting their

students' experiences in school, even as they acknowledged that

they felt this way about matters which they realized they could

not be held responsible for, such as the circumstances of a

child's home and family situation. We were also beginning to see

the effects and implications of the researchers' tendency to

reconstrue the teachers' management and stress concerns in terms

of substa rtve curricular and academic learning issues.
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On the one hand, our collective delineation of the diffe

starting points that wo took as practitioners and as researchers

led us to agree that academic instruction and nonacademic manage-

ment tasks were much more intertwined than our initial dichotomi-

zing of "cur _culum" versus "management" would suggest. These

early discussions provided the foundations upon which the teachers

were able during the second year of the project, to effect

changes in their organization of classroom instruction that both

improved the quality of the children's learning experiences and

ameliorated their experiences of stress and frustration over not

fulfilling their self-imposed standard of "100t responsibility."

On the other hand, we w_ e later to realize that these dis-

cussions exemplified important differences in perspective between

the researchers and ate practitioners, and thereby s me crucial

limitations and difficulties for the researchers in their adher-

ence to their avowed commitments to having the teachers' defini-

tions of problem areas for our joint work determine how we would

proceed. Our relative lack of awareness at the time of this

domain of perspe tive difference underlay later experiences of

conflict and misunderstanding between the researchers and the

practitioners, and among the researchers themselves. (See

Campbell, Raphael, & Zietlow, 1986, for further discussion of the

nature and impact of the perspective differences and role con-

flicts that characterized this project across its major phases of

activity.)

Through the large-group meetings during the winter and spring

of 1985, we also became increasingly aware of how the



cle oom-based activities of the project (i e, the classroom

Visits and the informal discussions and journal exchanges about

spe_ fic instructional events and issues) were beginning to have

an impact on ehe teachers' thinking about their practice. In

these early months of our work, the teachers were prima _ becom-

ing more aware of the complexity of their teaching and of their

reliance on implicit knowledge in making the myriad of moment-to-

moment decisions about what to do next for their students individ-

ually -and as a group. At this point none of us could be very

specific about the nat-re of this knowledge, although the re-

searchers and teachers were gradually focusing on similar inci-

dents of classroom life in their efforts to examine this knowledge

through the classroom visits and journal exchanges. More impor-

tantly at this stage, we were encouraged that the researchers'

relatively nonevaluative, noninterventionist stance toward the

teachers was having the predicted effect of providing the teachers

with the necessary support for making their own discoveries about

their practice and their own decisions about whether and how their

knowledge and instructional behaviors might change.

Most poignant to us all in these early months was the salu-

tary effects on their morale that the teachers reported upon

reading each other's journal w itings and discovering that they

all shared deeper frustrations strains, and self-doubts about

their teaching than they had ever realized or been able to -_eveal

to each other before--and despite the fact that they had worked

closely as a team and had been close personal friends for eight

years. This realization helped to assure each one that she was
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not unique in experiencing these deeper vulnerahlities and -1.1a.t

sharing them was not as risky as each might have previously

thought. We feel now that this episode also helped solidify chai_r

sense of trust in the researchers and their commitment to a pro-

ject which was othe_ ise itself somewhat puzzling in its open-

endedness and its lack of specific foci beyond what we were all in

the process of defining jointly.

As a parallel development at this time, Navarro and Principal

I were reporting that their conversations were having quite an

important cathartic effect on the principal. She was finding

herself able to share some of her own unce- ainties about her new

role, in ways tat made those uncerta _-ies more explicitly con-

crete and available to her for further reflection and delibera-

tion. Navarro's non ntal responses contributed to her becom.

ing increasingly articulate about and se_f-confident in the deci-

sions she was making t_ shape her role as a supportive instruc-

tional leader. Her participation in the meetings at which the

teachers were sharing their insights and vulnerabilities provided

her with critical in _ghts about what would constitute supportive

leadership from their point of view. And her sharing with the

teachers her own experiences and reflections as occasioned by the

project served to reassure them concretely that there was indeed

empathetic support within the building for the kinds of risks they

had already taken in being self-disclosing during our meeings and

the kinds of risks they would be taking the following fall as they

began to reorganize their modes of instruction. As we parted for

the summer break, we realized that Principal l's involvment was a
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most fortunate, if serendipitous, turn of events for the oroject,

more tha- offsetting our frustrations at not being able in the

dev te as much attention to the area of organization-

I change at the district level as we had

nd Chanin Established_Teac
tember-December 1985)

_ally hoped.

Upon the beginning of the new school year in early September

1905, the researchers resumed their classroom visits and their

journal exchanges with the teachers, while also st ing to video-

one- two- our seque,Ices of a in each t- ther's

room. At this juncture, col4te unfortun7.-te cil 1 starces led to a

change in the colaposition of teachers partIcipating in the

ct: Teacher A had become sericusly ill and was not able

resume her classroom dutiss for the 1985-86 school year. (HaPPi-

ly, sha has returned to her classroom and to our project with the

b ginning of the current school year.) Principal 1 offered to

approach a tecond-grade teacher in the building whom she thought

might be interested in joining the project; Teacher D was indeed

interested, and quickly became involved with our work at the

whole-group discusslon level and witn Erickson and Raphael at the

classroom team level. In October, Teacher D was appointed as

principal in another building in the district, but continued to

work with the project in ways similar to Principal 1 (she will be

zeferred to as Teacher D with respect to her participation during

September and early October, and as Principal 2 with respect to

her subsequent activities.)
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The first whole-group meetings in September were devoted to

planning the various classroom activities and scheduling the

whole-group meetings for the rest of the fall. Time was also

spent on how we might best incorporate the video recordings into

our activities and discussions. As the fall unfolded Teacher 2,

most especially found that viewing the videotapes of her classroom

had an important effect on her understanding of her own teaching.

She reported that the video record provided for her an even more

compelling set of additional eyes on events outside her immediate

purview than had been constituted by the observations and journal

entries of h team members alone.

With the additional vantage points offered by both the

searchers and the video record, she and Teachers C and D found

themselves in the new school year already beginning to revise

their thinking about such au obviously management and stress-

producing phenomenon as the level of the children's noise while

doing their seatwork as the teachers conducted small-group reading

instruction. Later in the year the teachers were quite articulate

in conveying eheir insight that perhaps their concern for the level

of noise said more about them than it did about whether or not the

children were engaged in productive academic work. The videotapes

in particular made it possible for the teachers to see that, while

they Were preOccupied with their reading groups and distracted

from that focus by eh- ebb and flow of noise, the other children

in many cases Were °fee_ quite productively engaged in their work,

even when it was noisy--or eve- as evidenced by the noise, as a

sign of enthusiastic engagement with subject matte
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But t.e-_ Level of insight did come later and did depend on

other changes in their teaching that had yet to occur as the new

year was beginning. In our late September and early October gr

meetings, we wore finding _hat the researche , and pract tioners

were still operating from different perspectives with respect to

the ma. or foci of interest for our joint work. The teachers

remained primarily concerned with how to manage the multiple non-

academic and clerical demands and constraints on them as profes-

sionals working without adequate public recognition or personal

self-esteem. The researchers continued to ask how these issues

might be transformed, if not completely resolved, by beginning

with a focus on subject matter instruction and the accompanyin-

materials and experiences that would engage students' academic

curiosities and interests.

Even as we continued to struggle with this dichotomy, much as

we had the previous spring and with further progress -n seeing the

issues as in fact inextriably combined- and even as we found

ourselves mutually reassured about our common commitments to pro-

viding quality learning experiences to all children and to working

as well on these teachers' legitimate concerns about the condi-

tions of their work life and their status as professionals, we

also realized in la-te September that the teachers and principal

had good reason to suspect the research team's commitment to the

teachers' interests and concerns as primary in this project. As

described in more detail elsewhere (Campbell, Raphael, & Zietio

1986), the research team's increasing reference to reading in-

struction and reading research in our first several group meetings
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in September struck the teachers a al to an aflsWCr they had

apparently been seeking since the beginning of the project. Giv on

their lack of familiarity and experience -ith the open-ended, even

ambiguous approach to staff development and educational research

that our project represented, they quite naturally wondered

whether the researchers were really operating with a hidden agenda

that mightor micht notbe eventually revealed to them. The

emphasis on reading appeared to them possibly to be the answer to

the question of what the hidden agenda had been all along=

After one of the teachers directly asked one of the research-

ers about this, we were able to discuss this issue more directly.

The researchers assured the teachers and principal that, although

they did have strong interests in reading is ues, they were none-

theless committed to following the teachers' lead in defining the

foci of our work. The teachers and principals assured the re-

searchers that they had developed suff cient trust in the research

team to have realized there very well might not have been a hidden

agenda in the first place.

Although this area of potential conflic- and crisis was

easily resolved, during this period there were other developments

in the teachers' individual experiences _he classroom and team

levels that did involve varying kinds of co: licts and/or mis-

understandings, the resolutions of which wc.- somewhat less

straightforward--though also with rather dramatic impacts on the

teachers' thinking and classroom practices. For Teacher D, a

journal observation by one of the researchers that her treatment

of the lower ability reading group might constitute a "public
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display of (ch incompetence" struck her inituy as a sev

challenge of her commitment to provide a safe, supportive learning

environment for all children. Upon reflection, she realized

the researcher did not intend to impugn her motives or comni

ments. She decided to take a closer iook at how she was in fact

treating the children in the lower group She eventually found

herself reorganizing her reading groups heterogeneously with re-

spect to ability and providing them with activities that enhanced

cooperative learning and positive peer teaching -hile minimiring

the negative labelling effects of the designations "good reader,"

"slow reader," etc.

Teacher C also experienced a kind of confrontation with a

member of her team that led to dramatic changes in her teaching.

She remembers the researcher observing one day in early October

that nothing "educat onal" was going on in her classroom. The

researcher remembers responding with something of the sort to a

question that Teacher C had asked her, but decidedly not with the

intention to criticize her nor to pronounce such a global judgment

about Teacher C's classroom. It appears that there was a legiti-

mate misunderstanding associated with this exchange. In any case,

Teacher C reported some months later that she found herself reali-

zing that same evening that the remark had touched a deep nerve of

doubt and concern that she had not fully addressed to herself

r_ ently--that is, the concern that perhaps there was some tn

to the researcher's remark as she had interp eted it. The imme-

diate result of this realization was that she began the very next

day to reorganize her classroom to emphasize cooperative learning
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and to share teaching and management responcilities with

children, primarily through developing a system of learning cen-

ters in which the children would encounter more intellectually

challenging e-tivities. She has continued to develop this

approach into the current school year.

Teacher B seems not to have experienced any such dramatic

conflicts or misunderstandings with the researcher members of her

team. Rather, she has reported chat through the course of the

proj_ r she had been feeling increasingly uncomfortable with

having fallen in recent years into a pattern of providing mer ly

better-than-average teaching to her students, as opposed to chal-

lenging both them and herself to the fullest of their capacities.

Early in September she was st -ck with how mindlessly simple a

particular mathematics worksheet was for providing children with

meaningful practice using the concept "one more than." This

apparently led her to redouble efforts she had already begun to

introduce her children to mathematical concepts with concrete,

manipulable ma rials--a principle of pedagogy with which she was

already quite familiar from her preservice course work and from

subsequent inservice workshops on early childhood learning, but

which she realized she had not been motivated to apply under the

weight of other demands on her in the classroom.

Later in October, she also began to experiment -ith learning

centers and with more creative writing tasks for the children not

involved in small-group reading instruction. For her, these

latter efforts followed from becoming more aware through observing

videotapes of the disjunctions between her presumptions about the
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children's activities during seatwork and what the video record

evealed the_ they were actually doing

As these brief descriptions suggest (se- Torres, Kirschner, &

Curtis, 1986, for more details), the three teachers varied in the

nature and e tent to which in _ersus-intrapersonal conflict

and misunderstanding with members of the research staff affect-

ed their experiences of deepened insights and changed instructio--

al practices. In all three cases, it should also be emphasized

that these factors alone do not account for these teachers'

vidual developments. As they have reported to the researehe

multiple factors weigh into their own understandings of how and

why they have changed in the ways they have--not the leart of

which include the time that they had during the first year to

begin thinking about their teaching, the support that the re-

searchers provided, and the gradually strengthening and occa-

sionally well-tested sense of trust we had all been developinm

with each other.

During this phase, Navarro and Principal I continued their

conversations about her role, and their participation in the whole

group discussions about the teachers' changing perspectives and

practices. Principal 1 increasingly saw and articulated the

parall ls between what the teachers were reporting about th

changed conceptions and practices with respect to children and

what she was defining and enacting with respect to her role rela-

tionships with ehe teachers in her building. She found her own

frustrations witn administrative accountability for student out-

comes echoed by the teachers' similar sentiments.
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The recurring themes ef acco--ta" '1' y and "100% respons ibil-

" led both the teachers and Principal 1 to different defini-

tions of their role relationships. Their joint experience

shared reflections about their practice, in a profes onally sup-

portive environment, helped these practitioners make more explicit

for each other the kinds of leadership and material resourcer

needed to improve her own practice. For Principal 1, this I

seeing h efforts to have her own ceiling of possibilities an

in tructional leader lifted as parallel to and suppor_ ve cf the

teachers' need to have their own ceilings raised, as the teachers

themselves were seeing the further parallel of how their reflec-

tions about their practice were leadirm to ways in which the

limits previously imposed on their students could also be lifted,

Whel- Teacher D became Principal 2 in another' school in Nave

ber, she found that the insights she had gained from questioning

old assumptions as a teacher participant in the project had a

significant effect on how she began to define her new role as a

principal. Just as she had sought new ways to unlock the poten-

of all her students, she now set out to unl ck the potential

she knew existed in the teachers in her new school. During the

remainder of the fall, she concentrated on identifying the exper-

tise of each teacher in her building, as a prerequisite to facili-

tating their individual gro th in a manner similar to how she was

beginning to facilitate the individual growth of her students when

she was promoted. (See Navarro, Berkey, & Minnick, 1986, for more

details about the principals' roles and experiences in this

project.)
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'nni to Address Audiences and tha Issues of
Ortanizational Chane December 1985-June 19

The developments and changes sketched for the teachers a

principals in the previous section continued past the critical

meetings of September and early October and through the end

school year in June 1986. Correspondingly, our two main areas of

activity (the classroom-based videotaping, journal exchanges, and

informal conversations among team members; and the whole-group

discu ions) continued as occasions and mechanisms of support for

further understanding how the _eachers' conceptions of their prac-

tice were thangiro and for transforming those changes in_ perspec-

tive into specific ,*Langes in ehe instructional and social organi-

zation of c1as3=o life.

A ehird major ar a of activity, the presentations of the

practitioners' experience- to various audiences developed as an

outgrowth of our progress and our efforts to support continued

chang- at the classroom level. In the first two phases of the

project, we found ourselves focusing primer ly, and -lmost exclu-

sively, on the t_acher:-' insights about and experiences within

their classrooms. Although we still felt that support for these

efforts, and possible organizational changes at the district and

higher levels of our educational system, were crucial for the

wider'and long-term viability of our approach to staff develop-

ment, we had nonetheless found it difficult to pursue this sup-

port, partly because of how d: ply engaged we found ourselves

becoming in the efforts of the teachers to examine and change

their instruction, but also because of how relatively more elusive
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and diffuse were the implications and avenues for ac ion beyond

the immediacy of the pract oners' experiences.

Equally important was our decision early in the projec

our work with the teachers would be better facilitated by identi-

fying established units and audiences within the district rather

than by creating the more artifical district Planning-Implementa-

tion Council (consisting of school board members, administ-ator

union officials, and parents) that we had originally proposed.

That Principal I became so actively involved in the work with the

teachers was yet another important factor; her participation was

itself a naturally emerging way for the teachers to connect their

efforts to a context, the school building, which was outside their

immediate frame of reference but not so far away as to distract

them from the focus of their reflections on instructional practice.

Nevertheless, we remained mindful of the need to follow

through on our original goal of having the teachers' visions and

experiences conveyed to people beyond our immediaLe project parti-

cipants and in positions of influence regarding efforts to improve

teaching and Staff development. Accordingly, and con istent with

our commitment to providing a supportive, relatively 1 _-risk

environment for the teachers' explorations of new ways of thinking

and acting, we decided in Novere-er 1985 to use ourselves as the

first formal and least threatening audience to whom the teachers

could practice making presentations of what they were experiencing

and learning. As the previous phase of activity was coming to its

conclusion in late November and early December, we began to in-

clude in our whole-group meetings time for discussing what each
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teacher might present and how her story could be illustrated with

tho materials wo had boon gath ring, including samples of student

"ork, jourral RntriRF., A d video recordl 1 d that

it would be crucial for Principal 1 to present her own experiences

and reflections as the project participant who provided the criti-

cal link between the teachers and the district.

The presentations were made at our last whole-group meeting

in December. Teacher B described her experience with the inade-

quate worksheet in teaching the concept of "one more than" and how

that led her to focus her reflections on more engaging and in

lectually challenging experiences for children in mathematics.

Teacher G shared her experiences more broadly, covering the evolu-

tion of her thinking about "100% responsibility" over the course

of the project, including her recent explorations with cooperative

learning centers. Principal 1 described how she had como to shape

her identity as an instructional leader in ways that paralleled

the teachers' efforts to open up the horizons of learning possibi-

lities for their children. Teacher D had been too preoccupied

recently in her new role as a principal to make her own presenta-

tion, and so she participated with the researchers as a member of

the audi nce.

We ware all quite pleased with this first effort of the

teachers and principal to articulate their stories of struggle and

change and so we planned another presentation for early February.

To ourselves as the audience we added two IRT serior researchers

and two IRT teacher collaborators, people we knew to be sympathe-

tic to our appr ach but who were sufficiently unknown to the
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teachers and principal and removed from their immed -te classroom

and building frames of reference as to provide for the event

mar_ formal character and a more challenging task of articulation

and persuasion. On this occasion, Teachers B and C and Principal

I refined and elaborated the presentations they had made in Decem-

ber; Principal 2 told of her encounter as Teacher D with one of

the researchers over the "public display of incompetence" remark.

Our IRT guests were uniformly impressed with the presenta-

tions, though not without some skepticism about whether the over-

whelmingly positive and optimistic tone of each sto y was an

accurate reflection of all that the teachers and principals had

experienced. Could the changes in thinking and practice have come

about am easily as they had suggested, and could the improvements

in the quali,ty of learning experiences for children have been

accomplished in ways that lightened the teachers' workloads and

stress levels, as they were seemingly claiming?

These questions engaged our attention in our group discus-

-ns after the February pre intations: they reLnforced the t

dency we had already notic d for our discuslions since October to

focus increasingly on what features of the project's activities

and processes accounted for the changes the teachers and principal

experienced in the fall of 1985. In addition, as the time for our

April American Educational Research Association symposium on the

project was rapidly approaching, we were further motivated to

examine what had happened since we began, when, how, and why. In

particular, during February and March we found ourselves more able

to discuss the role of conflict, struggle, misunderstanding, and
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crisis in how the project unfolded and in how our concqptions

about and practices in inscructio changing. These discus-

sions eventually led us to realize the importance of ackno ledging

and describing the variations and diversity in how the various

features of our project activities account for the experiences of

deepened insights and changed ins ructional practices for each of

the project participants.

Since our last progress report (March 31, 1986), the teachers

and principals have participated in four additional presentations

about their experiences in the project. All five of the practi-

tioner participants accompanied the IRT researchers to the annual

AERA meeting in April. Although the researchers made the formal

paper pre entations at the symposium on the project, the teachers

and principals participated actively during the discussion period.

(Indeed, most of the questions from the audience were directed to

them, and it did not fail to pass our attention that there was

considerable irony, at best, in the stories of a pra titioner-

centered approach to staff development being told by the

researchers rather than the practitioners themselves.)

Early in May, one of the project coordinators (Campbel

both principals, and Teacher B made a brief presentation to the

district superintendent of what the project had accomplished to

date and of what further support from the district we hoped to

-
have in order to continue our work and to include additional

teachers in our activities. At the conclusion of this meeting,

the superintendent reiterated his continued support for our work

and conveyed his admiration for how well the pri cipals and
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Teacher B had articuLated their experiences and their ViSionS of

he valuo of this staff devAlopment approach for other teachers

ThA follo ing _k the teachers and principals made formai

presentations to the other teachers in the building, as par:

regularly scheduled Meeting for staff develpment purpose-. On

this occasion each presentation was much mote forthright and

explicit about the difficulties each practitioner had experienced

coming to the changes in ins ght and practice that were other-

wise being presented quite pos tively and eloquently as the value

of their participation in the project. The researchers were quite

struck by ehe apparently spell-binding effect that the p: -_anta-

tions had on the other teachers, as evidenced by their rapt atten-

tion during the presentations, their incisive questions, And the

fact that no one seemed to notice or to mind when the event went

30 minutes pe-_ the time thar it hnd beon echeduleA to co elude.

Principal l later reported that several of the teachers had been

quite moved by the presentations and especially by the ways their

own expe-iences resonated with the presenters' sharing of doubts,

fears, and vulnerabilities as necessary parts of their stories and

f the processes of positive change they had experienced.

The fourth presentation cluing the Spring of 1986 was made

during a m sting of the p _ _ct participants and Dean Judith

Lanier and Associate Dean Diana Pullin 'f the KSU College -f

Education. The purpose of this meeting was to explore ways in

which the approach of the project might ar_ culate with plans

being formulated by Dean Lanier and her colleagues to follow up on

the recomm ndations of the Holmes Group. Deans Lanier and Pullin
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late_ reported to us and to others how impre they ware in
ger. al with tho ways in which the teachers and principals had

relatnd their particu ar experiences in the project to larger

issuco of concern to teachers ard teacher educators. During the

meeting itself, we explored specific ways in which what we had

been doing exemplified several aspects of the envisioned estab-

lishment of professional development schools as sites for closer

collaborations between articulate, self-reflective, and innovative

practitioners and unive sity-based teacher educators and educa-

tional researchers.

sessment of Accomplishments an ext Step!

What then have we learned from this project, and where

it lead? With the end of the 1985-86 school year in June, we came

the end of our originally scheduled involvement with the teach-

ers and principals. Our collective sense of where we were at that

point was that we had made remarkable progress on a number of

fronts during our year and a half of working together.

As evidenced by their own reports and by the observations of

the researchers, the teachers and principals have experienced

significant change in a number of areas. In the realm of their

thinking about their practice, they have been able --fleet more

systematically on their implicit assumptions about their teaching,

and in the process they have altered several of the central views

that guided them at the outset of their participation. Concerning

their roles as teachers, they now do not take for granted that

they have all the responsibility for the children's education;
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related to thin is the increased value to them of having the

children assume some of the responsibilit for both he content

and the management of their own learning. The teachers realize

now that in the pasC some of their assumptions about children's

cognitive abilities and socioemotional needs operated to 1

their expectations of what the children could accomplish in their

classrooms. They talk about their revised view as a matter of

raising their ceiling of expectations for the children--one

result of which is that they have noticed a much more positive

attitude of their studen toward learning activities, accompanied

by their own lessened conc __ for noise levels and by a corre-

sponding lessening of stress in their own reactions to their jobs.

At a more philosophical level, we have all refined our views of

the anagement/curriculum dichotomy, such that we jointly are

able to COmuncata or effectively and concretely about how the

insight of the intertwining of these tasks might play out in their

daily decisions about organizing meaningful learning opportunities

for children. With respect to differences in children's abili-

espe ially in reading, the teachers lately have been talking

about the dangers stereotyping and labeling.

With respect to their actual classroom pract ces, the teach-

ers have made important strides in how they teach mathematics and

writing and in how they organize the activities of the children

who are not working with them in small-group reading instruction

any given tiMet in the morning. Where before the children's

writing assignmments each morning consisted of copying teacher-

gen rated texts from the board, now the teachers either assign a
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topic or have the children select one of their own, ith the

teacher Ilan providing and eliciting from the student key wor

and phraas from which the students draw to produce t"---_71ei.r own

te-'ts. I-There before each child would work on seatwor-1--.: activities

ass independently when not in hls or her rea-thng group,

now they are organized into cooperative learning grous that move

free lea...Ling center to learning center to engage in rOte meaning-

ful es and to participate in the previously t,_...acher-

exclusiv_ tasks of monitoring academic progress and keping order.

Pricipal 1, throughout the project, and more reently Prin-
cipal 2 r s well, have experienced parallel developmen-=s in their

own thinling and pr ctices. They see their role as i=istructional

leaders =-s involving the tasks of identifying the strcngths and

needs mf their teachers and of then providing the suport and

resource for the teachers to make their own decisiorr=---- about what

to do wi=1-1.in their own classrooms, as well as how to =els

each och-r as colleagues and how beat to use the allowed to

them for staff development activities. The principal ea their

role as '..acilitators of the teachers' development, a 7-tance that

leads chiu to see their role as involving a link with district-

level pe=sennel. In this p oject, that link has been crucial to

our acco=plishments; among other things it has invold the p in-

cipals' uw`illingness and effectiveness in articular ng the teach-

ars' nce. for the kind of opportunitie_ for reflectioi that our
pro cc p:Irovid

qitt= respect to our goal of addressing issues of organiza-

tional g=pport and change nec ssary for teachers to am-Igage in
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self-directed staff development and to have their voices heard in

current discussions about reform in teaching and teacher educa-

tion, we feel we have made a modest but significant beginning in

this p oject. Though we are concerned as the project concludes

that we were not able to do more at the dist ict level, we are

encouraged by having had the opportunity for the teachers and

principals to present their experiences to a diverse set of aud-

iences. We have been especially pleased about how the presen-

tations became progressively more concrete in the examples pro-

vided as evidence for more general claims about the benefits of

this approach to staff development and how the presentations also

became more balanced in covering the difficulties, conflLcts,

pains, and struggles involved in effecting changes in perspective

and practice.

Having the principals involved in these presentat ons,

well as more generally in the project's various activities, is

again a major unanticipated but quite significant way in which we

were able to prevent our woek from focusing exclusively on teach-

ing and learning issues wiehin the classroom, cut off from the

larger contexts that affect both instruction and teachers' sense

of themselves as respected professionals.

How do we account for all of this? In our whole-g oup meet-

ings during the past ye we devoted considerable attention to

this question, and the researchers are continuing to explore this

in developing their case studies of each participant. Ou-

analyses have focused on two major levels of factors. On the one

hand, we have focused on the specific activities of our work with
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che teachers at the classroom level, that is, the classroom visits

and informal discus ions, the exchange of reflective journals, and

th- video recordings. Here we find that the teachers vary in

which of these activities seem to have bean most important.

At a more global level, we have found ourselves continuing co

come back to the importance of time for the personal reflections

and group discussions that the teachers have found so valuable in

their efforts to examine and improve their classroom instruction.

Conflict, whether intra- or interpersonal, seems to have been

crucial. With respect to the former we see the importance of

these teethe- ' readiness to engage in this kind of poten-ially

unsettling pro ect--which raises the larger issue of -hether any

of this could have happened with teachers not having a predisposi-

tion to engage in open-ended reflection and to taking the risk

seeing and conducting instruc ion in new ways. With respect to

interpersonal conflict, the theme of trust continually surfaces,

as a prerequi it for eathering difficult times. Trust was

gradually developed in the relationships between the practitioners

and researchers. W- feel trust was facilitated by the resear-

che ' commitment to having the teachers define the main focus of

our activity and by our joint efforts to avoid premature closure

on both the topics and procedures of our work. That the teachers

themselves already had a well-established relationship of trust

and mutual respect among themselves is also an important factor

underlying our accomplishments.

As we conclude this phase of our work, we find that we have

not yet fully answered the questions of how and why the changes we
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have observed have come about. Two related matters bear noting

here. First, although the researchers obviously have a stake in

presenting the case for their perspective and participation as

crucial to the accomplishments that we ean document, they have

also been struck repeatedly by indications that their main contri-

bution has been to provide the opportunities and supportive con-

texts and resources for reflection and changea certain amo nt of

serendipity, the pre-existing abilities and commitments of the

teacher and the principals, and the strong support of the dist_ict

account for our results as much as anyth_ng specific that the IRT

staff provided.

This is related to the second point: Although in this final

report and in our other writings about the project there is a

natural tendency to talk about what has changed in the teachers'

conceptions about and practices in their classrooms and in their

presentations to various audiences, it is important to emphasize

that for these teachers, at least (and our assumption is that it

is rh- case for more teachers than is generally acknowledged),

there was already sufficient knowledge about teaching and skill in

its Anactment with children, drawn from previous experience and

other professional development opportunities, to build on when

given the time and support for critical self-reflection. That

they have "changed," then, does not mean that they were basically

beginning from scratch when they agreed to work with this jrn ect.

Whether this claim about the importance of time and support

as the most important conditions for positive, self-directed

growth does in fact apply generally to teachers remains an
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important, but unanswered question from our research, We do

suspect that the practitioners -ich whom we have been werIcing are

unusually competent and committed to further improvements as pro-

fessionals, but just how unique they are we cannot tell. This

does, of course, raise the issue of to whom and how our approach

might be extended. As the project formally ends under 1RT

auspices, we are beginning to extend the work within the district

in ways that might further help us address this issue.

Consistent with our approach to date, 'We are making these

extensions gradually, partly in principle but also in 1' h_ _f

limitations in our resources. The principle involves our commit-

ment to having the work evolve as naturalistically as possible,

with the role of the researcher_ being primarily to provide sup-

port and document the process rather than to manipulate the

conditions that would allow for a more directed test of competing

factors that might acc,A.Lnt for changes and suggest dimensions and

avenues of applicability to a wider population of practitioners,

working under diverse circumstances. As it happens, Principal 2

had identified one of---1 eachers (Teacher E) as doLng self-

directed curricular dc-iopment work in reading instruct on; she

arranged for this teacher to meet with Teachers B and C last

spring. This fall, as we have resumed our work, Teacher E has

already had a very productive meeting with Teachers A, B, and C,

at which she explained what she was doing with reading in her

classroom, and during which she heard about how our teachers had

rearranged their classrooms for cooperative learning. We are also
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interested in following how Teachers B and C help to reintegrate

Teacher A into the project.

Concerning our limited resources, the IRT researchers are

uncertain about where they might seek funding to continue thjs

combined work in the conduct of and research about teacher-

centered development (though we have been assured of the djs-

trict's continued provision -: release time for participating

teachers). And, only three of the original seven researcher

remain available to continue this work in this district (though

both Erickson and Torres hope to begin simIlar efforts in

Philadelphia and New York where they new live). These limita-

tions however, also pro-ide certain advantages that relate to the

principles upon which we have been operating. Although occasioned

by necessity, the smaller number of researchers does mean that the

research presence per se has changed--thus providing a natural

opportunity to investigate the extent to which the researchers'

presence and per pective are critical factors behind the kinds of

accomplishments have noted to date. Perhaps more importantly,

we now have the opportunity to examine whether and how the

teachers with whom we have been working take on the role of rela-

tively nonjudgmental, nonintervening observers in other teachers'

classrooms. We will also be able co see to what e_tent the

teachers are willing and able to take on the documenting tasks

that have up to now been performed primarily by the researchers.

In any case, as we conclude this period of our work, and this

report on its accomplishments, it is important to emphasize that

we have COMO to a point where we can document in more detail the
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process by which a small number of teachers and principals evolved

a micro-community of discourse with university researchers, and

the ways in which their thinking and their practices underwent

supportive but criti-al scrutiny, leading to revisions and refine-

ments in their normal modes of action as professionals. We have

seen these practitioners gradually find their voice and express

their ideas and experiences to increasingly diverse and removed

audiences. And although we have found the organizational change

aspects of our work less easily attended to, we maintain our

commitment to examining the larger contexts that both enhance and

constrain teacher-' actions on their own behalf--and we offer

these teachers' and principals' experiences in this project as an

important component that must not be ignored as discucsions pro-

ceed in our society about how the education of our zhildten and

our teachers might best be improved.

Dissemination

The following are Che titles of the presentations made at the

symposium "Teacher Development and Organizational Change: A Case

Study" at the annual AERA meeting in San Francisco on April 19, 1986:

"Overview and Major Themes of a Project Combining Research
with Staff Develpment" (Frederick Erickson, Margaret
Brown, and Judith Hetherington)

"The Teacher as Active Agent in Research and Staff Develop-
ment" (Maria Torres, Becky Kirschner, and Teresa Curtis)

"Perspective Differences and Role Conflicts in Research-
Centered Staff Development" (Douglas Campbell, Lev
Raphael, and Kathryn Zietlow)

"The Art of Becoming an Instructiona racier" (Richard
Navarro, Ramona Berkey, and Francine Minnick)
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have also submitted proposals to AERA for two symposia we

wish to conduct at the annual meeting to be held in April 1987 in

Washington, D.C. One symposium. "Teacher Development and

Organizational Change. A Case Study of Researcher/Practitioner

Collab -ation," will include the following papers as further case

study accounts of the work of this project:

"Teacher-Initiated Instructional Cnange in the Classroom"
(Douglas Campbell, Teresa Curtis, Kathryn Zietlow, and
Judith Hetherington)

"Teacher-Initiated Staff Development and Professional
Growth" (Becky Kirschner, Kathryn Zietlow, Judith
Hetherington, and Teresa Curtis)

"Defining Roles for Principals as Facilitators of Teacher
Development and Organizational Change" (Richard Navarro,
Ramona Berkey, and Francine Minnick)

The second proposed symposium is titled Teache -e _her

Collaboration in Research on Teaching: Models of Collaboration";

it -ill involve an exchange of ideas among participants from our

pro ect and from three or four other projects around the country.

The following is a published article that is based on eur

Proj ect:

Erickson, F. (1986). Tasks in times: Objects of study in
a natural history of teaching. In K.K. Zumwalt (Ed.),
Improving teachimg (1986 ASOD yearbook, pp. 133-147).
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
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COMMUNICATION, DISSEMINATION, AD ESEARCH TRAINltC

The Communication and Dissemination Unit suppor, 5upp1-ezen s,

and coordinates the IRT's work in two impaca_: areas: (a) Co llec-

tior7rn., synthesis, and analysis of researChonteaching and dis-

senr=inati n of research findings, --thodological approaches, aa _d

Layses of research on teaching to tho ooncerrted about educ-ational

iMPr7:7'!=ovement. These two closely linked arusare the responsib: ility

IRT staff, and all IRT staff take port in the training

esearchers.

_Svil_Okesis_and rjal sjS ofResearci

Since its inception, part of the IRT' m_ssion has been to

suV lement and integrat- the work of it$ iodividual research p77roj-cts

virm71 research analyses and syntheses activities. These activi- ties

it41.aude discussion of how IRT research fir&ngs fic together w: ith one

alult=her and with those of other investiga or_ at other insttU =ions.

thesis and Anal sis Mon9Zr_lphs

The IRT has put out a number of synthegsand analysis paprs in

ouP Monograph Series, many of which have appeared as journal

artLIL les chapters in books, or books. Aback published this

staLayzes the impact of reforms advocated byctiticisru of curre==nt

ealt=ation:

SE3ed1ak, H.W., Fullin, D., Wheeler, C., &aisick, P. (1986),
_1.,Al2--c,on_vesorIsLic2crl New York: Teacheos

=ollege Press.

F this year, the third edition of the -ndbook

"ItAlainz featured six chapters based on IRTmsearch and synthe=nsis
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work the Research Series number or Occasional Paper number apparS

in parenthes s):

Brophy,
(0.P. 83

& Good, T. Teacher behavior and student achievement

Clark, C., & Peterson, P. Teachers' thought processes (0.F. 72)

Erickson, F. Qualitative methods in research on teaching (0.P.
81).

Feimen-Nemser, & Floden R. The cultures of _eaching (0.P. 74)

Good, T., & Brophy, J. School effects (0.P. 77)

Lanier, with Little, J. Research on teacher education (0.P.
80).

Phi Delta Kappa's Colater for Evaluation Development and Research

publishes a Hot Topics Series to provide educators with collections

of the "best research and practice" available on topics of wide

current interest. Two works from the 1RT Monograph Series were

selected, on the basis of information gathered from a poll of leading

educational organizations, to be included in Volume 11, Effective

Classroom Management (1986):

Brophy, J. Class oom organization and management (0.P. 54).

Clark, C., & Yinger, R. The hidden world of reading: implications
for teacher planning (R.S. 77).

An earlier synthesi.3 and analysis article by Jere Brophy received

AERA's Palmer 0. Johnson Award for the best review article published

an AERA-sponsored journal:

Brophy, J.E. (1981). Teacher praise: A functional analysis.
Review of Educational Research, 51, 5-32 (0.P. 28).

A partial listing of synthesis and analysis monographs from various
pro eats follows:

Classroom Strategy Research

Brophy, J.E. (1983). Conceplizn g_tuc 0.P.

70)
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Brophy, .LE., & Hannon, G. (1984 ) Ti future of mi
in the classroom (0.P. 78).

_m

Brophy, J.E., & Putnam, J.G. (1979). Classroom managemeflt the
elementary grades. In D. Duke (Ed.) Classroom 7 (7Sfrl

yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education :

III) (R.S. 32).

Conte t Determinants

Schwille, J., Porter, A., Belli, G., Floden, R.. Freeman, D.,
Knappen, L., Kuhs, T., & Schmidt, W. (1983). Teachers as policy
brokers in the content of elementary school mathematics. In L.
Shulman & G. Sykes (Eds. Handbook of t_,I..thing_and oolicv (R.S.
113).

Effective Schools

Edmonds, R.R. (1983). An overview of school improvement
programs. Educational Leadershi 40(3), 4-11 (0 P 67).

Science Teaching

=Anderson, C.W & Smith, E.L. (forthcoming). Teaching science.
In V. Koehler (Ed.). The educator's _handbook: A research
perspective.

Teacher Explanation Project

Duffy, G. (1981). Teacher effectiveness: Implications for
reading education. In H. Kamil (Ed.), Direction_in _roadin5
Resea ch and inst ucti_a- (30th yearbook of the National Reading
Conference) (0._ 45).

Duffy, G. (1982). Fighting off the alligators: Implications of
research for classroom teachers. Journal of_ReadingBehavior. 14,
357-374.

Duffy, G., & Ball D. (1986). Instructional decision making and
reading teacher effectiveness. In J. Hoffman (Ed.), Efg.laiYft
teaching of_readin_ Rasearah_and practice. International
Reading Association.

Teacher Planning

Clark, C.M. (1983). Research on teschinz:olannine: An inventory
of the know edo_base (0.P. 66).

Other

Clark, C.M. (1979). Five faces of research on teaching.
Ltus_i_cati, 29-32 (0.P. 24).
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One way in which the IRT promotes synthesis and critique of

research information is by coordinating the invisible College for

Research on Teaching, an informal network of scholars conducting

research in the field. The Invisible College had its origins in the

NIE-sponsored National Conference on Studies,in Teaching held in

Washington. D.C., in 1974 and smaller conferences held in San Diego

in 1975 and in Austin in 1976 for investigators funded by NIE to

conduct research on teaching (primarily process-product research).

At the time, research on reaching was just boginning to coalesce

as a coherent and .-:ontinuing focal area of scientific investigation

and opportunities for personal contact and professional interaction

were especially valuable. These meetings brought together many of

the leaders of the field for what turned out to be productive am'.

highly valued opportunities to share state-of-the-art knowledge and

argue research priorities and strategie

These meetings provided opportunities not available through

existing mechanismssuch as the annual AERA meetings. The group was

smaller and more focused, there was more opportunity for informal

social contact in between scheduled meetings, and the meetings

themselves emphasized interactive discussion of state-of-the-art

issues,and research in progress rather than reports of completed

research presented by a single speaker addre sing a largely passive

audience.

IRTcoinectior. To sustain the opportu ity for researchers on

teaching to meet informally, Michigan State University's original

Institute for Research on Teaching proposal provided the
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establishment and coordination of an info_al organization of

researchers on teaching. Borrowing an established sociological term

for informal groups of scholars who share few if any formal organiza-

tional tieS but communicate with one another because of sha -d

scholarly interests, the IRT proposal referred to the envisioned

organization as the Invisible College- for research on teaching.

Since 1976 when the IRT ws awarded to MSU, the Invisible College has

been a continuing part of the IRT's contributions to the f eld and

has been coordinated by one of the IRT co-directors (initially Lee

Shulman, and more recently Jere Brophy).

orm Under IRT leadership, the invisible

College has met each year for a two-day period immediately prior to

AERA and in or near the AERA convention city. The emphasis on infor-

mal discussion continued, with membership open to anyone conducting

research cr scholarly activity focused on teaching. The organizat on

grew and flourished in ways that paralleled the development of the

field of research on teaching itself. Process-product researchers

inter sted in linking teacher behavior to student achievement gain

were joined by other researchers employing a variety of methods to

address a variety of topics. By 1985 more than 300 individuals were

on the mailing list and 125-150 were attend'mg the annual mee ings.

The continued popularity and gro th of the Invisible College testL

fies to its functional usefulness to the members. The organization

has been deliberately kept informal. There are no elective offices,

honors or awards, or other extrinsic inducements to participation.

The organization functions as an info al mechanism for (a) inducting

new scholars into the field by bringing them into contact with
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established schola_ (b) sustaining informal communica ion among

tablished scho and (c) providing a forum for activities such

as discussing the apparent implications of e_e ging findings, as ass-

ing current progress and logical next eps in scholarly research,

and debating important conceptual and methodological issues,

ahlft_Lg_laIger_auciiencl Although the growth and diversity of

the Invisible College were gratifying, they introduced problems that

eventually led to a reconstitutIon of the organization in 1985-1986.

As meetings became larger, there was a shift from informal roundtable

discussion with participation by most of the group toward presenta-

tions made by a small group of presenters to a larger and mostly

passive audience. Concurrent sessions were scheduled, but, with

attendance at 125-150, most sessions were too large for spontaneous

interactive group discussion. organization also began to attract

members who were primarily consumers of research and scholarly work

on teaching, not researchers themselves. As a result, many sessions

drifted into generalized philosophical discussions of implications

and away from sustained attention to the research itself.

RtImmtLaALLEa2lAn. In 1985 a committee appointed by Brophy

unanimously called for reaffirmation of the original purpose of the

Invisible College and reconstitution of the membership to limit it to

individuals conducting research or scholarly activities on teaching.

A two-pronged plan for accomplishing this was developed and then

implemented between the 1985 and the 1986 meetings.

First, the organization was disbanded and a new organization

formed that required formal application for membership indicating

credentials and interests in research or scholarship on the topic of
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teaching including teacher education). Graduate students and

scholar ust entering the field need not have accumulated a record

of publications, but must show training and interests to prepare them

to conduct research on teaching. Membership in the new Invisible

College is approximately 150, half the organization's size in 1985.

Second_ -!stemaeic efforts were made to resocialize the members to

sessions devoted to discussion and debate of state-of-the-art issues

in the field. For programs, an emphasis was placed on highly

specific issues concerning the conceptualization design, conduct,

and interpretation of research on particular scholarly questions.

MEgslug_of the new org,anization ___ year's meetings were held

April 14 and 15, 1986, at the Meridien Hotel in San Francisco.

Members agreed that emphasis on spontaneous group discussion of

state-of-the-art issues in the field of research on teaching had been

reestablished, thus fulfilling the pri_ary purposes of the meetings

and avoiding unnecessary overlap with the paper sessions and symposia

presen-ed later during the AERA meetings. Consequently, the policies

folloed in developing last year's Invisible College meetings will

also be used in developing future meetings. Next year's meetings

will be held on April 18 and 19, 1987, in 7ashington, D.C.

Harkirisith Teachers and Other Researchers

In this section we identify activities engaged in by IRT staff

over tLe past 10 years. These activities include inservice work-

shops, paper presentations, panels, symposia, and keynote speeches

given by IRT staff members based on IRT research. Approximate

numbers are provided. Inclusion of the 1976-1981 totals allows one
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to gauge the most recent 5 years of 1RT produc' vity relative to the

previous 5 years.

Actiit
1976-81 198I-86

Speeches, symposia and paper
presentations

302 556

Inservice workshops 71 67

Consultation assistance 40 50

Other (panels, colloquia) 15 99

Total 438 772

Aud -nce

Teachers and school admi-_ strator- 19,729 27,907

Educational researchers 7,513 18,084

Teacher educators 4,840 15 977

Other (policymakers) 2_268 3_227

Total 34,350 65 195

The above data summarizing IRT ao ivity can be looked at in

various ways (see tables in Appendix). For example:

Forty-three percent of all IRT disse ination activity in
1981=1986 was aimed at public school teachers and
administrators, an impressive statistic for a research
organizatiOn.

Dissemination activity has increased 73% in the past 5
years compared to the first 5 years, in large part because
IRT research results have been increasing at a dramatic
rate as research programs mature. The audience has almost
doubled from 34,000 to 65,000.

. In the 10 years of its existence, staff members at the
Institute for Research on Teaching have presented research
results to nearly 100,000 teachers, administrators,
educational researchers, and teacher educators.

. In the state of Michigan alone, IRT researchers reached
over 20,000 teachers and administrators in school districts
and state organizations from 1981-1986, a tenfold increase
over 1976-1981.
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In addi ion to makin pres ntations of their own work, faculty --

the Institute also provide research leadership through their involve-

ment in the journal editorial process. IRT researchers currently

serve on the editorial boards of over 20 different journals.

Ass_ tance to Teachers

Many teachers and administrators have been indirectly inT1

by IRT staff through formal dissemination affs. The American

Federation of Teachers, for example, conducts a national inservice

training effort that draws heavily on IRT research findings in making

recommendations for effective teaching practice. The Middle Cities

Association, a consortium of 20 urban school districts in Michigan,

has used IRT research in a two- to three-year professional develop-

ment effort involving 200 elementary school principals (funded by the

Kellogg Foundation and the Fund for the Improvement of Fostseconidary

Education). School improvement efforts underway at a number of sites

nati :ide (including Norfolk, Virginia; Jackson, Mississippi; and

Spencerpo t New York) a based in part on IRT school and teacher

effectiveness research.

Local teachers have learned to be more analytic about using

research to inform practice through participation in IRT's

Conversations About Teaching group. In May 1984, a group of

experienced teachers said they wanted opportunities both to explore

issues in education (as well as issues in their own lives as

teachers) and to height their own awareness of what they know as

experienced teachers and of how they learn as profes ionals. They

joined an existing IRT discussion group (the Teacher Collaborator
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monthly conversations beginn ng in ctoberFor 84. The

group, including the IRT teacher collaborators, several researchers

and teacher education doctoral studen and about 20 teachers from

surrounding school districts has focused on practical uses of

research.

Teachers Dafining:Endurinz, Problems actice

Consistent with the 1RT's continuing commitment to involvement of

practitioners in all aspects of the ongoing research program, the

Teachers Defining Enduring Problems of Practice Project brought

together a group of public school teachers and teacher educators to

identify information and insights good teachers need in order to do

their work be- er. The main purpose of the activity was to explore,

with experienced, good teachers, two major questions: (a) What do

experienced teachers need to know more about in order to become more

effective teacher and (b) What are the s tuational factors in

schools that contribute to or hinder their professional growth and

their ability to teach effectively?

qoals- The activity was seen as a logical extension of efforts

10 years earlier to define the enduring problems of practice. In the

first year of the IRT's existence, Co-director Judy Lanier met regu-

larly with the first IRT teacher collaborators and seven elementary

school teachers to identify and define the issues and circumstances

that were for them the 'enduring problems." Now, after 10 years, and

a knowledge explosion due to research on teaching, have these prob-

lems truly endured, or have they been replaced as the principal

concerns of teachers? Do elementary and secondary teachers identify
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the same set of problems? Do tho e problems present themselves

equal urgency in classrooms in different settings, with different

populations, in all grades and subjects?

FrOcegs.. For the discussions, 7 teachers, together h 4 IRT

teacher collaborators, were selected from among more than 80 nomin-

ated as good teachers who are thoughtful and articulate about their

work and interested in discussing problems of teaching," Care was

taken in the selecrion process to ensure a broad cross-section of

Michigan public school settings elemencar/ and secondary grade

levels, and subject matter interest and expertise, but there was no

effort to secure a representative sample of teachers. The ouccmc

was not intended to be either a compilation of the views of diverse

individuals, nor a survey of the thinking of a representative sample

of teachers; rather, it was to be a set of critical issues, defined

through a process of debate and analysis. The 13 teachers were

joined in their deliberations by 2 IRT senior researchers and a

Michigan State University teacher educator.

Over the course of the six-month period beginning in August 1985,

the group engaged in intensive discussions to identify and define

both (a) what more they needed to know in order to improve their

practice and (b) what factors in schools contribute to or hinder

their professional growth. In successive sessions, the group

defined, refined, categorized, and elaborated their concern . These

experienced, good teachers talked with passion and eloquence about

what additional knowledge they needed about subject matter and the

teaching of it, about students, about the relationship of the broad

goals and functions of schooling to their classroom practice, and
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about their own professional growth and the characteristics

workplace that foster or inhibit their effo

practice.

P_ersnec.ives_on_students. Since the central task of teaching

requires teachers to help all students learn while working with them

in groups, teachers look at their students from a variety of

perspectives. To experienced teachers, students are simultaneously

learners, individuals, and members of a group (or groups). The theme

f student diversity cuts across these perspectives, compelling

teachers to observe and deal with similarities and differences

between and among their students. Each of these perspectives implies

a kno ledge base and a set of considerations in planning for and

delivering instruction. As the group defined their knowledge base,

they described in detail not only the richness of their considera-

tions but also the kinds of information and knowledge they felt they

lacked--knowledge that would allow them to teach more effe-tiv-ly.

Subject matter. Helping diverse students learn requires a

quality of subject matter knowledge that would free the teacher to

improve their

focus on students' making. At all grade levels, the teachers

insisted they truly learned their subjects only by teaching them--but

teachers in all grades still felt gaps in their sub ect matter knowl-

edge. -The group did not attempt to define the basic subject matter

knowledge teachers need, but in analyzing occasions when they needed

to draw on a deeper level of subject matter knowledge, they outlined

categories of teacher decisions in which subject matter knowledge

plays an important part.
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tiUlL1,ala-E22,12-a-LA.ShDALLMZ. Teachers expe. strong concerns

about their ability to provide quality educarj0 Ln an equitable

fashion to all children, in the face of varjousotsae

on their autonomy in the classroom and despitear-

academic functions they are expected to perfom

periences, the group defined classroom implicaino-

political pressures from federal and state

terenc es

riety of non-

_ow their ex-

f social and

various

aught, f

y efforts.

andat ,

constituencies' views of what should and shouldnct_,

budgetary constraints, and from test-driven amota-

They analyzed the multiple nonacademic tasks and nations that

compete with academic instruction for classroofflte and attention,

such as monitoring students' health needs andvnIcz-,erabilities to

abuse, providing informal counseling and perforffl& various

record-keeping tasks as required by building, d1sict, and state.

And they debated issues of equity in the clasgo=:= given the larger

patterns of educational and societal inequity.

TAa.rellanclelassroarn-e-. Experienced

teachers are keenly aware of their own needs for 7-7-,etrsonal and

professional growth, and of the situational facto in schools that

inhibit or promote their development. The group .=altegorized and

defined factors in their wor--lace and worklifetat bave important

ramifications for improvement of their practim These include

organizational factors such as the physical 61117Unent labor

contracts time allocation in schools; clime_ faors such as

personal and professional power status roles of taclhers, institu-

tional norms and support for growth; and persmal equalities such as

self- otivation and commitment. Drawing on their cmrin experiences.
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he group related each of these factors directly ro their own effo

to improve their practice, they suggested that a better understanding

of these relationships would lead to the enhancement of reaching and

learning in all our schools.

Conclusions. The goals, the processes, and the rcomes of this

activity have implications for researchers. First, experienced

teachers and researchers share concerns about students, subject

matter, and teacher decision making in the face of multiple and

conflicting ;onl of schooling. Research on t a hing s hou1d focus on

these areas.

The activity also highlighted differences in the language

practitioners and resea chers, in the priorities the two groups

assigned to various issues, and in the relevance they attributed

effective teaching of structural and situational factors in schools.

Involving practitioners in determining the directions of research

facilitates the likely impact on practice of that research.

Finally, the activity can be analyzed as a prototypical interven-

tion with several of the characteristics experienced teachers iden

fied as necessary for the enhancement of their practice and promotion

if their professional gro th. The power of the activity is _evealed

in the dete- ination of ehe group to continue after its task has been

completed.

During the academic year colloquia are held almost every week a

the IRT. Colloquia serve a variety of purposes: staff make presenta-

tions of their work; visitors give updates of their empirical find-
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ings and try out new conceptions for understanding eaching; visit _

scholar no are senior researchers of national status (selected by

interns and training coordinators) make formal prese_ ations. A

great deal of collegiality among researchers and research projects

arises from these colloquia, whi h con _ibute greatly co the IRT's

research synthesis and analysis activities.

From 1976-1986, nearly 225 colloquia were held at which IRT staff

members and visiting scholars presented their work. The 1RT has

conducted a number of thematic colloquium series beginni in Spring

1979 with a fou_-pa_- series on research methods and eheir relation

to teacher education. In 1981=1982 a twc term series on reading

comprehension instruction was conducted in collaboration with the

Center for the Study of Reading at the University of Illinois. These

were videotaped and used in graduate courses at both institutions.

Written versions of the talks were published in the Longman's series

A series of honors colloquia started in Winter 1984, for winners

of a special HSU scholarship for undergraduates who major in science

teaching. The course, for which these winners received credil_ was

open to the general public. In Winter 1984 the topic was "Problems

and Possibilities of Science and Mathematics Education" and speakers

included IRT researchers and other MSU faculty. In Winter 1985 the

c urse was "Students and Their Teachers: Understanding What and How

Students Learn in Schools." In Winter 1986 the course was entitled

"Learning to Teach: Understandi Preservice and Inservice

Education."
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A close, collaborative relatio3hip has been established betw een

the IRT and MSU's College of Education, a relationship chat is partly

structural in nature. IRT faculty are assigned part time (usually

half time) to their research projects. As part of the remainder of

their assignment, -most IRT faculty teach in one ( _e) of the

college's teacher education programs. Instructional activity of this

sort links research and practice and ensures that prospective and

returning teachers are exposed to the most current educational

research. Michigan State's model teacher education programs continue

to enjoy national visibility, with teacher educators from other

colleges across the nation and world visiting the College and IRT

regularly to learn about these efforts. Many inservice teachers take

graduate classes from IRT researchers and thus benefit from the most

up-to-date information that research on teaching has to offer. Other

teachers learn about IRT and other research on teaching through

inservice workshops conducted by IRT staff.

In addition to .hese powerful 13t informal links to teacher

educators a monthly seminar involving faculty membe s from other

colleges of education throughout the state is conducted to consider

the implications of IRT research for teacher education. At the

national level several IRT staff members have played a key role in

the Holmes Group Consortiun which has issued a report (Tomorro

Teachers) to reform teacher education programs across the nation.

Consisting of deans and faculty members from the country's leading

research institutions, the Holmes Group is funded by the Carnegie

Corporation and Ford Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education.
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_Diverse Audienc _s

this section, 1976-1986 IRT products are tallied, including

articles published in professional journals, IRT monographs ( e.,

Research Series and Occasional Papers), books and mo_ographs, and

chapters in book-. These totals do not include papern p esented at

various professional meetings; these were included in the tables

discussed earlier.

197.6-19 6

Publications in professional journals 161

Books and monographs 15

Chapters in books 91

IRT monographs (i.e., Research Series
and Occasional Papers) 281

An IRT publications list that cross-references 1RT publications

and papers published by IRT researchers in journals and books

indicates that 37% (or 85) of IRT monographs also have appeared in

journals and books subsequent to IRT publication (s e Appendix).

As of September 1986, 227 IRT publications were available through

the national ERIC system, and 15 more have been submitted but are not

yet available. ERIC makes IRT documents available in paper copy and

in microfiche, augmenting the IRT's own distribution system and

keeping the publications permanently in print. The IRT Publications

Catalog continues to cross- eference IRT publication numbers and ERIC

document number_, thus giving catalog users access to the reports

through either distribution system.
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IRT staff publish their research results in a wide variety at

both researcher- and practi oner-oriented journals and books.

Examples of the researcher-oriented journals that feature IRT

research include American. Educational Research Journal, American

Journal of_Education, AnchroLz..o.andEdlyluarterl--,

Curriculum Inquiry, Educational. _Ps:cholo_ist, The_Elementarv_School

Journal,

PsyChoLogy Jo

udies, Journal of Educational_

Readin Behavior, Journal_ of Research in

5-LIPABLLLalating, and Teache s Colle:e Record. Examples of

practitioner-oriented journals that frequently car y articles by IRT

researchers includ- A

uia], of Teacher Education LanRuage Arcs, Phi Delta Ka an,

Reatorizs=-, Reeding_Teacher, and Theory into Practice.

e Educational adershin,

MonogrjiSerjes

of the lengthy lag ti e involved Ln publishing in

journals and books, IRT researchers need a way to make their research

findings and ideas available more quickly. The IRT Monograph Series

created fjr this purpose: Reports of IRT empirical research are

in the Research Seri research syntheses, reviews, and analyses

appearas Occasional Papers; and reports of IRT-sponsored conferences

are in the Conference Series.

The volume of new monographs has picked up considerably over the

years. The 10-year total is 281, but in the last six months alone,

23 papers have been published, 6 are in press, and 2 have been

submitted for publication. The new papers accompany this report.
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t_gzi.u0,13.. The IRThasproduced sev ral manuals which have proved

to be popular for practitioners. Brophy's Socia1zirtstud
wsivatior to (R.S. 169) ws ordered by over 1100 readers of

mIstdvaidzIsl Board Journa Learning_LM. Another

manual helps teacherswith elementary reading groups.

Anderson, L.M
Principles_of - eadin instruc ion in elemen arv
reading (0.P. 78).

Denson, C.M., & Brophy, J.E. (1982).

A set of modules for ience teachers incl des teaching

materials:

Anderson, &Smith, E.L. (19 Transparencie
Teacher's manual(R.S. 130).

Bishop, B.A. Roth, K.J & Anderson, C.W. 1986). Evolution hi
natural sel A toachinq module (0.P. 91).

Bishop, B.A., Roth, K.J., & Anderson, C.W. (1986). .piratiorI
atpl_phgostlaching_ module (0.P. 90).

Brehm, S. , Anderson, C.W., & Du Bay, J. (1986). Eco_1(A
teaching module (0.P. 94).

Eaton, J., Sheldon, TM., & Anderson, C.W. 1986). L.1.0.1A
teaching module (0.P. 92).

Hollon, R.E., & Anderson, C.W. (1986). Heat and tenperature: A
teaching module (O.P. 93).

A manual to set up a writing program in elementary and middle schools

resses the connection between reading and iting:

Raphael, T.W., Kirschner, B.W., & Englert, C.S. (1986). Test

Lac_LQL.mu=km.

An ther manual is being prepared on reciprocal teaching, with a

Vygotskian-based teecher-modeling approach to instructing slow

readers.

Dlagxlbution. Coeplinenrary copies of IRT publications are nt

to the IRT and MSU libraries, to OERI, and to the newly established
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North Central Region_ Educational La_astory. Keobers of the

advisory panol and a7ao directorate receive abstracts of all IRT

publications and may request single copies -withou clarge. Compli-

mentary copies are ,01.--ai1able, on a single.copy basis, to all 1RT and

WAT College of EducstmAon faculty. Othetcopies are sold at cost. An

average of 4000 publi_cations per year livebeen sold and ane her 1000

per year distributed without charge,

I.421aari Mongmalpies

To provide a publ ication outlet forbook-leng=h manuscripts

(e.g., reports of maj or stud es, editedsote-of-zte-art volumes,

extensive research sy-7mthes s and analysispapers, etc,), the IRT has

spo d a series of- Monographs in Resamh on Teaching published by

Longpan, Inc.

IRT leadership ba long been aware char, although the field was

relatively well serve <I by a variety of noarch journals, it lacked a

visible publication o---tatlet for book-length manusc=ipts (e.g., reports

of mjor studies, edi ited state-of-the-aftvolumes, exter-ive research

synthesis and analysi papers, etc.). Consequently, during 1979 and

1980, a plan for tho 4development and sponsorship of a monograph

series was created an-cl. discussed with several potential publishers.

Negotiations ev ntual -ay reached successful conclusion with agreement

by Longman, Inc., to -=ublish the volumesin the series.

IRT sponsors the =series by providingeditoriaL review and assis-

tance in manuscript daeevelopment through aneditorlal board appointed

and chaired by one of the IRT co-di ctas(origimally Lee Shulman,

and More recently Jerima Eirophy). Th
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cal=ed for potential authors to submi_t a prospectus the chair of

the editorial advisory board who woul__:_d acre n it for appropriateness

Zot the series ( , ascertain that it was a monograph-length

chcmlarly work on teaching), and if

tue the board members for review.

uld circulate the pr pec-

Wh consensus of the editor al

boa=d favored publication, Longman wa=uld let a contract to the

aut....or(s) and a member of the edit board would be assigned to

ver-c with the author(s ) in developin the manuscript toward final

for ( serve as a "friendly" external reviewer and source of

augestions). The author(s) would thz=en work with staff of Longman ro

raoll' the completed manuscript to publ_ication.

Fourteen manuscripts were publised betwe n1981 and 1986 under

thi agreement with Longman. The auhors and titles of the publica.

tiem-is in the Longman series are as fo--11

Brophy, J.E., & Evertson C.M. .tudertt caracterJseics and
teaching.

Philips, S.E. T_la jzisi. cith.-u mmuication in class
and communit on the Warm S_p_ringInc_1.1_an 11servation.

Cooper, H.W. , & Good, T.L. Fort gro U9L Studies in the
e_xopc_tation comrsunication prsces.

Good, T.L., Grouws, a., & Ebrneie, H. AcU.v_e_m_athematics
teaching.

Slavin, R.E. g.22.0=1.111=ltA_tDit2Eg&.

Callen, L.8., Filby. N., HcCurchec=bn,

Cusick, P.A.

yle, D.W.

cho-

Cuban, L. eac en

giaussamj
Constaric d chan Am

riello, G., & Donftsch,
X

II&ClaLILsWative_standards

Fisher, C.W. & Berlin D.S. .._esAp_U_tilLte_iltnst una
time.
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Larrivee, B. Ells_zc_ct'vereahirsiilinc,
Morine-Dershimor, G. gndlearnivi

elrnn classTooms

Spencer, D.A. Contemoorarv women ah

home.

Ashton, P.T. Webb, R.B. Makin ad e en- Teache sens
of eff cac a d student achievement,

In the previous progress report, it wasnoted that Longmarl had

decided to phase out this monograph seriesdespite positive ttical

response to its volumes, as part of a decision to phase out x

trade-book operations in education. Consequently, we sought Oppor -

tunities to continue the series with an-thor publisher and sevelBral

publishing companies did exprens interest, In the meantime, rlo,=wever,

Longman appointed a new education editor, reconsidered its prl-o=rities

in the field of education, and expressedwalingness to reconf der

continuation of tha series. Negotiarioneeventually produced &z1 new

agreement that will alio- -he series to corminue with the sare

essential characteristics (IRT spensorship,monographs on resoa.zztch on

teaching as the content focus and peer miew by an editoriai board

composed of leading researchers in the field as the basis for

approval of prospecti submitted for co ideration) but with eie =ments

that make it somewhat more attractive forthe publisher (sliglntly

reduced author royalty rates and a publisher's option concerni.._

whethet or not to let a contract and followthrough with publjt: tion

of potential volumes approved by the advisory board). An espet =Lally

welcome feature of the new agreement is aprovision for rele-oe- of

subsequent volumes in paperback as well uhardback versions,

advisory board for the monograph is presmtly being resti_ ctia0 =4, and
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reviewing of prospecti for fururo vol

shortly.

Columns

in the series will resume

IRT research constitutes a rich source of useful info-,.-at on for

practitioners. The IRT editor has written columns on research on

teaching for a variety of educational publ cations. From 1981-1984,

the IRT editor wrote a column for Educational_Leadershi_-_. the journal

the Association for Curriculum Development, describing research of

interest to school administrators. In 1984, a similar column began

for the Michigan School Board Journal Until it ceased printing, a

monthly IRT column appeared in McREL's publication "What's New in

R&D." IRT columns have also appeared in the American_Educator and

NEA Toda%.

Communication_Quarterly

The IRT Communication Quarterly (combination magazine/tabloid) is

one way of reaching the practitioner audience by stressing results

and implications rather than the research process. Written with busy

practitioners in mind, all the articles are clear, concise, and

nontechnical.

Three regular issues are produced and distributed on a compli-

mentary basis each year. The IRT Publications Catalog serves as the

fourth issue. Each regular issue of the newsletter contains one

article dealing with the IRT as a whole ( .g., the Lntern training

program, teacher collaboration), an announcement of re ent IRT

publications a column written by a teacher collaborator (recent
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cclumns have focused on intelligent use of resear_h findings by

teachers), and four to six research art cles. The research articles

either discuss the recent findings of an IRT -ro ect, review an IRT

publication or report an IRT colloquium.

Nearly 10,000 people, representing all 50 states and over 20

foreign countries, receive IRT Communicatton_Quarterly. Our actual

readership is much higher, though, because many people share the

newsletter wi h their colleagues. Education editors who receive IRT

Cemmunicatt Quarterly sometimes list IRT publications in their own

magazines, journals, or newsletters. They also reprint articles so

that IRT 771search is disseminated much farther than we could

deliver. A 1984 survey of IRT Communication Quarterly readers

indicated that 22% are K-12 teachers 25% K-12 administrators 23%

are teacher educators, and 10* are researchers. Other groups

represented are education editors, students, librarians, R_

Centers, state and federal government officials. In 1985 when

reads s indicated whether they wished to remain on the mailing list,

the comments received were overwhelmingly positive.

Notes & News_

The IRT publishes a newslet Notes & News, to keep those

filiated -1th the IRT informed about its progress. Notes & News is

sent fortnightly to all IRT staff and others who have asked

rec ive it. At present, we have ovet 400 subscribers. Each issue

contains brief items about IRT evenc7 and the pr fessional activities

of IRT staff. Each issue also features an article about either an

IRT research project or colloquium pr_sentation. Notes & News is
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r- d (completely and quickly) by most if not all IRT staff. As such

it serves as ive and efficient method to keep staff apprised

of recent developments across the projects.

Research Trailing

Research on taaching is a very young field. Over 90% of the

scholars who consider themselves researchers on teaching today were

not doing research on teaching in 1976 when the IRT began its work.

A decade ago, the idea of a sep--ate division for rese- ch on

teaching and teacher education within the American Educational

Research Association would not have occurred. Now research on

teaching is widely regarded as one of the most productive and

impo.tant fields of educational research. IRT's research tra ing

efforts h been an important part of building this new field of

inquiry.

The Training_Challenge

1974 the National Inztitute of Education identified the

improvement of teaching as an essential component of its effor

strengthen American education. In the following year, the NIE

identified the scholars who were :.loing significant work in research

on t--ching and brougat them together for a series of meetings in San

Diego. Only a htildful could be identified and none were minority

researchers. The meeting was the fir-t time researchers on teaching

had assembled to discus- each other's Tjork and to consider collec-

tively future directions.
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Not only was the number of researchers on teaching small when the

1RT began its work, the disciplinary perspec ives brought to bear on

understanding tetching and how it might be improved and the methodo-

logical approaches employed in research on teaching were extremely

narrow. Most research on teaching was done by psychologists trained

to study learning and cognition. Th- methodological approaches

employed were even more narrowly circumscribed. Low inference

measures of teachers' beha '-rs based on structured classroom

observations were correlated with student acnievement in studies of

na ural variation. Some of this early work made important cont-'b

tions to our understanding -f teaching, but building a knowledge base

on teaching that can support comprehensive educational improvement

requires a much more catholic and comprehensive research and develop-

ment agenda=

In short, 10 years ago when the 1RT set out to build a knowledge

base on teaching that would support improvements in education, the

goal was clear but the challenges were great. Much more than a

promising research agenda was required. Additional scholars were

needed to pursue that agenda. The hope was to build a new field

inquiry, a field that would draw upon a variety of disciplinary

perspectives and methodological approaches in pursuing new under-

standings of teaching.

From the beginning, the MT set about the task of attracting some

o the best minds in the social sciences to pursue the institute's

research on teaching agenda. Excellent practitioners were also

recruited. While succes ful, these efforts were necessarily

incomplete. If research on teaching were to become a field of
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L:nquiry in its own right, making the contributions to knowled e

zrivisioned, a new type of educational researcher would be required.

r-7o address this need, the IRT began its research training efforts

w--,7ith the following goals:

To identify and recruit bright new people from a variety of
academic backgrounds and cultures into careers in research
on teaching.

To structure and augment their individual programs of
advanced graduate study to ensure strong academic grounding
in (a) the disciplinary perspectives important to research
on teaching and (b) the methodological approaches that might
usefully be applied.

To provide research internships and mentoring that intel-
lectually and emotionally engage them in IRT's unique
learning community: focusing on enduring problems of
practice, recognizing the clinical components of teachi
and collaborating with practitioners.

To assist them in taking their place among productive
researchers of teachin and in becoming future leaders in
the field.

2:777-hree Interrelated and Partially Overiappine_Programa

"To prepare research on teaching personnel at the graduate level

( as one of several means of r search dissemination]" was one of three

mzmajor miss ons given to the IRT when it began in 1976. In response,

t±hree formal programs of research training have been initiated and

cztompleted, two at the predoctoral level and one at the pos doctoral

L_evel.

Predoctoral program: The first lz_year 1976'1981) During

i_ts initial year of operation, the IRT recruited 23 currently

ft4tnrolled doctoral students from education and the social --ience

aamreas to become research interns. The criteria for selection

L'_ncluded academic promise and commitment to research on teaching as a
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professional career choice. These initial int

stages of having completed a doctoral progr--

-ns were in various

All participa in a
weekly noncredit seminar that covered a variety of topics rela,ed to

research on teaching, most of which were presented by the interns

themselves. All served as graduate assistants on an IRT project-.

(approximately 18 hours per week) we-- expected, as a part of

participation in the IRT training program, to do their dissertation

on some aspect of research on teaching.

In subsequent years, modifications were made to he program. rhe

frequency of the noncredit seminars was reduced and finally they were

discontid. A program of visiting scholars from other campus was

initiated. Modest support for erns to pa ticipate in professional

meetings (e.g., the annual meeting of the American Educational

Research Association ) was inLtiated. The number of interns in

residence at any one time was graduafly reduced in recognition of the

heavy demands of providing research trai "ng, both financial and on

senior researcher time.

E.p.pc_faritlg(_9713_2_) In 1979 the IRT expanded

formal training efforts to include a postdoctoral program. The goal

was to increase the number of minorities and women in c77he field of

research on teaching. Many of the program's design features were

motivated by earlier experiences with the predoctoral tra ning

program. Andy Porter, who was directing the predoctoral program, was

joined by Jacquie Nickerson in designing and coordinating the

postdoctoral effort.

Postdoctoral fellows were drawn from three distinct populations

to participate in the two-year progrmE faculty from Morgan State
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University, a traditionally black i_ aCfl -r from Michigan

State University; and recent Ph.D. recipions recrt-ld nationally.

Participants were in residence full rime en the MithE;an State campus

during the first year of the training ennience. ftlaay began

research collaboration with a mentor, participated 0 a specially

designed research seminar, interacted withvisiting c=mholars who were

minority researchers, and participated informal ccunz3ewerk Heavy

emphasis was given to technical writing, In their 5eond year of the

training experience, fellows began (or returned to) fti_.=11-time employ-

ment while continuing to collaborate with their IRT

Through the program's three enreririgcottorrs, ls ptnostdoctoral

fellows were introduced to careers Ln reaearch on teAm_ozhing. Thirteen

of the participants were minorities and tn were whiCe_.-ee females.

While these numbers may seem small, thelimited nuMb0t-mr -f pers ns

specializing in research on teaching and the almost 1:07=tal lack of

minorities among them argues to the contrary. The pftvsitive impact

upon IRT's learning community was nearlyas great. aimmring the

three-year period in which postdo al fellows were 1.--rL residence at

the IRT, not only was their on -_ presencefelt but clufLi_ng the same

period, virtually every nationally visibleminority 0d.Eilucational

researcher came on campus as a part of aevisiting 01.1helars program.

c--d f 19861. For

the IRT

designed a new predoctoral program for research tra Th

training experiences for this program rgleeted leSsOtt.s learned from

both of the institute's earlier trainingeffo and tm-ras designed and

second five-year contract ith the federal golfer

coordinated by Porter and Nick son.
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The training program compleatented and ex-ended each in e -'s

prograrn of doctor l study. As in the case of the earlier training

efforts, a carefully supervised and structured resear h internshi-D

-ith an IRT project formed the core of the training experience.

Interns also participated in special noncredit seminars on research

on teaching and interacted with selected visiting scholars from

across the nation.

Several important changes from the earlier training efforts were

introduced. Rec- itment tas proactive. Individuals were first

selected to become IRT interns and then admitted to a program of

doctoral study.- Thus, each year a cohort of new int _-s began their

doctoral study at the same time that they began their internship in

research on teaching. The power of recruitment was strengthened by

offering a three-year program with financial support promised for

each year. Finally, a much ,reater emphasis was placed upon develop-

ing professional writing and speaking skills and in practicing those

skills through publication and presentations at national professional

meetings.

Nonformal_training. At the IRT, research training for graduate

students has extended well beyond the formal program boundaries in

two ways. Firs_, many more doctoral candidates participated as

graduate assistants in IRT research than the limited number of

interns. All of these graduate assistants profited profes tonally as

well as financially from their collaboration with IRT senior research-

ers and teacher collaborators. Many of them jointly published with

senior -esearchers and made presentations of IRT work at national

professional meetings. Second, all IRT senior researchers have

K
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academic appointments in thn uniwrsity and teach in addition to

conducting IRT research. As a result, IRT research philosophy and

research results permeate doctoral study in the College oE Education

(and to some extent beyond the College of Education to programs in

economics, anthropology, sociology, and medical education).

Nonformal research training has also occurred at the po- doctoral

level. Two or three visiting professors typically are in residence

at the IRT at any one time. The length of stay has varied from as

short as one month to as long as a full year. Visitoru have come

from a variety of fields, not just research on teaching, and from

across the nation as well as internationally. D-ring their stay,

these visitors have joined IRT's intellectual community, interacting

ith projects and staff, and participating in IRT colloquia.

Teacher educato s form yet a_- her identifiable group that has

benefited from nonformal IRT research training. From the very begin-

ning, the IRT was designed to be an integral part of the College of

-Education, not apart from the college. Senior -esearchers' offices

are located with the offices of other faculty in their academic

departm nt, not in a centralized suite of IRT offices. Most of IRT's

senior researchers provide instruction in the college's undergraduate

t acher education programs. As a result, teacher educators at

Michigan State University interact daily with IRT senior researchers

and draw heavily upon IRT research in preparing their courses.

Teachers also participate nonformally in IRT research training.

ost di- et and powerful form of participation has been through

teacher collaboration. Eighteen K-12 teachers have served as teacher

collabo-ators spending half tiMei in residence at the IRT for one or
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more years Through their participation in IRT research projec

they have gained res- rch skills and a unique understanding of the

potential relationships between research and practice. As these

teacher collaborators ii_eract with their colleagues, there is a

substantial ripple effect upon other teachers in their understanding

of and appreciation for the interplay between improved prac-Ice and

research.

Imac2=EaL_EKagxAmLa ements

1.1--_h_t_nsp_sr-xerinentoring The foundation of IRT

training has been research collaboration. Participation on research

projects and collaborative experienc s were designed to bring about a

full understanding of what it means to conduct research on teaching.

Interns and fellows engaged in data collection, analysis, and inter-

pretation. They were invol.ved in the writing of progress reports and

proposals. Involvement as an active member of a research cea pro-

vided in-depth exposure to and experience with a particular research

methodology. Socialization to the role of researcher took place

through modeling and active learning. Through these experiences,

each intern learned and practice many of the skills that he or she

had studied in courses.

Interns and fellows established "mentor/ ntee" relationships

with IRT senior researchers which have continued as their profes-

sional carers progress. Close associations on a day-to-day basis

provided opportunity for useful dialogue that promoted deeper

understanding of the role and responsibility of the educational
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rssearcher. This relationship facilitated induction into the

research comftunity and promoted a sense of membership for the novice.

Elgearh_seminars. Special research seminars were designed to

augment the university course offerings included in the typical

doctoral program. The noncredit seminars were initiated as part of

the IRT Postdoctoral Research Training Program for Minorities and

Women and continued as part of the intern training program that

followed. The purposes of the research seminars were to create a

sense _f community among the interns and fellows and to expose them

to the variety of substantive issues and methodological approaches

represented by IRT research projects.

Several seminars consisted of IRT senior researche..'s descr'bing

their research through assigned readings -nd a brief presentation and

then entertaining questions during a discussion format. Oth

seminars dealt with topics such as peer review and the publication

process, technical writing, preparation of a professional resume, and

the job interview process. Interns also were required to take a

credit seminar on res arch on teaching from IRT Senior Researcher

Chris pher Clark.

Because interns and fellows were separated by their choice of

major and by their assignments to different IRT projects, the

research seminars provided an essential oppo tunity for them to come

together to interact, exchange ideas, and begin to strengthen their

commitment to research on teaching as an area of inquiry. Through

the seminars they gained a broad understanding of the work in the IRT

and its relationship with work elsewhere. They also
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understand ngs of the "hidden curriculum" of learning to become a

researcher.

Visiting scholars. The visiting scholar component of IRT

research training was designed to provide opportunity for interns and

fellows to interact with outstanding scholars from other locations

whose work has influenced in some substantial way research on teach-

ing. Scholars were jointly selected by the interns and the training

coordtnacors and represented a wide variety of research interests and

approaches.

Each visiting scholar came to campus for a two-day period. Prior

to the visit, Lnterns and fellows studied the writings of the

visitor. The visit generally included two seminars, open only co the

intern , during which the scholar's work was discussed; an all-uni-

versity presentation that was open to members of the MSU academic

community; and an informal social gathering at which interns, 1RT

staff, and the visiting scholar had opportunity to become better

acquainted and exchange ideas.

The 43 researchers that have served as IRT visit ng scholars

represent a unique intellectual resource to the IRT, the college, and

the university. For example, at no other time in the history of

Michigan State University has there been such visibility for and

recognition of the accomplishments of minority researcheY:s during the

three-year period of IRT's postdoctoral training program when 15

minority visiting scholars brought to campus. The enttre university

community was positively affected by their presence. Professional

relationships between MSU faculty and the visiting minority

researchers have continued. One of the visiting minority scholars,
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Ron Edmonds, was subsequently recruited to join the college's

faculty.

and spakipg. Throughout IRT research

training programs strong emphasis was pieced on professional writing

and speaking. Interns were encouraged ro pursue these activities as

early in their training as possible, since it was recognized that

novice researchers often experience difficulty in this process

without support, guidance, and opportunity.

Several IRT resources were available which provided valuable

assistance to interns and fellows. Involvement in major research

projects afforded early opportunity for cu-authoring articles for

publication in professional j urnals and for presentation at profes-

sional meetings. The IRT editorial staff served as consultants and

assisted in the editing of papers and articles. In addition, IRT

senior researchers shared their experience and expertise in reviewing

n products. Finally, the interns, fellows, and the co-coordina-

tors constituted a support group which reinforced and reacted to

writing and speaking ideas.

Some formal instruction in technical writing was provided through

research seminars led by the IRT editorial staff. These seminars

focused on problem areas related to scientific writing. Interns and

fellows presented samples of their writing for critical review and

feedback. Copies of the APA Fu_blicationKanual, Thie__Elemencs of_

by Strunk and White, and A Handbook_far Scholars by VanLeunen

were received and discussed.
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Recuired_Rf

Research training at the IRT has not been without its costs and

these too must be recognized. Thera are the obvious financial

costs: stipends for research interns or postdoctoral fellows,

honoraria for visiting scholars, travel and per diem to support

participation in professional meeLings. While essential, these costs

are easily calculated and unlikely to be underestimated.

Less obvious are the administrative costs. A high-quality

research training program involving several distinct components

requires administrative leadership. One or two senior researche

must accept the responsibility for designing and running a training

program. An administrative assistant who lacks stature in local and

national research communities will not have the insights nor the

authority to ensure that research training proceeds as designed

(e.g., that a research mentor is fulfilling his or her obligations).

The level of required administrative support has varied over time but

ranged between a quarter-time and a ha f-time assignment for a senior

researcher.

The most important resource for research training, however, has

been the strength of IRT's research programs and research staff.

IRT's approach to research training has not been through formal

coursework. Rather', its approach has been to assimilate young

scholars into its intellectual community so that they learn first

hand what it means to work collaboratively with practitioners toward

the goal of understanding teaching in new ways that hold promise for

the improvement of practice. Thus, an essential resource that must

not be taken for granted is the time and commitment of senior
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researchers to work with interns and fellows. Research interns and

fellows are not just graduate assistants. Senior researchers must

give careful consideration to research training needs as they plan

and eXecuta their own programs of research. Time must be spent

explaining why certain research approaches have been preferred over

others. Opportunities must be created to ensure that each intern

parti-ipates in each phase of the research process. Invitations must

be extended for preparing submitting co-authored publications.

.1,ngtentmbeof_esearciteachin-r_. 1RT

research training programs have strengthened the field by recruiting

a new population to research on teaching, one that has been instilled

with 1RT understanding and skills. During the 10-year history of the

IRT, 69 predoctoral interns and 15 postdoctoral fellows participated

in 1RT training for a total of 74 participants. The characteristics

of the new population are telling in terms of diversity. Over half

of the inter-ts have bean women and appro imately one-third have been

minorities. Fellows and interns came from a variety of backgrounds

including anthropology, business, educational psychology, home

economics counseling psychology, science education, sociology,

special education, teacher education and vocational education. Each

tamo with a different set of experiences and personal goals and thus

brought elements of diversity to the IRT research community. The

IRT, and subsequently the field of research on teaching, has been

enriched by their involvement.
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As stated

, IRT's goals go well beyond conducting and disseminating

:om specific research studies. The IRT has sought to build

A0 intellectual leadership to a new field. Printed -a -erial

- be an effective and certainly efficient way to disseminate speci-

research findings and even their implications, but disseminatlng

research agenda and a way of pursuing that agenda requires much

.Laore powerful mechanisms of dissemination.

IKT's training programs have proven to be a powerful form of

dissemination. As IRT interns and postdoc_oral fellows have joined

the educ tional research community, they have taken with them their

unique knowledge of IRT research. In most cases, they have continued

to pursue IRT's research agenda in their own work. Through their

collaboration with colleagues and through their own graduate stu-

dents, they ilave brought knowledge of IRT research results and their

implications for practice to many hundreds of people: researchers,

pro-pective researchers, practitioners, and policymakers.

To a lesser extent, the visiting scholars portion of IRT's

research training programs has also facilitated dissemination of IRT

research. By coming to Michigan State and interacting with IRT

interns and senior researchers, these nationally recognized figures

have come to understand IRT's programs of research and specific

findings in ways that would have been impossible through printed

materials alone. Because the visiting scholars have been highly

visible and influential people, their subsequent references to IRT

w-rk as they write and speak has contributed greatly to the high

level of Interest in IRT publications and presentations.
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staff. Like any university-based program of research, the quality

and efficiency of IRT research has been in part dependent upon the

Strength of the doctoral candidates who serve as graduate assistants.

IRT's highly visible and attrac ive research training prog ams have

made it possible to recruit outstanding doctoral students not only

fr m education but from other areas of the social sciences. Espe-

cially in the second five-year program for predoctoral training,

arch fellowships were advertised and promoted nationally and

competit on for selection was intense. Students of extremely high

academic promise who otherwise would not have been attracted to

doctoral study at Micnigan State were brought to campus to work on

IRT research. Furthermore, the commitment to recruItIng student

from a variety of disciplines and cultures generated a cadre of

graduate assistants that brought their own unique perspectives to the

planming conduct, and interpretation of IRT research.

The high quality of doctoral students attracted to university

programs through IRT research training efforts had an important

secondary effect as well. University faculty are happiest when they

can teach, work with, and be mentors for extremely bright, energetic

graduate students. The mid-1970s to the mid-I980s was a period

during which competition for good doctoral students in education was

especially keen. Because of the IRT's strong national reputation,

because of the f nancial support available, and because of the unique

nature of IRT's research training, IRT senior researchers have had

access to topflight graduate students.
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Crelit_inz_new_horlzons for those who have par icipated in IRT

research training has been another important outcome. The education,

support, and encouragement given to interns and fellows have helped

to open many doors to professional opportuniti s and recognition. Of

course, it is too early to judge the professional achievement of

those who participated in IRT training. It has been only seven years

since the earliest interns completed their degree programs and

assumed professional positions; a dozen of the most recent interns

are still doctoral candidates in the process of completing their

deg7 e . Yet, the early signs are most encouraging.

1RT interns have received a variety of awards for their research

on teaching, from college recognition for Outstanding Dissertation

the Year to the prestigious award of a Spencer Fellowship in recogni-

tion of the nation's most promising young scholars in education. 1RT

interns and fellows' names appear regularly on the programs of na-

tional research organizations, most notably the American Educational

go.:arch Association. Early publications co-authored with IRT senior

res rchers and based on IRT research are giving way tc. publication

of work initiated since leaving the IRT. More than half of those who

have completed their doctor l programs are located in universities

where they have access to support for pursuing theLr research pro-

grams._ An important minority have opted to apply their research

exp in direct service of educational improvement and have

become leaders of st4te, local, and professional education organi-

zations.

Research training in the IRT has gtven these former interns and

postdoctoral fellows a head start in their professional careers. In
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turn, their

practitione

teaching to

emerging leadership among educational researchers and

strengthening the contributions of research on

the improvement of educational pract ce.

Dtsseminatjen rs Services

To support the research, communication, and dissemination

functions of the IRT, a number of special services are provided.

These se--Ices support all of the projects and are only possible

because w are an institute rather than a collection of separately

funded projects.

The IRT's organizational capabilities include a close, working

relationship with MSU's College of Education; close relationships

with key groups of teachers, teacher educators, policymakers, and

educational researchers; strong relationships with local school

districts; and access to representative cross section of schools,

students, and teachers. Some specific support services offered to

IRT researchers are described below.

The IRT's research collection is a specialized library that has

developed concurrently with the IRT. IRT researchers rely on the

collection for many of the printed materials--published or unpub-

lished--that they need for research synthesis and analys s activi-

ties. Staff members are encouraged to forward requests for books,

Jo rnals, research reports, and other printed materials to David

Bolig, the IRT information specialist. The requested items are then
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ordered, added to the collection, arid ehund into the computerized

catalog-system.

In addition, the information speclalistrgularly scans incoming

periodicals, monographs, and other sottresto keep informed about

recent publications in relevant subje ct aleas; such publications are

ordered to supplement e.e rchers' reqt t8ad to help create an

in-depth collection that will support kalty projects.

The IRT research collection containsadeLe variety of recent

reports, books, and journals and emphaoimoOmLe ethnographic, evalua-

tive, and psychological aspects of reseatchon= teaching. As of

August 1986, the collection held over 2,600 ems. Presently, 63

non-newsletter periodicals are also recivd.

This set of up-to-date materiels po IRT researchers and

vIsitors with an excellent base of bibliogmptiLic resources. To keep

IRT staff apprised of new additions to tliocca=lection, the informa-

tion specialist periodically coMpiles addtribuees a list of

recent mon graphic acquisition A s t tre_0nthly compilation of

the tables of contents of all currently vceivad jou -_als is also

distributed to IRT faculty.

The combination of current-awarenesa sonl_nes, high-quality

current materials, and convenient locattonfm ilitates faculty use of

the collection for research analysis and spthL4asis. The information

specialist also assists IRT staff in lAsiothet- main MSU library to

conduct literature reviews, search data boa, and obtain needed

materials. Printed materia not avail-40o campus are obtained

from other libraries in the United State6thro-ttagh the campus

interlibrary loan system.
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Over the past 10 years, the research collec ion has grown from a

bookshelf with a few dozen books and reports co a 1 brary over 100

times that size. The resources in the collection and the information

services provided to facilitate their use have served IRE researchers

well, by providing an extra margin of quality, completeness, and

timeliness that would not otherwise have been available in the biblio-

graphic support of faculty research. At the same time, visiting

scholars as w 11 as local faculty, students, and schoolteachers have

benefited from their extensive use of the collection, even though

these individuals were not affiliated with the IRT. While difficult

to measure, these internal and external influences by the collection

have been both real and valuable to educational researchers and to

the education community in general.

xainulicuLmtt

The 1RT employs a full-time editor (Sandra Gross) and a half-time

assistant editor (Sally Pratt who replaced Fat Nischan in April

1986). In addition to editing all the IRT publications, preparing

the IRT's two newsletters, producing brochures, updating the IRT's

publications list, and writing articles about IRT research, they

provide editorial support to all IRT staff. The editor schedules and

publicizes colloquia and ans ers requests for information on IRT

projects. Since Fall 1985 a student intern has been assisting with

the bimmthly newslett

In September 1985, the editor assumed the duties of the quAr_

time media specialist: coordinating requests for inservice workshops

and vlsits tO the IRT, preparing display cases about IRT research for
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building lobby (changed every 6-8 weeks), sending publicity about

colIaoquia to local educators, serving as liaison to the MSU News

BUtemaau for media coverage, and orienting foreign visitors to the work

and publications of the 1RT. Fr m 1985-1986 the 1RT hosted visi

fro.- Latin America, Africa, Canada, Australia, and Europe. aorothy

?raumwat, former quarter IRT media specialist, hires photographers

for use by the IRT. The editor schedules and coordinates photograph-

ers for IRT assignments.

Additional support for 1RT research and dissemination activities

is p=Drovided by the project manager, Gail Nutter, who coordinates

POPI7m7inical and clerical staff efforts related to the preparation of

IRT materials and arrangements for special activities. Arrangements

for conferences, meetings, and support services for visitors are

hacdtaled through the office of the manager. The manager also serves

as lama resource person regarding established policies and procedures,

asStalsts with recruitment and orientation to the IRT for inte ns and

cm=her collaborators, and serves as a liaison with MSU personnel and

oUVSmide vendors who provide services to support IRT dissemination

aetta:vities.

Beginning in 1983 the IRT staff have had access to the College of

Educ==ation Information Processing Croup (IPC), a central resource of

camp=puter-releted expertise. Under the direction of Laurence Bates,

the IPG staff are available to help IRT researchers with data
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collection, organization, storage, and analysis. The IFG staff Are

familiar with the latest techniques relating to computer networking,

optical character readers and point of collection data input into

hand-held computer interfaces. They have considerable skill in the

use of both mainframe and microcemputer data-base management pack-

ages. They provided programming for computer storage of the IRT

library catalog. Their expertise in both mainframe- and microcom-

pute -based statistical analysis packages is of consderable benefit

to IRT -esearchers.



Appendix

1976-1981 Ac ivity Tables

1982-1986 Activity Tables

Publications List
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Sponsor of Totai Audience

Prese_ntatir

1976-1981 Activity Tables

1981-4/Page 1

Type of Presentation Characterization of Audience

Profeasional Assoc./Conf.

Research & Evaluation

1981-82

1983

1984

1985

1986

1981-82

1983

1984

1985

1986

1981-82

1983

1984

1985

1986

1981-82

1983

1984

1985

4986

3135

3524

1922

4512

4254

60

30

1596

150

824

1077

24

w.

425

Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T Ed Other

1. Nat 1/Intern' 1

(AERA, APA1 ASA, MCME

Nat'l Reading Conference)

2. Regional

(NERA, Midwest-ERA)

3. State

(MERAI 141, Sch, Testing

Conference)

Teacher/Administrator

37

55

44

50

43

3

2

10

9

10

1

4

3

3

1

1 1

2

4

6

15

1

1

1

8

14

9

13

20

2

6

1

5

7

1

3

6

8

7

7

20

2

10

1

4

10

1

1

38

63

44

58

53

3

7

1

2

5

4

18

29

29

38

51

1

6

1

5

5

1

3

2

5

2

4

1

2

1. Nat'l/Internil

(NEA, AFT, ASCD IRA,

NCTE)

NOTE: This category is multiply

coded,

398



1981=86/Page 2

Sponsor of

Presentation

Total Audience

(bUear)

Type of Presentation Characterization of Audience

Tcher/Admotr,(cont'd) Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Other

2. Regional 1981-82 90 2
2

(NW Educ. Cooperative) 1983

1984

1985 1895 4 1 3 4

1986

State/Local 1981-82 3025 20 4 18 14 4 6

(MEA, Mi. Rd . Assoc.) 1983 8965 25 1 2 22 21 3 10 2

A
1984 2520 19 1 14 14 5 11 2

11.11

1985 --

to 1986 100 1
1

Teacher Educator

1. NatI1/Intere1 1981-82 305 8 1
1 1 6 3

(MATE, AACTE, ATE) 1983 1245 11 2 2 4 11

1984 802 11 3 5 4 9 14 1

1985 183 5
1 4 6

1986

Regional 1981-82 --

(MW Assoc, of Tars. 1983 --

of Ed, Psych., W. Canad, 1984

Assoc. for Stdot. Tch,) 1985 183
1 4 6

1986 200 1
2



Sponsor of

'Presentation

Total Audience

(by year)

Type of Presentation

1981-86/Page 3

Characterization of Audience

Tchr, Educator (cont'd) Paper ashp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Other

3. State 1981-82 135 1

1983 80 2 1 1 1 1

1984 195 3 1 2 1 3 3

1985 30 1 1 1 1 1

1986 60 3 1 2 1 2 2 2

Public Institutions/

Agencies

1

Nst'l/Intern'l 1981-82 235 1 2 1 2 1 2

ui
(NIE, Nat'l Assess, ofH 1983 948 7 3 3 9 5 4 6 6

Educ. Progress) 1984, 400 5 1 1 2 2 1 3

1985 466 6 2 4 7 3 9 8 6

1986 310 4 2 2 I 3 3 2

2. Regional 1981-82 40 1

(CEMREL, Far West Lab,) 1983

1984

1985

1986

3. State (State Depts,

of Ed,i Universities)

1981-82

1983

7482

1800

27

22 4

1

2

9

11

8

8

18

17

19

11
1

1984 3263 39 1 23 16 32 24 11

1985 1443 18 3 4 13 17 16 18 8

1986 560 2 2 2 7 3 6 9



Total Audience Type of Presentation

1981-86/Page 4

Characterization of Audience

. Agencies (cont'd)

1981-82

1933

1984

Paper Wkshp Cons Oth- Tchrs Sch St T.Ed Other

1985 90 2 2 2 1

1986

titutions/

atern'l 1981- 2 1 1

.1s. for Better 1983 1 1 1 1

, Inc., Ford 1984 75 3 1 1 2

ion) 1985 35 2 2 1

1986 15

1 or State 1981-82

1983

1984

1985

1986

in't Tell 1981-82 30

1983

1984

1985 37 2 4

1986



Sponsor of

Presentation

Public Schools/ Systems

Michigan

Local Area

Detroit/Flint

Other

Total Audience Type of Presentation

_

1981-86/?age 5

Character4ation of hudience

Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Othet

1981-82 683 4 8 3 2 10 16

1983 284 4 4 4 2 8 12 1

1984 136 3 2 3 4 5 1 1

1985 15 1
1 1

1986 271 3 4 1 1 5 1

1981-82 1499 5 14 1 13 20 1 2

1983 662 5 6 1 8 13 2

1984 387 3 1 3

1985 24 2 1 2 1 1

1986 15 1 1 1
1

1981-82 2465 11 12 8 24 25

1983 1618 14 11 8 23 26

1984 288 1 2 4 3

1985 --

1986



Sponsor of

Presentation

Total Audience

(b- veer)

Type of Presentaion

I981-86/Page 6

Characterization of Audience

Paper 141(f.hp Coos Other Tchrs Sch St Res T,Ed Other

Other States

Midwest 1981-82 1690 1 6 6 7

1983 620 3 3 1 4 5

1984 200 1 1 1

1985

1986

East 1981=82 150 1 I 1

1983 420 1 3 4 3

1,11

1984 35 1 1 1

1985 --

1986

South 1981-82 2380 6 2 8

1983 145 2

1984

1985

1986 40

West and 1981-82 1050 3 3

Southwest 1983 258 1 1 2

1984 80 2 2

1985
..

1986
..

4 r

4



F7,onoor of Total. Audience

fr:esentation (by year)

1982-106 AcL ivity Tables

Type of 7:esentation

197611/Page 1

Chazacterizatioft of Audience

ft=ofessional Assoc,/Conf,

Pz4!search & Evaluation

1976-77

1978

1979

1980

1981

335

835

2180

2500

4625

hper Ash =,.; Cons Other

Nat'l/Intern'l

(AERA, APA, ASA, NCRE

Nat'l Reading Conference)

5

3_

35

30

2 3

2 1

2 2 5

/.. Regional 1976-77

(HERA, Midwest-ERA) 1978

1979 210 3

1980 200 1

1981 230 2

State 1976-77

(HERA, Hi, Sch, Testing 1978 75 1

Conference) 1979

1980 315

1981 65 2

eaaacher/Administrator

Nat'innterfi'l 1916-71

(NEA, AFT, AND, IRA,

NCTE)

1978

1979

460

1475

3

7

1980 605 10

1981 755 5 1

Tclas Sch St Res T.Ed Other

4

W

11

8

1

4

1

3

1

5

6

9

8

5

12

34

25

26

3

6

11

11

14

4

2

1 2 1

1

1

6 4 4

1 2 1

2 2 I

2 4 7

5 7 1

1 4 7

NOTE: This category is multiply

coded,



Sponsor of Total Audience

Presentation b eat-)

Type of Presentation

19761I/Page 2

Characterization of Audience

Tchr./Admntr, (cont'd)

2. Regional 1976-77

(NW Edoc. Cooperative) 1978 --

1979 50

1980 40

1981

3. State 1976-77

(MEA, Mi. Reading Assoc.) 1978
109on ,C 1 5 2 1 4

1979 250 4 1 5 2 3N
1980 305 7 1 8 6 4 1

m 1981 310 4 3 5 4 1 2 2

_

Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Other

. Teacher Educator

1, Nat'l/Intern'l 1976-77

(MCATE, AACTE) ATE) 1978

1979 695 5 2 2 3 5

1980 75 2 1 2

1981 602 9 2 1 1 S 7

2. Regional 1976-77

(MW Assoc, of Tchrs. 1978 50 1 1 1

of Ed. Psy., W, Canad, 1979

Assoc. for Stdnt. Tch.) 1980 45 2 1 2

1981 25 2
1 Q. 1

U



Sponsor of

Presentation

Tchr. Educator (cont'd)

Total Audience

(by year)

Type of Presentation

19761I/Page

Characterization of Audience

Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Other

3. Slate 1976-77

1918

1979

1980

m.

1981 47 2 2 I

Public Institutions/Agencies

1- Nat'l/Intern'l
. 1976-77

1 (WIE, Nat'l Assess, of
0

1978 70 2 2 2

NI Educ, Progress) 1979 185 3 3 2

1980 80 2
1

,
1
j 1

1981 307 5 1 2 2 4 1 4

2. Regional 1976-77 --

(CENREL, Far West 1413.) 1978 180 2 1 1 2 1

1979 12 1 I

1980 130 2 2 I 1 4 I I

1981 265 4 1 ' 2 2 1

3. State (State Depts. 1976-77 200 2 2 2

of Ed., Universities) 1978 175 2 1 1 1 3 1 2

1979 127 5 1 4 2 3

1980 635 9 3 2 2 6 7 lo to 4

1981 1464 16 3 2 1 12 6 14 13 4



Sponsor of Total ;Iodience

Presenta[ion

Private institutions/Agencies

a of Presentation

Paper Wkshp Cons Other

1976-81/Page 4

Cheractethation of Audience

Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Other

1. Nat 1/Intern'i 1976-77 --

(ETS, Res: for Better 1978 20
1

1 1

Schools, Inc., Ford 1979

Foundation) 1980 25
1 1 1

1981

2. Regional or State 1976-77

(Ksmehaineha Early Ed. 1978

Proj.--Rawaii) 1979

1980

1981 20 1
1 1

3. Other/Can't tell 1976-77

1978 25 2 1
2 1

1979 48 2 1 2 2

1980 10
1 1

1981

416



Sponsor of

Preseotation

Public Schools/S stem

Michigan

Local Area

Detroit/Flint

Other

Total Audience

-(tUEL

Type of Presentation

1976-8I/Page 5

Characterization of Audience

1976-77 --

Paper ashp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St Res T.Ed Othet

1978 70 2 1 2 2

1979 50 2 2 1

1980 254 6 2 1 2 8 10 1

1981 359 4 2 4 1 8 6 2

1976-77

1978

1979

1980 65 1 1 1 1

1981 295 4 1 4 4

1916-71 30 1

1978 78 2 2 2

1979

1980 --

1981 150 2 2 2

418 1119



of Total AudienceSponsor

Presentation b year)

Type of Presentation

1976-8I/Page 6

Characterization of Audience

Schools/$20

Paper Wkshp Cons Other Tchrs Sch St ,es T.Ed Other

Other States

Midwest 1976-77 --

19'8

1979

1980 460 1 1 2 2

198) 900 2 2 2

East 19;6-77 --

1978

1979 30 1 1 1

1980

1981 265 1 2

South 1976-77

1978

1979 35 1

1980

1981

West and 1976-77 --

Southwest 1978

1979

1980 10 1 1

1981

420 1191



PUBLICATIONS
of the Institute for Research on Teaching

Coll ge of Education, Michigan State Universi y
Summer 1986

Following are the publications of the Institute for Research on Teaching. They are organized by
project and, within each project, by type of publication_ IRT Publications can be ordered from the
IRT. ;See order form at the end of this list_) Publications listed under Articles Available Only in Journals
and Other Periodicals may be available at your library. If you are unable to locate any of these articles
in your library, you may write to the senior author for a reprint. Publications listed under Books and
Chapters in Books may also be available at your library_ If not, write directly to the publisher for
;nformation on how to order.

Classroom Strategy Research
Researchers working on this project are looking at teachers' thinking about and strategies for

managing their classrooms and motivating and encouraging their students. Previous studies
focused on h-lw effective teachers deal with problem students; current studies are focusing on pro-
cedures teachers can use to increase their students motivation to learn.

Anderson, L. M., Evertson, C. M., & Brophy, J. E. (1982)_ Prin-
ciples of small-group instruction in elementary reading
(Occasional Paper No_ 58): East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching_ $2_00

Brophy, J. (1986). Socializing student motivation to learn.
(Research Series No. 169). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $4.50

Brophy, J. E. (1963). Conceptualizing student motivation
(Occasional Paper No. 70). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3.50. (Also
published in Educational Psychologist 1983,18, 200-215.)

Brophy, J. E. (1982). Classroom organization and management
(Occasional Paper No. 54)_ East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $4.50. (Also
published in Elementary School Journal, 1983, 83, 265-285).

Brophy, J. E. (1982). Fostering student learning and motiva-
tion in the elementary classroom (Occasional Paper No.
51). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $5.50. (Also publishedi S. Paris.
G. Olson, & H. Stevenson (Eds.), Learning and motivation
in the classroom, Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, 1983.)

Brophy. J. E. (1982). Research on the self-fulfilling prophecy
and teacher expectations. (Research Series No. 719). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $8,00. (Also published in Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology, 1982, 75, 631-6814

Brophy, J. E. (1980). Teacher praise: A functional analysis
(Occasional Paper No. 28). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $5.00. (Also
published In Review of Educational Research, 1981, 51,
5-32.)

Brophy, J. (1980). Teachers' cognitive activities and overt
behaviors (Occasional Paper No. 39). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $5.50

Brophy, J. E. (1979). Teacher behavior and its effects
(Occasional Paper No. 25), East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute f or R..eaich on Teaching, $3.75. (Also
published in Journal of Educational Psychology, 1979, 71,
733-750.)

Brophy, J. E. (1979), Using observation to improve your
teaching (Occasional Paper No. 21). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $1.50. (Also published in Childhood Education,
1979, 55, 313-317.)

Brophy, J., & Good, T. (1984). Teacher behavior and student
achievement (Occasional Paper No. 73). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $16.00_ (Also published in M. C. Wittrock (Ed.),
Handbook of research on teaching (3rd ed., pp. 328-375).
New York: Macmillan, 1986.)

Brophy, J. E_, & Hannon, P. (1984)_ The future of microcom-
puters in the classroom (Occasional Paper No_ 76). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.25

Brophy, J., & Kher, N. (1986). Teacher socialization as a
mechanism for developing student motivation to learn
(Research Series No. 157). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $4_00

Brophy, J. E., & Putnam, J. G.(1978). Classroom management
in the elementary grades (Research Series No. 32). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $3.25. (Also published in D. Duke (Ed.),
Classroom management (the 78th yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, part III).
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979).

Brophy, J. E., & Rohrkemper, M. M.(1982). Motivational factors
in teachers' handling of problem students (Research
Series No_ 115). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching_ $3.00



Brophy. J. E., & Rohrkemper M. M. (1980), The influence of
problem ownership on teachers' perceptions of and
strategies for coping with problem students (Research
Series No. 84). East Lansing: Michinan State University,
institute for Research on Teaching. $3,00. (Also published
in Journal of Educational PsyChology, 1981, 73, 295-311).

Brophy, J. E., & Rohrkernper, M. M.(1980). Teachers' specific
strategies for dealing with hostile, aggressive students
(Research Series No, 86), East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $2.75

Brophy, J., Rohrkemper, M., Rashid, H., & Goldberger, M.
(1982). Relationships between teachers' presentations of
classroom tasks and students' engagement in those tasks
(Research Series No. 116). EaSt Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $2.50. (Also
published in Journal of Educational Psychology, 1983, 75,
544-652)

Medick, J. (1979). Effective classroom strategies for three
problem behaviors: Hostile-aggressive, passive-
aeoressive, and withdrawn failure-image (Occasional
Paper No. 30). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $8.75

Rohrkernper, M. M.(1984). Individual differences in students'
perceptions of routine classroom events (Research Series
No_ 144). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching. $8.50

Rohrkemper, M. M., & Brophy, J. E. (1980). Teachers' general
strategies for dealing with problem students (Research
Series No. 87), East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $2.50

Articles Available Only in
Journals and Other Periodicals
Brophy, J.(1986), Classroom management techniques_ Educa-

tion and Urban Society, 18, 182=194,

Brophy, J. (1985). Classroom management as instruction:
Socializing self-guidanco in students (Special issue on
teaching self-discipline). Theory into Practice, 24, 233-240.

Brophy, J. (1984). Designing curriculum and instruction.
Book review of S. Engelmann & D. Camino, Theory of
instruction: Principle and applications. Contemporary
Psychology, 29, 622-624.

Brophy, J. (1984). A sociological approach to early school-
ing. Review of D. Entwisle & L. Haydule, Early schooling:
Cognitive end affective outcomes. Contemporary
PsyChology, 29, 59-60.

Brophy, J. (1984). This week's Citation Classic (essay on J.
BrOphy & T. Good's, Teacher-student relationships:
Causes and consequences). Current Contents, 16 (20),
16.

Brophy, J. (1983). A useful bibliography. Review of M.
Powell & J. Beard (Eds.), Teacher effectiveness: An
annotated bibliography and guide to research. Contem-
porary Education Review, 2, 231-232.

Brophy, J. (1982). Book review of C. Denharn & A. Lieberman
(Eds.), Time to learn. Contemporary Psychology, 27,
725-726.

Brophy, J. (1982). Book review of W. Ray Rhine (Ed.), making
"schools more effective: New directions from Follow
Through. Contemporary Psychology, 27, 302-303.

Brophy. J. (1982). Classroom management and learning.
American Education, 18 (2). 20-23.

Brc phy, J. (1982), How teachers ,nfluence what is taught
and learned in classrooms, Elementary School Journal,
83, 1-14. (Summarized in Educati Digest, 1983, 48 (5),
24-26.)

Brophy, J. (1982). Schooling as students experience It.
Elementary School Journal, 82, 519-529_

Brophy, J. (1982). Successful teaching strategies for the inner-
city child. Phi Delta Kappan, 63, 527-530_ (Reprinted in K.
Ryan & J. Cooper (Eds.), Kaleidoscope: Reading in educa-
tion. Boston: Houghton Mittin, 1984.)

Brophy, J. (1981). On praising effectively. Elementary School
Journal, 81, 269-278.

Brophy, J. (1981). Recent research on teaching, The
Researcher, 19 (1). 8-24.

Brophy, J. (1980). Book review of I. Hyman, & J. Wise (Eds.),
Corporal punishment in American education: Readings
in history, practice, and ,ilternatives. Contemporary
Psychology, 25, 465-486.

Brophy, J. (1979). Advances in teacher effectiveness
research. Journal of Classroom interaction. 15. 1-7,

Brophy, J. (1979). Teacher behavior and student learning.
Educational Leadership, 37 (1), 33-38.

Gross, S. (1986. March). Getting away from the daily grind.
Michigan School Board Journal, pp, 10-11.

Rohrkemper, M. M. (1984), The influence of teacher socializa-
tion style on students' social cognition and reported
interpersonal classroom behavior_ Elementary School
Journal, 85, 254-275.

Books and Chapters in Books
Brophy, J. (1985), Teachers' expectations, motives, and goals

for working with problem students_ In C. Ames & R. Ames
(Eds.), Research in motivation in education (Vol. 2: The
classroom milieu, pp, 175-214). Orlando, FL: Academic
Press.

Brophy, J. (1984). Research on teaching and teacher educa-
tion: The interface. In P. Grimmett (Ed.), Research in
teacher education: Current problems and future prospects
in Canada. Vancow,er: Centre for the Study of Teacher
Education, University of British Columbia,

Brophy, J. (1984). Successful strategies for teaching the
inner-city child. Reprinted in K. Ryan & J. Cooper (Eds,),
Kaleidoscope: Readings in education_ Boston:
Houghton Mifflin,

Brophy, J. (1984). Supplemental group management tech-
niques. In D. Duke (Ed.), Helping teachers manage
classrooms, Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development.

Brophy, J. (1984). The teacher as thinker: Implementing
inStruction. In G. Duffy, L. Roehler, & J. Mason (Eds.),
Comprehension instruction: Perspectives and sugges-
tions. New York: Longman_

Brophy, J. (1978). Interactions between learner characteristics
and Optimal instruction. In D. Bart-Tal & L. Saxe (Eds.),
Social psychology of education: Theory and research,
Washington, DC: Hemisphere.



Addendum to Publications List

of the Institute for Research on Teaching
College of Education, Michigan State University

East Lansing
November 1936

Following are IRT publicat ons organized by project which have been
published since release of the Summer 1936 list.

Brophy, J. (1986).
$7.00.

Classroom Strategy Research

On motivating students (Occasional Paper No. 101),

Conceptual Analytic

Buchmann M. (1986)0 Teaching knowledge: The lights that teachers live
by Occasional Paper No. 106), $3.00,

Floden, R.E. (1986). Explaining learning: Biological and cybernetic
metaphors (occasional Paper No. 99), $2.50.

Zeuli, J.S. (1986). The use of the zone of proximal development in
everyday and school contexts: A Vygotskian critique (Occasional
Paper No. 100), $2.50.

Zeuli, J.S., & Buchmann, M. (1986). Implementation of teacher thinking
research as curriculum deliberation (Occasional Paper No. 107),
22 pages, $3.00.

nt Determinants

Porter A.C., Floden, R.E., FT:eeman, D.J., Schmidt, W.H. & Schwille,
J.R. (1986). Content determinants (Research Series No. 179
$3.00. (with research instrumentation appendices), $11.00.

Schwille, J., Porter, A., Alford, L., Floden, R., Freeman, D., Irwin,
S., & Schmidt, W. (1986). State policy and the control of
curriculum deCisions: Zones of to2erance for teachers in
elementary school mathematics (Research Serie3 No 173), $4.00.



Knowledge Use in LearnIng to Teach

Ball, D.L., & Feiman-Nemser, S. (1986). Using textbooks and teachers
guides: What beginning elementary teachers learn and what they
need to know (Research Series No. 174), $3.50.

Feiman-Nemser, S., & Buchmann, M. (1986). Knowing, thinking and doing
in learning to teach: A research framework and some initial
results (Research Series No. 180), $3.00.

Feimen-Nemser, S., & Buchmann, M. (1986). When is student teaching
teacher education? (Research Series No. 178), $4.00.

Science Teaching

Anderso: C.W., & Smith E.L. (1986). Teaching science (Research Series
No. 168), $4.50.

Roth, K.j. (1986). Conceptual-change learning and student processing of
science texts (Research Series No. 167), $4.00.

Improving Reading and Writing/ Teaching Expository
Reading and Writing

Raphael, T.E., Englert, C.S., & Kirschner, B.W. (1986). The impact -f
text structure instruction and social context on students'
comprehension and production of expository text (Research Series
No. 177), $3.50.

Raphael, T.E., Kirschner, B.W., & Englert, C.S. (1986). Students'
metacognitive knowledge about writing (Research Series No. 176),
$4.00.

Raphael, T.E., Kirschner B.W., & Englert, C.S. (1986). Text structure
instruction within process-writing classrooms: A manual for
instruction (Occasional Paper No. 104), $9.25.

Written Literacy

Florio-Ruane, S. (1986 ). Conversation and narrat in collaborative
research (Occasional Paper No. 102), $3.50.

Other Research

Melnick, S.L., & Raudenbush, S.W. (1986). Influence of pupils' gender,
race, ability, and behavior on prospective and experienced
teachers' judgments about appropriate feedback (Research Series
No. 175), $3.50.



Good, T, & Brophy, J. (1984). Looking in classrooms, 3rd
edition, New York: Harper & Row.

Medick, J. M. (1981). Classroom Behavior-Turning it around:
Strategies of a teacher. East Lansing, MI: Fanning Press.

Rohrkernper, M., & Brophy, J. (1953). Teachers' thinking about
problem students. In J. Levine & M. Wang (Eds,), Teacher
and student perceptions: Implications for learning.
Hillsdale, NJ: Eribaum.

Conceptual Analytic
As a complement to its empirical work, the IRT initiated this project to evaluate ideas and prac-

tices recommended to teachers and teacher educators. The project stresses conceptual analysis--
assessing the adequacy and completeness of the ratbnales underlying recommended practices,
identifying hidden assumptions or unrecognized complications, and clarifying important
differences between seemingly similar ideas.

I RT Publications
Bachmann, M. (1986). Reporting and using educational

research: Conviction or persuasion? (Occasional Paper
No. 96). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching, $3.25. (To be published in J.
I. Good lad (Ed.), Ecology of school improvement (1987
yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion) Chicago: University of Chicago Press.)

Buchmann, M. (1985). Improving education by talking: Argu-
ment or conversation? (Occasional Paper No. 68). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $3.00. (Published in Teachers College
Record, 1985 86, 441-453.)

Bachmann, M. (1985). Role over person: Legitimacy and
authenticity in teach (Occasional Paper No. 67). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.00. (To be published in M. Ben-Peretz, R.
Bromme, & R. Halkes (Eds.), Advances in Teacher Think-
ing (2nd yearbook of the International Study Association
on Teacher Thinking) Heereweg, The Netherlands: Swots;
and under the title "Role over person: Morality and authen-
tity in teaching" in Teachers College Record.)

Buchmann, M. (1984). What is irrational about knowledge
utilization? (Occasional Paper No. 57). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $3.25. (Also published In Curriculum Inquiry,
1985, 15 (2), 153-168).

Bachmann, M. (1983). The priority of knowledge and
understanding in teaching (Occasional Paper No. 61). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.50

Buchmann, M. (1983). Role over person: Justifying teacher
action and decisions (Research Series No. 135). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.50

Buchmann, M. (1983). The use of research knowledge in
teacher education and teaching (Occasional Paper No. 71).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Also published in American
Journal of Education, 1984, 92, 421-439.)

Buchmann, M., & Schwille, J. (1982). Education: The over-
coming of experience (Occasional Paper No. 63), East

Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $3.25. (Also published in American Journal
of Education, 1983, 92, 30-51).

Feiman-Nemser, S. (1983). Learning to teach (Occasional
Paper No. 64). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Toaching, $3.50. (Also published
in L. Shulman & G. Sykes (Eds.), Handbook on teaching
and policy. New York: Longman, 1983.)

Feiman-Nemser, S., & Buchrnann, M. (1983). Pitfalls of
experience in teacher preparation (Occasional Paper No.
65). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Also published in Teachers
College Record, 1985, 87, 53-65 and to be published in L.
Katz & J. Raths (Eds.). Advances in teacher education (Vol,
2). Norwood, NJ: Ablex.)

Feiman-Nemser, S. & Floden, R. E. (1984). The cultures of
teaching (Occasional Paper No. 74) East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $8.00. (Also published in M. C. Wittrock (Ed.),
Handbook of research on teaching (3rd ed., pp. 505-526.
New York: Macmillan, in press.)

Floden, R. E. (1985). The role of rhetoric in changing teachers'
beliefs (Occasional Paper No. 78). East Lansing: Michigan
State University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3.25.
(Also published in Teaching and Teacher Education, 1985,
7, 19-32,)

Roden, R. E., & Bachmann, M. (1985). The trouble with
meaningfulness (Occasional Paper No. 82). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $2.50

Articles Available Only in
Journals and Other Periodicals
Bachmann, M. (1982). The flight away from content in teacher

education and teaching. Journal of Curriculum Studies,
14, 61-68.

Buchmann, M.(1981). Can traditional lore guide right choice
in teaching? Journal of Curriculum Studies, 13, 339=348.

Floden, R. E. (1983). A reasonable explanation of assimila-
tion and accommodation. Review of H. G. Petrie, The
dilemma of enquiry and learning. Contemporary
Psychology, 28, 49-50.



Content Determinants
Teachers decisions about what topics to teach to which children and to what standards of achieve-

ment determine, in large part, students' opportunities to learn. Focusing on fourth-grade mathematics,
researchers are looking at these and other content decisions and how they are shaped. Possible
influences on teachers' c, -tent decisions under investigation include state and local school policy,
teachers' subject matter :,:nowledge, and student characteristics.

IRT Publications

Floden, R. E., Porter, A. C., Schmidt, W. H., & Freeman, D.
J. (1978). Don't they all measure the same thing? Conse-
quences of selecting stendardized tests (Research Series
No. 25). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching, $1_50. (Also published in E L.
Baker & E. S. Cluellrnalz (Eds), Educational testing and
evaluation: Design, analysis, and policy. Beverly Hills:
Sage, 1980.)

Floden, R. E., Porter, A. C., Schmidt, W. H., Freeman, D. J.,
and Schwille, J. R. (1980). Responses to curriculum
pressures: A policy-capturing study of teacher decisions
about content (Research Series No. 74). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $3.00. (Also published in Journal of Educational
Psychology, 1981, 73, 129-141.)

Freeman, D. J. (1978). Conceptual issues in the
contentIstrategy distinction (Research Series No. 21). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2.25

Freeman, D., Belli, G., Porter, A., Floden, R., Schmidt, W., &
Schwille, J. (1983). Consequences of different styles of
textbook use in preparing students for standardized tests
(Research Series No. 107). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3_00. (Also
published under the title "The influence of different styles
of textbook use on the instructional validity of
standardized tests" in Journal of Educational Measure-
ment, 1983, 20, 259-270.)

Freeman, D., Kuhs, T., Knappen, L., & Porter, A. (1979). A
closer look at standardized tests (Research Series No. 53).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $1.50. (Also published in
Arithmetic Teacher, 1982, 29, 50.54.)

Freeman, D_ J, Kuhs, T. M., Porter, A. C., Knappen, L. B.,
Floden, R. E., Schmidt, W. H., & Schwille, J. R. (1980). The
fourth-grade mathematics curriculum as inferred from .
textbooks and tests (Research Series No. 82). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching_ $2.50

Kuhs, T. M., & Freeman, D. J. (1979). The potential influence
ef textbooks on leachers' selection of content for elemen-
tary school mathematics (Research Series No. 48). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
On Teaching. $2_50

Kuhs, T., Porter, A., Floden, R., Freeman, 0_, Schmidt, W., &
Schwille, J. (1983). Differences among teachers in their
use of curriculum imbedded tests (Research Series No.
133). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Published in Elementary
Scheel Journal, 1985, 86, 141.153.)

Kuhs, T., Schmidt, W., Porter, A Floden, R., Freeman, D., &
Schwi Ile, J. (1979)_ A taxonomy for classi fying elementary
school mathematics content (Research Series No. 4). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2_25

Porter, A. C. (1978). Relationships between testing and the
curriculum (Occasional paper No. 9). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $1.00

Porter, A. C., Schmidt, W. H., Hoiden, R. E., & Freeman, D.
J. (1978). Impact on what? The importance of content
covered (Research Series No_ 2). East Lansing: Michigan
State University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $1.75.
(Also published under the title "Practical significance in
program evaluation" in American Educational Research
Journal, 1978, 75, 529-539.)

Porter, A. C., Schwille, J. R., Floden, R. E., Freeman, D. J.,
Knappen, L. B., Kuhs, T. M., & Schmidt, W. H. (1979).
Teacher autonony and the control of content taught
(Research Series No. 24)_ East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $3.75

Schmidt, W. H., Porter, A. C., Schwille, J. R., Floden, R. E.,
& Freeman, D. J.(1982). Validity as a variable:Can the same
certification test be valid for all students? (Occasional
Paper No. 53). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching, $3_25. (Also published
in G. F. Madaus (Ed.), The courts, validity and minimum
competency testing. Boston, MA: Kluwer-Nijhoff, 1982).

Schwille, J., Porter, A_, Belli, G., Floden, R., Freeman, D.,
Knappen, L., Kuhs, T. & Schmidt, W. (1982). Teachers as
policy brokers in the content of elementary school
mathematics (Research Series No_ 113). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $4.00. (Also published in L. Shulman & G. Sykes
(Eds), Handbook of teaching and policy. New York:
Longman, 1983.)

Schwille, J., Porter, A., Gant, M. (1979). Content decision mak-
ing and the politics of education (Research Series No. 52).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $2.50. (Also published in Educa-
tional Administration Quarteft 16, 21-40, 1980) .

Schwille, J., Porter, A., Gant, M., Belli, G., Roden, R., Freeman,
D., Knappen, L., Kuhs, T., & Schmidt, W. (1979). Factors
influencing teachers' decisions about what to teach:
Sociological perspectives (Research Series No. 62). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.50.
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Alford, L. (1986, February) Should your district have a policy

e allocation? Michigan School Board Journal, pp .
ol2n im-lt3.
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Freeman, D J., Kutis, T. M.. Porter, A. C., Floden, R. E.,
Schmidt, W, H. & Schwille, J. R. (1983). Do textbooks and
tests define a national curriculum in elementary school
mathematics? The Elementary School Journal, 83, 501.513.
(Summarized in The Education Digest, 1984, March, 47.49.)

Porter, A. C. (1983). The role of testing in effective schools.
American Education, 19 (1), 25-28.

Schmidt, W. H. (1983). Content biases in acnieveme- t tests.
Journal of Educational Measurement, 20 (2), 165-17

Books and Chapters in Books
Porter, A. C. (1981). Elementary mathematics textbcjti. In

J. Y. C & T. G. Sticht, The textbook in American s rety,
Washington, DC: Library of congress.

Dilemma Management
Teaching has been characterized as fraught with dilemmas and plagued with internal conflicts

impossible to resolve. Much of what has been written assumes that choices between cs iflicting
goals are inevitable. This project investigates how teachers manage such dilemmas and the
strategies they use to cope with contradictions.
I RT Publications

Lampert, M. (1986). Knowing, doing, and teaching multiplica-
tion (Occasional Paper No. 97). East Lansing: Michigan
State University, Institute for Research on Teaching.$5.75.
(To be published under the title "Understanding. doing and
teaching multiplication" in Cognition and Instruction.)

Lampert, M. (1985). How do teachers manage to teach?
(Occasional Paper No. 63). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3.50. (Also

published in Harvard Educational Review, 1985, 55, 178-194
and reprinted in Schooling and teaching: New directions
and challenges (pp. 76-92) Cambridge, MA: Harvard Educa-
tional Review, 1986.1

Books and Chapters in Books
Lampert, M. (1986). Teaching about thinking and thinking

about teaching. In P. Taylor (Ed.). Recent developments
in curriculum studies. Windsor, _ tigtand: NFER-Nelson.
(Distributed by Taylor & Francis, Philadelphia).

Effective Schools
What are the differences between schools where scores on student achievement tests are rising

and schools where those scores are falling? Researchers working on this project looked at a
number of different urban schools and recorded these differences.

IRT Publications
Brookover, W. B., & Lezotte, L. W. (1979). Changes in school

characteristics coincident with changes in student
achievement (Occasional Paper No, 17). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $5.00; executive summary, $1.00.

Edmonds, R. R. (1983). An overview of school improvement
programs (Occasional paper No. 67). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $3,00. (Also published in Educational Leader-
ship, 1982, 40 (3), 4-11.)

Lezotte, L. W. (1981). Effective teacher training and urban
school improvement (Occasional paper No. 49). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2.50

Lezotte, L. W., & Passalacqua, J. (1975). Individual school
buildings do account for differences in measured pupil
performance (Occasional Paper No. 6). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $1.25
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Brandt, R. (1982, Dec.). On school improvement: A conversa-
tion with Ronald Edmonds. Educational Leadership, 40 (3),
12-15.

Brookover, W. B., & Lezotte, L. W. (1981). Educational equity:
A democratic principle at a crossroads. Urban Review, 13,
65-71.

Lezotte, L. W. (1981). Climate characteristics in instruc-
tionally effective schools. IMPACT on instructionally
effective schools, 16 (4).

Lezotte, L. & Passalacqua, J. (1978). Individual school
buildings: Accounting for differences in measured pupil
per)rmance. Urban Education, 13, 283-293.

Books and Chapters in Books

Barletta, C., Boger, FL, Lezotte, L. W., & Hall, B. (Eds.). (1978).
Planning and implementing parenticommunity involve-
ment into the instructional delivery system. East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Teacher Corps Project.

Brookover, W., Beamer, L., Lfthim, H., Hathaway, D., Lezotte,
L., Miller, S., Passalacqua, J. & Tornatzky, L. (1982).
Creating effective schools. Holma Beach, FL: Learning
Publications

Lezotte, L. W., Hathaway, D. V., Miller, S. K., Passalacqua,
J., & Brookover, W. (1980). School learning climate and
student achievement. Tallahassee, FL: Site Specific
Technical Assistance Center, Florida State University.



General Mathematics
Ninth-grade mathematics is generally unrewarding and unsuccessful for both students and

teachers. Researchers, in collaboration with math teachers. designed strategies for improving
general mathematics instruction, then helped those teachers implement the strategies in their own
classrooms_

IRT Publications
Anang, A., & Lanier. P. (1982). Where is the subject matter?

How the social organization of the classroom affects
teaching (Re-search Series No. 114). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $3.00

Belli, G. (1979). Survey method and its use in research on
general mathematics (Research Series No_ 54). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching_ $2.30

Belli, G. (1979), A survey of placement policies for ninth-grao'e
mathematics (Research Series No. 61). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $2,50

Lanier, P. E. (1981). Mathematics classroom inquiry: The need,
a method, and the promise (Research series No. 101). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2.00

Madsen-Nason, A., & Lanier, P. E. (1986). Pamela Kaye's
general math class: From a computational to conceptual
orientation (Research Series No. 172). 7_ast Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute ---arch on
Teaching. $11,00
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Eaton, J. (1985, January). Drill and prac .=-e alone won't do
for general math. Michigan School Board Journal, p. 13.

Lanier, P., & Nason, A. (1986, Winter), The Quest room. Virginia
Mathematics Teacher, pp. 1-11.

Prawat, R. S., Lanier, R. E., Byers, J. L., & Anderson, A. L. H.
(1983). Attitudinal differences between students in general
mathematics and algebra classes. Journal of Educational
Research, 76, 215-220.

High School Standards
A review of the literature from the past 20 years reveals that an implicit bargain to sacrifice

academic content for comfortable classroom social relations has shaped current high school
standards. This has implications for educational reform_ Researchers conducted a national survey
of adults that showed support for more rigorous academic standards but not at the expense of
extracurricular activities or vocational, social, or personal development goals. A third phase of this
study involves field work in two districts with positive reputations for high school reform .

IRT Publications

Freeman, D. J., Cusick, P. A., & Houang, R. T. (1985)_ Public
response to proposals for raising academic standards in
secondary schools, (Research Series No. 163. East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $3.00. (Also published under the title "Secon-

dary school reform: What does the public sa NABBP
Bulletin, 1985, 69, 483, 52-631

Books and Chapters in Books
Sedlak, M. W,, Pollin, R., Wheeler, C., & Cusick, P. (1986).

Classroom perspectives on school reform. New York:
Teachers College Press.

Integrating Assessment and Instruction
What should teachers know about student assessment data to use it effectively in their teaching?

Researchers have developed materials and procedures for increasing teachers understanding and
use of test scores and other assessment data when making instructional decisions.

IRT Publications

Rudman, H., Kelly, J., Wanous, D., Mehrens, W., Clark, C. &
Porter, A. (1980). integrating assessment with instruction: Wanous, D., & Mehrens, W, (1981). Helping teachers use
A review (1922-1980) (Research Series No. 75). East information: The Data Box approach. Measurement in
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research Education, 1981, 12 (4).
on Teaching. $7.50
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Other
\,,,,,__Rudman, H. C., Mehrens, W. A Wanous, D. S. 1983). The Data Box. Cleveland, OH: The Psychoiogical Corporation.



Knowledge Use In Learning to Teach
By following several students through two years of teacher preparation, researchers working on

this project are beginning to understand the kinds of knowledge future teachers value and use and
the ways different teacher education programs shape their epistemological commitments.

IRT Publications
Feiman-Nemser, S., & Buchmann, M. (1985)_ The first year of

teacher preparation: Transition to pedagogical thinking?
(Research Series No. 156)_ East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3 50 Jo
be published in Journal of Curriculum Studies.)

Language Arts
This project investigated teachers' decisions about language arts teachinghow language arts

time is spent in classrooms, what content is being emphasized while language skills are being
taught, how teachers combine language arts instruction with instruction in other subjects, and the
consequences of that instruction.

IRT Publications
Buchmann, M,, & Schmidt, W. H. (1981). The school day and

content commitments (Research Series No. 83). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching, $2.75. (Also published in revised form as
Schmidt, W. H., & Buchmann, M. (1983). Six teachers'
beliefs and attitudes and their curricular tirno allocations.
Elementary School Journal, 84, 162-171.)

Roehler, L,, Schmidt, W., & Buchrnann, M. (1979). How do
teachers spend their language arts time?(Research Series
No. 66). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching. $2.75

Schmidt, W. H., Caul, J,, Byers, J. L., & Eluchmann, M. (1983).
Educational content of basal reading texts: Implications

for comprehension instruction (Researcher Series No.
131). East Lansing: Micnigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $3.25. (Also published as -Con-
tent of basal text selections: Implications for comprehen-
sion instruction" in G. Duffy, L. Roehler, & J. Mason (Eds.),
Comprehension instruction: Perspectives and sugges-
tions. New York: Longman, 1984)

Schmidt, W., Roehler, L., Caul, J., Diamond, a., Solomon, D.,
Cianciolo, P., & Buchmann, M. (1983). Curriculum integra-
tion: Its use in language arts instruction (Research Series
No. 140). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Published under the title
"The uses of curriculum integration in language arts
instruction: A study of six classrooms." Journal of Cur.
riculurn Studies, 1985, 17, (3), 305-320.)

Clinical Studies/Outcomes in Reading
Researchers here have developed a training program that leads to improved diagnostic reliability

in reading. They are currently looking at ways in which having reliable diagnostic information about
students can help teachers identify instructional practices that can lead to improved reading
achievement.

IRT Publications

Elstein, A. S., Shulman, L. S., Vinsonhaler, J. F., Wagner, C.
C., & Bader, L. (1978). Characteristics of the clinical
problem-solving model and its relevance to education
research (Research Series No_ 27). East Lansing: Michigan
State University, Institute for Research on Teaching_ $1.25

Gil, D., & Freeman, D. (1980). Diagnosis and remediation of
reading difficulties in the classroom_ (Research Series No.
78). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $2.00

Gil, D., Haffmeyer, E. VanRoekel, J., Vinsonhaler, J., &
Weinshank, A. (1979). Clinical problem solving in reading:
Theory and research (Research Series No. 45)_ East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research

Teaching. $3.30

Gil, D., Vinsonhaler, J. F., & Wagner, C. C. (1979). Studies of
clinical problem-solving behavior in reading diagnosis
(Research Series No_ 42). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $2.00

Lee, A., & Weinshank, A. (1978). CLIPIR pilot observational
study of reading diagnosticians, 19 76 (Research Series
No. 14), East Lansing: Michigan State University, Insti-
tute for Research on Teaching, $2,00; with complete
data, $5.75

Patriarca, L., VanRoekel, J., & Lezotte, L. (1979). Simulated
reading and learning disability cases: Effective tools for
research and teacher education (Research Series No. 29).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $2.30

Vinsonhaler, J. F., Wagner, C. C., & Elstein, A. S. (1978)_ The
inquiry theory: An in formation.processing approach to
clinical problem-solving research and application



(Research Series No, 1). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching_ $2.00

Vinsonhaler, J. F Weinshank, A. B., Po lin, A. M & Wagner,
C. C. (1983). Improving diagnostic reliability in reading
through training. (Research Series No, 126), East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $4.00

Vinsonhaler, J. F., Weinshank, A. B., Wagner, C. C., & Po lin,
R. M. (1982), Diagnosing children with educational prob-
terns: Characteristics of reading and learning disabilities
specialists and classroom teachers (Research Series No.
117). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $5.00. (Also published in 7eading
Research Quarterly, 1983, 18, 134-164.)

Weinshank, A. (1980). Investigations of the diagnostic reliabil-
ity of reading specialists, learning disabilities specialists,
and classroom teachers: Results and implications
(Research Series No. 88). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute tor Research on Teaching. $2.00

Wei nshank, A. B. (1980). An observational study of the rela-
tionship between diagnosis and remediation in reading
(Res-earc..h Series No. 72). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $2.75

Weinshank, A B., Polin, R, M., & Waoner, C. 0. (1985). Using
student diagnostic information to etablish an empirical
data base in reading (Research Series No. 162). East
Lansing: Michigan State University. Institute tor Research
on Teaching, $4.50

Weinshank, A., Polin, R., & Wagner, C. (1984), Learning from
experience to improve outcomes in reading: A case study
(Research Series No. 149), East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. (Also
published in Reading Horizons, 1985, 25, 253-263.)
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Frame, R. E., Clarizo, H. F., & Porter, A. C. (1984). Diagnostic

and prescriptive bias in school psychologists reports of
a learning disabled child. Journal of Learning Disabilities,
17, 12-16.

Weinshank, A. (1982). The reliability of diagnostic and
remedial decisions of reading specialists. Journal of
Reading Behavior, 14, 33-50,

Weinshank, A & Vinsonhaler, J. (1983). On diagnostic
reliability in reading: What's wrong and what can be
dono? Topics in Learning and Learning Cnsabililres, 2 (4),
43-61,

Science Teaching
Many students have profound misconceptions about scientific topics that limit the impact of

most science instruction. Researchers are exploring what teachers need to know to overcome such
misconceptions and trying to find out whether revised curriculum materials and teacher training
can provide teachers with the knowledge they need.

IRT Publications
Anderson, C. W,, & Barufaldi, J. P. (1980). Rearch on

elementary school science teaching: A study using
short-term outcome measures (Occasional Paper No.
37), East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Teaching. $2.75

Anderson, C. W., Sheldon, T. H., & D ay, J. (1986). The
effects of instruction on college nonmaiors' conceptions
of respiration and photosynthesis (Research Series No,
164). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching, $3.00. (To be published in Jour-
nal of Research in Science Teaching.)

Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L. (1986). Children's conceptions
of light and color: Understanding the role of unseen rays
(Research Series No. 166). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $3.50

Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L. (1983). Transparencies on
light: Teacher's manu. I (Research Series No. 130), East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $3,00

Bishop, B. A., & Anderson, C. W. (1986). Evolution by natural
selection: A teaching module (Occasional Paper No. 91).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $5.50

BiShop, B. A., & Anderson, C. W. (1986). Student conceptions
of natural selection and its role in evolution (Research
Series No. 165). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $3.00

Bishop, B. A Roth, K. J,. Anderson, C. W. (1986). Respira-
tion and photosynthesis: A teaching module (Occasional
Paper No. 90), East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $6.25

Brehm, S., Anderson, C. W., & DuBay, J. (1986). Ecology: A
teaching module (Occasional Paper No. 94). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $4.50

Eaton, J. F., Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L. (1983). Students'
misconceptions interfere with learning: Case studies of
fifth-grade students (Research Series No. 128). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $3.00. (Also published in Elementary School
Journal, 1984, 84, 365-379.)

Eaton, J., Sheldon, T. H,, & Anderson, C. W. (1986). Light: A
teaching module (Occasional Paper No. 92). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $6.50

Hollon, FL E., & Anderson, C. W, (1986). Heat and temperature:
A teaching module (Occasional Paper No. 93). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $5.50

H011on, FI Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L.(1981). An instruc-
tional system for observing and analyzing elementary
school science teaching: A user's manual (Research
Series No, 90). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $3,50
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Landes, N., Smith, E. L., & Anderson, C. (1981). The task
features analysis system (Research Series No. 89). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2.50

Roth, K. (1985), Food for plants: Teacher's guide (Research
Series Nc. 153). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $4.50

Roth, K. J., Anderson, C. VV., & Smith, E. L. (1986). Curriculum
materials, teacher talk, and student learning: Case studies
in fifth-grade science teaching (Research Series No- 171).
East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $325

Slinger, L. A,, Anderson, C. & Smith, E. L. (1983). Study-
ing light in the fifth grade: A case study of text-based
Science teaching (Research Series No. 129). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for
Research on Teaching. $3.25

Smith, E. L., & Anderson, C. W. (1984), The Planning and
Teaching Intermediate Science Study: Final report
(Research Series No. 147). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $4,00

Smith, E. L., & Anderson, C. W. (1983). Plants as producers:
A case study of elementary science teaching (Research
Series No. 127). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Also published
in Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1984, 21,
685-6981

Smith, E. L., & Lott, G. W. (1983). Ways of going wrong in
teaching for conceptual change (Research Series No.
139). East Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute
for Research on Taaching. $4.00 (Also published as

"Teaching for conceptual change: Ways of going
wrong" in H. Helm & J. Novak (Eds.), Proceedings of the
international seminar on student misconceptions in
science and mathematics. Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univer-
sity, 1983.)
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Eaton, J. (1986, December). New materials can help science
instruction_ Michigan School Board Journal, pp. 8-9.

Eaton, J. F., Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L. (1983, April).
When students don't know they don't know. Science and
Children.

Books and Chapters in Books
Anderson, C. W., & Smith, E. L. (1984). Children's

preconceptions and content area textbooks. In G. Duffy,
L. Roehler, & J. Mason (Eds.), Comprehension instruc-
tion: Perspectives and suggestions. New York:
Longman.

Roth, K. J., Smith, E. L., & Anderson, C. W. (1984). Verbal
patterns of teachers: Comprehension instruction in the
content areas, In G. Duffy, L. Roehler, & J. Mason (Eds,),
Comprehension instruction: Perspectives and sugges-
tions. New York; Longman.

Smith, E. L., & Sendelbach, N. B. (1982). The programme, the
plans and the activities of the classroom: The demands
of activity-based science. In J. Olson (Ed.), innovation in
the science curriculum. London: Croorn Helm.

Secondary School Science
Science teaching suffers from a lack of coordination and leadership. In this project researchers

seek to gain an understanding of the factors that influence and limit interaction among middle
school and hgh school science teachers, school administrators, and external agents including
university faculty and state education department personnel.

Books and Chapters in Books

Gallagher, J. J. (1986). Teachers as communicators of science
and technology. In D. Moore (Ed.), Communicating science
to all: Report of the third USILIK conference on science
education. Hatfield, England: Association for Science
Education.

Affective Outcomes/Socialization Outcomes
Here, researchers are trying to find out how effective teachers help students (1) develop

individual work habits and assume personal responsibility for their academic performance and (2)
learn to function as constructive members of a group and thus develop social responsibility.

IRT Publications

Anderson, A. L., Prawat, R. S., & Anderson, L. M. (1985),
Socialization into the student role: Teacher and student
influences (Research Series No. 160), East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on Prawat, R. S. (1979). Teacher perceptions
Teaching. $3.00

Anderson, A., Weiner, B., & Prawat, R. S. (1984). Affective
experience in a classroom (Research Series No, 150). East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Institute for Research
on Teaching. $2.00

(Research Series No_ 44). East Lansin
f student affect
Michigan State



University, Institute for Research on Teaching_ 52.50
(Also published in American Educational Research
Journal, 1980, 17, 61-73.)

Frawat, R. S. & Solomon, D. J. (1980). Validation of a
classroom climate Inventory for use at the early elemen-
tary level (Research Series No, 85). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching. $1.75 (Also published in Educational and
Psychological Measurement, 1981, 41.)
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Anderson, L. (1985), Book review of B. Ames & C. Ames (Eds.),

Research on motivation in education: Vol 1. Student
motivation. Review of Education 11, 304-305_

Anderson, L., & Prawat, R. (1983), Responsibility in the
classroom: A synthesis of research on teaching self -
control. Educational Leadership, 40, 62-66.

Nickerson, J. R., & Prawat, R. S. (1981). Affective interac-
tions in racially diverse classrooms: A case st udy. The
Elementary School Journal, 81, 291-301

Prawat, R. S. (1985). Affective versus cognitive goal orienta-
tions in elementary teachers, American Educational
Research Journal, 22, 587-604_

Prawat, R. S. (1984). Are we looking for a theory in all the
wrong places? Contemporary Psychology, 29, 779-780.

Prawat, R. S. (1980). Teacher perceptions of student affecL
American Educational Research Journal, 17, 61-73_

Prawat, R. S., Byers, J. L., & Anderson, A. H. (1983). An attri-
butional analysis of teachers affective reactions to stu-
dent success and failure. American Educational Research
Journal, 20, 137-142,

Prawat, R. S., & Nickerson, J. N. (1985). The relationshp be-
tween teacher thought and action and student affective
outcomes. Elementary School Journal, 85, 529-540_

Sociocultural Factors
This study focused on the interaction of teachers and students in bilingual Spanish-English

classrooms. Researchers looked not only at the language of instruction, but at the culture of
instructionthe culturally-based principles for appropriate social interaction and behavior.

Books and Chapters in Books
Cazden, C. B., Maldonado-Guzman, A. A., & Erickson, F.

(1980), The contribution of ethnographic research to
bicultural bilingual education. In J. E. Alatis (Ed.),
Current issues in bilingual education (pp. 64-soy
Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press.

Student Response Study
Do students really learn much from working independently at their seats? Some students,

particularly low achievers, have learned to fill in the blanks without understanding how to actually
do their seatwork. Researchers and teachers have developed strategies teachers can use to help
all students spend their seatwork time more productively.

IRT Publications
Anderson, L. M. (1981). Student responses to classroom in-

struction (Re Search Series No. 109). East Lansing:
Michigan State University, Institute for Research on
Teaching, $2,50, (Also published as "Short-term responses
to classroom instruction" in Elementary School Journal,
82 96-108.)

Anderson, L. M., Brubaker, N. L., Alleman.Brooks, J., &
Duffy, G. G. (1984). Making seatwork work (Research
Series No. 142). East Lansing: Michigan State University,
Institute for Research on Teaching. $3.50; with case
studies, $5.75
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Ander Son, L,, Brubaker, N. L., Allernan-Brooks, J., & Duffy,
G. G. (1985). A qualitative study of seatwork in first-grade
classrooms. Elementary School Journal, 86, 123-140.

Eaton, J. (1985, May). Research on teaching: Seatwork can
be improved. Michigan School Board Journal, p. 18.

Eaton, J. (1982, Winter). Do students learn from seatwork?
Noteworthy, 63-64, (Reprinted from IRT Communication
Quarterly, Summer 1982. This article was also reprinted,
in condensed form, in the March 4, 1983, issue of Weekly
Reader Teacher's Edition and April/May issue of
Learning,)

Books and Chapters in Books
Anderson, I_ (1985). What are students doing when they do

all that seatwork? In C. Fisher & D. Berliner (Eds.), Perspec-
tive on Instructional Time (pp. 189-202). New York:
Longman.

Anderson, L. M. (1984). The environment of instruction: The
function of seatwork in a commercially developed cur-
riculum. In G. Duffy, L. Roehler, & J. Mason (Eds.), Com-
prehension instruction: Perspectives and suggestions,
New York: Longman.



Teachers' Conceptions of Reading/Teacher Explanation
Does the way teachers explain reading tasks make much difference? Researchers working on

this project think it does. They are training teachers to be more explicit in verbaHy assisting
students who are learning to read and are studying the effects of the teachers' instruction on stu-
dent awareness of the reading process and student achievement.

IRT Publications
Bawden, R., Buike, S., & Duffy, G. (1979). Teachers' concep-

tions of reading and their influence on instruction
(Research Series No. 47). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching. $2.00

Duffy, G. G. (1983). From turn taking to sense making:
Classroom factors and improved reading achievement
(Occasional Paper No. 59). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, $3.00. (Also
published under the title "From turn taking to sense mak-
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Teacher Planning
Planning is an important aspect of teaching that occurs in the empty classroom or at
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Researchers here examined various dimensions and conceptions of teacher development and

how these are influenced by certain professional development activities. They also analyzed the
criteria of teaching effectiveness implicit in different approaches to teacher development.
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Teachers' Practical Ways of Seeing/Teachers' Conceptual Change in Practice
The first study contrasts the ways experienced teachers see what goes on in classrooms with

that of more experienced teachers to see how teachers make sense of events. In the second study
three teachers and their principal are working with researchers on ways in which time to reflect
critically on their own practice can empower teachers to change their instructional practices and
increase their input into educational reform decisions.
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One reason why many students have trouble reading and writing informational text may be a

lack of understanding of how such texts are organized. Researchers are working with upper elemen-
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ing prewriting, drafting, and revising of stories and reports. In e -ctions between authors and
audience are emphasized.
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Time Allocation
Economists examined the allocation of time to different subjects and different students in

schools. They also examined the role that factors like socioeconomic status play in the amount and
quality of time students receive.
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Written Literacy
After conducting a descriptive study of the acquisition of written literacy in school, researchers
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writing instruction.
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